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Introduction
Black holes are among the most intriguing and fascinating objects of the physics landscape.
The idea of the existence of bodies so massive that not even light could escape was put
forward by the English geologist John Michell in 1784, and later promoted by the French
mathematician Pierre-Simon Laplace in the first and second editions of his book Exposition
du syste`me du Monde (1795). They noted that, according to Newtonian gravity and Newton’s
corpuscular theory of light, “un astre lumineux de meˆme densite´ que la terre, et dont le
diame`tre serait deux cents cinquante fois plus grand que celui du soleil , ne laisserait en vertu
de son attraction , parvenir aucun de ses rayons jusqu’a` nous” (see e.g. [1], cited in [2]).
Nevertheless, it is in the light of the modern description of gravitation, provided by
Einstein’s General Relativity, that the concept of black holes takes all its meaning. Only a
few months after the publication of General Relativity, in 1916, the German physicist and
astronomer Karl Schwarzschild produced the first exact solution to the general gravitational
equations [3], subsequently recognized as describing the gravitational field outside a spherical,
non-rotating mass M . Although this was not completely realized at that time, this solution,
now called the Schwarzschild solution, turns out to describe a black hole (a name invented
by Wheeler in 1968), when the whole mass M is confined in a sphere of radius less than
rH =
2GM
c2
∼ 3 MM⊙km (where c is the speed of light, G the Newton’s constant and M⊙
the mass of the sun). The Schwarzschild radius rH is now known to be the radius of the
event horizon of a non-rotating black hole. The presence of an event horizon can be stated
as defining a black hole. It can be described as a (hyper-) surface within which all light-
like paths, and hence all trajectories of infalling observers, necessarily end on the black hole
singularity , conventionally located at r = 0. At this point, characterized mathematically by
the fact that some scalar invariants diverge in general (curvature singularity), an observer
would feel infinite tidal forces. General relativity not only predicts the existence of black
holes, but also gives a precise account of how they can form. In 1939, Oppenheimer, Snyder
and Volkoff studied the gravitational collapse of a homogeneous sphere of pressure-free fluid
using general relativity, and discovered that if the body develops a core heavier than three
solar masses, the pressure of neutron degenerate matter cannot support against gravitational
collapse, and nothing prevents contraction until a “point” of zero volume and infinite density.
Hawking and Penrose showed, in the sixties, that the appearance of singularities does not
rely on some simplifying assumptions, but is a generic feature of collapsing objects. By now,
indirect astronomical observations strongly point toward the existence of stellar (4− 15M⊙),
intermediate, or supermassive (105− 1010M⊙) black holes, including one at the center of our
own Milky Way.
Besides their observational interest, black holes are at the center of some of the most
long-standing challenges of contemporary theoretical physics. The presence of the black hole
singularities are intimately related to short distance physics in the quantum domain, while
1
2the current day description of gravitation is essentially classical. Therefore they are believed
to signal the breakdown of general relativity in certain regimes, which a quantum theory of
gravity should be able to cure by letting new phenomena come into play.
Black holes have aroused an increasing theoretical interest after the work by Bardeen,
Carter and Hawking[4] which produced the so called four laws of black hole mechanics, giving
strong indications that black holes could be seen as thermodynamic objects. In particular,
the second law states that the area of the black hole horizon cannot decrease during any
physical process. This prompted Bekenstein to suggest that every black hole has an entropy,
associated with the area of its horizon [5]. This idea was first considered very suspiciously,
because it implies that a black hole is hot and radiates. However, it rapidly received support,
thanks to a result by Hawking who showed, using a semi-classical treatment in which the
gravitational field of the black hole is treated classically but the matter is treated quantum
mechanically, that black holes do radiate, and that the frequency spectrum is characteristic of
a blackbody [6]. Just as the macroscopic thermodynamical properties of perfect gases hinted
at their microscopic atomistic structure, the classical thermodynamical properties of black
holes suggest the existence of quantized micro-states, whose dynamics would account for the
macroscopic production of entropy. A theory of quantum gravity would be expected to meet
the challenge of explaining the nature of these micro-states, thereby solving the black hole
entropy problem.
Hawking’s result that black holes emit a thermal radiation stands at the origin of another
thorny problem, called the black hole information paradox [7] (see also for example [8, 9,
10]), which can be summarized as follows. Since the Hawking temperature of a black hole
is inversely proportional to its mass, it is quantum mechanically unstable because, when
losing mass, its temperature grows and the particle emission rate grows. Therefore, the
black hole can ultimately evaporate. Then comes the paradox: in the case of gravitational
collapse, one may suppose that matter starts in a pure state, collapses to form a black
hole, which eventually evaporates leaving the universe in a mixed thermal state. However,
unitary evolution in quantum mechanics implies that pure states evolve to pure states, so
that somewhere in this process, there must be a breakdown of unitarity. The question is
then whether this process is like the burning of a book, in which there is no doubt that the
information is encoded in the radiation even though it would be impossibly difficult to recover,
or if the information is really lost. A third possibility would be that the information is neither
lost nor present in the radiation, but is stored in a remnant of the evaporating black hole. An
analogous statement of the problem relies on the so-called no-hair theorem, according to which
all black hole solutions of the Einstein-Maxwell equations can be completely characterized by
only very few externally observable parameters: mass M , charge Q, and angular momentum
J . The fact that the thermal Hawking radiation depends only upon these parameters entails
a loss of information, since two distinct objects bearing the same values of M , J and Q would
give rise to the same Hawking radiation according to an observer outside the horizon.
Faced with these questions, a rich variety of original approaches have been proposed
toward a formulation of a quantum theory of gravity (see e.g. [11, 12, 13] for reviews). We
will briefly recall some of them here, focusing on the aspects relevant to the present work.
It has often been a good strategy to tackle field theory via models with a reduced number of
degrees of freedom; general relativity is no exception to this. In particular, general relativity in
(2+1) dimensions [14, 15, 16] has received a lot of attention and been revealed as a useful arena
in which to explore the foundations of classical and quantum gravity, as settled by the seminal
work of Deser, Jackiw and ’t Hooft [17, 18, 19], Achucarro and Townsend [20], and Witten [21,
322]. An essential feature is that (2+1)-dimensional gravity has no local degrees of freedom.
In this case, the Riemann curvature tensor is algebraically determined by the Ricci tensor.
As a consequence, a vacuum solution with a vanishing cosmological constant is necessarily
flat, and no gravitational waves can exist. This, and the fact that general relativity in (2+1)
dimensions has no Newtonian limit (i.e. static point sources feel no gravitational force), first
seemed to indicate that the model is too physically unrealistic to give much insight into real
gravitating systems in (3+1) dimensions. It therefore came as a surprise when Ban˜ados,
Teitelboim and Zanelli showed that (2+1)-dimensional gravity with a negative cosmological
constant Λ admitted black hole solutions [23], whose properties were subsequently studied in
detail in [24]. These black holes, referred to as BTZ black holes, enjoy remarkable properties
which brought them to the forefront of research on quantum aspects of black hole physics, with
applications well beyond the scope of (2+1)-dimensional gravity, especially in string theory as
we will discuss later on. Following the same reasoning as above, any vacuum solution of the
Einstein’s equations in (2+1) dimensions with a negative cosmological constant has constant
curvature, i.e. it is locally anti-de Sitter. It has furthermore been shown that BTZ black holes
can be obtained from the three-dimensional anti-de Sitter space (AdS3) by performing discrete
identifications along orbits of well-chosen Killing vectors. The BTZ black holes display most
of the features of their (3+1)-dimensional counterparts: they have an event horizon and, in
the rotating case, an inner horizon; they appear as the final state of gravitational collapse [25]
and their thermodynamic properties can be investigated using standard techniques [26, 15].
They differ however from usual black hole solutions in one important respect: they have no
curvature singularity at the origin, which was to be expected since they are locally AdS3.
A compelling argument in favor of the microscopic origin of black hole entropy has been
given in an elegant way in the framework of (2+1)-dimensional gravity [27, 28] (for a review,
see also e.g. [15]). The first step rests on a remarkable observation by Brown and Henneaux
[29], who investigated the asymptotic symmetries of (2+1)-dimensional asymptotically anti-de
Sitter spaces. They found that the generators of diffeomorphisms that preserve the asymptotic
structure of the AdS metric (the “asymptotic Killing vectors”) form two copies of commuting
Virasoro algebras, without central charge. Since the boundary of an asymptotically AdS space
is a cylinder, it is not really surprising that the asymptotic diffeomorphisms are related to
the diffeomorphisms of the cylinder. What came as somewhat unexpected was that, when
these symmetries are realized as canonical transformations, the original Virasoro algebras
acquire a central extension, with central charge given by c = 3l/2G, where Λ = −1/l2.
Subsequently, Strominger [27] and Birmingham, Sachs and Sen [28] independently pointed
out that this could be used to compute the asymptotic density of states. Their argument
appealed to the so-called Cardy formula [30, 31], expressing that the asymptotic density of
states in a two-dimensional conformal field theory (whose symmetry algebra is a Virasoro
algebra) is fixed by a few features of the symmetry algebra, independent of any details of the
dynamics. They showed that the entropy computed from the Cardy formula agrees precisely
with the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy, given in terms of the surface (actually, the perimeter)
of the BTZ black hole horizon. This impressive result unfortunately does not give any clue
about the nature of the underlying quantum mechanical degrees of freedom, and seems to
indicate that the latter are located at infinity rather than at the horizon. It can be seen as a
concrete realization of the holographic principle, as proposed by ’t Hooft [32] and improved by
Susskind [33], according to which the combination of quantum mechanics and gravity requires
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like a holographic image1.
A more ambitious approach to quantum gravity is provided by string theory , which is,
at present, by far the most investigated research direction2. String theory offers not only
a framework for a unitary theory of quantum gravity, but also represents an attempt to
unify all the known forces in nature. The basic idea of string theory is to replace the basic
point-like constituents of the Universe with one-dimensional extended objects of extremely
small scale, called strings. These can vibrate in different modes, each mode appearing as a
different particle; their interactions are represented by letting them split and combine. The
idea that string theory might describe a quantum theory of gravity actually goes back to
the beginning of the seventies, where it was noticed that the string spectrum contains a
particle that could be identified with the graviton, the hypothetical elementary particle that
transmits the force of gravity in the framework of quantum field theory. Between 1984 and
1986, it was realized that more sophisticated string theories could describe all elementary
particles and their interactions, so that string theory was promoted to the status of most
promising idea to unify theories of physics. The principles of string theory naturally lead
to the introduction of new physical concepts, such as supersymmetry (a symmetry between
bosons and fermions) and extra spatial dimensions, whose existence is to be tested in the
near future, either in accelerator experiments or by future cosmological and astrophysical
data. When taking supersymmetry into account, one ends up with five consistent superstring
theories, interconnected by a web of dualities. Strong evidence has been provided in the
nineties that all these theories might be different limits of one unique theory, named M-
theory .
At present, the approach to string theory is essentially perturbative. The only accessible
quantities are scattering amplitudes computed in a given vacuum of the theory, i.e. around
a given space-time geometry, which does not result from dynamical degrees of freedom of
the theory. That is, no complete string field theory exists. However, the consistency of the
theory puts strong constraints on the allowed geometry on which it makes sense to study
the propagation of a single string. In string theory, an acceptable background should be
interpretable as a coherent state of string excitations. Then comes a kind of magic: the
constraints imposed on the gravitational field are nothing other than Einstein’s equations!
More precisely, general relativity appears as a low-energy effective theory of string theory
(i.e. to first order in the inverse string tension α′, the only free parameter of the theory).
When including the other massless modes of the string spectrum as well as supersymmetry,
the resulting low energy effective theories are the supergravity theories. A given background
will be called an exact string background if it satisfies the appropriate constraints to all orders
in α′, i.e. beyond the supergravity approximation. These are very strong restrictions, and
only a few exact string backgrounds are known. Besides the flat case, an important class of
such backgrounds is provided by the Wess-Zumino-Witten (WZW) models and their gauged
versions [38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43]. Remarkably enough, some of them turn out to describe
black holes, which is a windfall for extracting information on their properties in the context
of string theory. The first example has been given by Witten [44], Dijkgraaf, Verlinde and
Verlinde [45] and others, through the so-called two-dimensional black hole. Another example
is the BTZ black hole already introduced above and which was recognized to be part of an
1This principle already implicitly shows through Bekenstein’s proposal that information should be associ-
ated with the surface of the horizon rather than with a volume.
2For this section, standard references are the textbooks [34, 35, 36, 37].
5exact string background soon after its discovery[46]. Later on, it has become ubiquitous when
discussing black hole physics in the context of string theory. Unfortunately, it is not known
whether realistic, (3+1)-dimensional black hole solutions of general relativity can be lifted to
exact string backgrounds, nor if a string theoretic description is attainable. Even if they are
very interesting in their own right, WZW models and their gauged versions represent very
special points in the moduli space of possible string theory vacua, in particular the more
symmetric ones. They do, however, enjoy the additional interesting property that they allow
for exact marginal deformations [47]. This means that it is possible to deform these models,
while keeping exact backgrounds, allowing a wide variety of less symmetric solutions to be
reached and linking already known theories.
Another key feature of string theory arose in the mid-nineties, when Polchinski discovered
that the theory requires the inclusion of higher-dimensional objects, called D-branes. These
were initially seen as hyper-surfaces of different dimensionalities (one speaks of a Dp-brane
when it has p space-like dimensions) on which open strings could end, “D” standing then for
“Dirichlet” boundary conditions. The crucial observation of Polchinski is that these D-branes
are truly dynamical, non-perturbative objects of the theory. On one hand, they can emit and
absorb closed strings (one of their modes is the graviton, other modes include gauge bosons),
and therefore have mass and charge. On the other hand, the open strings (whose modes
include the photon for example) attached to a D-brane give rise to gauge theories living on
it. This can be summarized by saying that D-branes are gravitational sources, on which a
gauge theory lives.
A definite theoretical success of string theory is related to the black hole entropy problem.
Strominger and Vafa showed [48] that some black holes might be seen as bound states of D-
branes, and they gave a first-principle calculation of their microscopic entropy (for reviews,
see [10, 49, 50]). This derivation was originally restricted to non-rotating, extremal, super-
symmetric, charged black holes. The charges actually serve as tags that help identify their
microscopic constituents in string theory, while supersymmetry and extremality (combined
into the BPS condition) ensure that the counting of states at weak coupling can safely be
extrapolated to strong coupling. Variants of the original computation can however be applied
to more general black holes (see [51] and references therein), but the simplest and more fa-
miliar solutions, Schwarzschild for example, are still out of reach (see however [52, 53]). The
relevance of the aforementioned BTZ solution is also apparent through the fact that almost
all black holes for which the entropy can be computed in string theory have a near-horizon
geometry containing the BTZ solution (see [10]). Another breakthrough with far-reaching
consequences in string theory is the AdS/CFT -correspondence, proposed by Maldacena, ex-
pressing that string theory on AdS5 × S5 is equivalent to a supersymmetric N=4 Yang-Mills
gauge theory defined on the 4-dimensional boundary of AdS5 [54, 55, 56] (see also [57]).
More generally, it suggests a duality between a string theory, i.e. a theory including gravity,
defined on a space, and a quantum field theory without gravity defined on the conformal
boundary of this space, whose dimension is lower by at least one. This correspondence, a
glimpse of which could already be foreseen in Brown and Henneaux’s work, can be viewed as
yet another illustration of the holographic principle, and has led to new insights into the black
hole information paradox [10, 58] as well as into the nature of black hole and cosmological
singularities [59].
In spite of its intrinsic elegance and successes, it is fair to say that string theory, as a
physical theory, is still at an embryonic stage, and suffers from some theoretical difficulties
(see e.g. [13, 11, 60]). Therefore, even if the position of string theory is clearly dominant in
6the (very) high energy physics landscape, alternative approaches have flourished and made
their own way (for a review, see e.g. [11, 12]), sometimes even revealing deep connections
with string theory. This is the case, in particular, for noncommutative geometry . The notion
of noncommutativity is deeply ingrained in us, in particular as the central mathematical con-
cept expressing uncertainty in quantum mechanics, where it applies to any pair of conjugate
variables, such as position and momentum. A natural way, albeit maybe too naive, of quan-
tizing gravity, in the sense of quantizing the structure of space-time, might be to imagine
that position measurements might fail to commute, and describe this using the noncommu-
tativity of the coordinates. This idea dates back to Snyder [61], who realized that by starting
with a conventional field theory, and interpreting the fields as depending on noncommuting
coordinates, one can follow the usual development of perturbative quantum field theory with
surprisingly few changes, to define a large class of noncommutative field theories. A moti-
vation for postulating noncommutativity could rely on the inherent “uncertainty principle”
in quantum gravity which prevents one from measuring positions to better accuracies than
the Planck length. As noticed by DeWitt, the momentum and energy required to make such
a measurement would then itself modify the geometry at these scales. One might wonder if
these effects could be modeled by noncommuting coordinates. The resulting noncommuta-
tive quantum field theories have been analyzed in some detail and exhibited some peculiar
features, including non-locality and the coupling of high- and low-energy degrees of freedom
(“UV/IR mixing”) (for a review, see [62]). Recently, noncommutative theories of gravity,
generalizing the Einstein-Hilbert action to a space with noncommuting coordinates, have
also been proposed [63, 64, 65]. One may also mention the approach of Kempf, Mangano
and Mann: they implement a minimal length uncertainty, keeping the position operators
commuting but modifying the commutation relation between position and momentum by the
addition of an extra momentum-dependence [66]. This simple modification has been shown
[67] to be able to cure the trans-planckian problem of black hole physics, lying in the fact
that the original derivation of Hawking radiation involved field modes with frequencies near
the black hole horizon arbitrarily high, in particular, higher than the inverse Planck time,
which a priori raised doubts about its validity.
Noncommutative geometry is a branch of mathematics introduced 30 years ago by A.
Connes [68], and which experienced a dramatic development over the last years due to its im-
portance in mathematics and in many physical applications. In this framework, the concept
of a noncommutative manifold can be settled through algebraic instead of geometric tools.
That this is possible rests upon a celebrated result, by Gelfand, that knowledge of a topo-
logical space is essentially equivalent to knowledge of the algebra of continuous functions on
that space. Riemannian geometry, in particular the notion of distance, can be captured alge-
braically as well, via the introduction of an object called the spectral triple (for a pedagogical
account, see [69, 70]). It consists, in addition to an algebra, of the Hilbert space formed by all
the spinor fields on a riemannian (spin) manifold and of the Dirac operator associated with
its metric. Connes not only showed that the Riemannian manifold can be reconstructed from
the spectral triple, but also that the Yang-Mills functional on the manifold can be obtained
from it in a purely operatorial way. A noncommutative riemannian manifold is the idea of
describing a manifold by a spectral triple in which the algebra is noncommutative.
A suitable framework for such noncommutative algebras is that of deformation quantiza-
tion, introduced originally by Bayen, Flato, Fronsdal, Lichnerowicz and Sternheimer in the
late seventies [71], as an alternative method for quantizing a classical system. The tradi-
tional method for quantizing a system induces a radical change in the nature of the physical
7observables, from functions defined on the classical phase space to operators acting on a
Hilbert space. Deformation quantization, instead, suggests reading the (noncommutative
and associative) composition of operators at the level of functions. This way, the quanti-
zation amounts to “deform” the commutative algebra of functions on the phase space into
a noncommutative algebra by replacing the (commutative) pointwise multiplication of func-
tions by a one-parameter (usually Planck’s constant ~) noncommutative operation, called star
product , in a prescribed way. Namely, a star product must define an associative operation
(because so is the composition of operators) and exhibit the right “classical limit”, as ~ tends
to zero. The simplest example of such quantization is that of a free particle in Rn (“Weyl’s
quantization”) leading to the Moyal-Weyl product , which deforms the algebra of function on
the symplectic phase space R2n. Originally, star products were expressed as formal power
series in the deformation parameter, leading to formal deformation quantization, in which
one does not worry about the convergence of the series. The notion of strict deformation
quantization was later introduced by Rieffel [72], in which the product of two functions is
again a function, in some suitable functional framework. The Moyal-Weyl product is one
example of such a strict deformation quantization. The notion of deformation quantization
has been extended to general Poisson manifolds, and a long-standing open question has been
to know whether or not any Poisson manifold could be quantized. The question was answered
positively by Kontsevich[73] in a 1997 pre-print, where a recipe to construct explicit formulae
in terms of formal power series was given. The question for strict deformation quantization
is far more involved. As pointed out by Connes and Marcolli [74], the notion of a strict
deformation quantization should be regarded as a notion of integrability for formal solutions,
similarly to the case of formal and actual solutions of ordinary differential equations. In par-
ticular, a lot is known about formal deformation quantizations, but when one tries to pass
to strict deformation quantizations, there are cases where existence fails, and others where
uniqueness fails. Beyond the flat case, the most notable examples were introduced by Rief-
fel for manifolds admitting an action of an abelian group [75], and by Bieliavsky, Bonneau,
Massar and Maeda [76, 77, 78, 79] for manifolds admitting an action of solvable groups.
One reason why physicists’ interest in noncommutative geometry got rekindled over the
last few years comes from the the deep and unexpected connections it has revealed with string
theory (see [80], and references therein). This relationship can be expressed as follows. In
perturbation theory, D-branes’ dynamics is described by the excitations of the open string
ending on them. When considering a flat D-brane in Minkowski space-time, carrying a mag-
netic field (called B-field), one observes upon quantization that the open string coordinates
living in the D-brane no longer commute, due to the presence of the B-field: the D-brane
is deformed into a noncommutative manifold, the pointwise multiplication of functions on it
being deformed into the Moyal-Weyl one. Moreover, in a special limit of the theory, where the
massive open string modes decouple, one observes that the dynamics of the massless fields
is completely governed by the noncommutative product. Namely, the low-energy effective
theory is given by a noncommutative version of Yang-Mills theory. Beyond the flat case, for
curved D-branes in curved backgrounds, very little is known, because on one hand string
theory is much less understood, and on the other hand, because it is not clear what could
replace the Moyal-Weyl product in the presence of curvature (see [81]).
8This thesis
The central objects of the present work will be the BTZ black holes, from which we will
depart from time to time. We are mainly interested in deforming these black holes, in the two
aforementioned senses: deformation quantization and exact marginal deformation. The first
will explore how some geometrical properties of BTZ black holes allow them to be embedded
in noncommutative geometry, in obtaining noncommutative versions of these spaces, and
will suggest how the relationship to string theory could manifest itself in this non-trivial
situation. The second will allow us to construct, starting from the BTZ solution, a variety
of new exact string theory backgrounds, encompassing already known solutions. We will
show that some BTZ space-times support exact D-brane configurations, “winding around”
the black hole, crossing horizons and singularities, that may be connected to similar-looking
D-branes in the two-dimensional black hole by means of marginal deformations. We will also
pay some attention to higher dimensional generalizations of the BTZ black holes, pointing out
a geometric argument that allows us to characterize them in a simple way. We will allow for
a small digression, coming out as a natural continuation of the deformation quantization of
BTZ spaces. That is, we will address the question of the existence of invariant deformations
of the hyperbolic plane, and discuss their underlying geometry.
Plan
We start, in the Prelude, with a brief description of the BTZ black holes and how they are
constructed out of AdS3 space, by performing discrete identifications. We follow the original
papers [23, 24], to which we refer for further details.
The first part of this thesis is dedicated to emphasizing on remarkable geometrical prop-
erties of these black holes that naturally suggest a route for formulating a “noncommutative”
version of these spaces. In the first chapter, we start by following the steps of Bieliavsky,
Rooman and Spindel [82], and recall how Lie group/algebra techniques can be used to obtain
a global dynamical description of the non-rotating massive BTZ black hole. This latter rests
upon a foliation of AdS3, identified with the group manifold of SL(2,R), in two-dimensional
twisted conjugacy classes, stable under the identifications leading to the black hole. We
complement their analysis by determining the black hole horizons using group-theoretical
arguments [83]. We show that both black hole singularities and horizons are closely con-
nected to solvable subgroups of SL(2,R), which completely encode the black hole structure
[84]. Finally, we use the analogy between the leaves of the foliation of the non-rotating BTZ
black hole and Misner space to define a maximally extended non-rotating BTZ space-time
[85]. Although causally badly behaved, due to the presence of closed time-like curves, this
extension enjoys an interesting property: each two-dimensional leaf therein admits an action
of a solvable subgroup of SL(2,R), denoted AN . This will be important in the sequel, since
this property will allow us to deform the algebra of functions on these leaves, which will,
moreover, soon be recognized as D1-branes in the BTZ background. In the last part, we turn
to the analysis of the generic rotating BTZ black holes, for which an adapted foliation and a
global description is also possible, though quite different from the non-rotating case. Again,
the AN subgroup is found to act naturally on the leaves of the foliation and to be related to
the black hole’s inner and outer horizons [86]. In Chapter 2, we deal with higher-dimensional
generalizations of the BTZ construction. It was indeed realized, soon after the discovery
of the BTZ black holes, that a similar construction could, in some cases, be performed in
higher-dimensional AdS spaces to obtain new black hole solutions. Exploiting the fact that
anti-de Sitter spaces are homogeneous, and can furthermore be endowed with a symmetric
space structure, we point out that, as in the three-dimensional case, the black hole singu-
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subgroups of the isometry group define the location of black hole singularities, in the same
sense as in the BTZ case. We also use simple symmetric space arguments that allow us to
prove the existence of horizons [83]. The third chapter is devoted to the deformation quan-
tization of some of the spaces referred to above. After a general introduction to the context,
we concentrate on strict WKB quantization, where the deformed product is internal on some
functional space, and is completely determined by a three-point kernel. To construct such
products, we will make use of so-called universal deformation formulae. Given a manifold on
which a Lie group acts, and given a deformed product with appropriate invariance properties
on that Lie group, such formulae give us a recipe to construct a star product on the manifold
itself. This makes clear the importance of the appearance of solvable subgroups’ actions on
the BTZ black holes’ geometry. Indeed, by constructing an invariant deformed product on
the AN -group manifold, which is a tractable problem by virtue of the group structure, we
can automatically induce a deformed product on each leaf of the BTZ foliation on which this
group acts, and hence induce a deformed product on the whole BTZ space. We therefore con-
struct a family of AN -invariant products on the AN -group manifold, and then induce them
onto the whole maximally extended non-rotating massive BTZ space [85]. This construction
suggested a connection with another problem, namely the existence of quantum Riemann
surfaces, where the adjective “quantum” in the mathematical literature stands for “noncom-
mutative”. It is based on the following two facts. First, from the uniformization theorem,
“almost” all Riemann surfaces can be obtained as a quotient of the hyperbolic plane (see
Sect. 3.3 for a more precise statement). Second, as a homogeneous (and symmetric) space,
the hyperbolic plane is identified with the AN -group manifold. However, these AN -invariant
products mentioned above are not totally adapted, because one would expect a deformation
of the hyperbolic plane to be SL(2,R)-invariant, and not only AN -invariant. To solve this
problem, we show that it is possible to “twist” AN -invariant products so to as to ensure
the SL(2,R)-invariance. In particular, the invariant kernel we are looking for is obtained by
solving a second order hyperbolic differential equation. We make a link with a proposition by
Weinstein on the geometrical interpretation of the phase of WKB kernels in the quantization
of hermitean symmetric spaces, whose hyperbolic plane is one of the simplest examples. We
prove that any SL(2,R)-invariant product on the hyperbolic plane has to be of the form we
obtained [87].
The second part of this work deals with string theoretical aspects of black holes. It starts,
in Chapter 4, with a comprehensive introduction to string theory, with the aim to show how
exact string backgrounds are associated with two-dimensional conformal field theories (CFTs)
on the string worldsheet3. It will also draw attention to D-branes, and to their low energy
dynamics. Chapter 5 presents the main features of the Wess-Zumino-Witten (WZW) models,
which allow us to describe string propagation on group manifolds. It turns out that any Lie
group manifold, supplemented with an appropriate three-form field strength, can be promoted
to an exact string theory background. This is the reason why the BTZ black holes, which are
quotients of AdS3, or equivalently of SL(2,R), are exact conformal backgrounds, described
by an orbifold of the SL(2,R) WZW model. We discuss a class of D-brane configurations in
the WZW models, called symmetric D-branes. In the geometric regime, these are represented
by (twisted) conjugacy classes of the group manifold. From this, we observe that, using the
previous geometric analysis of the non-rotating BTZ black holes, every two-dimensional leaf
3The worldsheet is the surface swept out by a string during its evolution, generalizing the concept of
particle’s worldline
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of the foliation, on which we deformed the algebra of functions, is indeed a symmetric WZW
D1-brane. We pursue the overview of general features of WZW models by presenting their
gauged versions, and then turn to their marginal deformations. Marginal deformations allow
us to reach more general and less symmetric backgrounds, and allow us to relate various
models. For example, symmetric deformations relate a WZW model to one of its gauged
versions, while asymmetric deformations relate strings moving on a group manifold to strings
moving on the corresponding geometric coset, through a continuous line of deformations.
These connections also apply for the D-brane configurations of the corresponding models.
We indeed observe that symmetric D1-brane configurations in BTZ spaces survive along the
whole symmetric deformation line, and yield, at the endpoint, known D0-brane configurations
in the two-dimensional black hole background, described by a SL(2,R)/U(1) gauged WZW
model. A further point of interest concerns marginal deformations of AdS3. Starting from
the fact that black hole solutions can be obtained by performing identifications in AdS3
along orbits of Killing vectors, we can then go on to ask what kind of solutions can be
obtained by performing identifications in a marginal deformation of AdS3? We analyze
the different kinds of backgrounds that can be obtained using symmetric, asymmetric and
combined deformations (double deformation). We show that identifications in asymmetric
deformations do not lead to viable black hole solutions (there are naked singularities), while
the double deformation (with or without identifications) leads to a generalization of the black
string solution found in [88]. We analyze the causal structure of such solution and compute
the associated charges.
A fair proportion of this thesis consists of (hopefully pedagogical) introductions to various
subjects. Chapter 4 presents some basics of string theory, that should be sufficient for our
purpose, and the first part of Chapter 5 deals with some rudiments of WZW models. To be
self-contained, these should be supplemented by an introduction to conformal field theory (see
[89] for a lot of useful references) and another to affine Lie algebras (a good account which
gets straight to the point can be found in [43]). The Appendices introduce basic notions
of symmetric spaces as well as of symplectic and Poisson geometries. A prerequisite to Lie
group theory and differential geometry is assumed, and can be found for example in [90] and
in [91], where a good account about the geometry of Lie group manifolds is also given.
This thesis results from collaborations and discussions with P. Bieliavsky, L. Claessens,
M. Herquet, D. Orlando, M. Petropoulos, M. Rooman, F. Rouvie`re and Ph. Spindel, and is
based on the following articles, preprints and yet-to-be-finished work:
• “Global geometry of the 2+1 rotating black hole”, P. Bieliavsky, S. Detournay, M. Her-
quet, M. Rooman, Ph. Spindel, Physics Letters B 570 (2003) 231, hep-th/0306293
[86]
• “Star products on extended massive non-rotating BTZ black holes”, P. Bieliavsky, S.
Detournay, M. Rooman, Ph. Spindel, J. High Energy Phys. 06 (2004) 031, hep-
th/0403257 [85]
• “Noncommutative locally Anti-de Sitter black holes”, P. Bieliavsky, S.Detournay, M.
Rooman, Ph. Spindel, in ”Noncommutative geometry and Physics”, edited by Y.
Maeda, N. Tose, N. Miyazaki, S. Watamura and D. Sternheimer, World Scientific,
math.QA/0507157 [84]
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• “Three-dimensional black holes from deformed anti-de Sitter”, S.Detournay, D. Or-
lando, M. Petropoulos, Ph. Spindel, J. High Energy Phys. 07(2005)072, hep-th/0504231
[92]
• “Solvable symmetric black holes in anti-de Sitter spaces”, L. Claessens, S. Detournay,
pre-print : math.DG/0510442, accepted for publication in Journal of Geometry and
Physics [83]
• ”Non formal quantizations of symmetric surfaces”, P. Bieliavsky, S. Detournay, F.
Rouvie`re, Ph. Spindel, in preparation [87]
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Prelude : the BTZ black holes
We will take, as our starting point, the vacuum Einstein’s equations in (2+1)-dimensions, in
the presence of a negative cosmological constant Λ = −1/l2:
Rµν − 1
2
gµνR = −Λgµν , (1)
where gµν denotes the space-time metric, Rµν and R its associated Ricci tensor and Ricci
scalar respectively (the gravitational constant G will be set to 1/8 throughout the text).
An important property arising in (2+1)-dimensions is that the Riemann curvature tensor is
completely determined by the Ricci tensor (see e.g. [26], eq. (2.1)), as appears from a simple
counting argument (since the number of independent components of the Riemann tensor -
d2(d2−1)
12 - equals that of the Ricci tensor -
d(d+1)
2 -, when d = 3). The full Riemann tensor is
determined as Rµνλρ = Λ(gµλgνρ−gνλgµρ), and describes, by definition, a solution of constant
negative curvature.
An important class of solutions to (1) is called anti-de Sitter spaces (AdS). In d dimen-
sions, AdSd is the maximally symmetric space (i.e. it has
d(d+1)
2 Killing vectors), and as a
consequence has constant negative curvature. We will return to the general description of
anti-de Sitter spaces in d dimensions in Sect. 2.1. For the time being, we will briefly discuss
the three-dimensional case, AdS3, since the BTZ black holes (which we will soon define as
black hole solutions to (1)) will appear to be intimately tied to this space. The reason for
this is already apparent: since in three dimensions, any solution to (1) has constant nega-
tive curvature, it has to be locally AdS3, from which it can differ only by global properties.
Any solution could thus be globally obtained by gluing patches of AdS3. AdS3 space can be
represented as the hyperboloid
u2 + t2 − x2 − y2 = −1/Λ , (2)
embedded in the four dimensional flat space with metric ds2 = −du2 − dt2 + dx2 + dy2. A
useful system of coordinates covering the whole of the AdS3 manifold (up to trivial polar
singularities) may be introduced by setting
u = l cosh ξ cos λ , t = l cosh ξ sinλ ,
x = l sinh ξ cosϕ , y = l sinh ξ sinϕ , (3)
in which the invariant metric on AdS3 reads
ds2 = l2(− cosh2 ξ dλ2 + dξ2 + sinh2 ξ dϕ2) , (4)
with l2 = − 1Λ . Note that, as appears in (3), the time coordinate λ of AdS3 is periodic,
λ ∈ [0, 2π[. This is cured by ”unwrapping” λ, by letting it vary in R. The space we get is
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the universal covering of AdS3, with topology R
3. This is the space we will be considering in
the following, which we simply refer to as AdS3. The further change of radial coordinate :
tanh ξ = sin r r ∈ [0, π/2[ , (5)
yields a conformal embedding of AdS3 in the Einstein static space E3 with topology R×S2[93]:
ds2 =
l2
cos2 r
(−dλ2 + dr2 + sin2 r dϕ2) . (6)
We will use this representation extensively in the following.
As we anticipated, a remarkable class of solutions of equations (1) in (2+1)-dimensions
is provided by the so-called BTZ black holes. These were discovered by Ban˜ados, Henneaux,
Teitelboim and Zanelli [23, 24], who found stationary and axisymmetric solutions to (1) in
the form
ds2 = −(N⊥)2dt2 + (N⊥)−2dr2 + r2(dφ+Nφdt)2 , 0 ≤ φ < 2π, 0 ≤ r <∞, t ∈ R, (7)
with
N⊥ =
(
−M + r
2
l2
+
J2
4r2
)1/2
, Nφ = − J
2r2
, (|J | ≤Ml). (8)
This solution shares most features of the Kerr black hole solution in (3+1) dimensions:
in particular, it has an inner and an outer horizon, an ergosphere, and its Penrose diagram
has the overall structure of a black hole (see [24, 26], also see Chap. 1). Also, the BTZ
solution arises naturally as the final state of gravitational collapse in (2+1)-dimensions [25]
(see also [94, 95] for the investigation of properties of in (2+1)-dimensional stars). The
constant parameters M and J , which determine the asymptotic behavior of the solution,
can be shown to correspond to the standard mass and angular momentum, associated with
asymptotic time translations and rotations (see e.g. [26] and references therein).
The BTZ black holes differ however from the Kerr (and Schwarzschild, for J = 0) solutions
in some important respects. First, they are asymptotically anti-de Sitter, rather than asymp-
totically flat, which is reflected in the asymptotic region of the Penrose diagrams. Then,
as may appear peculiar at first sight, there is no curvature singularity at r = 0. At second
sight, this was of course expected, since BTZ black holes are locally AdS3, as we discussed
before. This led the authors of [23, 24] to the idea that it was likely that the BTZ black
holes could be seen as a quotient of AdS3. This indeed appeared to be the case: they showed
that the solutions (7) could be obtained by performing discrete identifications in AdS3 along
orbits of well-chosen Killing vectors 4. We may sketch the construction as follows. From (2),
the isometry group of AdS3, denoted by Iso(AdS3), is the group O(2, 2). The generators
of Iso(AdS3), the Killing vectors, thus form a so(2, 2) Lie algebra
5. Each Killing vector Ξ
generates a one-parameter subgroup of isometries of AdS3:
P → etΞP , P ∈ AdS3. (9)
4For Euclidian signature, there exists a theorem by W.P. Thurston stating that any geodesically complete
space of negative constant curvature is a quotient of the three-dimensional hyperbolic space, or Euclidian
AdS3, denoted H3, by a discrete subgroup of its isometry group O(3, 1). For BTZ black holes, this was not
obvious (see discussion [4] in [24]).
5This is similar to the so(3) Lie algebra formed by the Killing vectors of the round metric on the two-sphere
S2.
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These one-parameter subgroups have been first classified in [24], where it was shown that
the inequivalent one-parameter subgroups6 fall into 7 distinct categories, which were denoted
by Ia, Ib,Ic,IIa,IIb,III
+,III−. We will return to this classification in the next chapter. The
different BTZ black holes can be obtained by identifying points in AdS3 as
P ∼ e2πnΞP , P ∈ AdS3 , n ∈ Z, (10)
with Ξ chosen in the appropriate category: Ξ ∈ Ib for the generic black hole (0 ≤ J < M |l|),
Ξ ∈ IIa for the extremal black hole (0 < J = M |l|), and Ξ ∈ III+ for the vacuum black
hole (J = M = 0). Of course, regions of AdS3 where Ξ is time-like (||Ξ||2 < 0) have to
excluded from AdS3 before the quotient is taken, in order to avoid closed time-like curves
in the resulting space-time. The surface ||Ξ||2 = 0 appears as a singularity in the causal
structure, since continuing beyond it would produce closed time-like curves. For this reason,
it may be regarded as a true singularity in the quotient space. With this definition, the only
incomplete geodesics are those that hit the singularity, just as in the (3+1) black hole. Let
us give the explicit form of the identifications in the generic case. The identification vector
reads in this case, in the coordinates (2),
Ξ =
r+
l
(y∂t + t∂y) +
r−
l
(x∂u + u∂x), (11)
where r− and r+ denote the inner and outer horizons of the metric (7):
r± = l
[
M
2
(
1±
√
1− ( J
Ml
)2
)]1/2
, (12)
corresponding to the roots of N⊥ = 0. After having excluded the regions of AdS3 where
||Ξ||2 < 0, the remaining ones, which we will often call safe regions, here given by t2 − y2 >
−r2−l2
r2+−r2−
, may be covered by an infinite set of coordinate patches of three types: type I (where
r2+ < ||Ξ||2 < +∞), type II (r2− < ||Ξ||2 < r2+), and type III (0 < ||Ξ||2 < r2−). One may
then choose three contiguous regions of type I, II and III respectively, and introduce a
(t, r, φ) parametrization as follows:
• Region I : r > r+
t =
√
A(r) cosh φ˜(t, φ) , y =
√
A(r) sinh φ˜(t, φ)
x =
√
B(r) cosh t˜(t, φ) , u =
√
B(r) sinh t˜(t, φ) (13)
• Region II : r− < r < r+
t =
√
A(r) cosh φ˜(t, φ) , y =
√
A(r) sinh φ˜(t, φ)
x = −
√
−B(r) sinh t˜(t, φ) , u = −
√
−B(r) cosh t˜(t, φ) (14)
• Region III : 0 < r < r−
t =
√
−A(r) sinh φ˜(t, φ) , y =
√
−A(r) cosh φ˜(t, φ)
x = −
√
−B(r) sinh t˜(t, φ) , u = −
√
−B(r) cosh t˜(t, φ) (15)
6Two one-parameter subgroups Γ and Γ′ were called equivalent when they are conjugate in SO(2, 2) =
Iso(M). In this case, the quotients M/Γ and M/Γ′ are isometric, the isometry being induced from that of G
which conjugates Γ and Γ′ [96, 97].
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with
A(r) = l2
(
r2 − r2−
r2+ − r2−
)
, B(r) = l2
(
r2 − r2+
r2+ − r2−
)
t˜ = (1/l)(r+t/l − r−)φ , φ˜ = (1/l)(−r−t/l − r+φ). (16)
These regions correspond to the three different regions of the Penrose diagram: 0 < r <
r−, r− < r < r+ and r+ < r < +∞. It can be checked that the AdS3 metric in these
coordinates reads precisely as (7), but with −∞ < φ < +∞. Since the Killing vector (11),
expressed in the coordinates (t, r, φ) is nothing other than
Ξ = ∂φ , (17)
we conclude that we get the black hole background exactly, since the identifications amount
to
φ ∼ φ+ 2nπ , n ∈ Z. (18)
Part I
Geometry and deformations
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Chapter 1
Lie group description of BTZ black
holes
In this chapter, we will see why and how one can use Lie-algebraic techniques to analyze the
structure of some BTZ black holes. We will focus on the generic BTZ black holes, and show
that it is possible to construct global coordinate systems on safe regions in AdS3, which are
furthermore well-adapted to the identifications leading to them. These will allow us to get
a nice picture of the black hole geometry [82, 86]. We will be led to use somewhat different
constructions, depending on whether we deal with the rotating or non-rotating black hole.
We will then use group-theoretical arguments to determine and characterize the horizons and
singularities [84]. We will also define the notion of maximally extended non-rotating BTZ
black holes and emphasize on interesting properties of this space [85]. An outcome of special
interest for our future purposes will be to show that the black hole structure is closely tied
to solvable subgroups of SL(2,R).
1.1 AdS3 as a Lie group manifold
1.1.1 AdS3 and SL(2,R)
A remarkable property of AdS3 space is that it can be identified with a Lie group mani-
fold. Indeed, consider the simple Lie group SL(2,R) of two by two real matrices with unit
determinant, parametrized as
SL(2,R) = {g =
(
u+ x y + t
y − t u− x
)
|x, y, u, t ∈ R, det g = 1} . (1.1)
It follows from (2) (where in the following, we set Λ = −1) that points in AdS3 are in one-
to-one correspondence with elements of SL(2,R) (which has also a manifold structure, by
definition of a Lie group). AdS3 and SL(2,R) can further be identified as pseudo-Riemannian
spaces, when we endow G = SL(2,R) with its bi-invariant Killing metric βg : TgG×TgG→R.
It is defined at the identity e through the Killing form B of its Lie algebra g = sl(2,R),
identified with the tangent space at the identity:
βe(X,Y ) = B(X,Y ) ≡ 1
8
Tr(adX .adY ) =
1
2
Tr(X.Y ) ,X, Y ∈ sl(2,R) , (1.2)
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where the last equality holds because we are dealing with a Lie algebra of traceless ma-
trices. The Lie algebra
sl(2,R) = {
(
zH zE
zF −zH
)
:= zHH+ zE E+ zF F} , (1.3)
is expressed in terms of the generators {H, E, F} satisfying the commutation relations:
[H, E] = 2E , [H, F] = −2F , [E, F] = H . (1.4)
Parametrizing g ∈ G as (see App.A)
g = e
λ+ϕ
2
TeξSe−
λ−ϕ
2
T , T = E− F, S = E+ F, (1.5)
which provides good global coordinates for SL(2,R) when λ ∈ [0, 2π[, ξ ∈ [0,∞[, and ϕ ∈
[0, 2π[, we obtain that the bi-invariant metric 1 precisely coincides with (4). Again, the time
coordinate λ has to be unwrapped, which is tantamount to taking the universal covering of
SL(2,R), ˜SL(2,R). In the sequel, we will always assume we are dealing with ˜SL(2,R), which
we denote SL(2,R) to lighten the notation.
For later purpose, we also define the one-parameter subgroups of SL(2,R) :
A = exp(R H), N = exp(R E), N¯ = exp(R F), K = exp(R T) , (1.6)
which are the building blocks of its Iwasawa decomposition (see [98, 99], and also Sect. B.2):
K ×A×N → SL(2,R) : (k, a, n)→ k.a.n or a.n.k , k ∈ K, a ∈ A, n ∈ N , (1.7)
the mapping being an analytic diffeomorphism2 of the product manifold K × A × N onto
SL(2,R). We also mention important subgroups of SL(2,R):
AN = exp(R H). exp(R E) and AN¯ = exp(R H). exp(R F), (1.8)
which are solvable subgroups, sometimes called minimal parabolic subgroups or Iwasawa sub-
groups (see also Sect. B.2). They will play an important role in the structure of the BTZ
black holes.
1Let G be a Lie group manifold and g its Lie algebra, with generators {Ta}, a = 1, · · · , dimG, and Killing
form B. We denote by {θa} and {σa}, a = 1, · · · , dimG the left and right-invariant one-forms on G, dual
to the left and right-invariant vector fields, see (1.13),(1.14). The left-invariant one-forms may be used to
define a left-invariant metric gL on G as gL = gabθ
a ⊗ θb. It turns out that that for gab = B(Ta, Tb) ≡ βab,
this metric is also right-invariant (see [91]). This stems from the fact that gL will also be right-invariant iff
R∗hgL = gL, or infinitesimally LlagL = 0, where Rh denotes the right-translations on G, which are generated
by the left-invariant vector fields {la}. This condition can be brought to gijC
i
kc + gklC
l
jc = 0, which can be
seen to be trivially satisfied by β, using the property of the Killing form B(adXY,Z) = B(X, adY Z), see
[98, 90]. If G is a simple group, it admits only one (up to a scale factor) bi-invariant metric, called the
Killing metric. From (1.2), its components can be determined in terms of the structure constants of g, defined
by [Ta, Tb] = adTaTb = C
c
abTc. The matrix (Ca)
c
b is the representative of Ta in the adjoint representation
of g, the indices c and b referring to lines and columns respectively. Thus B(Ta, Tb) =
1
8
Tr(adTaadTb) =
1
8
Tr((Ca)
c
d(Cb)
d
e) =
1
8
Tr((Ca.Cb)
d
e) =
1
8
(Ca.Cb)
e
e =
1
8
CeadC
d
be ≡ βab. Using the fact that g
−1dg = θaTa, the
bi-invariant Killing metric can then easily be determined by β = Tr(g−1dg ⊗ g−1dg).
2For this particular case, a direct computation shows that this application is indeed a C∞ bijective map.
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1.1.2 Isometry group of AdS3
We have just seen that AdS3 is identified with the group SL(2,R) endowed with its Killing
metric. Let us now return to its isometry group, Iso(AdS3) = O(2, 2) (see Prelude). Its
elements can be visualized as 4 by 4 matrices acting on vectors (u t x y)T ∈ R2,2. This group
is constituted by four connected parts, whose identity component is SO(2, 2). The other
components can be reached using a parity (P : x → −x) and/or time reversal (T : t → −t)
transformation. From the bi-invariance of the Killing metric on AdS3, O(2, 2) is locally
isomorphic to SL(2,R)× SL(2,R) (they share the same Lie algebra) , the action being given
by
(SL(2,R) × SL(2,R)) × SL(2,R)→ SL(2,R) : ((gL, gR), z)→ gL z g−1R . (1.9)
This action corresponds to the component of Iso(AdS3) connected to the identity transforma-
tion (because SL(2,R) is connected). The full action of Iso(AdS3) (including the components
not connected to the identity) can be obtained by considering the parity and time reversal
transformations
P(g) =
(
u− x y + t
y − t u+ x
)
, (1.10)
T (g) =
(
u+ x y − t
y + t u− x
)
. (1.11)
There exists a Lie algebra isomorphism between sl(2,R) × sl(2,R) and iso(AdS3) ≡
Lie(Iso(AdS3)). It is given by
Φ : sl(2,R)× sl(2,R)→ iso(AdS3) : (X,Y )→ X − Y , (1.12)
where X (resp. Y ) denotes the right-invariant (resp. left-invariant) vector field on
SL(2,R) associated to the element X (resp. Y ) of its Lie algebra, that is
Xg =
d
dt |0
Lexp tX g =
d
dt |0
exp(tX) g = Xg , (1.13)
Y g =
d
dt |0
Rexp tX g =
d
dt |0
g exp(tY ) = gY , (1.14)
where Lg and Rg denote the left and right translations on the group manifold. The two last
equalities hold because SL(2,R) is a matrix group. Sometimes the notations Xg = (rX)g and
Y g = (lY )g are also used.
Thus, to the generator (X,Y ) ∈ sl(2,R) × sl(2,R), we associate the one-parameter sub-
group of (the connected part of) Iso(AdS3)
Ψt(g) = exp(tX) g exp(−tY ) , g ∈ SL(2,R), t ∈ R . (1.15)
As a consequence, the classification of the one-parameter subgroups of SO(2, 2) of [24]
now amounts to the classification, up to conjugation, of the one-parameter subgroups of
SL(2,R)× SL(2,R). This has been achieved in [82]. Two subgroups (GL, GR) and (G′L, G′R)
are said to be conjugated if
(i) they can be related by combinations of transformations P and T ;
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(ii) there exist gL and gR ∈ SL(2,R) such that Gi = giG′i g−1i , for i = L,R.
Note that (ii) corresponds to a conjugation by an element of SO(2, 2), while (i) cor-
responds to conjugation by an element not connected to the identity. Let us start with
the equivalence relation (ii). Two subgroups (exp tX, exp tY ) and (exp tX ′, exp tY ′) are said
conjugated by an element of SO(2, 2) if there exist gL, gR ∈ SL(2,R) such that
gL exp tX
′g−1L = exp tX , gR exp tY
′g−1R = exp tY (1.16)
⇔ Ad(gL) exp tX ′ = exp tX , Ad(gR) exp tY ′ = exp tY (1.17)
⇔ exp tAd(gL)X ′ = exp tX , exp tAd(gR)Y ′ = exp tY (1.18)
⇔ X = Ad(gL)X ′ , Ad(gR)Y ′ = Y . (1.19)
We used the same notation for the adjoint action of G on G and on g. Thus, (X,Y ) ∼ (X ′, Y ′)
implies that X and X ′ belong to the same adjoint orbit in g (and so do Y and Y ′). These
orbits in sl(2,R) ≃ R1,2 are of six different types: Ad(G)(aH) is a one-sheet hyperboloid,
Ad(G)(±b2T) are the upper or lower sheet of a two-sheet hyperboloid, Ad(G)(E) is a future-
directed cone, Ad(G)(F) is a past-directed cone and Ad(G)(0) is the origin of sl(2,R). The
constants a and b are related to the radii of the orbit. For example, writing Ad(g)(aH) =
zH H + zS S + zT T, with g ∈ SL(2,R), we find that (zH)2 + (zS)2 − (zT )2 = a2, which is
represented in sl(2,R) as a one-sheet hyperboloid of radius a.
The Killing vectors of AdS3 (i.e. the generators of the one-parameter subgroups of
SL(2,R) × SL(2,R)) can consequently all be brought into the following form
(X,Y ) , X, Y = {aH,±b2T, E, F} , a, b ∈ R0. (1.20)
The equivalence under the P and T transformations further reduces the number inequiv-
alent one-parameter subgroups. For example, one may check that T (etHT (g)) = getH and
T (T (g)etE) = etFg, for all g ∈ SL(2,R), expressing that the subgroups (etH, etE) and
(etF, etH) are conjugated under a T transformation.
Proceeding this way, one arrives at the complete classification3 of the inequivalent one-
parameter subgroups of SL(2,R) × SL(2,R) [82] :
Ia (aT , bH) ∼ (bH , aT) (a > 0, b ≥ 0) ,
Ib (aH , bH) ∼ (bH , aH) (a > 0, b ≥ 0) ,
Ic (aT , bT) ∼ (bT , aT) (a > 0, b 6= 0) ,
IIa (aH , E) ∼ (E , aH) ∼ (F , aH) ∼ (aH, F) (a ≥ 0) ,
IIb (aT , E) ∼ (E , aT) ∼ (F , −aT) ∼ (−aT , F) (a ≥ 0) ,
III+ (E , E) ∼ (F , F) ,
III− (E , −E) ∼ (F , −F) , (1.21)
where the 7 different subgroups are named according to the original classification of [24].
From equations (11) and (12), we know that the norm of the chosen identification Killing
vector Ξ will be related to the mass M and angular momentum J of the black hole solution.
In the present language, we have Ξ = (XL,XR), and the relation can be translated into [82]
M(Ξ) =
1
2
(‖XL‖2 + ‖XR‖2) , (1.22)
J(Ξ) =
1
2
(‖XL‖2 − ‖XR‖2) , (1.23)
3We correct by the way a misprint in [82], where the subgroups III+ and III− had been switched.
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where ‖X‖2 = B(X,X).
1.2 Non-rotating massive BTZ black hole
From (1.22) and (1.23), as well as from the Prelude and the classification (1.21), the identi-
fication vector in the non-rotating massive case is
Ξ = a(H, H) , (1.24)
where the constant a is related to the mass of the black hole through a =
√
M . In the
coordinates (1.1), it is expressed as
Ξ = a(y∂t + t∂y). (1.25)
see e.g. (11) and (12). We define the BHTZ subgroup as the one-parameter subgroup of
SL(2,R) × SL(2,R) generated by the Killing vector (1.24):
ψt(z) = exp(taH) z exp(−taH) , z ∈ SL(2,R). (1.26)
A non-rotating massive BTZ black hole is then obtained as the quotient SL(2,R)/ψZ by an
isometric action of Z, that is, by performing the following identifications:
z ∼ exp(naπH) z exp(−naπH) , n ∈ Z . (1.27)
As we already stressed, in order to avoid closed time-like curves in the quotient space, the
regions of AdS3 where the orbits of the BHTZ action (1.26) are time-like, or equivalently
where βz(Ξ,Ξ) < 0, must be excluded. We will henceforth consider a safe region, i.e. an
open and connected domain U ⊆ AdS3 where βz(Ξ,Ξ) > 0, ∀z ∈ U (see Fig. 1.1). The
black hole’s singularities S will be defined as the surfaces where the identifications becomes
light-like :
S = {z ∈ AdS3 | βz(Ξ,Ξ) = 0} . (1.28)
1.2.1 Twisted Iwasawa decomposition and global description
One would now like to find a parameterization of the region U in which the BTZ identifications
are easy to implement. We closely follow [82]. To this end, we will first find a foliation of
AdS3 whose two-dimensional leaves are stable under the BHTZ action, and are all isomorphic.
Thereby, we will be brought to a two-dimensional problem, which will be easier to handle,
and we could restrict our attention to a single leaf (say, the one through the identity).
Let us first introduce an external automorphism of sl(2,R), which can be chosen as
σ(H) = H, σ(E) = −E, σ(F) = −F . (1.29)
Viewing SL(2,R) as a subgroup of GL(2,R), one may express the automorphism σ as:
σ = Ad(H) where H =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
∈ GL(2,R) . (1.30)
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Figure 1.1: A finite-time section of the conformal representation of AdS3. In this figure,
the time λ flows vertically, while the coordinates r and ϕ can be seen as radial
and angular coordinates respectively (see Prelude). The light-like surfaces cor-
respond to the singularities S, which demarcate a connected, diamond-shaped,
safe region U .
The corresponding external automorphism of SL(2,R) (which we again denote by σ) is σ(g) =
H gH (note that H = H−1). We then consider the following twisted action of SL(2,R) ⊂
SO(2, 2) on itself :
τ : SL(2,R)× SL(2,R)→ SL(2,R) : (g, z) → τg(z) = g z σ(g−1) . (1.31)
The fundamental vector field associated to this action is given by :
X∗z =
d
dt |t=0
τexp(−tX)(z) = −Xz + zσ(X) , (1.32)
by noting that σ(exp(tX)) = exp(t σ(X)), with a slight abuse of notation (we use the same
notation for the Lie group and Lie algebra automorphisms). We note that the BHTZ action
Z× SL(2,R) ( eq.(1.26)) can equivalently be written as
ψt(z) = τexp(a t H)(z) . (1.33)
Notice that this observation is true only in the non-rotating case (see (1.23)). This is what
leads us to consider the rotating case separately. The orbit of a point z under this action is
Oz = { τg(z) , g ∈ SL(2,R)} (1.34)
and is usually referred to as a twisted conjugacy class. This particular structure will become
important in Chapter 6, especially in Sect. 6.2, where we will discuss D-branes in this
background. Using the matrix representation of (1.1), we find that Oz is constituted by the
elements g ∈ SL(2,R) such that x(g) = x(z) = cst. We see from (2) that the orbits are
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two-dimensional one-sheet hyperboloids in flat four-dimensional space R2,2. We will not use
this representation, but adopt a more convenient one.
The global description of the black hole relies on the following proposition. Consider the
application :
φ : K ×A×N → SL(2,R) : (k, a, n)→ φ(k, a, n) = τkn(a) . (1.35)
It may be checked that this application is a global diffeomorphism, which we refer to as
twisted Iwasawa decomposition. Furthermore, we observe, by letting g = kna′ ∈ SL(2,R)
that
τg(a) = φ(k, a, n) ∀a ∈ A. (1.36)
Therefore, the orbit of a ∈ A under the twisted bi-action is given by
Oa = φ(a,N,K) ∼= NK = G/A , (1.37)
where the last equality holds because of the Iwasawa decomposition of G = SL(2,R) (1.7).
The application can be rewritten as
φ : A×G/A→ G : (a, [g])→ g a σ(g−1) , (1.38)
where [g] = {gA, g ∈ G} ∈ G/A. This is exactly the decomposition we needed to reduce
the geometrical description of AdS3 and the black hole from three to two dimensions. Indeed,
it provides us with a foliation (a trivial fibration) of AdS3 over A ≃ R whose leaves are two-
dimensional orbits of the action (1.31). This foliation is represented in Fig. 1.2. With a ∈ A
parametrized as a = eρH, ρ ∈ R, a leaf will indistinctly be denoted by Oa or Oρ.
Figure 1.2: Foliation of AdS3 in twisted conjugacy classes, as expressed by (1.38). As a
G-homogeneous space, each leaf of the foliation is isomorphic to G/A = AdS2.
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Each of the leaves is stable under the BHTZ subgroup, that is, z ∈ Oa ⇒ ψt(z) ∈ Oa, a ∈
A , z ∈ SL(2,R). Moreover, the BHTZ action is fiberwise4 , which means that
τh(φ(a, [g])) = φ(a, h.[g]) = φ(a, [hg]) . (1.39)
This, with the fact that the orbits are all diffeomorphic, allows us to restrict ourselves to
the study of the leaf through the identity and focus on the space G/A5. This space can be
realized as the adjoint orbit of H in sl(2,R). Indeed, consider the application
Υ : G/A→ Ad(G)H : [g]→ Υ([g]) = Ad(g)H . (1.40)
Because Υ([e]) = Υ([−e]) = H, G/A is a Z2 covering of Ad(G)H. It is well defined because
Ad(a)H = H ∀a ∈ A.
With A ∼= R and using the application Υ, φ can further be rewritten as
φ : R×Ad(G)H→ G : (ρ,Ad(kn)H)→ φ(ρ,Ad(kn)H) = τkn(exp(ρH)) . (1.41)
Restricting φ to the leaf at identity Oe (for which ρ = 0) , we define the application
ι : Ad(G)H→ Oe : Ad(kn)H→ τkn(e) , (1.42)
and consider the adjoint orbit of H, which corresponds to a one-sheet hyperboloid in sl(2,R).
It is useful to visualize how the BHTZ subgroup (1.26) acts within this picture. Let
us consider the orbit of a point X = Ad(kn)H ∈ Ad(G)H, corresponding to a point x =
τkn(e) ∈ Oe, under the BHTZ subgroup. The orbit of x under the BHTZ subgroup is
ψn(x) = τexp(nHa)(x) = τexp(nHa)kn(e) , (1.43)
corresponding to the curve Ad(exp(nHa))X on Ad(G)H. One then checks, using the Ad-
invariance of the Killing form, that
βe(H, Ad(exp(nHa)X −X) = 0 . (1.44)
The orbit of X is thus obtained as the intersection of the orbit with the plane perpendicular
to the H-axis, passing through X. The planar sections given by the intersections of the
orbit with the planes perpendicular to H passing through H and −H divide the orbit into
six connected components, labelled by I, I ′, IIL, IIR, IIIL and IIIR (see Fig. 1.3). Using
(1.38), (1.42) and the fact that ||Ξ||2 = t2 − y2 (in terms of the parameterization (1.1)), we
may identify therein the regions where the orbits of the BHTZ subgroup are space-like, i.e.
we may determine the intersection of a safe region with the orbit. They are given by
{X = xHH+ xEE+ xFF ∈ Ad(G)H | − 1 < xH < 1} . (1.45)
These safe regions are represented in Fig. 1.3, where they are labelled by I and I ′. In the
following, we will restrict on a single connected safe region, say I.
4i.e., we may consider the action of the BHTZ subgroup ”leaf by leaf”.
5The stabilizer of e for the twisted bi-action is StabG(e) = A, G acting on Oe. Therefore, Oe is homeomor-
phic to G/A. This is another way of seeing the orbits as homogeneous spaces. Last, to go to a general orbit,
we use the fact that all the orbits are diffeomorphic.
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Figure 1.3: An adjoint orbit of H under SL(2,R), identified to a leaf of the foliation. The
regions I and I ′ correspond to the regions where the BHTZ orbits are space-
like. They correspond to the intersection of the safe region U in AdS3 with a
leaf of the foliation, see Figs.1.1 and 1.2. Also represented are the regions IIL,
IIR, IIIL and IIIR where the BHTZ orbits are time-like.
Now, it is not difficult to check that this safe region can be parameterized as6
X = Ad
(
exp(
θ
2
H) exp(−τ
2
T)
)
H , 0 < τ < π , −∞ < θ < +∞. (1.46)
In this parameterization, the orbits of the BHTZ action are the τ = cst lines. Using (1.42),
any point x ∈ Oe belonging to U can be parameterized by the two coordinates (θ, τ) via
z(θ, τ) = τexp( θ
2
)H exp(− τ
2
)T(e) (1.47)
Note that e and −e belong to the boundary of U . Finally, we obtain a global (up to polar
singularities) parameterization of points in U with the help of (1.38), as
z(ρ, θ, τ) = τexp( θ
2
H) exp(− τ
2
T)(exp(ρH)) , (1.48)
or explicitly
z(ρ, θ,τ) =
(
cos τ cosh ρ+ sinh ρ eθ cosh ρ sin τ
−e−θ cosh ρ sin τ cos τ cosh ρ− sinh ρ
)
. (1.49)
The action of the BHTZ subgroup reads in these coordinates
(τ, ρ, θ)→ (τ, ρ, θ + 2nπa) . (1.50)
6Note that a parametrization of the whole hyperboloid would be given by Ad(exp(β/2T) exp(γ/2H))S,
leading to a global metric on AdS3.
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Eq. (1.49) allows to derive a global expression for the metric of the black hole :
ds2 = dρ2 + cosh2 ρ(−dτ2 + sin2 τdθ2) , −∞ < ρ < +∞, 0 < τ < π, 0 < θ < 2πa .(1.51)
Using this global parameterization, we can represent the dynamical evolution of the black
hole, from its initial to its final singularity (denoted Si and Sf ). The shaded region is a
constant-time section of a fundamental domain of the BHTZ action, (see Fig. 1.4).
Figure 1.4: See text.
From this three-dimensional picture, we can also go to a two-dimensional one. Fig.(1.5) is
a section of Fig.(1.1) by the ρ = 0 surface. We represented the coordinate lines θ = cst. and
τ = cst. (the latter corresponding to orbits of the BHTZ subgroup). On the straight lines,
the identifications become light-like. Note that, after identifications, the manifold structure
is destroyed at e = ι(H) and −e = ι(−H), which are fixed points of the BHTZ action (see
sect.5.8 of [93], and [24]). Everywhere else in I, the action of the BHTZ subgroup is properly
discontinuous. We will return to this point in Sect. 1.2.3.
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Figure 1.5: ρ = 0 section of the preceding figure.
1.2.2 Characterization of the horizons and singularities
In this section, we would like to stress the fact that the non-rotating black hole structure
is closely related to the solvable subgroups AN and AN¯ of SL(2,R). In particular, we will
make the two following observations [84]:
(i) the non-rotating BTZ black hole singularities are given by a union of solvable subgroups
of G = SL(2,R):
S = Z(G)AN ∪ Z(G)AN, (1.52)
where Z(G) = {e,−e} denotes the center of SL(2,R);
(ii) the non-rotating BTZ black hole horizons correspond to a union of lateral classes of
solvable subgroups of G = SL(2,R):
H = ANJ ∪ANJ , (1.53)
where J = exp(3π2 T) ∈ K satisfies J2 = e.
The first remark is immediate. Indeed, from (1.25), the singularities are given by
S ≡ t2 − y2 = 0 (1.54)
Because general elements ofAN are of the form
(
ea nea
0 e−a
)
, while those ofAN¯ are
(
ea 0
mea e−a
)
,
with a, n,m ∈ R, the conclusion follows. We emphasize the fact that the singularities men-
tioned in (i) are the loci where the identification vector Ξ (see (1.24)) becomes light-like,
represented by the light-like surfaces in Fig. 1.1. The black hole singularities τ = 0, π of the
preceding section (see (1.51) and Fig. 1.4) are given, on the other hand, by the intersection
of the surfaces t2 − y2 = 0 with a given fundamental domain of the action of the BHTZ
subgroup.
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We now turn to the black hole horizons. To determine them, we will use two methods
adapted to the group-theoretical nature of the space under consideration. The first one has
been introduced in [100], while the second one has been used in [86].
Consider a light ray starting from a point x in AdS3 (supposed to lie in a safe region). It
is expressed as
lkx(u) = exp(−uAd(k)E).x , u ∈ R , (1.55)
for a given k ∈ K. The future and past light cones at x are then given by
C±x = {lkx(u)}{k∈K,u∈R±} . (1.56)
The point x will be said to lie in the interior region of the black hole, denoted by Mint,+, if
all the future-pointed light rays issued from x necessarily fall into the black hole singularity,
that is
x ∈Mint,+ ⇔ ∀k ∈ K,∃u ∈ R+s.t.‖H− H‖2lkx(u) = 0 . (1.57)
The future horizon H+ is defined as the boundary of Mint,+.
The equation to study, using the bi-invariance of the Killing metric and the Ad-invariance
of the Killing form, reduces to
B(H, H)−B(H, Ad(e−uAd(k)E)Ad(x)H) = 0 . (1.58)
One would like to show that the domain Mint,+ is A-bi-invariant.
Equation (1.58) determining this region is clearly invariant under x→x.a , a ∈ A. Under
x→ a.x, one uses the cyclicity of the trace to bring the second term to
B(H, Ad(Ad(a−1)e−uAd(k)E)Ad(x)H). (1.59)
But Ad(a−1)e−uAd(k)E = e−u˜Ad(k˜)E, with u˜ = u(e−2a cos2 θ+e2a sin2 θ) and cot t = e−2a cot θ,
where k = eθT and k˜ = etT. The net result is thus simply a relabelling of the parameters
(note that u and u˜ have the same sign!). This could also be seen by writing a light ray as
lkx(u) = x.exp(uAd(k)E), we obtain an expression invariant under x→ a.x , a ∈ A. Thus
Mint,+ is A bi-invariant.
Let us now consider a light ray starting from a safe region in AdS3. A point x ∈ U (see
preceding section) can be parameterized as
x(ρ, θ, τ) = τexp( θ
2
H) exp(− τ
2
T)(exp(ρH)) . (1.60)
Because of the A bi-invariance, we may restrict our study to
x = e−τ/2TeρHσ(eτ/2T) (1.61)
= e−τ/2TeρHe−τ/2T . (1.62)
The equation to study finally reduces to
B(H, H)−B(H, Ad(e−uAd(k)E)Ad(e−τ/2TeρHe−τ/2T)H) = 0 , τ ∈ ]0, π[ , ρ ∈ R.
(1.63)
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Consider points inAd(G)H corresponding to B := Ad(e−τ/2TeρHe−τ/2T)H, τ ∈ ]0, π[ , ρ ∈
R. We may again visualize this region in the hyperboloid (1.3), which is now used as an aux-
iliary space, and no longer as a single leaf (because ρ varies!).
First note that Ad(eρHe−τ/2T)H would precisely correspond to the safe region I on the
hyperboloid. Thus, B is the region swept out by the domain I when rotating it counterclock-
wise around the T-axis with an angle π, corresponding to regions I ∪ IIL ∪ IIR ∪ I ′.
The domain B can be decomposed into three regions :
B = B1 ∪ B2 ∪ B3 , (1.64)
with
B1 = Ad(A)Ad(e−β/2T)H , β ∈ ]0, 2π[ , (1.65)
B2 = Ad(A)Ad(etS)H , t ∈ R , (1.66)
B3 = Ad(A)(−H± E) or Ad(A)(−H ± F) . (1.67)
(1.68)
Before going further, let us exploit the A-bi-invariance of Mint,+, and see how it is
reflected when working on the hyperboloid. Let x ∈ G parameterized as x = kneρHσ((kn)−1),
corresponding to a point (ρ,Ad(kn)H) on the adjoint orbit Ad(G)H. Then, to a point
x′ = Ad(eαH)x ∈ G (1.69)
will correspond a point (ρ,Ad(eαH)Ad(kn)H) on the same adjoint orbit. Indeed, we have
Ad(eαH)Ad(kn)H = Ad(k′n′eα
′H)H (1.70)
= Ad(k′n′)H . (1.71)
This point corresponds to a point x′ = k′n′eρHσ((k′n′)−1) ∈ G, where k′n′eα′H := eαHkn.
Thanks to the A-invariance and taking the preceding remark into account, we may forget
about the Ad(A) in the equations (1.65). We are thus led to analyze the existence of solutions
of (1.63) with X ∈ B of the form X1 = Ad(e−β/2T)H, X2 = Ad(etS)H and X3 = −H ±
E , −H± F.
Consider the first case. With Ad(e−τ/2TeρHe−τ/2T)H of the form Ad(e−β/2T)H, (1.63)
becomes the following equation :
1
4
u2(cos β − cos(β + 4θ)) + u sin β + 2 sin2 β = 0 . (1.72)
We are looking for the values of β for which this equation admits a solution for u > 0, for all
θ ∈ [0, π]. By considering the particular case θ = 0, we find u = − tan β2 , thus the allowed
values of β have to lie in the range ]π, 2π[. Let us look at the constraints imposed by other
values of θ. We denote the two roots of (1.72) by u1 and u2 . We have
u1.u2 =
4 sin2 β/2
sin 2θ sin(β + 2θ)
(1.73)
u1 + u2 = − 2 sin β
sin 2θ sin(β + 2θ)
(1.74)
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First note that ∀β ∈]0, 2π[, sin 2θ sin(β + 2θ) may be positive or negative as θ varies in the
range [0, π]. If sinβ > 0, then there two positive roots when sin 2θ sin(β + 2θ) > 0, and one
positive and one negative when sin 2θ sin(β + 2θ) < 0. Thus there always exists a positive
solution for u, for any θ. If sinβ < 0, there are two negative roots when sin 2θ sin(β+2θ) > 0.
Consequently, the interior region will correspond to points X1 = Ad(e
−β/2T)H , β ∈
]π, 2π[ on the adjoint orbit.
For the second case, X2 = Ad(e
tS)H, the equation we get is
1
4
u2(cosh 2t− cos 4θ cosh 2t+ 2 sin 2θ sinh 2t) + u cos 2θ sinh 2t+ (1− cosh 2t) = 0 . (1.75)
By considering two special cases, it is easy to see that this equation does not admit a positive
solution in u for all θ. Indeed, for θ = π/2, one finds u = − tanh t, while for θ = 0, one gets
u = tanh t. Thus there is no t 6= 0 satisfying both conditions. The last case yields no positive
solution for all θ either.
As a conclusion we find that
x ∈Mint,+ ⇔ Ad(x)H = Ad(A)Ad(e−β/2T)H , with β ∈ ]π, 2π[ . (1.76)
The boundaries of the corresponding region in Ad(G)H are given by −H− r2E and −H−
r2F, r ∈ R, or
Ad(N−)(−H) ∪Ad(N¯+)(−H) , (1.77)
with N− = {etE}t≤0 and N¯+ = {etF}t≥0. The horizons can be deduced as
x ∈ H+ ⇔ Ad(x)H = Ad(N−)(−H) or Ad(x)H = Ad(N¯+)(−H) . (1.78)
Because of the A-invariance, we may write x = τe−τ/2T(e
ρH) and look for the relation between
τ and ρ such that
Ad(τe−τ/2T(e
ρH))H = Ad(N+)Ad(eπ/2T)H or Ad(τe−τ/2T(e
ρH))H = Ad(N¯−)Ad(eπ/2T)H .
(1.79)
This amounts to impose that(
e−τ/2TeρHe−τ/2T
)−1
(et
2 Eeπ/2T) ∈ A ∪ Z(G) , (1.80)
or (
e−τ/2TeρHe−τ/2T
)−1
(e−t
2 Feπ/2T) ∈ A ∪ Z(G) , (1.81)
giving, for τ ∈]π/2, π[, cos τ = − tanh ρ, ρ > 0 and cos τ = tanh ρ, ρ < 0.
The domain Mint,− is of course defined as
x ∈Mint,− ⇔ ∀k ∈ K,∃u ∈ R−s.t.‖H− H‖2lkx(u) = 0 . (1.82)
The past horizon H− is defined as the boundary ofMint,−. By proceeding the same way, we
find that
x ∈Mint,− ⇔ Ad(x)H = Ad(A)Ad(e−β/2T)H , with β ∈ ]0, π[ , (1.83)
and
x ∈ H− ⇔ Ad(x)H = Ad(N+)(−H) or Ad(x)H = Ad(N¯−)(−H) , (1.84)
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or in coordinates : τ ∈ ]0, π[, cos τ = tanh ρ for ρ > 0 and cos τ = − tanh ρ for ρ < 0.
Let us end by looking at the structure of the horizons on the group manifold G. First
note that, for cos τ = ± tanh ρ,(
e−τ/2TeρHe−τ/2T
)−1
(et
2 Eeπ/2T) = −e . (1.85)
Thus,
τexp( θ
2
H) exp(− τ
2
T)(exp(ρH)) = Ad(exp(
θ
2
H))(e−τ/2TeρHe−τ/2T) (1.86)
= Ad(exp(
θ
2
H))(etEeπ/2T(−e)) (1.87)
= eθ/2HetEe3π/2Te−θ/2He−3π/2Te3π/2T (1.88)
= eθ/2HetEeθ/2He3π/2T , (1.89)
where the second line holds because of (1.80).
But {eθ/2HetEeθ/2H}θ∈R,t∈R = ANA = AN , and thus the horizons (future and past) are
given by
H = H+ ∪H− = ANk3π/2 ∪AN¯k3π/2 , (1.90)
with k3π/2 = e
3π/2T. We also have
H+ = AN+k3π/2 ∪AN¯−k3π/2 (1.91)
and
H− = AN−k3π/2 ∪AN¯+k3π/2 (1.92)
We now remark that we can take a shortcut to determine the horizons. Eq. (1.63) gives,
in general, a second order equation in u, Au2 + Bu + C = 0. A point will belong to the
horizons if this equation admits a solution “for infinite u”, or stated more precisely, if there
exists a direction k such that the solutions for u are rejected to infinity. This is equivalent to
the vanishing of the coefficients of u2 and u in Eq. (1.63), which read explicitly
A =
1
2
sin 2φ(cos(2φ+ τ) cosh 2ρ sin τ + cos τ sin(2φ+ τ)− sin τ sinh 2ρ) , (1.93)
and
B = 2cosh ρ sin τ(cos τ cosh ρ+ cos 2φ sinh ρ) , (1.94)
for k = eφT. In this way, it is possible to find directions k such that the coefficients vanish,
provided
cos τ = ± tanh ρ , (1.95)
giving again the equations of the horizons.
The black hole horizons (restricted to the intersection of (1.90) or cos τ = ± tanh ρ with
a fundamental domain of the action of the BHTZ subgroup) are drawn in Fig. 1.6, yielding
a three-dimensional Penrose diagram.
A useful two-dimensional picture is provided by a section by the θ = 0 surface. One
then gets a usual two-dimensional Penrose diagram, where the singularities and horizons are
drawn, as displayed in Fig. 1.7. It clearly displays the black hole causal structure, similar
to that of a Schwarzschild black hole, the only difference being observed in the asymptotic
region, which is AdS rather than flat.
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Figure 1.6: Representation of the black hole’s horizons. These are light-like surfaces sep-
arating two regions, one of which can be causally connected to the space-like
infinity (the exterior region), and another one causally disconnected from it
(the interior region).
1.2.3 Extended non-rotating massive BTZ black hole
In the original paper [24], the question was addressed to find out whether the smoothness
of anti-de Sitter space as a Hausdorff manifold was preserved by the identifications. This
question has been tackled in detail in Appendix B of [24]. One can understand the situation
by means of a simpler example, which shares all the features of the question at hand here. It is
provided by the so-called Misner space [93]. Let us consider the two-dimensional Minkowski
space. The isometries of this space leaving the origin fixed form the one-dimensional Lorentz
group, whose orbits are hyperbolae (see Fig. 1.8). TheMisner space is defined as the quotient
of the region I ′ under the action of a discrete subgroup G of the Lorentz group. It is obtained
by identifying points in I ′ according to
(t, x) ∼ (t coshnπ + x sinhnπ, x coshnπ + t sinhnπ) , n ∈ Z. (1.96)
With t¯ = 14(t
2 − x2) and ψ = 2arctanh(x/t), the Misner space is described by a metric
ds2 = −t¯−1dt¯2 + t¯ dψ2 , t¯ ∈ R, ψ ∈ [0, 2π]. (1.97)
The action of the Lorentz group in each of the regions I ′, I, IIL or IIR is properly discon-
tinuous[93]. The action of a group G on a manifold M is said to be properly discontinuous
if:
1. each point Q ∈M has a neighborhood O such that g.O ∩O = ∅ for each g ∈ G which
is not the identity element, and
2. if Q,R ∈M are such that there is no g ∈ G with g.Q = R, then there are neighborhoods
O and O′ of Q and R respectively such that there is no h ∈ G with h.O ∩O′ 6= ∅.
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Figure 1.7: A θ = 0 section of Fig.1.6, yielding a Penrose diagram of the black hole. The
oblique lines represent the black hole’s horizons. In this picture, each point
represents a circle.
Condition 1 implies that the quotient M/H is a manifold, and condition 2 implies that it is
a Hausdorff manifold7. Therefore the Misner space is a Hausdorff space. The action of G is
also properly discontinuous in any two adjacent regions: I ∪ IIR, IIR ∪ I ′, · · · . However, the
action of the group on the region I ′ ∪ IIL ∪ IIR satisfies condition 1 but condition 2 is not
satisfied for points Q on the boundary between I ′ and IIR and points R on the boundary
between I ′ and IIL. Therefore the quotient (I ′ ∪ IIL ∪ IIR)/G is not Hausdorff although it
is still a manifold.
The situation is quite similar for the non-rotating BTZ black hole, where we have roughly
“twice” a Misner space, the fixed points of the BHTZ action being ι(H) and ι(−H), see
Figs. 1.5 and 1.9. Therefore, if identifications are performed in the whole AdS3 space, the
Hausdorff manifold structure is destroyed at these points, corresponding to the singularities
(and, actually, both conditions 1 and 2 are violated at these fixed points).
Nevertheless, there is no such problem if one restricts the identifications to a single safe
region, say I, which are analogous to the identifications leading to the Misner space from
the part I ′ of two-dimensional Minkowski space, see Fig. 1.8. Along the same lines, one
may define a maximally extended BTZ space-time as a maximal extension of a safe region,
preserving the Hausdorff manifold structure of the quotient. From Fig. 1.9, we observe that
there are two such inequivalent extensions: I ∪ IIL ∪ IIIR and I ∪ IIR ∪ IIIR. Of course,
after performing the identifications, a maximally extended BTZ space-time will exhibit closed
time-like curves. Despite this, the latter extension displays an interesting property : in this
case, each leaf in the extension admits an action of the two-parameter subgroup AN of
SL(2,R). Indeed, going back to the hyperboloid, one may convince oneself that the region
I ∪ IIR ∪ IIIR in Ad(G)H (see Fig. 1.10) can be parameterized as
X = Ad
(
exp(
φ
2
H) exp(wE)
)
S , −∞ < φ < +∞, −∞ < w < +∞ , (1.98)
7A topological space X is called a Hausdorff space if any two distinct points of X can be separated by
neighborhoods.
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Figure 1.8: Two-dimensional Minkowski space ds2 = −dt2 + dx2. Under the discrete sub-
group G of the Lorentz group, points S, Q, R and T are equivalent.
where S = Ad
(
exp(−π4 )T)
)
H. Points in this maximally extended domain (denoted
U˜ ⊂ AdS3) are thus represented by
x(ρ, φ,w) = τr exp(−π
4
T) (exp(ρH)) , r = exp(
φ
2
H) exp(wE) ∈ AN , (1.99)
or explicitly
x(ρ, φ,w) =
(
w cosh ρ+ sinh ρ eφ cosh ρ
(
w2 − 1)
e−φ cosh ρ w cosh ρ− sinh ρ
)
, (1.100)
with the corresponding metric
ds2 = dρ2 + cosh2 ρ
(
dφ2 − (wdφ+ dw)2
)
. (1.101)
Restricting φ to [0, 2π
√
M ] in (1.101), we obtain a maximally extended spinless BTZ black
hole, denoted hereafter by B˜TZ.
The black hole singularities are located at w = ±1, while the horizons correspond to the
surfaces
w = ± tanh ρ . (1.102)
These coordinates are related to (1.49) (on the intersection of the domains they cover) by
w = cos τ and eφ =
eθ
sin τ
. (1.103)
It is clear from (1.99) that each leaf admits a left action of AN :
τ : AN ×Oρ→Oρ : (r′, x)→ τr′(x) = τr′r exp(−π
4
T) (exp(ρH)) , (1.104)
as well as a right action
ψ : AN ×Oρ→Oρ : (r′, x)→ψr′(x) = τrr′ exp(−π
4
T) (exp(ρH)) . (1.105)
The importance of this observation will become clear when we will study deformations of
these BTZ space (see Sect. 3.2).
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Figure 1.9: Penrose diagram of a ρ = ρ0 section in SL(2,R). This diagram can also be seen
as a Penrose diagram of SL(2,R), each point representing a line parametrized by
ρ, running from −∞ to +∞. The region I provides, after identification by the
BHTZ subgroup, the usual non-rotating BTZ black hole space-time, bounded by
the chronological horizons τ = 0 and τ = π. The maximally extended region S0
(in grey) admits an action of AN , and represents the intersection of the domain
U˜ , defined in (1.99), with a ρ = ρ0 section. This maximal extension goes beyond
the chronological singularities, where the identifications yielding the black hole
become light-like. The dashed region F0 represents a fundamental domain of
the action of the BHTZ identification subgroup on S0, i.e. a ρ = ρ0 section of
the extended B˜TZ black hole.
1.3 Generic rotating BTZ black hole
In the rotating case, the identification Killing vector reads
Ξ = (L+H,−L−H), (1.106)
or in the coordinates (1.1)
Ξ = (L+ + L−)(t∂y + y∂t) + (L+ − L−)(x∂u + u∂x), (1.107)
with L+ > L−, see (1.23). From (11), we thus have the correspondence L+ + L− = r+ and
L+ − L− = r−, as well as L2± =M ± J . The identifications to perform are thus
z ∼ exp(2πmL+ H) z exp(2πmL− H) , m ∈ Z. (1.108)
The fact that L+ 6= L− in the rotating case prevents us to use a foliation similar to that of
the non-rotating case. Indeed, in the latter case, we could express the action of the BHTZ
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Figure 1.10: The intersection of a maximally extended domain with a leaf, represented as
a hyperboloid (see text) .
subgroup as an action of A ⊂ SL(2,R) ⊂ SO(2, 2) on SL(2,R) (see (1.33)), while in the
rotating case this is no longer possible since the left and right subgroups are now necessarily
different.
1.3.1 Modified Iwasawa decomposition and global description
In the rotating case, a foliation adapted to the identifications (1.108) can be obtained by intro-
ducing a modified Iwasawa decomposition defining a global diffeomorphism on SL(2,R)[86].
It reads
Φ : A×N ×K−→G : (a, n, k)→ aL+ n k aL− . (1.109)
This application defines a global diffeomorphism iff |L−/L+| < 1. This amounts to consider
J > 0 (see (1.23)). For J < 0, one would have to use the decomposition z = aL− n k aL+; we
hereafter assume J > 0. Notice that the non-rotating case is excluded.
The BTZ-adapted map (1.109) defines a global coordinate system (τ, u, φ) on AdS3
through the application (also denoted Φ) :
Φ : R3 → SL(2,R) : (τ, u, φ) 7→ exp(L+φH) exp(uE) exp(τ T) exp(L−φH) , (1.110)
referred to hereafter as the Modified Iwasawa Coordinate System (MICS). In these coordi-
nates, the AdS3 metric reads as :
ds2 = −dτ2 − dudτ − 2uL+dτdφ− L− sin(2τ)dudφ
+2 [M + L+L− (cos(2τ) − u sin(2τ))] dφ2 . (1.111)
The identification (1.108), yielding BTZ black holes, is simply :
(τ, u, φ) 7→ (τ, u, φ + 2πm) , m ∈ Z . (1.112)
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Hence, when restricting the φ-coordinate to 0 ≤ φ < 2π, eq.(1.111) becomes a global expres-
sion for the metric for the rotating BTZ black hole.
The decomposition (1.109) naturally induces a foliation of SL(2,R) whose 2-dimensional
leaves Fτ , corresponding to constant τ sections, are stable with respect to the action of the
BTZ subgroup. These leaves are obtained as follows. We introduce the action ν of the
subgroup AN on SL(2,R) as :
ν : AN × SL(2,R)→ SL(2,R) : (an, z) 7→ νan(z) = aL+ n z aL− . (1.113)
The orbits of this action are obtained by acting with ν on a given element of the subgroup
K transverse to the leaves:
Fτ = {νan(exp(τ T))} , ∀τ ∈ R . (1.114)
In particular, the subgroup AN constitutes the leaf at k = e. As a consequence of (1.109)
and(1.113), the leaves of this foliation enjoy the same property as those in the maximally
extended non-rotating massive BTZ black hole: they admit an action of the AN subgroup
of SL(2,R).
Until now, we have been working in the whole AdS3 space. But we know that the iden-
tifications (1.112) induce acausal regions containing closed time-like curves passing through
every point. The BHTZ subgroup generator Ξ given by eq.(1.106) is time-like in these re-
gions, whereas it is space-like in the physical regions. The boundaries between physical and
non-physical regions are the BTZ singularities S. In terms of MICS, these singularities are
given by the φ-invariant surfaces :
q(τ, u) ≡M + L+L− [cos(2τ) − u sin(2τ)] = 0 ; (1.115)
q(τ, u) > 0 corresponds to causally safe regions and q(τ, u) < 0 to regions with closed time-like
curves.
Finally, let us note that the leaves of the foliation (1.113), the surfaces of constant τ , are
flat. To see this, notice that the induced metric on the surface τ = τ0 reads as :
ds2 =
dζdφ
2L+
+ ζdφ2 , (1.116)
with ζ = 2q(τ0, u) (τ0 6= mπ2 ). We can further perform the change of coordinates U = e
−2L+φ
2L+
and V = ζe
2L+φ
2L+
, in terms of which the metric becomes :
ds2 = −dUdV, 0 < U <∞ , −∞ < V <∞ , (1.117)
which corresponds to half a Minkowski space. The identifications according to the bi-action
(1.108) read in these coordinates as :
(U, V ) 7→ (Ue−4πmL+ , V e4πmL+) . (1.118)
They yield closed time-like curves for V < 0. As a consequence, when performing the
identifications, the τ = constant surfaces exhibit a Misner-space causal structure (see previous
section), corresponding to two adjacent regions (if one allows closed time-like curves), or a
single one, in Fig. 1.8, showing that in the rotating case the action of the BHTZ subgroup is
properly discontinuous everywhere [24].
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1.3.2 Horizons and causal structure
Let us now express the BTZ horizons H in terms of MICS. We use the same tools as in Sect.
1.2.2. We write a light ray passing through the point z0 as :
z(s) = z0 exp(sL), s ∈ R , (1.119)
with L a future pointing null vector obtained by rotation of E around the T-axis, expressed
as
L = Ad(exp(κT))E , 0 ≤ κ < π . (1.120)
This null vector can also be seen as resulting from another null vector boosted by a Lorentz
rotation with axis along H. These two remarks allow us to parametrize the light rays passing
through a point z = aL+nkaL− of AdS3, with direction specified by κ, as:
ℓκz (s) = a
L+ n k exp [sAd(exp(κT))E] aL− . (1.121)
The future and past light cones at point z are defined as :
C±z = {ℓκz (s) , 0 ≤ κ < π, s ∈ R±}. (1.122)
The position of z with respect to the BTZ horizons can be determined according to the
number of directions κ allowing the light rays to escape a given singularity, either in the past
or in the future. If this number is zero, z is situated behind the horizon, whereas if this
number is infinite, z is before the horizon. By continuity, the horizons are defined as the set
of points z for which a finite number of κs are able to escape the singularity for infinite values
of s, i.e. for which the equation of the intersections C±z ∩ S:
βℓκz (s)(Ξ,Ξ) = 0 , (1.123)
has no solution for a finite s. In terms of MICS, this equation reads as :
2L+L− ββ(Ad(lκz (s))H, H) +M = 0 . (1.124)
It is a second order equation in s, invariant for the substitution z 7→ a.z, whose coefficients
depend on the coordinates u and τ of the starting point z¯(u, τ, φ) of the light ray and on its
direction κ. Requiring that eq. (1.124) has no solution for finite s, neither in the past nor in
the future, forces the coefficients of s and s2 to vanish. In this way we obtain the equations
of the inner and outer horizons H− and H+ :
H+1 : τ = mπ , H+2 : u = − tan(τ) , (1.125)
H−1 : τ =
π
2
+mπ , H−2 : u = cot(τ) ,
where m ∈ Z.
Strikingly, the horizons of the rotating BTZ black hole again appear to be closely related
to the Iwasawa subgroups AN and AN¯ of SL(2,R). Indeed, one finds that
H ≡ z.AN ∪ z.AN¯ , (1.126)
where z = exp(mπ2 T), for well-chosen m ∈ Z.
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This geometrical discussion is summarized in the two-dimensional diagram depicted in Fig.
1.11. The diagram is obtained by considering a constant φ section and making the coordinate
transformation u = tan(p), with −π2 ≤ p < π2 . On this diagram, each point corresponds to a
circle (the orbit of the point under the action of the one parameter subgroup generated by φ
translation). The horizons H± are depicted by straight lines inclined at 45 degrees, crossing
the τ -axis at τ = mπ2 . The singularities, defined in (1.115), are situated beyond the inner
horizons H−.
Figure 1.11: The causal structure of the black hole is summarized in this diagram. The axis
of the time-like coordinate τ is vertical, while that corresponding to the light-
like coordinate p is inclined at 45 degrees. Each point is a circle, the orbit of the
isometry subgroup generated by ∂φ = L+H− L−H. The projection parallel
to ∂φ of the light cone generators are depicted at several points. Curves always
lying inside the projected light cones can be lifted to causal curves joining a
point (τ0,p0,φ0) to a point(τ1,p1,φ1), with φ0 not necessarily equal to φ1 .
The causal structure of the BTZ spaces is obtained by considering the two fields of direc-
tions
dτ
du
=
−(L+L−u sin(2τ) + 2q(τ, u)) ± (L+ + L− cos(2τ))
√
2q(τ, u)
2(2q(τ, u) + L2+u
2)
, (1.127)
with q(τ, u), defined in eq.(1.115), positive in the causally safe region. These direction fields
result from a projection on the tangent subspace, at each point of the (τ, p) coordinate plane,
of the light cone generators, parallelly to the ∂φ direction. Note that as the vector field ∂φ is
not orthogonal to the (τ, p) coordinate surface, they are not simply given by the intersections
of the light cones with this plane.
We would like to emphasize that causal curves in the BTZ geometry are projected on the
(τ, p) coordinate plane onto curves that never leave the projected cones. Hence, this diagram
provides the causal structure of rotating BTZ black holes.
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Chapter 2
Black holes as quotients of AdSl
After the striking observation that black holes could be obtained by performing identifications
in AdS3, the natural question arose as to whether a similar construction could be used to
construct black holes out of higher-dimensional anti-de Sitter spaces. Some specific cases were
first addressed in [101, 102, 103, 104], before the general problem was solved by classifying all
possibilities [105, 96]. The outcome of these analyzes is not only that in higher dimensions
no new causally well behaved situations arise, although the variety of isometry subgroups is
of course larger, but also that among the generic BTZ black holes, only the non-rotating one
has a higher-dimensional counterpart [102, 96].
In the three-dimensional case, we have observed that the structure of the non-rotating
BTZ black hole was related to the data of solvable subgroups of SL(2,R) = AdS3 (see
Sect. 1.2.2). For higher-dimensional (non-rotating) black holes obtained as discrete quotients
of AdSl, l ≥ 3, we are going to point out that the black hole structure is again closely
connected with certain solvable subgroups. Of course, anti-de Sitter spaces are not group
manifolds in general. However, their isometry group SO(2, l − 1) acts transitively on them,
which confers them with a homogeneous (and symmetric) space structure. We will actually
show that the closed orbits, in AdSl, of Iwasawa subgroups AN and AN¯ of SO(2, l − 1),
define the black hole singularities, in the same sense as the BTZ ones. This, in particular the
existence of event horizons, will be recovered using elementary symmetric space techniques.
2.1 Anti-de Sitter as symmetric spaces
In analogy to the three-dimensional case we already encountered, anti-de Sitter space in
l-dimensions, can be seen as the surface
M ≡ u2 + t2 − x2 − y2 − x23 − · · · − x2l−1 = 1 (2.1)
embedded in R2,l−1 (we again set the cosmological constant Λ = −1). It is the maximally
symmetric solution of vacuum Einstein’s equations in l dimensions with a negative cosmo-
logical constant. By construction, its isometry group is G = SO(2, l − 1). By letting H
being the SO(1, l − 1) subgroup of SO(2, l − 1) which leaves the vector (1, 0, . . . , 0) ∈ R2,l−1
unchanged, AdSl can be realized as the homogeneous space G/H, with elements [g], through
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the isomorphism
[g]→ g ·

1
0
...
0
 =

u
t
...
xl−1
 , (2.2)
where the dot means the usual matrix times vector product in Rl+1. Let g and h denote the
Lie algebras so(2, l − 1) and so(1, l − 1) respectively. Elements of g are (n + 2) × (n + 2)
matrices (n = l − 1) of the form
X =
(
a uT
u B
)
∈ g, (2.3)
with a and B antisymmetric 2× 2 and n× n matrices respectively, and u ∈Mn×2. With the
choice of H here above, the so(1, n) subgroup is embedded in so(2, n) as
h = so(1, n) ;

0 0
0 0
( · · · 0 · · ·
← vt →
)

... ↑
0 v
... ↓
 B
 , (2.4)
where v is n× 1 and B is a skew symmetric n× n matrix. A symmetric space structure (see
Sect. B.2) can be given to AdSl in the following way. A complementary space
1 to h in g,
denoted by q, and such that
[h, q] ⊂ q , [q, q] ⊂ h, (2.5)
is given by
q ;

0 a
−a 0
(← wt →
· · · 0 · · ·
)
↑
...
w 0
↓ ...
 0
 . (2.6)
Therefore the map
σ = idh⊕ (−id)q (2.7)
is an involutive automorphism giving rise to a symmetric space decomposition of g (see
Sect. B.2):
g = q⊕ h. (2.8)
As a basis of q, identified with the tangent space of M = AdSn+1 at the identity [e], we will
take
q0 = E1,2 − E2,1 , qi = E1,i+2 + Ei+2,1 , i = 1, · · · , n , (2.9)
1Since G and H are semi-simple, the restriction to h of the Killing form of g is nondegenerate. From this
Killing form, one can define q = h⊥ = {X ∈ g|B(X,H) = 0 , ∀H ∈ h}. From the non degenerescence, it is clear
that g = q ⊕ h. The relations (2.5) can be checked from the ad-invariance of B, B(adXY,Z) = B(X, adY Z).
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where Ei,j denotes the (n + 2)× (n + 2) matrix with zeros everywhere except for a 1 at the
ith line and jth row.
As a next step, we are going to write an Iwasawa decomposition (see Sect. B.2) of g,
compatible with the symmetric space decomposition (2.8). If h = ah⊕nh⊕kh and g = a⊕n⊕k
denote the Iwasawa decompositions of h and g respectively, these will be such that
ah ⊂ a , nh ⊂ n , kh ⊂ k, (2.10)
where elements of h are always understood as embedded in g. Our choice of Cartan involution
θ will be the following:
θ : g→ g : X→ θ(X) = −XT , (2.11)
giving rise to the Cartan decomposition
g = k⊕ p. (2.12)
This choice is such that [σ, θ] = 0, and ensures that θ descends to a Cartan involution of
h (in particular, θ(H) ∈ h for all H ∈ k. Indeed, if θ(H) = H ′ + Q, H ′ ∈ h, Q ∈ q, then
θ(σ(H)) = H ′ +Q and σ(θ(H)) = H ′ −Q. Since [θ, σ] = 0, we have Q = 0).
The compact part k is made of rotations while p will contain the boosts. So
k =
(
so(2)
so(n)
)
, p =
(
0(2) u
T
u 0(n)
)
, (2.13)
where elements of SO(2) are represented as(
cosµ sinµ
− sinµ cosµ
)
(2.14)
and where u is a n×2 matrix. A common abuse of notation in the text is to identify the angle
µ with the element of SO(2) itself in (2.14). In order to build an Iwasawa decomposition,
one has to choose a maximal abelian subalgebra a of p. Since rotations are in k, they must
be boosts and the fact that there are only two time-like directions restricts a to a two-
dimensional algebra. As a consequence, the real rank of so(2, n) is 2, for all n ≥ 2. Up to
reparameterization, it is thus generated by t∂y+y∂t and u∂x+x∂u, in terms of the coordinates
(2.1). The corresponding matrices are
J1 =

0
0 0 0 1
0
1
 ∈ h, and J2 = q1 =

0 0 1 0
0
1
0
 ∈ q. (2.15)
From here, we have to build root spaces (see (B.19)). In this situation, these are given by
g(a,b) = {X ∈ g | [X,J1] = aJ1 and [X,J2] = bJ2}. (2.16)
From (2.16), we find (details are worked out in [106])
g(0,0) ;

x 0
0 y
x 0
0 y
D
 , (2.17)
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where D ∈M(n−2)×(n−2) is skew-symmetric,
g(1,0) ; Wi = E2i + E4i + Ei2 − Ei4, (2.18a)
g(−1,0) ; Yi = −E2i + E4i − Ei2 − Ei4, (2.18b)
g(0,1) ; Vi = E1i + E3i + Ei1 − Ei3, (2.18c)
g(0,−1) ; Xi = −E1i + E3i − Ei1 − Ei3 (2.18d)
with i : 5→ n+ 2 and
g(1,1) ; M =

0 1 0 −1
−1 0 1 0
0 1 0 −1
−1 0 1 0
 , g(1,−1) ; L =

0 1 0 −1
−1 0 −1 0
0 −1 0 1
−1 0 −1 0
 , (2.19)
g(−1,1) ; N =

0 1 0 1
−1 0 1 0
0 1 0 1
1 0 −1 0
 , g(−1,−1) ; F =

0 1 0 1
−1 0 −1 0
0 −1 0 −1
1 0 1 0
 , (2.20)
where the only non-zero part of the last four generators is located in the upper left 4 by 4
part. Our choice of positivity on the dual space a∗ is the following: a root α = (a, b) will be
said positive if a > 0 or a = 0 and b > 0. This leads to
n = {Vi,Wj ,M,L}. (2.21)
This decomposition satisfies the requirements (2.10), with ah spanned by J1 (see (2.15)),
kh =
(
0(2)
so(n)
)
, and nh spanned by {Wj,M − L} (note that dim(n) = 2n − 2, while
dim(nh) = n− 1, and that there are n− 2 generators Wi). One also gets (see (B.21))
n¯ = {Yi,Xj , N, F}. (2.22)
The analytic connected subgroups of G whose Lie algebras are a, n, n¯ and k are denoted by
A, N , N¯ and K, and a similar notation is used for subgroups of H. The subgroups R ≡ AN
and R¯ ≡ AN¯ are solvable subgroups of G, sometimes called Iwasawa subgroups or minimal
parabolic subgroups.
2.2 Black hole structure and closed orbits of solvable sub-
groups
As shown in [102] for the 4-dimensional case, and in [103, 105, 96] in any dimension, the gen-
eralization of the non-rotating BTZ black hole can be obtained by performing identifications
in AdSl along orbits of the Killing vector (up to conjugation)
Ξ = r+(t∂t + y∂t). (2.23)
The (chronological) singularities are therefore given by the surface
t2 − y2 = 0, (2.24)
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while the horizons can be shown to be located [103] at
u2 − x2 − x23 − · · · − x2l−1 = 0. (2.25)
One may introduce local coordinates (ya, φ) in the safe region ||Ξ||2 > 0 of anti-de Sitter
space in which the black hole structure appears more clearly as (with x1 = u and x2 = x):
xa =
2 ya−1
1− y2 , a = 1, 2, · · · , l − 1
y =
r
r+
sinh(r+φ)
t =
r
r+
sinh(r+φ), (2.26)
with
r = r+
1 + y2
1− y2 (2.27)
and y2 = ηaby
ayb and ηab = diag(−1, 1, · · · , 1). The ccordinate ranges are −∞ < φ < +∞
and −∞ < ya < +∞, with the restriction −1 < y2 < 1. The induced metric has the Kruskal
form (see [24] for the three-dimensional case)
ds2 =
(r + r+)
2
r2+
dyadybηab + r
2dφ2. (2.28)
In these coordinates, the identification vector is simply Ξ = ∂φ, with ||Ξ||2 = r2, so that the
quotient space is obtained by identifying φ ∼ φ + 2πn. The Kruskal diagram representing
this geometry is nothing other than that of the non-rotating BTZ black hole extended to an
arbitrary dimension. As shown in [103], one may also introduce Schwarzschild coordinates
covering the exterior region of the black hole .
We are now going to show that the singularities (2.24) can be characterized from the
symmetric space structure point of view of AdSl. In particular, we will observe that these
singularities coincide with the closed orbits of the action of the subgroups AN and AN¯ of G
on AdSl. Let us first note that the action of G on M = AdSl ≃ G/H is realized as
τ : G×M = G/H : (g, [g′])→ τg([g′]) = [gg′]. (2.29)
The fundamental vector fields for this action are
X∗[g] =
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
0
τexp(−tX)([g]), (2.30)
and can be expressed via the isomorphism (2.2) as
X∗[g] = −X.g.

1
0
...
0
 . (2.31)
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This way, the fundamental vector fields for the action of AN ⊂ G can be found from (2.31),
(2.15), (2.18) and (2.19):
J∗1 = −y∂t − t∂y (2.32a)
J∗2 = −x∂u − u∂x (2.32b)
M∗ = (y − t)∂u + (u− x)∂t + (y − t)∂x + (u− x)∂y (2.32c)
L∗ = (y − t)∂u + (u+ x)∂t + (t− y)∂x + (u+ x)∂y (2.32d)
W ∗i = −xi∂t − xi∂y + (y − t)∂i (2.32e)
V ∗j = −xj∂u − xj∂x + (x− u)∂j , i, j = 3, . . . , l − 1 (2.32f)
To determine the closed and open orbits of AN on AdSl, we will use the following result. If
R is a Lie subgroup of G, the orbit of a point P ∈ M = G/H under the action of R will be
open if and only if
Span{X∗P |X ∈ R} = TPM, (2.33)
i.e. if the fundamental vector fields associated with R span the whole tangent space of M at
P . This is related to the fact that a submanifold is open if and only if it has same dimension
as the manifold in which it is embedded.
First consider points in AdSl with t− y 6= 0. At these points, we may see that J∗1 , L∗ and
M∗ are three linearly independent vectors. The vectors V ∗i gives us l − 3 more. Thus the
fundamental vector fields for the action of AN span a l-dimensional space at these points, so
they belong to an open orbit of AN , according to (2.33).
Next consider points satisfying t−y = 0. It is clear that, at these points, the l vectors J∗1 ,
M∗, L∗ and W ∗i are linearly dependent. Then, there are at most l − 1 linearly independent
vectors amongst the 2(l − 1) vectors (2.32), thus the points belong to a closed orbit2.
The same can be done with the closed orbits of AN . The result is that points belong to
a closed orbit of AN if and only if t + y = 0. We may re-express this in another way. First
note that the AN -orbits are trivially AN -invariant. So the K part of [g] = [ank] alone fixes
the orbit to which [g] belongs. In the explicit parametrization of K, we know that the SO(n)
part is “killed” by the quotient with respect to SO(1, n). In definitive, we are left with at
most one AN -orbit for each element in SO(2), the latter being parametrized by an angle µ,
see (2.14). Finally, the closed orbits of AN and AN¯ , denoted respectively by SAN and SAN¯
can be written as
SAN = ±[AN ] , SAN¯ = ±[AN¯ ], (2.34)
thus corresponding to sinµ = 0.
To conclude, we use symmetric space arguments (see Sect. B.2) to derive an alternative
way to show the existence of a black hole, in particular the presence of an event horizon (even
if we do not explicitly derive its equation). It is very similar in spirit to the techniques used
in the three-dimensional case, adapted to the symmetric space setting. If E is a nilpotent
element of q ∼ T[e]M , the set {Ad(k)E}k∈KH is the set of all light-like vectors of T[e]M .
Then, the light cone at the base point ϑ = [e] is expϑ(tAd(k)E) = exp(tAd(k)E).ϑ, where
the exponential in the l.h.s. is the exponential map associated with the symmetric space
structure, see Sect. B.1, while that in the r.h.s. is the usual exponential from a Lie algebra
2We won’t distinguish between closed and non-open here, but a more involved argument can be used to
show that the orbit is indeed closed [106]
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to a Lie group. From these facts and from the isometric action of G, the future light cone of
an element [g] is obtained as
C+[g] = {[ge−tAd(k)E ]}t∈R+
k∈KH
. (2.35)
The denomination “future” refers to the fact that it only contains positive t. Past light cones
correspond to negative t.
Let us choose E = q0 + q2. Then, one may compute Ad(k)E, to find
Ad(k)E = q0 + w1q1 + · · ·+ wl−1ql−1 ,
l−1∑
i=1
w2i = 1. (2.36)
Let us restrict ourselves to points of AdSl of the form P = κ.ϑ, κ ∈ K, which are parametrized
by an angle µ, see (2.13) and (2.14). A light-like geodesic through P is given by
κ · e−sAd(k)E · ϑ (2.37)
with k ∈ SO(l − 1) and s ∈ R.
This geodesic reaches SAN and SAN¯ for values sAN and sAN of the affine parameter,
computed to be
sAN =
sinµ
cosµ− cosα, and sAN =
sinµ
cosµ+ cosα
(2.38)
where we set cosα := w2, see (2.36) (−1 ≤ w2 ≤ 1).
Because the part sinµ = 0 is SAN , we may restrict ourselves to the open connected
domain of AdSl given by sinµ > 0. Indeed, we have seen that sinµ = 0 is the equation of
SAN is the ANK decomposition of an element g ∈ G. In the same way, SAN¯ is given by
sinµ′ = 0 in the ANK decomposition.
A point, parametrized by µ, will belong to the interior region of the black hole if, for all
α ∈ [0, 2π], one of the two solutions (2.38) is positive. This means that, in any direction, a
light ray issued from the point intersects a singularity in the future. The reasoning is similar
to the one of Sect. 1.2.2. We find that points with cosµ > 0 belong to the interior region,
while points with cosµ < 0 can escape to infinity. Therefore, this proves the existence of an
event horizon, whose one point is given by cosµ = 0.
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Chapter 3
Non-formal deformation of BTZ
spaces and of the hyperbolic plane
In this chapter, we will use some of the remarkable geometrical properties of the BTZ black
holes put forward in the first chapter to show that they can naturally be embedded in the
context of strict deformation quantization. In particular, their foliation into two-dimensional
leaves admitting an action of the maximal parabolic subgroup of SL(2,R) will make it possible
to deform these black holes, in a sense that will be explained in (3.1). This will be discussed
in the second part of this chapter. We will then see that the techniques developed so far
could be extended to generalize the construction to a space admitting an action of the whole
SL(2,R) group : the hyperbolic plane (Sect. 3.3). This chapter assumes some background
material on symplectic and Poisson geometry, as well as on symmetric spaces, as can be found
in Appendices B and C.
3.1 Generalities on deformation quantization
3.1.1 Weyl quantization and Moyal product
Roughly said, the concept of quantization consists of assigning a quantum system to a classical
one. On the classical side, observables are identified with smooth real-valued functions on
a Poisson manifold M (the phase space), whose points are the states of the system. These
observables form a commutative Poisson algebra (C∞(M), {., .}). On the quantum side, the
observables become linear self-adjoint operators acting on a complex Hilbert space H whose
rays represent the states. The algebra of operators is now non-commutative, and is endowed
with an additional structure provided by the commutator. Furthermore, if G is a symmetry
group of the classical system, represented by an action of G by symplectomorphisms on the
manifold, then it is required that the observables form a unitary representation of G on H.
In the Heisenberg picture, the states are independent of time, but observables vary. If A(t)
is the observable A at time t, its evolution is governed by Heisenberg’s equation
d
dt
A(t) =
i
~
[H,A(t)], (3.1)
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where H is a self-adjoint operator called the Hamiltonian of the system. Comparing (3.1) to
the classical equation
d
dt
ft = {H, ft}, (3.2)
where ft is a function on the evolution space M ×R, we are led to the natural guess that we
could obtain quantum mechanics from classical mechanics by means of a map
W~ : C
∞(M)−→B(H) (3.3)
replacing classical observables f ∈ C∞(M) by quantum observables W~(f) acting on H. The
dynamics will correspond provided
W~({f, g}) = i
~
[W~(f),W~(g)]. (3.4)
W~ is called the quantization map, and the general procedure is called Weyl’s quantization.
Let us consider the quantization of a free particle in Rn. In this case, the Hilbert space consists
in the space of square integrable functions on the configuration space Rn, H = L2(Rn). Weyl’s
quantization map is given by1.
(W~(u)f)(q) =
∫
Rn×Rn
e
i
~
(q−q′)p′u
(
q + q′
2
, p′
)
f(q′) dp′dq′, (3.5)
where R2n is seen as Rn × Rn = {q1, · · · , qn, p1, · · · , pn} = {q, p}, dp′ and dq′ are some
suitable normalization of the Haar measure on Rn, u ∈ C∞(R2n) is a classical observable,
and f ∈ L2(Rn) is a state of H on which W~(u) acts. One may check for instance that
W~(qi)f(q) = qif(q) and W~(p
j)f(q) = ~i ∂qjf(q) as expected. The Moyal-Weyl product , or
Moyal product in short, is formally defined as
W~(u
M
⋆ v) =W~(u) ◦W~(v). (3.6)
It can be represented as the following asymptotic expansion:
u
M
⋆ v =
∞∑
n=0
(
~
2i
)n 1
n!
Ωi1j1 · · ·Ωinjn∂ni1···inu∂nj1···jnv, (3.7)
where Ω is the Poisson bi-vector field of M , i.e. Ωij∂i ∧ ∂j = {., .}. The Moyal product M⋆
encodes the information about the composition of operators, and so allows the construction
of quantities obtained from the operators W~(u) at the level of the functions u.
3.1.2 Formal Deformation Quantization
The fundamental idea of the formal deformation quantization program [71], initiated by
Bayen, Flato, Fronsdal, Lichnerowicz and Sternheimer, is to generalize the Moyal-Weyl prod-
uct to an arbitrary symplectic (or Poisson) manifold. In this context, the framework of
quantum mechanics is the same as classical mechanics, observables are the same, and quanti-
zation arises as a deformation of the algebra of functions on the manifold, from a commutative
1At this level, we will simply assume that this integral exists, at least on some suitable subspace of C∞(M),
see Sect. 3.1.2
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to a non-commutative one . The quantum equivalent of the classical evolution relation (3.2)
would then read
d
dt
ft = {H, ft}∗, (3.8)
where {f, g}∗ = i~(f ⋆ g− g ⋆ f). Classically, symmetries of the system are represented by a
group G acting by symplectomorphisms on M , where the action on C∞(M) is denoted by
G× C∞(M)→C∞(M) : (g, u)→αg(u). This leads in this formulation at the quantum level
to the requirement that W~(αg(u)) = U(g) ◦W~(u) ◦ U(g−1), where U : G→End(H) is a
unitary representation of G. This causes us to impose the following condition:
αg(u ⋆ v) = αg(u) ⋆ αg(v) , ∀g ∈ G, ∀u, v ∈ C∞(M), (3.9)
which is referred to as the G-invariance of the product.
More precisely, in formal deformation quantization, quantum mechanics is formulated in
a classical framework as the space of formal power series in ~, with classical observables as
coefficients. The set of formal power series in ~ with coefficients in C∞(M) (or in any other
algebra) is defined as
C∞(M)[[~]] = {
∞∑
k=0
ak~
k with ak ∈ C∞(M)}. (3.10)
For such formal series, the equality
∑∞
k=0 ak~
k =
∑∞
k=0 bk~
k means ak = bk for all k.
A formal deformation of a Poisson manifold (M, {., .} is the data of a C[[~]] bilinear
product ⋆ : C∞(M)[[~]] × C∞(M)[[~]]→C∞(M)[[~]] given by
f ⋆ g =
∞∑
k=0
Bk(f, g)~
k , ∀f, g ∈ C∞(M), (3.11)
where the Bk’s are bilinear maps. It has to satisfy the additional properties :
1. Associativity : (f ⋆ g) ⋆ h = f ⋆ (g ⋆ h),
2. B0(f, g) = f.g,
3. B1(f, g)−B1(g, f) = {f, g},
4. 1 ⋆ f = f ⋆ 1 = f .
Moreover, one usually requires the Bk : C
∞(M) × C∞(M)→C∞(M) to be bidifferential
operators. The operation (3.11) is called a star product on (M, {., .}). The first condition
is natural since the star product is supposed to keep track of the composition of operators,
which is associative, though non-commutative in general. Conditions 2 and 3 express the
classical limits : f ⋆ g|~=0 = f.g and {f, g}⋆−→
~→ 0
i~{f, g}. They are usually rephrased through
the statement that the star product ⋆ is a deformation of the commutative pointwise product
of functions on C∞(M) in the direction of the Poisson bracket {., .}.
A question that naturally arose in this context was the following: does any Poisson manifold
admit a formal deformation? In order to reduce an irrelevant multiplicity of solutions, the
problem could be brought down to the study of equivalence classes of such products, where
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two star products ⋆ and ⋆′ on C∞(M) are said to be equivalent iff there exists a linear
operator T : C∞(M)[[~]→C∞(M)[[~]] of the form Tf := f +∑∞i=1 Ti(f)~i such that
f ⋆′ g = T−1 (Tf ⋆ Tg) . (3.12)
With this definition in mind, it can be shown (see e.g. [107]) that in any equivalence class
of star products, there exists a representative whose first term B1 in the ~ expansion is
skew-symmetric. The subsequent question is then to look for the existence and uniqueness
of equivalence classes of star products which are deformations of a given Poisson structure
on a smooth manifold M . The existence of such products was first proved by De Wilde and
Lecomte [108] in the symplectic case, where the Poisson structure is defined via a symplectic
form. Independently, Fedosov [109] gave an explicit geometric construction: the star product
is obtained by gluing together local expressions obtained via the Moyal formula (see also
e.g. [110]). The occurrence of the second de Rham cohomology class of the manifold2 in the
classification problem can be traced back to [71] and has been clarified in subsequent works by
different authors [111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118], until it came out that equivalence
classes of star products on a symplectic manifold are in one-to-one correspondence with
elements in H2dR(M)[[~]]. The problem for general Poisson manifolds was longstanding (see
e.g. [119] and references therein) until the mid-nineties, when Kontsevich [73] gave an explicit
recipe for the construction of a star product starting from any Poisson structure on Rd. This
formula can thus be used to define locally a star product on any Poisson manifold. The local
expressions can be once again glued together to obtain a global star product. We will not enter
into the details of this construction, but refer to useful reviews like e.g. [107, 120, 121, 122] .
3.1.3 Strict WKB quantization
In the context of formal deformation quantization, one does not worry about the convergence
of the series (3.11). However, situations exist where they appear to be convergent. The most
popular example is provided by the Moyal-Weyl product, introduced in Sect. 3.1.1, which
has the following integral representation:
(u
M
⋆ v)(x) = ~−2n
∫
R2n×R2n
u(y)v(z) e−
2i
~
S0(x,y,z)dydz, (3.13)
where
S0(x, y, z) = ω(x, y) + ω(y, z) + ω(z, x), (3.14)
ω denoting the symplectic two-form on R2n (i.e. ω(x, y) = x ∧ y when x and y are seen as
vectors of R2n). Eq. (3.13) is sometimes referred to as the integral Moyal product , while
(3.7) is called the differential Moyal product . An asymptotic expansion in ~ of (3.13) (for
example by setting ~ = λ¯2, ξi =
√
2
λ¯ x
i, etc., and Taylor expanding around λ¯ = 0) allows us to
reinterpret (3.13) and extend it into a formal star product3 on C∞(R2n)[[~]].
2Elements of the kth de Rham cohomology class of a manifold M , denoted by HkdR(M), consist in equiv-
alence classes of closed differential forms of degree k, where two forms belong to the same equivalence class
if they differ by the addition of an exact form. Recall that a form α is exact iff dα = 0, and closed if there
exists β such that α = dβ.
3the appellation ”formal” star product will now be used in contrast with ”convergent” star product, referring
to an integral product of the form (3.13)
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The product represented by (3.13) enjoys an important property: it is internal on the
Schwartz space4 on R2n[123]. Thus, the product of two Schwartz functions is again a Schwartz
function. This is the key feature of strict deformation quantization, where one deals with
convergent star products. In this context, and in a suitable functional framework, the product
of two functions is again a function, rather than a formal power series in ~.
The precise definition of strict deformation quantization has been introduced by Rieffel
[72] and gives a setting of deformation quantization which is compatible with C∗-algebras5.
Let (M, {., .}) be a Poisson manifold, and let A(M) be a Poisson ∗-subalgebra of C∞(M).
If M is compact, then one may choose A(M) = C∞(M). If M is not compact, the situation
is less clear, and the definition is then formulated in terms of any fixed ∗- subalgebra of the
algebra of C∞ functions vanishing at infinity, containing the algebra of compactly supported
functions and closed under taking Poisson brackets. A strict deformation quantization of M
in the direction of {., .} is an open interval I of real numbers containing 0, together with, for
each ~ ∈ I, a, associative product ⋆~, an involution ∗~ , and a C∗-norm ||.||~ (for ⋆~ and ∗~ )
on A, which for ~ = 0 are the original pointwise product, complex conjugation involution,
and supremum norm, such that
(i) For every f ∈ A, the function ~→||f ||~ is continuous;
(ii) For every f, g ∈ A, ||(f ⋆~ g − g ⋆~ f)/i~− {f, g}||~ converges to 0 as ~→ 0.
In strict deformation quantization, the parameter ~ parametrizes a continuous field of C∗
algebras (after taking the C∗ closure). The second condition formalizes the idea of deforming
in the direction of {., .}. Since this condition is essentially an infinitesimal condition at 0, one
does not expect strict deformation quantizations for a given Poisson bracket to be unique.
The notion of invariance can also be implemented in this picture as follows. Let G be a
Lie group, and let τ be an action of G on (M, {., .}) by symplectomorphisms. Assume further
that the corresponding action α of G on C∞(M) carries A into itself. We will say that a
strict deformation of A is invariant under α if
1. For every ~ ∈ I, and ∀g ∈ G, the operator αg on A is an isometric ⋆-automorphism for
⋆~,
∗~ and ||.||~;
2. ∀f ∈ A and ~ ∈ I, the map g→αg(f) is a C∞ function on G, for the norm ||.||~;
4i.e. the space of rapidly decreasing functions
5A C∗-algebra is
• a Banach algebra, i.e. an associative algebra A over the real or complex numbers which at the same
time is also a Banach space (i.e. a complete normed vector space). The algebra multiplication and the
Banach space norm are required to be related by the following inequality: ∀x, y ∈ A, ‖x y‖ ≤ ‖x‖ ‖y‖.
This ensures that the multiplication operation in A is continuous;
• a ∗-algebra, i.e. there exists an antilinear map ∗ : A→A such that 1. (x+y)∗ = x∗+y∗ for all x, y ∈ A;
2. (λx)∗ = λ¯x∗, ∀λ ∈ C, ∀x ∈ A; 3. (xy)∗ = y∗x∗, ∀x, y ∈ A; 4. (x∗)∗ = x, ∀x ∈ A; 5. ||x∗|| = ||x||,
i.e., the involution is compatible with the norm.
It has to satisfy the C∗ condition:
• ||x∗x|| = ||x||2.
If all the conditions but the completeness are fulfilled, we have a pre C∗-algebra, that can be completed to a
C∗-algebra by adding the mising elements. Notice that in quantum mechanics, the observables are self-adjoint
(although usually unbounded) operators, forming a non-commutative C∗-algebra.
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3. There is an action α of the Lie algebra g of G on A, which for each ~ ∈ I is by
⋆-derivations of A for ⋆~ and ∗~ , such that ∀X ∈ g, ∀f ∈ A,
αX(f) =
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
0
αexp(tX)(f). (3.15)
The third condition is nothing other than the infinitesimal version of the expression of the
G-invariance (3.9) of the product.
On a symplectic manifold (M,ω), it is natural to express a given (continuous) multipli-
cation, ⋆, on functions via a kernel formula of the type
(u ⋆ v)(x) =
∫
M×M
K(x, y, z)u(y)v(z) dydz , (3.16)
for u, v ∈ Fun(M), x, y, z ∈ M , and where dy and dz represent the Liouville measure6 on
M . We will consider kernels of the form
K = a~ e
i
~
S , (3.17)
where S is a real-valued smooth function on M × M × M called the phase, and a~ is a
one-parameter family of functions in C∞(M ×M ×M,R+) called the amplitude (in formal
deformation quantization, the amplitude is generally expressed as a formal power series a0+
~a1 + · · · ). Convergent star products (3.16) on M , with kernels of the form (3.17), are
called strict WKB quantizations. In particular, we observe the the Moyal product (3.13)
constitutes a particular strict WKB quantization, characterized by a unit amplitude. Kernels
of the form (3.17) were apparently first introduced independently by Karasev, Weinstein and
Zakrzewski (see [124]), where the amplitude was in general represented by a power series in
~. WKB-quantization of symplectic symmetric spaces (more precisely, hermitian symmetric
space of the non-compact type) has been investigated by Weinstein [124], who showed that the
phase function S actually carries non-trivial geometric information, and can be interpreted
as the symplectic area of some triangle in M .
In strict WKB quantization, when (M,ω) admits an action τ of a Lie group G by sym-
plectomorphisms, the G-invariance (3.9) is expressed through the invariance of the kernel
under the diagonal action of G on M ×M ×M :
K(x, y, z) = K(τg(x), τg(y), τg(z)) , ∀g ∈ G,∀x, y, z ∈M. (3.18)
A more precise definition of a G-invariant WKB quantization (of a symplectic symmetric
space) can be found e.g. in [76]. In what follows, we will essentially focus on explicit integral
formulae for WKB quantizations, and assume that they make sense on a well-chosen function
space containing the smooth compactly supported functions, on which a deformed norm and
involution can be defined.
Let us point out that contrary to the current status of formal deformation quantization,
where there exists a good understanding of the classification and existence of star products,
the situation is much less obvious in strict deformation quantization (see [125]). Actually, the
notion of a strict deformation quantization should be regarded as a notion of integrability for
6Every symplectic manifold of dimension 2n is canonically oriented and comes with a canonical measure,
the Liouville measure (normalized to be ωn/n!).
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a formal solution [74]. Then, we have the following type of phenomenon: on the one hand,
we have formal solutions, formal deformation quantizations about which a lot is known, but
for which, in general, there may not be an integrability result. On the other hand, when
we try to pass from formal to actual solutions, there are cases where existence fails, and
others where uniqueness fails. Strict deformation theory in the WKB context was initiated
by Rieffel in [75] for manifolds admitting an action of an abelian Lie group. The extension
to non-abelian group actions was initiated in [126] through the introduction of universal
deformation formulae, where the case of the group of affine transformations of the real line
was explicitly described. In the strict (non-formal) setting, universal deformation formulae
for Iwasawa subgroups of SU(1, n) have been explicitly given in [78, 79]. These were obtained
by adapting a method developed in the symmetric space framework in [76]. Remarkably, the
latter results will reveal deep connections with certain geometrical properties of BTZ black
holes we uncovered in Chapter 1.
3.2 Deformation of BTZ spaces
3.2.1 Solvable group actions and Poisson structures
We have seen in Sect. 1.2.3 that the non-rotating massive BTZ black hole space-time admits
a maximal extension, that we denoted B˜TZ. We also learned that AdS3 could be foliated by
two-dimensional leaves, which are stable under the BTZ identifications. It turns out that, in
the particular extension we considered, each leaf ρ = cst. admits an action of the solvable
(or minimal parabolic) subgroup AN of SL(2,R). Indeed, points in this extension can be
represented as
z(ρ, φ,w) = τr(φ,w) exp(−π/4T)(exp(ρH)) , r(φ,w) = exp(φH) exp(wE) ∈ AN , (w, ρ, φ) ∈ R3,
(3.19)
where τ is the twisted action of SL(2,R) on itself :
τ : SL(2,R)× SL(2,R)→ SL(2,R) : (g, z) → τg(z) = g z σ(g−1) , (3.20)
σ being the external automorphism of SL(2,R) corresponding to the Lie algebra automor-
phism (also denoted by σ) acting on the generators H, E, F as
σ(H) = H, σ(E) = −E, σ(F) = −F . (3.21)
There is a natural action, which is expressed using the twisted action τ as
τ : AN ×Oρ→Oρ : (r′, z)→ τr′(z). (3.22)
This is a left action, since τr1r2 = τr1 ◦ τr2 . Since each leaf is “almost” identified with the
AN group itself, there also exists a right action
ψ : AN ×Oρ→Oρ : (r′, z)→ψr′(z) := τrr′k(a), (3.23)
with a ∈ A, k = exp(−π/4T) ∈ K, satisfying ψr1r2 = ψr2 ◦ ψr1 .
Each leaf can naturally be endowed with two different Poisson brackets coming from
symplectic forms, invariant under the left or right actions of AN . Since the AN group (and
the leaves) are two-dimensional, these symplectic forms are nothing other than the canonical
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volume forms. Parameterizing r ∈ AN as r = exp(a/2H) exp(nE), one may identify the left
and right invariant forms θ and σ from
r−1dr = θaTa , drr−1 = σaTa , a = H, E , (3.24)
as σH = da, σE = eadn, for the right-invariant ones, and θH = da, θE = dn for the
left-invariant. We thus get the left and right invariant (volume) symplectic forms7
ωL = da ∧ dn , ωR = eada ∧ dn, (3.25)
along with their associated invariant Poisson brackets {., .}L and {., .}R. Each leaf of the
foliation can be interpreted as a symplectic manifold on which there is a left or right action
by symplectomorphisms of the AN group. This will in particular allow us to study strict
WKB quantizations of these spaces.
Note that the same reasoning can be applied for the rotating black hole, and that the
subsequent constructions can equivalently be performed in this situation as well.
3.2.2 Universal deformation formula for Lie group actions
The aim of this section will be to show how it is possible to exploit the property that the
BTZ spaces considered above admit a natural action of a solvable group to construct strict
WKB deformations of them. The idea is simple. Let G be a Lie group acting on a manifold
X by a left action τ
τ : G×X→X : (g, x)→ τg(x) := g.x , τgh = τg ◦ τh, (3.26)
and let α be the corresponding left action on space of functions on X, denoted by Fun(X):
α : G× Fun(X)→Fun(X) : (g, f)→αg[f ] , αgh = αg ◦ αh, (3.27)
with αg[f ](x) = f(τg−1(x)), i.e. αg = τ
∗
g−1 (with this definition, α is indeed a left action).
Suppose that we have on the manifold G a left-invariant star product
L
⋆
G
, satisfying
L⋆g[u
L
⋆
G
v] = L⋆g[u]
L
⋆
G
L⋆g[v] , ∀u, v ∈ Fun(G), (3.28)
where L⋆g[v] denotes the regular left action on Fun(G):
∀ g, h ∈ G, L⋆h[u](g) = u(h g) . (3.29)
For fixed x ∈ X, we may define a map α˜x from Fun(X) into Fun(G):
Fun(X)→α˜x Fun(G) : f 7→ α˜x[f ] (3.30)
∀ g ∈ G : α˜x[f ](g) = f(τg−1(x)) . (3.31)
Then, one may induce an associative product on X, denoted ⋆
X
, defined as :(
u ⋆
X
v
)
(x) :=
(
α˜x[u]
L
⋆
G
α˜x[v]
)
(e) ,∀u, v ∈ Fun(X), (3.32)
7The fact that ωL 6= ωR expresses that AN is not unimodular, i.e. that the left and right Haar measures
does not coincide. Indeed, dµL(g) = dadn = ∆(g)dµR(g), with ∆(g) = e
−a, called the modular fonction
[98, 90].
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e denoting the identity element of G. If KG denotes the left-invariant kernel of the star
product on G, (3.32) can be rewritten as(
u ⋆
X
v
)
(x) =
∫
G×G
KG(e, g, h)αg [u](x)αh[v](x) dgdh , (3.33)
where dgdh denotes a left-invariant Haar measure on G × G. Formula (3.32) (or (3.33)) is
called a universal deformation formula, as introduced in [75, 125, 126, 78, 79, 77, 127, 76] (see
also these references for aspects touching the definition of the right functional framework).
It is universal in the sense it is valid for any action of G. It is easy to check that (3.32) is
indeed associative, using the fact that
L
⋆
G
is associative and left-invariant.
Remark that, by using the inversion map
G×X →i X : g 7→ i(g) := g−1 , (3.34)
and its induced action on Fun(G):
∀g ∈ G, i⋆[u](g) := u(g−1) , (3.35)
we may construct a right invariant star product on G starting from the left one:
u
R
⋆
G
v := i⋆
[
i⋆[u]
L
⋆
G
i⋆[v]
]
. (3.36)
The right invariance of
R
⋆
G
results immediately from the left invariance of
L
⋆
G
and the relations
on Fun(G):
R⋆g [i
⋆[u]] = i⋆
[
L⋆g−1 [u]
]
, L⋆g [i
⋆[u]] = i⋆
[
R⋆g−1 [u]
]
. (3.37)
Indeed we obtain:
R⋆g[u]
R
⋆
G
R⋆g[v] = i
⋆
[
i⋆
[
R⋆g[u]
] L
⋆
G
i⋆
[
R⋆g[v]
]]
= R⋆g
[
u
R
⋆
G
v
]
, (3.38)
where R⋆g[v] denotes the regular right action on Fun(G):
∀ g, h ∈ G, R⋆h[u](g) = u(g h) . (3.39)
Now suppose that X admits both a left action τ and a right action σ of G :
τ : G×X → X : (g, x)→ τg(x) := g.x with τg h = τg ◦ τh ,
σ : G×X → X : (g, x)→ σg(x) := x.g with σgh = σh ◦ σg , (3.40)
and that these actions commute, τg[σh(x)] = σh[τg(x)] (if X = G, these actions can simply
be the right and left multiplications on G). Denote by α and β the corresponding left and
right actions on Fun(X).
Then, the associative product on X induced from a left invariant star product on G, will
be right invariant, in the sense that
βh[u ⋆
X
v] = βh[u] ⋆
X
βh[v] , ∀u, v ∈ Fun(X),∀h ∈ G. (3.41)
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Indeed,
βh(u ⋆
X
v)(x) = (u ⋆
X
v)(σh−1(x))
=
(
α˜x.h
−1
[u]
L
⋆
G
α˜x.h
−1
[v]
)
(e)
=
∫
KL(e, g1, g2) α˜
x.h−1 [u](g1) α˜
x.h−1[v](g2) dg1 dg2
=
∫
KL(e, g1, g2)u
(
τg−11
(σh−1(x))
)
v
(
τg−12
(σh−1(x))
)
dg1 dg2
=
∫
KL(e, g1, g2)u
(
σh−1(τg−11
(x))
)
v
(
σh−1(τg−12
(x))
)
dg1 dg2
=
∫
KL(e, g1, g2)βh[u]
(
τg−11
(x)
)
βh[v]
(
τg−12
(x)
)
dg1 dg2
=
∫
KL(e, g1, g2) (α˜
x [βh[u]]) (g1) (α˜
x [βh[v]]) (g2) dg1 dg2
=
(
βh[u] ⋆
X
βh[v]
)
(x) (3.42)
This will be useful for our purposes since, on the BTZ spaces we consider, we have such
commuting left and right actions.
3.2.3 AN −invariant product on AN
From the previous section, we know that if we were able to construct an AN -invariant
product on AN , then we would be in a good position to obtain a WKB quantization of every
two-dimensional leaf in the BTZ foliation.
We therefore start with the general form of a WKB-quantization for AN , with deforma-
tion parameter λ¯:
(u ⋆ v)(x) =
∫
AN ×AN
K(x, y, z) dydz , u, v ∈ Fun(AN ), (3.43)
with
K(x, y, z) = Aλ¯(x, y, x) e
i
λ¯
S(x,y,z). (3.44)
Introducing coordinates on AN through x(ax, nx) = exp(
ax
2 H) exp(nxE), the left invariant
measure is simply dx = daxdnx (see (3.25)). We then require the following obvious conditions
to be fulfilled by (3.43):
(i) Left invariance : K(x, y, z) = K(r.x, r.y, r.z), for all r ∈ AN ;
(ii) Associativity : (u ⋆ v) ⋆ w = u ⋆ (v ⋆ w);
(iii) Existence of a unit : u ⋆ 1 = u = 1 ⋆ u ;
(iv) Asymptotic behaviour : u ⋆ v = u.v − iλ¯{u, v} + O(λ¯2), where {u, v}(x) = ∂axu∂nxv −
∂nxu∂axv denotes the left-invariant Poisson bracket on AN .
We supplement these by two ”technical” assumptions:
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(v) Hermiticity : u ⋆ v = v ⋆ u;
(vi) Trace condition :
∫
(u ⋆ v)(x) dx =
∫
k[y, z]u(y)v(z) dydz =
∫
k[z, y]u(y)v(z) dydz.
Condition (vi) will not be discussed in its whole generality. Rather, we restrict ourselves to
invariant two-point kernels of the form
k[x, y] = δ(ax − ay)F (nx − ny). (3.45)
Implementing these conditions on the kernel (3.44) uniquely fixes its form, up to some com-
putational assumptions. The details are worked out in the Appendix D.1 to lighten the
presentation. The final expressions for the phase and amplitude are given by:
S(x, y, z) = {sinh [(ay − ax)] nz + sinh [(az − ay)] nx + sinh [(ax − az)] ny} , (3.46)
and
Aλ¯(x, y, z) =
1
(2πλ¯)2
P(ay − ax)P(ax − az)
P(az − ay) cosh(az − ay) , (3.47)
where P is a non-vanishing complex function, required by (iii) and (iv) to satisfy P(0) = 1,
supplemented by the condition P(x) = P(−x) due to (v). The product constructed from
(3.46) and (3.47) will furthermore satisfy the trace condition (vi) and (3.45) with
F (ny − nz) = 1
2πλ¯
∫
P(a)P(−a)e iλ¯ (ny−nz) sinhada . (3.48)
For P(a) = 1, we recover the strict quantization of the symplectic symmetric space M =
(SO(1, 1)×R2)/R presented in [76]. This product is actually invariant under the transvection
group (see App.B for definitions) G = SO(1, 1) × R2, which contains a subgroup isomorphic
to the AN subgroup of SL(2,R) [79]. This is actually the case for all products obtained here.
Indeed, consider the following action on AN (expressed in usual coordinates, see Appendix
D.1):
(a, n)→ (a+ aǫ, n+ nǫe−a +mǫea), (3.49)
generated by the vector fields ξa = −∂a, ξn = e−a∂n, ξm = ea∂n. The left action of AN
amounts to set mǫ = 0. By introducing ξ
k = ξn + ξm and ξl = ξn − ξm, these vector fields
are showed to form a representation of the following algebra:
[A,K] = L , [A,L] = K , [K,L] = 0, (3.50)
recognized as the Lie algebra so(1, 1) × R2. The latter can be seen as a contraction of the
sl(2,R) Lie algebra (for which the last relation in (3.50) would be replaced by [K,L] = A).
It is then straightforward to check that both the phase (3.46) and the amplitude (3.47) are
invariant under the additional transformation generated by ξm.
For P(a) = cosh a, the product satisfies∫
(u ⋆ v)(x) dx =
∫
(u.v)(x) dx. (3.51)
A (star) product satisfying this condition is said to be strongly closed .
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Finally, let us note that the products that we have discussed here, denoted
L
⋆
G
, are related
to the Moyal-Weyl product (3.13) via the sequence of transformations8:
(u
L
⋆
G
v) = T−1
[
T [u]
M
⋆ T [v]
]
, (3.52)
where:
T [u](a, n) :=
1
2πλ¯
∫
e−
i
λ¯
ξ nP(ξ)e iλ¯ sinh(ξ)vu(a, v) dv dξ , (3.53)
slightly generalizing, by an extra multiplication by the (non-vanishing) complex function P,
a similar transformation first obtained in ref. [76], and expressing that these products are
actually all equivalent (in the sense of Sect. 3.1.2) to the Moyal-Weyl one.
The relation to the Moyal-Weyl product by the explicit intertwiner T (3.53) allows us to
discuss the functional space on which the products are defined. We recall, from Sect. 3.1.3,
that the Schwartz space S is stable with respect to the Moyal-Weyl star product. The star
product given by (3.52) will consequently define an associative algebra structure on the space
T−1S ⊂ S ′, provided T [f ] ∈ S ∀ f ∈ S. As the Fourier transform is an isomorphism of the
space S, this will be the case if the function P(a) is C∞, never zero on the real axis and
increases at infinity not faster than a power of exp(|a|). Unfortunately, the functional space
so obtained does not yet contain the constant function 1. To overcome this difficulty, we
forget, for a while, about the dependence of eq. (3.53) on the variable a and limit ourselves
to the n dependence of the function. The mapping T−1:
T−1[a, u](ν) :=
1
2πλ¯
∫
e−
i
λ¯
sinh(ξ) νP−1(ξ)e iλ¯ ξ n cosh(ξ) u(a, n) dn dξ , (3.54)
is well-defined9 as a linear injection of S(n) (the Schwartz space of functions of the n variable)
into the tempered distribution space S ′ [76], and also as an operator T−1 : S ′ 7→ S ′. Consider
now the space B(n) of smooth bounded functions with all their derivatives bounded in the vari-
able n ∈ R. This space can be seen as a subspace of S ′. Defining E(n) = T−1[B(n)], we obtain
a deformed algebra containing constants. Moreover, because T only affects the n-variable,
E(n) also contains the bounded functions in the a-variable. Another way of implementing the
constants in our deformed algebra is to consider the unitalization C⊕ T−1S.
3.2.4 Induced product on BTZ spaces
We now have at hand all the ingredients needed to construct explicit WKB formulae deform-
ing the algebra of functions on each ρ = ρ0 leaf of the foliation in the extension described
in Sect. 3.2.1. These formulae can of course be equivalently interpreted as deforming the
pointwise multiplication of functions on the whole extended domain, denoted by U˜ , whose
intersection with a ρ = ρ0 leaf gives the regions I ∪ IIR ∪ IIIR (see Sect. 1.2.3), rather than
that on a single leaf.
Let (ρ, φ,w) be the coordinates of a point in U˜ . The left action (3.22) of an element (a, n)
on this point is given by the mapping:
(ρ, φ, w) 7→ τ(a,n) ((ρ, φ, w)) = (ρ, φ+ a, w + n exp(−φ)) := FµL(xν , αi) , (3.55)
8The origin of this relation will be deepened is Sect. 3.3.3
9Remark that the positivity of P on the real axis is also necessary for the existence of T−1.
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while the right action (3.23) is given by:
(ρ, φ, w) 7→ ψ(a,n) ((ρ, φ, w)) = (ρ, φ+ a, w exp(−a) + n) := FµR(xν , αi) , (3.56)
with {xµ} = (ρ, φ,w) and {xi} = (a, n).
Let us start from a left invariant product on the group AN , defined by a kernel KL, see
(3.44), (3.46), (3.47). The induced product (see eq. (3.32)) on the domain U˜ reads, for all
U, V ∈ Fun(U˜):
(U
R
⋆
eU
V )[ρ, φ, w] =
∫
KL[−a1,−a2, n1, n2]U [ρ, φ− a1, w − n1 exp(−φ+ a1)]
V [ρ, φ− a2, w − n2 exp(−φ+ a2)] da1 dn1 da2 dn2 , (3.57)
=
∫
KL[−φ+ α1,−φ+ α2, (w − ν1) exp(α1), (w − ν2) exp(α2)]U [ρ, α1, ν1]
V [ρ, α2, ν2] exp(α1) dα1 dν1 exp(α2) dα2 dν2 . (3.58)
According to the discussion in Sect. 3.2.2, this product is invariant under the right action
(3.56) of AN on U, hence the notation
R
⋆
U
. On the other hand, we saw how to obtain a right
invariant product on the group AN from the kernel KL (see (3.36)). Explicitly, it reads
(u
R
⋆
G
v)[ax, nx] =
∫
KL[−ax + ay,−ax + az, (nx − ny) exp(ay), (nx − nz) exp(az)]
u[ay, ny] v[az, nz] exp[ay] day dny exp[az] daz dnz (3.59)
From the latter, we may induce a product on U˜ :
(U
L
⋆
eU
V )[ρ, φ, w] =
∫
KL[a1, a2,−n1 exp(a1),−n2 exp(a2)]U [ρ, φ− a1, (w − n1) exp(a1)]
V [ρ, φ− a2, (w − n2) exp(a2)] exp(a1) da1 dn1 exp(a2) da2 dn2 (3.60)
=
∫
KL[φ− α1, φ− α2, ν1 −w exp(φ− α1), ν2 − w exp(φ− α2)]U [ρ, α1, ν1]
V [ρ, α2, ν2] dα1 dν1 dα2 dν2 , (3.61)
which will be invariant under the left action of AN on U˜ .
To complete the story, we have further to ensure that the deformations are performed
in the direction of the invariant Poisson brackets on the leaves. From (3.32) and from the
asymptotic behaviour of
R/L
⋆
G
, one gets, for x ∈ U˜ ,
(U
L/R
⋆
eU
V )(x) = U.V (x)− iλ¯ ωijR/L
∂FνR/L
∂αi
(xµ, 0)
∂FγR/L
∂αi
(xµ, 0)
∂U
∂xν
(x)
∂V
∂xγ
+O(λ¯2), (3.62)
where ωR/L denote the invariant symplectic forms on AN , eq. (3.25). One thus gets
(U
L
⋆
eU
V )(ρ,w, φ) = U.V (x)− iλ¯ (∂wU∂φV − ∂φU∂wV ) +O(λ¯2), (3.63)
and
(U
R
⋆
eU
V )(ρ,w, φ) = U.V (x)− iλ¯ e−φ(∂wU∂φV − ∂φU∂wV ) +O(λ¯2), (3.64)
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expressing that the deformations are indeed in the direction of the corresponding invariant
Poisson bi-vector fields, tangential to the leaves.
The left invariant product
L
⋆
eU
is obviously compatible with the quotient leading to the
B˜TZ space. Indeed using the global coordinate system (1.101) the identification yielding the
maximally extended space from U˜ reads as:
(ρ, φ, w) ≡ (ρ, φ+ 2π
√
M, w) . (3.65)
Therefore, if the functions U and V are periodic on U˜ , in the φ variable, the star product
U
L
⋆
eU
V will also be periodic, contrary to what happens with the right invariant star product.
This allows us to define a deformed product at the quotient level, i.e. the star product
of two functions f and g on B˜TZ. To this end we adopt a method of images, that is, we
periodically extend the function on U˜ by defining
f˜(ρ, φ,w) =
∑
k∈Z
f(ρ, φ+ k2π
√
M,w) (3.66)
and
f ⋆
B˜TZ
g = f˜
L
⋆
eU
g˜ . (3.67)
To give a precise meaning to this formal sum, one proceeds as follows. We denote by
π : S0 7→ F0 the quotient map onto the B˜TZ space (see Sect.1.2.3). If C∞c is the space of
smooth compact supported functions on F0, we notice that π
⋆(C∞c (F0)) ⊂ E is the space of
smooth φ periodic functions which, for fixed value of φ, have compact support in w. Now
we observe that the mappings T and T−1 only involve the w variable, φ being a spectator
variable. Knowing that the space B(φ,w) of two-variable (φ, w) functions is stable under the
Moyal-Weyl product (3.13)[75], we find that if U, V ∈ E(φ, w) = T−1[B(φ, w)], U
L
⋆
eU
V is also in
E(φ, w). The subalgebra of E(φ, w) generated by π⋆(C∞c (F0)) is then constituted by φ-periodic
functions, owing to the A-invariance of the star product. It is therefore identified with a
function algebra on F0 and on the B˜TZ space.
3.3 Towards a non-formal deformation of the hyperbolic plane
There is a natural extension of the construction we performed in the previous section, allowing
us to tackle another problem, that is, that of finding invariant deformations (in a sense we’ll
make precise below) of the hyperbolic plane, or Poincare´ disk . The motivation to tackle this
question is at least threefold. The first one relies on the relevance of the hyperbolic plane
to the study of Riemann surfaces10, through the uniformization theorem. It states that,
10A Riemann surface is a complex manifold of complex dimension one. A complex manifold of complex
dimension n is a manifold which is locally isomorphic to Cn. Furthermore, the atlas of charts to Cn has to
be such that the change of coordinates between charts are holomorphic. A function f : M→N between two
Riemann surfaces M and N is called holomorphic if for every chart φ in the atlas of M and every chart ψ in
the atlas of N , the map ψ ◦ f ◦ φ−1 is holomorphic (as a function from C to C) wherever it is defined. The
composition of two holomorphic maps is holomorphic. Two Riemann surfaces M and N are called conformally
equivalent if there exists a bijective holomorphic function from M to N whose inverse is also holomorphic (it
turns out that the latter condition is automatic and can therefore be omitted).
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up to conformal equivalence, there exist only three simply-connected (i.e. with π1(M) = e)
Riemann surfaces: the Riemann sphere C ∪ {∞}, the complex plane C, and the Poincare´
disk D = {z ∈ C | |z| < 1}. For arbitrary Riemann surfaces, it expresses that every Riemann
surface M is conformally equivalent to Σ/G, where Σ is the Riemann sphere, the complex
plane or the Poincare´ disk, and G is a subgroup of the automorphism group11 of Σ admitting
a freely discontinuous action on M . In addition, π1(M) = G[128, 129]. Also, every connected
Riemann surface can be turned into a complete 2-dimensional real Riemannian manifold with
constant curvature -1, 0 or 1. The Riemann surfaces with curvature -1 are called hyperbolic,
whose Poincare´ disk is the canonical local model. All surfaces with genus g > 1 (see (4.116))
fall into this class. Therefore, invariant deformations of the Poincare´ disk could constitute a
step towards the deformation of a general class of Riemann surfaces. The second motivation
is to address the question of the existence of a WKB quantization of certain symplectic
symmetric spaces, and to understand the underlying geometrical properties of the oscillatory
kernel, in particular the reason for associativity (see [76, 130]). The third comes from the
interpretation of the hyperbolic plane as an Euclidian (Wick-rotated) version of the AdS2
space, and appearing as symmetric D-brane configurations in the euclidean AdS3 space (see
Chap. 5).
To obtain an SL(2,R)-invariant kernel, one could in principle proceed by direct computa-
tion, as we did for AN -invariant kernels (see Sect.D.1), but the computations rapidly become
difficult to manage. Instead, we will use a less direct, but probably more efficient approach.
This technique, from which we will recover the class of AN -invariant products we already
found, will give us a clue about which path to follow to extend the invariance to SL(2,R).
The latter SL(2,R)-invariant products will be obtained by twisting the given AN -invariant
products, using a particular intertwining operator U , characterized by a two-point kernel
(actually, a distribution on the hyperbolic plane). The latter will be shown to be expressed
as a superposition of modes, each of them being solution of a second order differential solu-
tion. Solving this equation will give a general class of SL(2,R)-invariant kernels. Actually,
as shown in Appendix D.3, any SL(2,R)-invariant kernel on the hyperbolic plane turns out
to be characterized by a kernel satisfying this differential equation. Finally, we focus on a
particular product and dwell a little upon its geometrical content. In particular, we analyze
the geometry associated with the phase of the kernel and make connections with work by
Weinstein on WKB quantizations of hermitian symmetric spaces [124], and by Bieliavsky on
the importance of a particular class of functions, called admissible, in this context [76].
3.3.1 Basics of the hyperbolic plane
The hyperbolic plane has a realization as the right complex half-plane, denoted by Π, with
points X = x+ iξ, x > 0 (we use the conventions of [131]). It is related to the maybe more
usual representation by the upper half plane via X→ iX.
11An automorphism of a manifold M is a biholomorphism f : M→M , i.e. a holomorphic diffeomorphism
(which implies that f−1 is holomorphic).
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This space is canonically endowed with a Kahlerian structure12 whose line element is
ds2 = x−2(dx2 + dξ2), with associated measure dµ(X) = x−2dxdξ. Let g 7→ [g] denote the
canonical application from the group G = SL(2,R) to PSL(2,R) = SL(2,R)/{±1}. The
group PSL(2,R) acts isometrically on Π via :
[g].X =
aX − bi
icX + d
, g =
(
a b
c d
)
∈ G . (3.68)
The stabilizer of the point X = 1 being the subgroup K = SO(2) and G acting transitively
on Π, we can identify Π with the homogeneous space G/K via G/K → Π : gK → [g].1.
Also, as explained in Appendix B, the Iwasawa decomposition G = AN K induces a global
diffeomorphism between the group manifold R = AN and the symmetric space of the non-
compact type G/K, see eq. (B.24), allowing us to identify G/K = AN . Moreover, Π can
in particular be endowed with a Riemannian symmetric space structure (see Appendix B).
The geodesics of the Riemannian space Π correspond to straight lines parallel to the x-axis
and to the euclidean circles for which one diameter is the ξ-axis. For all Y = y + iη ∈ Π,
the geodesic symmetry at Y in the sense of the Riemannian symmetric space structure of Π,
defined by
sYX =
y2
X − iη + iη (3.69)
is a global isometry of Π. Let us note that another commonly used representation of the
hyperbolic plane is to realize it as the unit disk
D = {z ∈ C | |z| < 1} (3.70)
in the complex plane. The map Π→D : X→ z = X−1X+1 is a biholomorphic map [132], and the
transformations
z→ αz + β
β¯z + α¯
, α, β ∈ C, |α|2 − |β|2 6= 0 (3.71)
are isometries of D, with the corresponding group G given by
SU(1, 1) = {
(
α β
β¯ α¯
)
| |α|2 − |β|2 = 1}, (3.72)
which is isomorphic to SL(2,R), e.g. through gSU(1,1) = S
−1 gSL(2,R) S, with S = 1√2
(
1 i
i 1
)
.
3.3.2 Hyperbolic plane as adjoint orbit and global Darboux chart
Another useful representation will be to realize the hyperbolic plane as the adjoint orbit (we
used a similar approach in Sect. (1.2.1))
O = Ad(G)T , T ∈ K, (3.73)
12Let J be an almost complex structure on a manifold M , i.e. a tensor field of type (1, 1) such that
J(JX) = −X for all X ∈ κ(M). If M is a complex manifold, it has an associated almost complex structure.
A Riemannian metric g on a connected manifold M with almost complex structure J is said to be hermitian if
g(JX, JY ) = g(X,Y ), for all X,Y ∈ κ(M), and to give a Kahlerian structure (M, g, J) if in addition ∇J = 0,
where ∇ is the Levi-Civita connection on (M, g). A Kahler manifold is always a complex manifold (because J
is said integrable in this case). From a Kahlerian structure (M, g, J), one may define the Kahlerian symplectic
form as ω(X,Y ) = g(X,JY ). Kahler manifolds are thus complex manifolds which can be thought at the same
time of as Riemannian and symplectic manifolds in a natural way.
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through the map
ψ : G/K → O : [g]→ ψ([g]) = Ad(g)T, (3.74)
which is a Z2-covering. The advantage of this representation is the following. It is known (see
Appendix C) that the orbits of a Lie group G in the dual of its Lie algebra, g∗, the so-called
co-adjoint orbits, constitute a symplectic manifold. The symplectic two-form is given by
ωx(X
∗
x , Y
∗
x )
△
=< x, [X,Y ] > , (3.75)
where x belongs to the co-adjoint orbit included in g∗, X,Y ∈ g, and X∗x, Y ∗x are fundamental
vector fields associated to the co-adjoint action of G on the orbit. When G is semi-simple,
the case at hand here, the Killing form, denoted B(X,Y ), is nondegenerate and induces an
isomorphism between g and g∗ given by
B′ : g → g∗ : X → B(X, . ) . (3.76)
In that case, we can look at the adjoint orbits of G in g, which are isomorphic to the co-adjoint
orbits. The symplectic form is then given by
ωX(Y
∗
x , Z
∗
x)
△
= B(X, [Y,Z]) ,X, Y, Z ∈ g , (3.77)
where the fundamental vector fields associated to the adjoint action of G reads
Y ∗X =
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
0
Ad(exp(−tY )).X . (3.78)
We also point out two useful global diffeomorphisms. First, we have13
R2→Π : (a, l)→ eaHenE.1 = e2a − ine2a , (3.79)
and as a consequence, we also have the global diffeomorphism φ : R2 = (a, l) ≃ AN =
G/K → O :
φ : R2→O : (a, l)→ φ(a, l) = Ad (exp(aH) exp(lE))T . (3.80)
Note that the Kahlerian symplectic form x−2dx ∧ dξ in the coordinates (3.79), called the
Iwasawa coordinates [79], is simply proportional to the left-invariant volume form da ∧ dn
on AN (see Sect. 3.2.1). From (3.80), the 2-form ω (3.77) induces a 2-form Ω on R2. By
evaluating Ω(a,l)(∂a, ∂l)
△
= (φ∗ω)(a,l)(∂a, ∂l), one gets
Ω = φ∗ω =
1
2!
Ωij dx
i ∧ dxj = −2B(F, E)da ∧ dl = dl ∧ da . (3.81)
Thus φ is a global Darboux chart on the orbit.
The evaluation of (3.81) goes as follows. First, note that (φ∗ω)(a,l)(∂a, ∂l) = ωφ(a,l)(φ∗∂a, φ∗∂l),
where φ∗∂a, φ∗∂l ∈ Tφ(a,l)O. Then, (φ∗∂a)(f) = ∂a(f ◦ φ) = ddt
∣∣
0
(f ◦ φ)(a+ t, l). Thus
(φ∗∂a)φ(a,l) =
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
0
[φ(a+ t, l)]
=
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
0
[Ad(e(a+t)HelE)T ]
=
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
0
[Ad(etH)φ(a, l)]
= −H∗φ(a,l). (3.82)
13Remark there is a difference of a factor of 2 w.r.t. the parameterization above eq. (3.24).
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Similarly, one finds
(φ∗∂l)φ(a,l) = −
(
Ad(eaHE)
)∗
φ(a,l)
. (3.83)
Thus, by using (3.77) and the Ad-invariance of the Killing form, one successively gets
Ω(a,l)(∂a, ∂l) = ωφ(a,l)(−H∗φ(a,l),−(Ad(eaHE)∗φ(a,l))
= B(φ(a, l), [H,Ad(eaH)E])
= B(φ(a, l), Ad(eaH)[H, E])
= B(Ad(eaH)Ad(elE)T,Ad(eaH)[H, E])
= B(T,Ad(e−lE)2E)
= −2B(F, E) , because T = E− F. (3.84)
So, as symplectic manifolds, we have
(O, ω) ∼ (R2,Ω). (3.85)
Furthermore, G acts on O by symplectomorphisms, and this action is Hamiltonian, that is
∀X ∈ g, ∃λX ∈ C∞(O) such that ω(X∗, .) = dλX and {λX , λY } = λ[X,Y ] (see Appendix C).
The functions λX are called (dual) moment maps. The corresponding action on R
2 is written
as τ = φ−1 ◦Ad ◦ φ :
τ : G× R2 → R2 : (g, (a, l)) → τg(a, l) = φ−1(Ad(g)φ(a, l)) . (3.86)
The fundamental vector fields associated with this action are given by
X∗x =
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
0
φ−1[Ad(exp(−tX)φ(x))] , x = (a, l) ∈ R2,X ∈ g . (3.87)
We also note that τ∗gΩ = Ω,∀g ∈ G, since τ∗Ω = τ∗φ∗ω = (φτ)∗ω = (φ ◦ φ−1 ◦ Ad ◦ φ)∗ω =
φ∗Ad∗ω = φ∗ω = Ω. The second and fourth equality stem from (φτ)∗(ω)(X) = ω(d(φ ◦
τ)X) = ω((dφ ◦ dτ)X) = (φ∗ω)(dτ(X)) = [(τ∗ ◦ φ∗)ω](X), and the fifth one from the fact
that the G acts by symplectomorphisms on the orbit via the adjoint action. Consequently,
G acts by symplectomorphisms on (R2,Ω), and this action is again Hamiltonian, since the
functions defined by
λX(a, l) = −B(X,φ(a, l)) (3.88)
satisfy Ω(X∗, .) = dλX and {λX , λY } = λ[X,Y ], where {., .} = ∂a ∧ ∂l. Explicitly, they read
λH = ℓ ; λE =
1
2
e−2a ; λF = −1
2
e2a(1 + ℓ2), (3.89)
with the corresponding fundamental vector fields
H∗ = −∂a; E∗ = −e−2a∂l; F ∗ = e2a(l∂a − (1 + l2)∂l) , (3.90)
which satisfy [X,Y ]∗ = [X∗, Y ∗], see Sect. C.4. We remark that one can slightly generalize
λF and F
∗, without any consequence (i.e. {λX , λY } = λ[X,Y ] and [X,Y ]∗ = [X∗, Y ∗] are still
verified) by writing
λF = −1
2
e2a(k + ℓ2) and F ∗ = e2a(l∂a − (k + l2)∂l) , k ∈ R+. (3.91)
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The constant k is related to the radius of the orbit O under consideration, i.e. by identifying
Π with O = Ad(G)(E − kF ).
Finally, note that if we restrict the action of G on O or R2 to an action of R = AN ⊂ G,
we get
τ : R× R2 → R2 : (r′, (a, l))→ τr′(a, l) = φ−1 ◦ Ad(r′)Ad(eaHelE)T
= φ−1 ◦ Ad(r′r)T , r = eaHelE
= τr′r(0, 0) . (3.92)
Thus the action of R on R2 (or O via the adjoint action) can be read from the action of R
on itself by left multiplication.
3.3.3 Twisting Moyal-Weyl and AN -invariant products
Let us focus on the Hamiltonian action (3.86) of G = SL(2,R) on R2, with the corresponding
dual moment maps λX given in (3.89) and (3.91). We write the Moyal product on (R
2,Ω) as
(see (3.13), with ν = ~2i )
(u ⋆0ν v)(x) = −
1
4ν2
∫
R2×R2
u(y)v(z)e−
1
ν
S0(x,y,z) dydz , (3.93)
with
S0(x, y, z) = Ω(x, y) + Ω(y, z) + Ω(z, x) , x, y, z ∈ R2 . (3.94)
We have the corresponding asymptotic expansion :
u ⋆0ν v ∼ u.v + ν{u, v} +
∞∑
k=2
νk
k!
Ωi1j1 · · ·Ωikjk∂i1···iku∂j1···jkv , (3.95)
where
{u, v} = ∂au∂lv − ∂lu∂av . (3.96)
The Moyal product on (R2,Ω) enjoys the following property:
[λX , λY ]⋆0ν
△
= λX ⋆
0
ν λY − λY ⋆0ν λX = 2ν{λX , λY } , ∀X,Y ∈ g = sl(2,R) . (3.97)
This can be checked by a direct computation using (3.95) and (3.89). The property (3.97) is
called the G-covariance of the Moyal product (see e.g. [79]), and here relies on the existence
of the global Darboux chart φ.
The G-covariance of a star product on a manifold M , here R2, in general allows us
to construct a representation of g on the space C∞(M)[[ν]] of formal power series in the
parameter ν with coefficients in C∞(M) through:
ρν : g → GL(C∞(R2)[[ν]]) : X → ρν(X) (3.98)
with
ρν(X) : C
∞(R2)[[ν]]→ C∞(R2)[[ν]] : u→ ρν(X)u := 1
2ν
[λX , u]⋆0ν
△
=
1
2ν
ad⋆0ν (λX). (3.99)
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Indeed, ∀u ∈ C∞(R2)[[ν]],
[ρν(X), ρν(Y )]u = ρν(X)ρν(Y )u− ρν(Y )ρν(X)u
= (
1
2ν
)2
(
[λX , [λY , u]]⋆0ν − [λY , [λX , u]]⋆0ν
)
= (
1
2ν
)2
[
[λX , λY ]⋆0ν , u
]
⋆0ν
=
1
2ν
[{λX , λY }, u]⋆0ν
=
1
2ν
[
λ[X,Y ], u
]
⋆0ν
= ρν([X,Y ])u, (3.100)
where we used the Jacobi identity and the fact that the action is Hamiltonian. Furthermore,
we also have that ∀X ∈ sl(2,R), ρν(X) ∈ Der(C∞(R2)[[ν]], ⋆0ν ), i.e.
ρν(X)(u ⋆
0
ν v) = ρν(X)u ⋆
0
ν v + u ⋆
0
ν ρν(X)v , ∀u ∈ C∞(R2)[[ν]]. (3.101)
For the sl(2,R) generators, one finds
ρν(H) = −∂a (3.102)
ρν(E) = −e
−2a
2ν
sinh(2ν∂l) (3.103)
ρν(F) =
1
2ν
(e2a
(−ν2 sinh(2ν∂ℓ)∂2a + 2νℓ cosh(2ν∂ℓ)∂a − (k + ℓ2) sinh(2ν∂ℓ))) ,(3.104)
by using the asymptotic expansion of the Moyal product re-expressed as
u ⋆0ν v =
∞∑
k=0
νk
k!
k∑
p=0
∂pa∂
k−p
l u∂
k−p
a ∂
p
l v (−1)k−p
k!
p!(k − p)! , (3.105)
as well as the relations
(∂l)
2k+1(l cosh(2ν∂l)) = (2k + 1)(∂l)
2k cosh(2ν∂l) + l(∂l)
2k+1 cosh(2ν∂l) (3.106)
(∂l)
2k+1(l2 sinh(2ν∂l)) = (2k + 1)(2k)(∂l)
2k−1(sinh(2ν∂l)) +
2(2k + 1)l(∂l)
2k sinh(2ν∂l) + l
2(∂l)
2k+1 sinh(2ν∂l). (3.107)
Now, suppose, we are looking for a G-invariant product on R2, denoted by #. It would
have to satisfy (see (3.9) or (3.15))
X∗(u#v) = X∗u#v + u#X∗v , ∀X ∈ sl(2,R), ∀u, v ∈ C∞(R2)[[ν]]. (3.108)
From (3.101), we see that we are on the right track, but that the ρν representation is actually
a deformation of the X∗ action of g on C∞(R2)[[ν]], since
ρν(X)
ν→0−→ X∗ . (3.109)
Suppose we are given an operator U ∈ GL(C∞(R2)[[η]]) such that
Uρν(X)U
−1 = X∗ ,∀X ∈ g . (3.110)
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This would allow us to get a G-invariant #, by setting
u#v = U(U−1u ⋆0ν U
−1v). (3.111)
Indeed,
X∗(u#v) = X∗U(U−1u ⋆0ν U
−1v)
= Uρν(X)(U
−1u ⋆0ν U
−1v)
= U(ρν(X)U
−1u ⋆0ν U
−1v + U−1u ⋆0ν ρν(X)U
−1v)
= U(U−1X∗u ⋆0ν U
−1v + U−1u ⋆0ν U
−1X∗v
= X∗u#v + u#X∗v. (3.112)
As a first step, let us restrict ourselves to invariance under the AN group, i.e. we first
look for a transform U1 such that (3.110) holds for X ∈ a⊕n. In the next section, we will see
how to deal with the missing generator F. Following [76, 79], with a slight generalization,
we introduce the partial Fourier transform
F (g)(a, α) := gˆ(a, α) =
∫
e−iαug(a, u)du , g(a, l) ∈ C∞(R2)[[ν]]. (3.113)
One gets
F (ρν(H)f)(a, α) = ∂afˆ(a, α) (3.114)
F (ρν(E)f)(a, α) =
e−2a
2ν
sinh(2νiα)fˆ (a, α) . (3.115)
Defining a new representation of g on Ĉ∞(R2)[[ν]] by
ρˆν(X)gˆ = F (ρν(X)g) , (3.116)
we get the following
ρˆν(H)fˆ = ∂afˆ (3.117)
ρˆν(E)fˆ =
e−2a
2ν
sinh(2νiα)fˆ . (3.118)
This is still not exactly what we need, but it suggests to further define the ZPν -transform
ZPν [g](a, b) = P(νb)
∫
e−
i
2ν
sinh(2νb)ug(a, u)du , (3.119)
where P is an a priori non-vanishing arbitrary function of one variable. Restrictions on it
will appear when imposing additional conditions, like the right classical limit or hermiticity
(see 3.2.3). For further use, the inverse transformations are
[F−1(g(a, b))](a, l) =
1
2π
∫
eiblg(a, b)db (3.120)
(ZPν )−1[g](a, l) =
1
2π
∫
P−1(νb)e i2ν sinh(2νb)l cosh(2νb)g(a, b)db . (3.121)
One may now verify that
ρˆν(X)(Zν [f ]) = Zν [X∗f ] , ∀X ∈ a⊕ n. (3.122)
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Thus, by defining U1 = (ZPν )−1 ◦ F , we finally obtain
ρ1ν(X)
△
= U1ρν(X)U
−1
1 = X
∗ ,∀X ∈ a⊕ n . (3.123)
Setting
u ⋆1ν v = U1[U
−1
1 u ⋆
0
ν U
−1
1 v] , (3.124)
we consequently obtain the AN -invariant products we were looking for. The new represen-
tation
ρ1ν : g → GL(C∞(R2)[[ν]]) : X → ρ1ν(X) (3.125)
can also be written as
ρ1ν(X) =
1
2ν
[ΛX , .]⋆1ν
△
=
1
2ν
ad⋆1ν (ΛX), with ΛX = U1λX , (3.126)
as a direct computation shows. We may also verify that
[ΛX ,ΛY ]⋆1ν = 2νΛ[X,Y ] , ∀X,Y ∈ g = sl(2,R) , (3.127)
and
[ρ1ν(X), ρ
1
ν(Y )] = ρ
1
ν([X,Y ])∀X,Y ∈ g . (3.128)
Comparing (3.124) to (3.53), we obviously have that U1 = T
−1.
This technique gives a natural way to recover the formulae for AN -invariant products we
obtained in Sect. 3.2.3. We essentially worked on R2, but passing the AN group manifold is
direct because of (3.79) and because the left-invariant measure on AN is nothing other than
da ∧ dl, and thus coincides with the measure on R2.
Even though apparently less straightforward, this approach yields an explanation to the
intertwining (3.53) with the Moyal-Weyl product and, even more importantly, allows for a
natural extension to enhance the invariances to SL(2,R), as we will see in the next section.
3.3.4 Twisting again to SL(2,R)-invariance
In the previous section, we have been able to construct a family of AN -invariant star prod-
ucts, by twisting the Moyal-Weyl product as
(u
P 1
⋆ν v) = T
−1 [T [u] ⋆0ν T [v]] , (3.129)
with
[Tu](a, n) =
1
2π
∫
e−iξ
′n P(λξ′) e i2λ sinh(2λξ′)t u(a, t) dtdξ′ (3.130)
and
[T−1u](a, α) =
1
2π
∫
e−
i
2λ
sinh(2λξ)α P−1(λξ) eiξn cosh(2λξ)u(a, n) dndξ . (3.131)
Here, P is an arbitrary positive function satisfying P(0) = 1, and the superscript P in
(3.129) reminds us that for each suitable choice for the function P, we get another AN -
invariant product. In what follows, we will restrict ourselves to the form P(x) = (cosh 2x)n.
The choice n = 1/2 leads to a strongly closed product, see (3.51). The notation Tn will
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be understood as the intertwiner to the AN -invariant product corresponding to P(x) =
(cosh 2x)n. The special choice T1/2 will also be denoted by T
T .
Remember that our present objective is to construct an SL(2,R)-invariant associative
composition law on the hyperbolic plane, which we successively identified (as a symplectic
space), first to the group manifold AN endowed with its left-invariant volume form (or
Haar measure), then to the space R2 with its canonical measure. In the following, we will
extensively use the identification AN ∼ R2 (3.79), sometimes using an obvious abuse of
notation identifying an element r ∈ AN with its coordinates (ar, lr) ∈ R2.
The SL(2,R)-invariant associative operation # will be of the form
f#g = U
(
U−1f ⋆1ν U
−1g
)
,∀f, g ∈ C∞(AN )[[ν]] (3.132)
where the U -transform has to enjoy the two following properties:
(i) it has to be preserved under the left action of AN , i.e. it must satisfy L∗r ◦U ◦L∗r−1 = U ;
this property is referred to as the AN -equivariance ;
(ii) Uρ1ν(F )U
−1 = F ∗. This extends the AN -invariance to the G-invariance, see (3.110).
Let us express the U -transform in terms of a kernel u(x, y), which is a distribution in whole
generality:
(Uf)(x) =
∫
AN
u(x, y)f(y)dLy , (3.133)
where dLy denotes the left-invariant Haar measure on AN , which reads daydly in terms of
the coordinates y = (ay, ly). Condition (i) forces the kernel to be in the following form:
(Uf)(x) = (u× f)(x) △=
∫
AN
u(z−1x)f(z)dLz =
∫
AN
u(z−1)f(xz)dLz , (3.134)
or in coordinates
(Uf)(a, α) =
∫
u(a− b, α −me−2(a−b)) f(b,m) dbdm . (3.135)
This is a consequence of the following observation, similar to that which led to (D.4). The
condition L∗r ◦ Uf = U ◦ L∗rf , ∀f ∈ Fun(AN ), ∀r ∈ AN , imposes that the kernel u satisfies
u(r−1x, y) = u(x, ry) , ∀r, x, y ∈ AN . (3.136)
This is nothing other than the left-invariance of the kernel u. This can be rewritten as
u(Le−tXx, y) = u(x,LetXy), for all X ∈ a⊕ n. Let us denote by X¯ the right-invariant vector
field generating left-translations on AN : X¯x =
d
dt
∣∣
0
LetX (x), ∀x ∈ AN . The infinitesimal
form of (3.136) is then
(X¯x + X¯y)u(x, y) = 0 , ∀X ∈ a⊕ n. (3.137)
Explicitly, in terms of the coordinates R2→AN : (a, l)→ eaHelE, the vector fields read
H¯(a,l) = ∂a and E¯(a,l) = e
−2a∂l. The condition (3.137) tells us that the kernel u depends on
two variables instead of four:
u(x, y) = u(ax, lx, ay, ly) = u(ax − ay, lx − e−2(ax−ay)ly) = u(y−1x), (3.138)
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and hence (3.134) and (3.135).
Let us now turn to condition (ii), and see what it imposes on the kernel u. By applying
Uρ1ν(F )U
−1 = F ∗ (3.139)
to a function Uf , one gets
(Uρ1ν(F ))(x) = (F
∗Uf)(x) . (3.140)
Furthermore, we know that ρ1ν(F )f = [ΛF , f ]⋆1ν , for a function ΛF = T
−1λF , see (3.126).
Let us focus on the strongly closed AN -invariant product, denoted
T
⋆, corresponding to
P(x) = (cosh 2x)1/2. This is not restrictive, since we may easily pass from one AN -invariant
product to another, through the sequence of transformations
f
1
⋆ g = T−112 (T12f
2
⋆ T12g), (3.141)
where T12 = T
−1
n2 ◦ Tn1,
1
⋆ and
2
⋆ denoting the products constructed from the Moyal-Weyl one
with Tn1 and Tn2 respectively. With this choice, the l.h.s. of (3.140) can be rewritten (with
u(z−1x) := ux(z)) as
(Uρ1ν(F )f)(x) =
∫
ux(z)(ρ
1
ν(F )|zf)(z) d
Lz (3.142)
=
∫
ux(z)
T
⋆ [ΛF , f ]T
⋆
(z) dLz (3.143)
=
∫
ux
T
⋆ ΛF
T
⋆ f − ux T⋆ f T⋆ ΛF
=
∫
ux
T
⋆ ΛF
T
⋆ f − ΛF T⋆ ux T⋆ f + ΛF T⋆ ux T⋆ f − ux T⋆ f T⋆ ΛF
= −
∫
[ΛF , ux]T
⋆
T
⋆ f − [ΛF , ux T⋆ f ]T
⋆
= −
∫
[ΛF , ux]T
⋆
T
⋆ f
= −
∫
ρ1ν(F )|zux(z).f(z) d
Lz , (3.144)
where we used property (3.51) in the second, sixth and seventh equalities, and where ρ1ν(F ) =
(T T )−1ρν(F )T T , while the r.h.s. is simply
F ∗|x
∫
ux(z)f(z) d
Lz . (3.145)
Since (3.144) and (3.145) are valid ∀f , one gets
− ρ1ν(F )|zu(z−1x) = F ∗|xu(z−1x) . (3.146)
This equation can be expressed using the operator 2 defined as(
(φ∗ν)
−1Fρν(F )f
)
(a, b) = 2((φ∗ν)
−1Ff)(a, b) , (3.147)
where
φν(a, l) = (a,
1
2iν
sinh 2iνl) , (3.148)
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and
F (g)(a, b) =
∫
e−iblg(a, l)dl (3.149)
as
−2|z¯W (x, z¯) = F ∗|xW (x, z¯) , (3.150)
with
W (x, z¯) =
(
(φ∗ν)
−1 ◦ F ◦ T T )|z u(z−1x) . (3.151)
z¯ here denotes the variable conjugated to z after the T T and F transforms. In (3.150), 2
is a second order differential operator (see Appendix D.2). Solving equation (3.150) yields
the convolution kernel of an intertwiner between # and the strongly closed AN -invariant
product
T
⋆. The convolution kernel of an intertwiner between # and a general AN -invariant
product, with P = (cosh 2x)n is obtained from
Un = U
T ◦ (T T )−1 ◦ Tn . (3.152)
The kernel of Un is then given as a superposition of modes,
un(x) =
∫
φ(s)unλ,s(x) ds , λ = iν, (3.153)
with
unλ,s(a, l) = e
a ks(4πe
2a)
∫
(1 + 4λ2b2)
n−1
2 e4πis
√
1+4λ2b2e2a eible
2a
db , (3.154)
where
ks(x) =
√
x
(
AJ√k
2λ
[
√
s2 +
m
(8πλ)2
x] +BJ−
√
k
2λ
[
√
s2 +
m
(8πλ)2
x]
)
. (3.155)
In (3.155), Jλ represents the Bessel functions of first kind, A and B are constants, k and m
are constants corresponding to the constant k in (3.91). The first one is associated with the
l.h.s. of (3.146), while the second one corresponds to the r.h.s. (i.e. F ∗ = e2a(l∂a−(m+ l2)∂l)
in (3.146)).
The derivation of this result is presented in Appendix D.2. An analog computation yields
the kernel of the inverse operator U−1
[U−1f ](x) =
∫
v(z−1x) f(z)dz , (3.156)
again as a superposition of modes, given by
vnλ,s(a, l) = e
−a ks(4πe−2a)
∫
(1 + 4λ2b2)−n/2e4πis
√
1+4λ2b2e−2a e−ibl db , (3.157)
In Appendix D.3, we discuss the unicity of our construction, and show that any SL(2,R)-
invariant associative product on the hyperbolic plane can essentially be written as (3.132),
with U given by (3.134) and (3.153). Note that, given an operator U , i.e. by fixing n and
φ(s), it is not straightforward to extract the inverse operator U−1 from (3.157), since one has
to guess how to superpose the different modes. There exists however at least one situation
where U and its inverse are known, which we describe in the next section.
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3.3.5 Playing with triangles
In this section, we would like to pay some attention to the non-trivial geometric properties
which underlie the associativity of products in WKB form. To begin with, we essentially
follow [76] and [130], Sect.8.
The starting point is an observation made by Weinstein in [124] in the context of WKB
quantization of hermitian symmetric spaces14 (of the non-compact type) M = G/K (see
also Appendix B.2). He provided some evidence showing that the phase function S of a
WKB kernel (3.17) should be closely related to the three point function denoted hereafter
SA and defined as follows. Given three points x, y and z in the symmetric space (M,s) with
the property that the equation sXsY sZ(x) = x admits a (unique) solution x, the value of
SA(X,Y,Z) is given by the symplectic area
SA(X,Y,Z) = −
∫
Σ
ω, (3.158)
where Σ is the geodesic triangle with vertices x, y = sX(x) and z = sY (y) = sY sX(x)
(x = sZ(z)). The question of geometrically characterizing the amplitude was left open.
A geometrical approach to this question has been initiated in [76], and is based on the
definition of a class of three point functions, called hereafter admissible, on symplectic sym-
metric spaces (not necessarily hermitian). Let (M,ω, s) be a symplectic symmetric space. A
k-cochain onM is a totally skew symmetric real-valued smooth function S onMk which is in-
variant under the diagonal action of the symmetries : S(x1, · · · , xk) = S(sy(x1), · · · , sy(xk)),
∀x1, · · · , xk, y ∈ M . Denoting by P k(M), the space of k-cochains, one has the cohomology
operator δ : P k(M)→P k+1(M) defined as
(δS)(x0, · · · , xk) :=
∑
j
(−1)jS(x0, · · · , xˆj , · · · , xk), (3.159)
whereˆstands for omission. A 3-cochain S ∈ P 3(M) is called admissible if for all x ∈M , one
has
S(x, y, z) = −S(x, sx(y), z) , ∀y, z ∈M. (3.160)
A Weyl triple is the data of a symmetric space M endowed with an invariant volume form
µ together with the data of an admissible 3-cocycle S (i.e. δS = 0, or explicitly S(x, y, z) =
S(x, y,m)+S(y, z,m)+S(z, x,m), for all x, y, z,m ∈M). It is proven in [76] that if (M,S, µ)
is a Weyl triple, then the product defined by
(u ⋆ v)(x) =
∫
M×M
u(y)v(z)eiS(x,y,z)µ(y)µ(z) (3.161)
14These are defined as follows. Let M be a complex manifold, with associated complex structure J . M
is said to be a hermitian manifold if it is endowed with a hermitian structure, i.e. a Riemannian metric g
such that g(X,Y ) = g(JX, JY ), ∀X,Y ∈ κ(M). Hermitian symmetric spaces are hermitian manifolds whose
hermitian structure is compatible with the symmetries. IfM = G/K, g and J are both G-invariant. Moreover,
the two-form on M defined by ωx(X,Y ) = gx(JX, Y ), ∀x ∈M and ∀X,Y ∈ κ(M) is a G-invariant symplectic
two-form. For hermitian symmetric spaces of the of the non-compact type (see Sect. B.2), the diffeomorphism
(B.24) allows us to express ω as a symplectic form on AN , invariant under the left action of AN on itself.
The Poincare´ disk is the simplest example of a hermitian symmetric space.
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is associative. This is actually the geometric content of the associativity of the Moyal-Weyl
product (see [76] for details).
Finally, suppose we are given an admissible three-point function on a symplectic symmet-
ric space (M,ω, s). The choice of a base point o in M then determines a two-point function
σ on M ×M :
σ(x, y) = S(o, x, y). (3.162)
Assuming the existence of a smooth midpoint map, i.e. a map M→M : x→ x2 such that
sx
2
(o) = x, it can be shown [76] that if σ :M×M→R is a Stab(o)-invariant smooth two-point
function (where Stab(o) denotes the group leaving the point o fixed) such that
σ(x, y) = −σ(y, x) = −σ(x, sx
2
(y)) , ∀x, y ∈M, (3.163)
then the three-point function defined by
S(x, y, z) = σ(sx
2
(y), sx
2
(z)) (3.164)
is admissible. This tells us when a given two-point function comes from an admissible three-
point function.
Given a symplectic symmetric space, Weinstein’s function SA turns out to be admissible
(wherever it is well-defined)[76]. However, the curvature is the obstruction to the cocyclicity
of SA. Therefore, the associativity in general requires the introduction of a non-trivial am-
plitude. As an example, let us consider the AN -invariant product we constructed in Sect.
3.2.3, in particular the phase (3.46). It can be interpreted as a WKB quantization of the
symplectic symmetric space (R2, da ∧ dl, s), where the symmetry is given by
s(a,l)(a
′, l′) = (2a− a′, 2 cosh(a− a′)l − l′). (3.165)
see [76, 130, 133] (see also Sect. (3.3.2)). It turns out, in this case, that SA(ax, lx, ay, ly, az, lz)
exactly coincides with the phase (3.46) of the invariant products we constructed [76, 130].
Let us now turn to the inspection of SL(2,R)-invariant products on the hyperbolic disk.
As we mentioned, even if we have the explicit forms of the modes of the kernels at hand, it is
not straightforward to write down the explicit form of the composition law, in order to extract
the geometrical information contained in the phase. There exists nevertheless one situation
where the explicit form is known. It has been derived in a somewhat different context by A.
and J. Unterberger, for the composition of symbols in the so-called Bessel calculus [134, 131].
The explicit intertwiner UU between any AN -invariant product (but where ν is fixed to
1
8π ) and # as
UU = G
−1
µ ◦ (Tn=1)−1 ◦ Tn , (3.166)
with (see (4.16) in [134])
(G−1µ f)(y + iη) = 4π
∫
f(
y
t
+ iη)Jµ(4πt)dt (3.167)
or in our usual (a, l) coordinates (3.79)
(G−1µ f)(a, l) = 4π
∫
f(a− 1
2
ln t, nt)Jµ(4πt)dt . (3.168)
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The inverse operator is
U−1U = (Tn)
−1 ◦ Tn=1 ◦Gµ , (3.169)
with (see (4.7) of [134])
(Gµf)(y + iη) = 4π
∫
f(ty + iη)Jµ(4πt)dt , (3.170)
or
(Gµf)(a, l) = 4π
∫
f(a+
1
2
ln t,
n
t
)Jµ(4πt)dt . (3.171)
The reason for the appearance of the particular Tn=1 lies in the fact that, in [134], they
exclusively work with a given AN -invariant product, corresponding P = cosh 2x, and referred
to as Fuchs’ product, but we are free to use a relation similar to (3.152) if we wish to start
from another AN -invariant product.
By noting that
((T2)
−1 ◦ T1)f(a, α) =
∫
(1 + 4λ2p2)
n1−n2
2 eip(t−α) f(a, t)dtdp (3.172)
we get the convolution kernels for UU and U
−1
U as
unU (x, y) = −8πe2xJµ(4πe2x)
∫
(1 + 4λ2b2)
n−1
2 e−ibye
2x
db (3.173)
and
vnU (x, y) = 8πe
−4xJµ(4πe−2x)
∫
(1 + 4λ2b2)
1−n
2 e−iyb db , (3.174)
We may now compare this with our general solutions (3.154) and (3.157), with λ = 18π . We
see that (3.173) is recovered from the single s = 0 mode, with the additional identifications√
k
2λ = 4π
√
k = µ, m = 1 and B = 0 in (3.154). On the other side, (3.174) is recovered as a
superposition in s of (3.157), with amplitude φ(s) ∼ δ′(s):
vnU (x, y) =
∫
ds φ(s) vn1
8π
,s
(a, l) (3.175)
and by letting
√
k
2λ = 4π
√
k = µ, m = 1 and B = 0.
The resulting product # can then more easily be expressed in terms of a map (see eq
(5.1) of [134])
Ψ : R2 → Π : (q, p)→X = Ψ(q, p) = [(1 + q2 + p2)1/2 + q](1 − ip)−1, (3.176)
of which we will need the relations
p(X) =
y
x
, q(X) =
x2 + y2 − 1
2x
, ∀X = x+ iy ∈ Π. (3.177)
For f, g ∈ Fun(Π), the explicit expression we get (see [134], eq.(5.26)), evaluated at the point
X = 1 for simplicity (one can go to any other point by using the SL(2,R)-invariance) is
(f#g)(1) = 16π
∫
d2x1d
2x2F (q1, p1)G(q2, p2)
∞∫
0
t2Jµ(4πt)e
4πit̟dt , (3.178)
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Figure 3.1: Geodesic triangle Σ, as defined around eq. (3.158), in the hyperbolic plane with points
η + iξ, η > 0.
with xi = (qi, pi) ∈ R2, F (q, p) = (f ◦Ψ)(q, p) and
̟(X1,X2) = q1(X1)p2(X2)− q2(X2)p1(X1). (3.179)
We would like to analyze some properties of the kernel
K(1,X1,X2) = Kµ(q1, p1, q2, p2) = Kµ(̟) =
∞∫
0
s2Jµ(s)e
is̟ds , (3.180)
in particular how its phase is related to the SA in eq.(3.158).
Let us first evaluate SA(X,Y,Z). Owing to the SL(2,R)-invariance, we will restrict the
computation to Z = 1 and X ∈ R, see Fig. 3.3.5. We then have to find the corresponding
vertices x, y and z of Σ, eq. (3.158). We start by trying to solve sXs1sY x = x, using the form
(3.69) for the geodesic symmetries. A straightforward computation shows that the geodesic
triangle Σ exists iff ̟(X,Y )2 < 1. This is the first difference with the AN case, where
SA(X,Y,Z) is defined everywhere.
In the case where Σ exists, one may then evaluate SA(X,Y, 1) by computing
∫
Σ
dydη
y2
. The
result is
SA(X,Y, 1) = π − 2 arccos[̟(X,Y )] := SA(̟(X,Y )). (3.181)
It it worth emphasizing here that it was not totally obvious that SA(X,Y, 1) would depend
on X and Y only through the very particular function ̟.
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We may now turn to the evaluation of the phase of (3.180). Using tabulated Laplace
transforms, one first computes
Fµ(p) =
∞∫
0
e−ptJµ(t)dt =
1
pµ+1
[1 + (1 + 1
p2
)1/2]−µ√
1 + 1
p2
, (3.182)
with p = ε − i̟, ε ≪ being a small real part necessary to ensure convergence. Using the
following relations
1 +
1
p2
=
{
1−̟−2 if ̟2 > 1,
(̟−2 − 1)eis(̟)π if ̟2 < 1, (3.183)
and
1 +
√
1 +
1
p2
=
{
1 + (1−̟−2)1/2 := C(̟) ∈ R if ̟2 > 1,
1 + (̟−2 − 1)1/2eis(̟)π/2 if ̟2 < 1, (3.184)
with s(̟) = sign(̟), one finally gets
Fµ(−i̟) =
{
1√
1−̟2 e
iµ
SA(̟)
2 if ̟2 < 1,
|̟|−(µ+2)(̟2 − 1)−1/2C(̟)−µeiπ2 (µ+1)s(̟) if ̟2 > 1.
(3.185)
Note that, when ̟2 < 1, the phase of Fµ is precisely given by SA(̟), while when ̟2 > 1,
it’s absolute value is constant. The kernel Kµ is now simply obtained by
Kµ(̟) = − d
2
d̟
Fµ(−i̟). (3.186)
The function ̟ furthermore satisfies two remarkable properties:
(i) ̟ is K-invariant, i.e. ̟([k].X, [k].Y ) = ̟(X,Y ) , ∀k ∈ K = SO(2),∀X,Y ∈ Π;
(ii) ̟(X,Y ) = −̟(Y,X) = −̟(X,SX/2Y ) , ∀X,Y ∈ Π.
These can be checked by direct computation15. From (3.181), the function SA(X,Y, 1) =
SA(̟(X,Y )) enjoys the same properties.
The phase of the kernel Kµ can then be determined from (3.186). For ̟
2 < 1, one gets
ψµ(̟) = µ
SA(̟)
2
− arctan[ 3µ sinSA(̟)
µ2 − 4 + (µ2 + 2) cos SA(̟) ] . (3.187)
The explicit form does not really matter, but the important property is that
ψµ(X,Y, 1) = ψµ(̟(X,Y )) = −ψµ(−̟(X,Y )), (3.188)
expressing that the phase of the kernel also enjoys properties (i) and (ii). Therefore, according
to the discussion around eqs. (3.163) and (3.164), these two-point functions all come from an
admissible three-point function, thereby confirming the importance of this class of functions
in the geometric understanding of associativity.
15For which one may use the explicit relations : if X = a+ ic and Y = b+ id, then ̟(X,Y ) = ̟(a, c, b, d) =
c
a
b2+d2−1
2b
− d
b
a2+c2−1
2a
, and sX/2Y =
a[(1+a2)+c2]
(1+a)2[b+id−i c
1+a
]
+ i c
1+a
.
Part II
Exact black hole string backgrounds
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Chapter 4
Some features of string theory
This chapter is going to present some salient features of string theory, with an emphasis on
the role played by conformal field theory. It starts with the very basics and can therefore be
overlooked by specialists. We will try to emphasize on aspects relevant to the next chapters.
After discussing the string spectrum, showing in particular how the graviton and the
photon emerge as closed and open string modes respectively, we stress the role played by
two-dimensional conformal field theory in string theory, and discuss vertex operators and
the closed string partition function. Turning to strings in non-trivial background fields, we
mention how Einstein’s equations come out of the requirement of conformal invariance. This
is done by introducing the notion of RG flow and marginal operators. We then turn to the
definition of D-branes and present their low-energy effective action, the Dirac-Born-Infeld
action. We end by discussing some properties of superstring theories.
4.1 Classical bosonic string
The dynamics of a classical bosonic string evolving in flat D- dimensional space-time is
governed by the Polyakov action:
SP [X
µ, γab] = − 1
4πα′
∫
Σ
dτdσ(−γ)1/2γab∂aXµ∂bXµ , a = (τ, σ), µ = 0, · · · ,D − 1, (4.1)
where (τ, σ), −∞ < τ < +∞, 0 ≤ σ ≤ π, are coordinates on the surface Σ swept out by
the string (the worldsheet), the Xµs express the embedding of Σ in space-time and γab is
the worldsheet metric tensor, with determinant γ. T = 12πα′ is the string tension [135] p32.
This action is the (1+1)-dimensional counterpart of the (0+1)-dimensional action describing
a relativistic point particle of mass m moving in a flat target space-time with coordinates
Xµ, sweeping out a worldline parametrized by τ :
S1[X
µ, η] =
1
2
∫
dτ(η−1
.
X
µ .
Xµ − ηm2). (4.2)
The independent auxiliary field η(τ) is defined on the particle’s world-line and can be thought
of as a metric on it : η(τ) = [−γττ (τ)]1/2. It is therefore called einbein. Under reparam-
eterizations τ→ τ ′(τ) of the world-line, it transforms as η(τ)→ η′(τ ′) = η(τ) dτdτ ′ so that S
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is reparameterization invariant. The latter fact is associated with the first class constraint1
H = p2 + m2 = 0 generating the gauge transformation τ→ τ ′(τ), where p2 = pµpµ and
pµ =
∂L
∂X˙µ
is the canonical momenta conjugated to Xµ. The einbein is a Lagrange multiplier
rather than a dynamical variable because its equation of motion is algebraic. Substituting
its expression into (4.2) results in the familiar action S0[X
µ] = −m ∫ dτ√−X˙µX˙µ.
The world-sheet tensor γab(τ, σ) in (4.1) simply generalizes the einbein η(τ) for the prop-
agation of a one- dimensional object. Variation of SP w.r.t. γ
ab yields
δSP
δγab
= 0⇒ hab = 1
2
γabγ
cdhcd , (4.3)
where hab = ηµν∂aX
µ∂bX
ν is the induced metric on Σ, and hence
hab(−h)−1/2 = γab(−γ)−1/2. (4.4)
Eliminating γab from (4.1) using (4.4), we get the Nambu-Goto action
SNG[X
µ] = − 1
2πα′
∫
Σ
dτdσ
√
−dethab, (4.5)
which is proportional to the area of the world-sheet. Thus SP is to SNG what S1 is to S0
(the corresponding Lagrangians are denoted LP , LNG, L1 and L0). Both actions SNG and
SP are invariant under reparameterizations τ→ τ ′(τ, σ), σ→σ′(τ, σ) (2D diff-invariance) :
X ′µ(τ, σ) = Xµ(τ, σ) (4.6)
∂x′c
∂xa
∂x′d
∂xb
γ′cd(τ
′, σ′) = γab(τ, σ) (4.7)
and under global D-dimensional Poincare´ transformations :
X ′µ(τ, σ) = ΛµνX
ν(τ, σ) + aµ
γ′ab(τ, σ) = γab(τ, σ). (4.8)
From the reparameterization invariance, one naturally expects the counterpart of the con-
straint H = p2 +m2 = 0 for the point particle. Indeed, one finds that
H1 = Πµ∂σXµ = 0 (4.9)
and
H = πα′(Π2 + 1
2πα′
(∂σX)
2) = 0 (4.10)
with
Πµ =
∂LP
∂X˙µ
= −
√−γ
2πα′
γτα∂αXµ .
The constraints (4.9) and (4.10) correspond to reparameterization invariance in σ and τ .2
We will now focus on the Polyakov action. In this case, there is an additional symmetry
which has no counterpart in the Nambu-Goto form, the Weyl symmetry :
X ′µ(τ, σ) = Xµ(τ, σ)
γ′ab(τ, σ) = exp(2ω(τ, σ))γab(τ, σ). (4.11)
1For a general account, see [136].
2This can be seen by computing the Poisson brackets.
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It corresponds to a local rescaling of the world-sheet metric, and can be seen to come from
(4.4), since γab is fixed only up to a scale factor. This symmetry plays a special role in
the theory of strings. Remember that, from the point-particle case it was possible, using
reparameterization invariance, to eliminate the einbein. This is still possible for a string:
using diffeomorphism and Weyl invariance, we may gauge away all the γab dependence (we
have 3 transformations at hand for 3 components). This would not be possible for higher
dimensional objects, for example.
The action (4.1) can be seen as describing a two-dimensional field theory with D scalar
fields Xµ(τ, σ). The two- dimensional energy-momentum tensor is defined as
T ab = − 4π√−γ
δLP
δγab
=
1
α′
(
∂aXµ∂
bXµ − 1
2
γab∂cX
µ∂cXµ
)
. (4.12)
It is conserved as a consequence of invariance under 2-dimensional diffeomorphisms :
∇aT ab = 0 . (4.13)
Furthermore, the invariance under arbitrary Weyl transformations implies
T abγab
△
= T aa = 0 , (4.14)
as can be seen directly from (4.12). The 3 local symmetries (two reparameterizations and one
Weyl scaling) can be used to bring γab, which has 3 independent components, to the form
γab = e
φ(τ,σ)ηab . (4.15)
This is called the conformal gauge, in which γab is conformally flat. Note that the function
φ(τ, σ) is fixed by the gauge choice, and the conformal gauge sometimes refers to the choice
φ = 0 (this distinction is not important since the conformal factor eφ drops out of everything
in (4.1) at the classical level). The Polyakov action, in the conformal gauge, reads
S[Xµ; τ, σ] = − 1
4πα′
∫
Σ
dτdσηab∂aX
µ∂bXµ. (4.16)
Let us reconsider the Euler-Lagrange equations, derived from (4.16), in this gauge,
δS
δXµ
= 0⇒ 2Xµ △=
(
∂2
∂σ2
− ∂
2
∂τ2
)
Xµ = 0. (4.17)
This is a free two-dimensional wave equation for each Xµ. Eqs. (4.17) have to be supple-
mented with the constraints
T ab =
1
α′
(
∂aXµ∂
bXµ − 1
2
ηabηcd∂cX
µ∂dXµ
)
= 0. (4.18)
These constraints are equivalent to conditions (4.9) and (4.10) resulting from reparameter-
ization invariance, just like in the particle case, where δS1δη = 0 ⇔ P 2 + m2 = 0 (because
Pµ =
∂L1
∂X˙µ
= η−1X˙µ) and the Weyl invariance. They are called Virasoro constraints. They
read
Tab = 0⇔

∂τX
µ∂τXµ + ∂τX
µ∂τXµ = 0(⇔ H = 0)
∂τX
µ∂σXµ = 0 (⇔ H1 = 0)
T aa = 0
(4.19)
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In varying (4.16), we must also impose the following boundary conditions:[∫
dτ (∂σXµδX
µ)
]σ=π
σ=0
= 0. (4.20)
The manner in which one chooses these conditions to be satisfied depends crucially on whether
one deals with closed or open strings. For closed strings, the embedding fields Xµ are taken
to satisfy
Xµ(τ, 0) = Xµ(τ, π) (4.21)
∂σX
µ(τ, 0) = ∂σX
µ(τ, π). (4.22)
The most general solution of (4.17) with boundary conditions (4.21) is
Xµ(τ, σ) = xµ + 2α′pµτ + i
√
α′
2
∑
n 6=0
(
αµn
n
e−2in(τ−σ) +
α˜µn
n
e−2in(τ+σ)) , (4.23)
where xµ, pµ, αµn, α˜
µ
n are D- dimensional constant vectors. To ensure a real solution, one
imposes αµ−n = (α
µ
n)∗ and α˜µ−n = (α˜
µ
n)∗. It is convenient to introduce the notation αµ0 = α˜
µ
0 =
pµ
√
α′
2 . The α˜
µ
n and α
µ
n represent the oscillatory modes of the string.
For open strings, there are two canonical choices of boundary conditions. Neumann
boundary conditions are defined by
∂σX
µ
|σ=0,π = 0 . (4.24)
In this case, the string can move freely in space-time. Dirichlet boundary conditions are given
by
∂τX
µ
|σ=0,π = 0 . (4.25)
Integrating condition (4.25) over τ specifies a space-time location on which the string ends,
and Dirichlet conditions are equivalent to fixing the endpoints of the string:
δXµ|σ=0,π = 0 . (4.26)
We will see later that this latter condition is related to the existence of a physical object
called D-brane .
For the time being, we will only consider an open string satisfying Neumann boundary
conditions at both its endpoints (N-N boundary conditions), for which the general solution
to (4.17) and (4.24) reads
Xµ(τ, σ) = xµ + 2α′pµτ + i
√
2α′
∑
n 6=0
(
αµn
n
e−inτ cos(nσ)) . (4.27)
In practice, since the functions einσ are not orthogonal on [0, π], one usually introduces
a doubling trick , which amounts to extending the solution (4.27) to the interval [−π, π],
through Xµ(τ,−σ) = Xµ(τ, σ), and identifying σ ∼ −σ. For further convenience, one also
sets αµ0 ,
√
2α′pµ.
From Hamiltonian dynamics, one has the following equal time Poisson brackets,
{Xµ(σ), Πν(σ′)} = ηµνδ(σ − σ′) , (4.28)
{Πµ(σ), Πν(σ′)} = 0 . (4.29)
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The Virasoro constraints (4.9) and (4.10), which read in the conformal gauge
H = 1
4πα′
((∂σX)
2 + (∂τX)
2)(= 0) , (4.30)
H1 = 1
4πα′
∂τX
µ∂σXµ(= 0) , (4.31)
are associated with the gauge transformations τ→ τ ′ and σ→ σ′ through [137]
δ(ξτ ,ξσ)X
µ = {Xµ(σ),
π∫
0
dσ′ (ξH+ ξ1H1)(σ′)}
∼ ξτ X˙µ + ξσX ′µ , (4.32)
which can be seen by using (4.28) and (4.29). The Hamiltonian
H =
π∫
0
dσH(σ) (4.33)
thus generates time translations on the worldsheet, while
P =
π∫
0
dσH1(σ) (4.34)
generates translations in σ. Using (4.30), (4.27) and (4.23) in (4.33), one finds that
H =
1
2
∞∑
n=−∞
α−n.αn (4.35)
for open strings and that
H =
1
2
∞∑
n=−∞
(α−n.αn + α˜−n.α˜n) (4.36)
for closed strings, with α−nαn = α
µ
−nανnηµν . It will be useful to introduce light cone coordi-
nates3 on the worldsheet:
x± = τ ± σ . (4.37)
in terms of which the equations of motion read
∂+∂−Xµ = 0 . (4.38)
The solutions (4.23) and (4.27) can be rewritten in the form
Xµ(τ, σ) = XµL(x
+) +XµR(x
−) . (4.39)
The Virasoro constraints can be recast as
T++ =
1
2
(Tττ + Tσσ) = − 1
α′
∂+Xµ∂+X
µ = − 1
α′
X˙µLX˙Lµ
!
= 0 , (4.40)
T−− =
1
2
(Tττ − Tσσ) = − 1
α′
∂−Xµ∂−Xµ = − 1
α′
X˙µRX˙Rµ
!
= 0 and (4.41)
T+− = T−+ = 0 . (4.42)
3∂τ = ∂+ + ∂−,∂σ = ∂+ − ∂−, η++ = η−− = −1/2
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Eq. (4.42) is identically satisfied as a consequence of T aa = 0 .
To end up with classical aspects of the free bosonic string, we draw attention to a property
that is crucial for the analysis of string theory. In the conformal gauge, the string action
(4.16) is still invariant under some residual local symmetries. It is indeed invariant under a
combination of a Weyl rescaling and a diffeomorphism xα → xα + ξα satisfying
∂αξβ + ∂βξα = Λ(x)ηαβ , (4.43)
which corresponds to an infinitesimal conformal transformation i.e. a transformation that
leaves the metric invariant up to a local scale factor. In light cone coordinates, this states
that any transformation
x+ → x′+ = f+(x+) , x− → x′− = f−(x−) , (4.44)
which affects γab = ηab as
γ′ab =
∂xc
∂x′a
∂xd
∂x′b
ηcd , (4.45)
and thus as
γ′+− = (
df+(x
+)
dx+
df−(x−)
dx−
)−1η+− ,
can be undone with a Weyl transformation of the form
γ′+− = exp(2ω+(x
+) + 2ω−(x−))η+− ,
if exp(−2ω±(x±)) = ∂±f±(x±).
This symmetry leads to an infinite number of conserved quantities in the “+” and “-”
sectors. Indeed, the conservation law ∇aT ab = 0 resulting from the diff-invariance of the
actions (4.1) or (4.16) reads, in the conformal gauge (∇a = ∂a)
∂−T++ = 0 and ∂+T−− = 0 , (4.46)
where T+− = T−+ = 0 has been used. It then follows that
∂−(f+T++) = 0 and ∂+(f−T−−) = 0 , (4.47)
resulting in an infinite number of conserved quantities (charges)
Q+ =
π∫
0
dσf+T++ ,
Q− =
π∫
0
dσf−T−− , (4.48)
since f+ and f− are arbitrary. These charges are conserved (∂τQ± = 0) and generate the
transformations (4.44) on the fields through the Poisson bracket ({Q±,X(σ)} = −f±(x±)∂±X(σ)).
These properties hold for any conformal field theory in 2 dimensions. This is the statement
that string theory in the conformal gauge is a conformal field theory, and represents a very
powerful tool in perturbative string theory. We will return to this in Sect.4.3.
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According to (4.46), the energy-momentum tensor may be expanded as
T++ , 4
∑
m
L˜(closed)m e
−2imx+
T−− , 4
∑
m
L(closed)m e
−2imx− , (4.49)
for closed strings and
T++ ,
∑
m
L˜(open)m e
−imx+
T−− ,
∑
m
L(open)m e
−imx− , (4.50)
for open strings, so that the constraints T++ = T−− = 0 may be imposed mode by mode.
With these definitions, and with (4.40), (4.41), (4.23) and (4.27), we obtain
L˜(closed)n =
1
2
∑
m
α˜m.α˜n−m
L(closed)n =
1
2
∑
m
αm.αn−m (4.51)
and
L(open)n = L˜
(open)
n =
1
2
∑
m
αm.αn−m , (4.52)
where αm.αn−m , α
µ
mαn−mµ (the prefactors in (4.49) and (4.50) are set so as to get the
standard 1/2 normalization factor in (4.51) and (4.52)).
In particular, one finds from (4.35), (4.36) and (4.51), (4.52) that the total Hamiltonian
is given by
H(open) = L
(open)
0 , (4.53)
H(closed) = L
(closed)
0 + L˜
(closed)
0 . (4.54)
In the case of closed strings, the constraint associated with the reparameterization of σ, eqs
(4.31), (4.34) can be expressed in a relation similar to (4.36) as
P = L
(closed)
0 − L˜(closed)0 . (4.55)
The equal time Poisson brackets (4.28) and (4.29) translate into
{αµm, ανn} = {α˜µm, α˜νn} = imδm+nηµν
{pµ, xν} = ηµν {αµm, α˜νn} = 0 . (4.56)
Using (4.56), (4.51) and (4.52), one finds that the generators Ln (and L˜n), called Virasoro
generators , form, through their Poisson bracket, a Virasoro algebra (without central exten-
sion):
{Ln, Lm} = i(m− n)Ln+m
{L˜n, L˜m} = i(m− n)L˜n+m
{Ln, L˜m} = 0 (4.57)
(4.57) is sometimes also called the Witt algebra .
The appearance of this algebra finds its origin in the residual invariance (4.44), see [34],
p.74.
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4.2 Spectrum of the quantized bosonic string
There exist many different procedures to describe the quantization of bosonic string theory.
When used correctly, they are all equivalent, even though the relations between them are
non trivial. The light cone gauge quantization consists in using the residual gauge symme-
try (4.44), after the conformal gauge has been chosen, to make a particular noncovariant
coordinate choice in which it becomes possible to solve the Virasoro constraints. Then, only
physical degrees of freedom remain to be quantized. Lorentz invariance is no longer manifest
and has to be controlled using the generators of the Poincare´ group.
The modern covariant quantization is rooted in the path integral approach to the quan-
tization of field theories. It involves the introduction of Faddeev-Popov ghosts ensuring that
we stay on the chosen gauge slice in the full theory and the identification of BRST symmetries
and currents [34].
Here we will briefly present a third alternative, the old covariant quantization. The Xµs
are interpreted as quantum operators acting on a Hilbert space of states. The operators αµ−n
(αµn), n > 0, create (destroy) a quantum of left moving oscillator with angular frequency
n along the Xµ direction in the space-time; α˜µ−n (α˜
µ
n) does the same for the right movers
(for closed strings). The Poisson brackets are promoted to commutators via the substitution
{ , } → −i[ , ]. This gives
[xµ, pν ] = iηµν , [α
µ
n, α
ν
m] = [α˜
µ
n, α˜
ν
m] = nδm+nη
µν , (4.58)
coming from
[Xµ(τ, σ),Πν(τ, σ′)] = iηµνδ(σ − σ′) , [Πµ(τ, σ],Πν(τ, σ′)] = 0 . (4.59)
By setting aµm =
1√
m
αµn, a
µ
m
† = 1√
m
αµ−m (idem for the tilded quantities), we have
[aµm, a
µ
m
†] = 1 , µ 6= 0. (4.60)
So the Fock space of the quantum theory described by (4.58) is the tensor product of 2×D
((1×D) for open strings) infinite towers of harmonic oscillators and that of theD- dimensional
quantum mechanics coming from the zero modes xµ and pµ.
The oscillator ground state |0〉 is defined as being annihilated by the αµm, m > 0. The
operators xµ and pµ obey the standard Heisenberg commutation relations. Hence, they may
be represented on the Hilbert space spanned by the usual plane wave basis |k〉 = eik.x of
eigenstates of pµ. The Fock space of the string is thus built on the states |k; 0〉 satisfying
pµ|k; 0〉 = kµ|k; 0〉
αµm|k; 0〉 = 0 , m > 0 (4.61)
These states are themselves obtained from the absolute vacuum |0; 0〉 by
|k; 0〉 = eikX |0; 0〉, (4.62)
as can be checked from the commutation relations (4.58).
For µ = 0, the relation [a0m, a
0
m
†] = −1 signals the fact that a state of the form a0m†|0〉 has
negative norm. Such a state is called a ghost . The physical space of allowed string states will
be a subspace of the aforementioned Fock space, this subspace being specified by a quantum
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mechanical implementation of the Virasoro constraints (these conditions will be analoguous
to the Gupta-Bleuler condition in QED, in which the classical constraint ∂µA
µ = 0 is replaced
by the requirement that the positive-frequency components of the corresponding quantum
operators should annihilate physical photon states [34], pp74-82.
At the quantum level, the operators Ln and L˜n are still defined from (4.51) and (4.52),
where normal ordering is now understood. Since αµn−m commutes with α
µ
m unless n = 0,
the only ordering ambiguity arises in the expression for L0. On the other hand, the algebra
(4.57) gets modified due to quantum effects [34], p80. The result is
[Ln, Lm] = i(m− n)Ln+m + c
12
(m3 −m)δm+n
[L˜n, L˜m] = i(m− n)L˜n+m + c
12
(m3 −m)δm+n
[Ln, L˜m] = 0 (4.63)
with c = D, the dimension of space-time.
The algebra (4.63) is known as a central extension of the Virasoro algebra, or Virasoro
algebra in short (when (4.63) is referred to as a Witt algebra). To impose the physical state
constraints, one would like to require that
(Ln − aδn)|ϕ〉 = 0 , (L˜n − aδn)|ϕ〉 = 0 , ∀n , (4.64)
for a physical state |ϕ〉, where the constant a comes from the normal ordering ambiguity .
These conditions are, however, incompatible with (4.63), due to the central term. Just as
in QED, the classical constraint T++ = T−− = 0 is replaced in the quantum theory by the
weaker requirement that the positive frequency components annihilate a physical state, i.e.
(Ln − aδn)|ϕ〉 = 0 , (L˜n − aδn)|ϕ〉 = 0 , ∀n ≥ 0 , (4.65)
This ensures that the matrix elements of the operators Lm between physical states vanish
∀m [34], p78.
In determining the string spectrum, the Poincare´ invariance (4.8) plays an important role,
since string excitations should form irreducible unitary representations of the Poincare´ group
if these are to be interpreted as particles. The conserved currents associated with translations
and Lorentz transformations can be found using the Noether procedure [34], p68. These are
respectively
Pµa =
1
2πα′
∂aX
µ (4.66)
Jµνa =
1
2πα′
(Xµ∂aX
ν −Xν∂aXµ) (4.67)
and satisfy
∂aP
0µ = ∂aJ
0µν = 0 . (4.68)
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The total conserved momentum and angular momentum of a string are found by integrating
these currents over σ at τ = 0. One has
Pµ =
π∫
0
dσΠµ =
1
2πα′
π∫
0
dσX˙µ = pµ (4.69)
Jµν =
1
2πα′
π∫
0
dσ(XµX˙ν −XνX˙µ) = xµpν − xνpµ + Eµν + E˜µν (4.70)
Eµν = −i
∞∑
n=1
1
n
(αµ−nα
ν
n − αν−nαµn), (4.71)
by using the explicit form of the solutions for Xµ. Since there is no ordering problem in
Pµ and Jµν , they can be interpreted unambiguously as quantum operators [34] p79. One
may then use the canonical commutation relations (4.59) or (4.58) to verify that they satisfy
the Poincare´ algebra. This comes from the fact that, in old covariant quantization, i.e.
in the conformal gauge, Lorentz invariance is manifest (the story is different in light cone
quantization, see [34],p.92). It may also be checked that [Ln, J
µν ] = 0 = [Ln, P
µ], so
that physical states are transformed into physical states under Poincare´ transformations (the
physical state conditions are invariant under Poincare´ transformations). Thus the physical
subspace is guaranteed to form a representation of the Poincare´ group.
Before inspecting the first levels of the string spectrum, let us note that there are still
two undetermined constants in (4.63) and (4.65): the dimension of space-time, D, and a,
sometimes called the intercept . Their values can be determined by means of numerous in-
dependent arguments. They all converge to D = 26 and a = 1. Some of the 1001 roads to
D = 26 and a = 1 include: preservation of Lorentz invariance in light cone quantization [34],
pp. 95-100, “consistency” of the string spectrum (e.g. unitarity, no- ghost theorem) [34],
pp81-86, [135], p.43, vanishing of the total conformal anomaly in modern covariant quantiza-
tion (giving D = 26) [34], p121, funny tricks like
∑∞
n=1 n = − 112 [34], p96, etc. We will not
develop these derivations and will take the result as granted.
Let us start with the open string spectrum. The constraint L0 = 1 states that
1
2
α20 + 2×
1
2
∞∑
m=1
α−m.α+m = 1 . (4.72)
Defining the number operator N
△
=
∑∞
n=1 α−n.αn counting the number of oscillators of a
given state (because [N,αµ−m] = mα
µ
−m), this leads to the mass spectrum
M2 , −pµpµ = 1
α′
(N − 1) , (4.73)
where (4.72) with αµ0 =
√
2α′pµ has been used. The ground state, at level N = 0, has no
excited oscillators and is denoted
|0; k〉 , (4.74)
kµ being its center of mass momentum. This state has negative mass squared, and is called a
tachyon. Its presence signals that the vacuum is unstable and that we
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a local maximum of the potential energy, since the mass squared of a scalar corresponds to
the curvature of the potential at the critical point. At level 1, the states are
|k; ζ〉 , ζµ(k)αµ−1|0; k〉 , (4.75)
where ζµ is an arbitrary polarization vector for the state. The mass-shell condition imposes
M2 = −k2 = 0 , (4.76)
while the L1-constraint yields (with (4.58) and (4.61)),
k.ζ = 0 . (4.77)
Such a state thus has D− 2 = 24 independent polarization states, as the physical constraints
remove two of the initial D vector degrees of freedom. Conditions (4.76) and (4.77) can also
be combined into
kµkµζν − kνkµζµ = 0 ⇐⇒ kµ(kµζν − kνζµ) = 0
which gives the free-field equation of motion
∂µFµν = 0 ,
where F = dA and Aµ =
∫
dkζµe
ikx. Let us also consider, at level 1, the state |Ψ〉 ≡ L−1|0; k〉.
This state is orthogonal to any physical state: 〈Ψ|ϕ〉 = 0. It is called a spurious state . It also
satisfies L1Ψ = 2L0|0; k〉 = α′k2|0; k〉. For k2 = 0, this state is physical and null (〈Ψ|Ψ〉 = 0).
One may therefore add it to any physical state with no physical consequences. One should
therefore impose an equivalence relationship
|ϕ〉 ∼ |ϕ〉+ λ|Ψ〉 , λ ∈ R , (4.78)
which translates into
ζµ ∼ ζµ + 2λ
√
2α′kµ . (4.79)
This is a U(1) gauge symmetry (in momentum space); combined with the fact that |k; ζ〉
describes a massless spin 1 particle, we have thus observed that the level 1 contains a photon
field (with 24 degrees of freedom) in D = 26. At higher levels, N ≥ 2, we get an infinite
tower of massive states.
We now turn to the closed string spectrum. As we have 2 sets of independent oscillators
in this case, the closed string spectrum is essentially the tensor product of two copies of the
open string one. There is however a subtlety. Let us consider the physical constraints (4.65)
for n = 0. These give
(L0 + L˜0 − 2)|ϕ〉 = 0 (4.80)
(L0 − L˜0)|ϕ〉 = 0. (4.81)
Eq. (4.80) is the counterpart of (4.72) for closed strings and gives the mass-shell condition
M2 =
2
α′
(N + N˜ − 2), (4.82)
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where N and N˜ are the number operators for the left and right sectors. The constraint (4.81)
can be understood by noting that P = L0−L˜0 is the worldsheet momentum, and so generates
translations in the σ coordinate. It reflects the fact that there is no physical significance as
to where we are on the string, and hence that the physics is invariant under translations in
σ. This constraint expresses that
N = N˜ , (4.83)
called level-matching condition, which amounts to equating the number of right and left-
moving oscillator modes. The mass-shell condition is thus
M2 =
4
α′
(N − 1) . (4.84)
At level N = 0, we again have a tachyon:
M2 = − 4
α′
, (4.85)
so that the closed string vacuum is also unstable. The first excited level, N = N˜ = 1, consists
in states of the form
|k; ζ〉 = ζµν(αµ−1 ⊗ α˜ν−1)|k; 0〉 . (4.86)
The Virasoro constraints give
L1|k; ζ〉 = L˜1|k; ζ〉 = 0 , (4.87)
which are equivalent to
kµζµν = 0 = k
νζµν . (4.88)
Since ζµν is the polarization tensor, (4.88) expresses that only the D − 2 = 24 states of
transverse polarization are physical. To obtain the particle content, we have to extract the
irreducible representations of the D-dimensional Poincare´ group contained in physical ζµν .
These are the symmetric traceless part identified with the graviton hµν , the antisymmetric
part corresponding to an antisymmetric tensor field Bµν , sometimes called the Kalb-Ramond
field , and the trace associated with a scalar field, the dilaton φ. As in the open string case,
physical states are defined only up to the addition of spurious states, here L−1|0; k〉 and
˜L−1|0; k〉, see eq. (4.78). The closed string couterpart of (4.79) is
ζ(µν) ∼ ζ(µν) + kµξν + ξνkν
ζ[µν] ∼ ζ[µν] + kµγν − γνkν , (4.89)
where ξµ and γµ are arbitrary vectors orthogonal to the momentum k
µ. Eq.(4.89) can be
understood as a residual gauge symmetry in momentum space for the graviton and B-field:
hµν ∼ hµν + ∂µΛν + ∂νΛµ (4.90)
Bµν ∼ Bµν + ∂µAν − ∂νAµ, (4.91)
with Λν =
∫
ξν(k)e
ikxdk. The first is simply diffeomorphisms acting on the space-time metric
in the Minkowski background. The second can be written as B→B + dA, suggesting that
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the physical observable should be the three-form field strength H = dB. Again, the higher
levels display an infinite tower of massive states.
The upshot of the physical string spectrum can be summarized through the interplay
between worldsheet and space-time quantities. At the lowest level of massless states (N = 1),
open strings correspond to gauge theory while closed strings correspond to gravity. The higher
levels N ≥ 2 give an infinite tower of massive particle excitations. Note that the massless
states are picked out in the limit α′→ 0 (ls→ 0) in which the strings resemble point-like
objects. We shall refer to this low-energy limit as the field theory limit of string theory.
4.3 CFT approach to the bosonic string
Conformal invariance plays an important role in string theory (as does superconformal in-
variance in superstring theory, as we will see later on). This is explicitly revealed by the
residual invariances (4.44) of the Polyakov action, which led us to the observation that string
theory in the conformal gauge is indeed a conformal field theory. We are now going to make
this correspondence manifest, by reformulating string theory using tools of two-dimensional
CFT.
4.3.1 A crash overview of CFT
This section assumes a basic knowledge in two-dimensional CFT (of which a short account
can be found say in the 30 first pages of [89]) and is essentially aimed at fixing notational
conventions. It is not self-contained, as a plethora of very good reviews and courses exist on
the subject [138, 139, 140, 141, 142] (see also the bibliography of [89]) as well as standard
references [43, 143]. We will only sketch some principles of 2D CFT.
Consider the two-dimensional Euclidean space, whose metric in complex coordinates z
and z is that of the complex plane: ds2 = dzdz. Conformal transformations are the set of
transformations leaving the metric tensor invariant up to a scale. These are
z→ f(z) , z→ f¯(z) , (4.92)
expressing that arbitrary (anti-)holomorphic mappings of the (compactified) complex plane
are conformal transformations. Infinitesimal conformal transformations correspond to
z→ z + α(z) , z→ z + α¯(z) , (4.93)
with α(z) = −∑+∞n=−∞ αnzn+1 and α¯(z) = −∑+∞n=−∞ α¯nzn+1. On functions of z and z,
these mappings are generated by differential operators
ln = −zn+1∂z , l¯n = −zn+1∂z, (4.94)
which satisfy the Witt algebra (4.57). Among the set of transformations (4.92), one may
single out global conformal transformations, which are well-defined on the Riemann Sphere
(i.e. the complex plane plus a point at infinity). It can be shown that these trnasformations
are given by
z→ az + b
cz + d
, z¯→ a¯z + b¯
c¯z + d¯
, (4.95)
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with 8 complex parameters subject to the constraints ad − bc = 1 and a¯d¯ − b¯c¯ = 1, thus
corresponding to the group Sl(2,C)/Z2 × Sl(2,C)/Z2. The global conformal transformations
of two-dimensional flat space are obtained by imposing z∗ = z¯, and can be identified with 2
translations, 1 rotation, 1 dilatation and 2 special conformal transformations.
Some properties of a two-dimensional CFT can be stated as follows:
• There exists in the theory a set of fields, called primary fields, which under (4.92)
transform as
φ(z, z)−→φ′(w(z), w(z)) =
(
dw
dz
)−h(dw
dz
)−h¯
φ(z, z) , (4.96)
where h (resp. h¯) is called the holomorphic (resp. anti-holomorphic) conformal dimen-
sion of the field Eq. (4.96) states that a primary field of conformal dimensions (h, h¯)
transforms as the components of a tensor with h covariant indices z and h¯ covariant
indices z. The conformal dimensions are related to the spin s and scaling dimension ∆
of the field by s = h− h¯ and ∆ = h+ h¯ 4.
These fields play a crucial role in conformal field theories, namely because correlation
functions involving any field of the theory can be reduced to correlation functions in-
volving only primary fields. This is one of the properties rendering conformal field
theories in two dimensions solvable, where a theory is said to be solved when all corre-
lation functions can be written (at least in principle). Fields transforming like (4.96),
but only under global conformal transformations (4.95) are called quasi-primary. The
infinitesimal version of (4.96) is
δαφ(z, z) = −(hα′(z) + α(z)∂ + h¯α¯′(z) + α¯(z)∂)φ(z, z) , (4.97)
with ∂ = ∂z and ∂ = ∂z.
• The energy-momentum tensor of the theory is conserved and traceless. Its components
are
Tzz
△
= T (z) , Tzz
△
= T (z) , Tzz = Tzz = 0. (4.98)
The transformation properties of a field under conformal transformations are completely
encoded in the singular part of its operator product expansion (OPE) with T (z) and
T (z). For a primary field, for instance, we have
T (z)φ(w,w) ∼ h
(z − w)2 φ(w,w) +
1
z − w ∂wφ(w,w) , (4.99)
and a similar relation for the anti-holomorphic part. The precise meaning of this expres-
sion is the following : when z→w, the (correlation) function 〈T (z)φ(w,w)Y 〉 behaves
as the function
h
(z−w)2 〈φ(w,w)Y 〉 + 1z−w∂w〈φ(w,w)Y 〉, where Y = φ1(w1, w1) · · · φn(wn, wn), none of
the points being coincident in 〈T (z)φ(w,w)Y 〉. The symbol ∼ here means equality up
to terms regular as z→w.
4The variation of a field under a transformation can be decomposed in δφ(x) = (φ′(x)−φ′(x′))+ (φ′(x′)−
φ(x)), where the second term encodes the spin and scaling properties of the field. For a rotation, z→ eiθz, we
find φ′(x′) = eiθ(h−h¯)φ(x), while under a scaling z→ eλz, we have φ′(x′) = e−λ(h+h¯)φ(x)
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In particular, the energy-momentum tensor has the following OPE with itself:
T (z)T (w) ∼ c/2
(z − w)4 +
2T (w)
(z −w)2 +
∂T (w)
z − w , (4.100)
and a similar relationship holds for T (z). This expresses the transformation law of T
under z→w(z):
T (z)−→T ′(w) =
(
dw
dz
)−2 [
T (z)− c
12
{w; z}
]
. (4.101)
Here c is a numerical constant characterizing the theory, called the central charge and
{w; z} △= d
3w/dz3
dw/dz
− 3
2
(
d2w/dz2
dw/dz
)2
(4.102)
is called the Schwartzian derivative. For w(z) of the form (4.95), one may check that
{w(z), z} = 0, showing that T (z) is a quasi-primary field of weight h = 2, h¯ = 0.
• A two-dimensional CFT can be formulated in the operator formalism (as opposed to
the path-integral formalism), in which the OPE of a field with itself determines the
commutation relation of the mode operators of this field. Indeed, through the map
z = eτ−iσ, the usual time-ordering operation of QFT becomes radial- ordering in the
complex plane. The equal-time commutators of two operators A =
∮
0 a(z)dz and
B =
∮
0 b(z)dz can then be represented as
[A,B] =
∮
0
dw
∮
w
dza(z)b(w), (4.103)
which explicitly relates OPE and commutation relations (see e.g. [43]). A quasi-primary
field of conformal weight h can, in general, be mode-expanded as follows:
φ(z) =
∑
n
φnz
−n−h , φn =
1
2πi
∮
dzzh+n−1φ(z). (4.104)
Consider for example the mode expansions of
T (z) =
∑
n∈Z
Lnz
−n−2 , T (z) =
∑
n∈Z
L¯nz
−n−2. (4.105)
One finds, from (4.100) and (4.103), that the mode operators Ln and L¯n satisfy a
Virasoro algebra with central charge c. Furthermore, these are the generators of
the local conformal transformations on the Hilbert space, in the sense that under
z→αnzn+1 △= z + αn(z), we have
δαn(z)φ = −αn[Ln, φ(z)] (4.106)
• The primary fields of the theory are in one-to-one correspondence with the highest-
weight states of a representation of the Virasoro algebra. This is referred to as the
field-state correspondence. To each primary field φ of conformal dimensions (h, h¯),
there corresponds a state |h, h¯〉 satisfying
Ln>0|h, h¯〉 = L¯n|h, h¯〉 = 0 , L0|h, h¯〉 = h|h, h¯〉 , L¯0|h, h¯〉 = h¯|h, h¯〉. (4.107)
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Furthermore, a vacuum state exists in the theory which is invariant under the global
conformal group, which translates into
Ln|0〉 = 0 , n = −1, 0, 1. (4.108)
The field-state correspondence is explicitly represented as
|h, h¯〉 = lim
z,z→ 0
φh,h¯(z, z)|0〉, (4.109)
which can be viewed as the creation of an asymptotic state out of the vacuum at
t→ −∞.
Since the holomorphic and anti-holomorphic components of the Virasoro algebra (4.63)
decouple, one usually restricts the study to a single sector, and then takes tensor prod-
ucts. As shown in (4.107), one chooses the generator L0 to be diagonal in the repre-
sentation space, also called Verma module. A basis for the other (than highest-weight)
states of the representation, called descendant states, is obtained by applying the rais-
ing operators Ln<0 to the highest-weight states (h.w.s.) of the representation in the
following way :
L−k1 · · ·L−kn |h〉 , 1 ≤ k1 ≤ · · · ≤ kn. (4.110)
Since [L0, Lm] = −mLm, such a state has an L0-eigenvalue equal to h + k1 + · · · +
kn
△
= h + N , where N is the level of the state (not to be confused with the number
operator N in string theory). To a Verma module of h.w.s. |h〉 with central charge c,
denoted V (c, h), we associate the character of the module, defined as
χ(c,h)(τ) = Trq
L0−c/24 , q = e2πiτ , τ ∈ C
=
∑
n
dim(h+ n)qn+h−c/24, (4.111)
where dim(h+ n) is the number of linearly independent states at level n in the Verma
module. Knowing the character amounts to knowing how many states there are at each
level.
• The conformal symmetry imposes constraints on the form of correlation functions. The
variation of a correlation function under a conformal transformation z→ z + α(z) is
given by the conformal Ward identities:
δα〈φ1 · · · φn〉 = − 1
2πi
∮
C
dξα(ξ)〈T (ξ)φ1(z1) · · · φn(zn)〉, (4.112)
where C encircles the position of all fields φi. For a global conformal transformation,
the variation (4.112) vanishes, restricting the functional dependence of the n-point
functions.
4.3.2 String states and vertex operators
In section 4.2, we have had a first look at the different states contained in the string spectrum.
One would now like to find an appropriate operator-state correspondence which would allow
one to associate quantum fields to quantum states in a one-to-one manner. The states could
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then be regarded as being created from the vacuum by the application of the quantum fields.
We will describe how to formulate this correspondence in the context of string theory. First,
it is convenient to choose the worldsheet metric, in conformal gauge, to be Euclidian, rather
than Lorentzian, by setting (σ, τ)→ (σ, τE = iτ), so that the metric is
ds2 = dτ2E + dσ
2 , −∞ < τE <∞, 0 ≤ σ ≤ π. (4.113)
From now on, we will forget the subscript “E” on τE and τ will always be understood to
be Euclidian time. In order to be definite, let us consider the worldsheet diagram of a free
closed string, coming from τ = −∞ and going out to τ =∞. This is the cylinder diagram.
One may perform the conformal transformation
z = e2(τ−iσ), z¯ = e2(τ+iσ) , (4.114)
which maps the cylinder onto the complex plane C ∪ {∞}, or Riemann sphere. Surfaces of
equal τ on the cylinder become circles of equal radii on the complex plane. The string from
the infinite past τ = −∞ is mapped to the origin, while the string in the infinite future
τ = +∞ is mapped to the point at ∞. If we wish to project both the outgoing and incoming
strings to a finite distance, we may again use conformal invariance. Inserting (4.114) in
(4.113) has the effect
ds2 = dτ2 + dσ2 → |z|−2dzdz¯ (4.115)
so to go to the complex plane, one simply chooses a conformal factor |z|2. If instead one
chooses |z|2 R2
(R2+|z|2)2 , then the metric becomes the standard round one on the sphere and the
incoming strings become finite points.
For a free open string, an analog of this process will relate the strip of the open string to
the upper half plane, or to the disc. The open strings are mapped to points on the real axis,
which is equivalent to the boundary of the disc.
In this picture, with z = eτ−iσ and σ ∈ [0, π], the doubling trick amounts to extend the
upper half plane to the entire complex plane, and identify z ∼ z∗ = z¯.
One can go further by considering interactions between strings, let us say closed for
simplicity (for open strings, see e.g. [144] p.37), which are described by worldsheets which
connect a given initial configuration of strings to a final configuration (closed strings are
simpler in this context, see [34] p31, [144] p20).
Again, an appropriate choice of conformal factor can be made to map the tubes, corre-
sponding to the external strings, to points on the surface of the sphere. This would then
correspond to a tree- level string diagram . Adding loops would require the modification of
the topology of the compact closed surface on which the string states are inserted. For a
given number of holes (or external states), the topologies of such surfaces are classified by
their genus g ≥ 0, or equivalently, by their Euler number,
χ =
1
4π
∫
Σg
d2σ
√
+γR(2)(γ) = 2− 2g . (4.116)
Here g = 0 is the two-sphere, g = 1 is the torus. The general genus g surface Σg is obtained
from the sphere by attaching g handles. The handles play the role of the loops in Feynman
diagrams. A scattering amplitude involving a given number of external states will then
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roughly be given by a sum over g. This, in a few words, is the general philosophy, and we
will expand this further in Sect. 4.4.
We have thus seen that, thanks to the invariance of the Polyakov action under conformal
rescalings of the worldsheet, we are able to map worldsheets having tubes (in the closed
string case), extending into the far past and the far future, to compact worldsheets, where
the original holes corresponding to the external states are now closed up. The external string
states now appear as points. To keep track of the properties of the corresponding string
state, an object, called the vertex operator has to be inserted at that point. Note that the
appellation vertex operator has this particular meaning in the context of string theory and is
less general than in CFT or Mathematics for example, even though these notions are related.
To make this statement more precise, let us perform the change of coordinates (4.114) in
the mode expansions (4.23) and (4.27), after Wick rotation. This will allow us to reinterpret
the mode expansions as Laurent series in the complex plane. In the closed- string case, we
find
∂Xµ(z) = −i
√
α′
2
∞∑
n=−∞
αµnz
−n−1
∂¯Xµ(z¯) = −i
√
α′
2
∞∑
n=−∞
α˜µnz¯
−n−1 . (4.117)
These relations can be inverted by using the Cauchy integral formula to give
αµ−n =
√
1
α′
∮
dz
2π
z−n∂Xµ(z)
α˜µ−n =
√
1
α′
∮
dz¯
2π
z¯−n∂¯Xµ(z¯) , (4.118)
where the contour integrations encircle the origin z = 0 of the complex plane with counter-
clockwise orientations. But, as we have seen, string states are built by the application of
oscillators to states |k, 0〉, which correspond to states with momentum kµ and no oscillator
excited, see (4.62).
States built from the αµ−n’s are thus related, from (4.118) and the residue formula5, to
∂(n)Xµ(0), corresponding to an insertion of a point-like operator at z = 0.
From this point of view, the state with no oscillators excited will correspond to the
insertion of ∫
d2z : eikX : . (4.119)
The integration over the whole sphere expresses that the result should not depend upon
the parametrization or, stated in another way, that the state should be independent of the
particular insertion point [135], p.50.
The normal ordering signs : : can be understood in the usual fashion as an operator normal
ordering, where oscillators with positive frequencies (destruction operators) have to be moved
5
H
C
φ(z)
(z−z0)µ dz = 2πi
φ(n−1)(z0)
(n−1)! , φ(z) analytic in C.
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to the right 6. As another example, the closed string level one vertex operator, corresponding
to the emission or absorption of the state ζµνα
µ
−1α˜
ν
−1|k, 0〉 representing hµν , Bµν and φ is∫
d2z : ζµν∂X
µX¯νeikX : . (4.120)
4.3.3 Bosonic string as a CFT, and the Weyl invariance
The Polyakov action in conformal gauge, eq(4.16), is nothing other than 26 free scalar boson
fields Xµ in 2 dimensions in flat space. This system is a well-known conformal field theory,
and propagators as well as OPEs of bosonic fields can be obtained using standard techniques
(see [43] p128-161, [142] p35). The energy momentum tensor, using the coordinates (4.114)
is
T (z) = − 1
α′
: ∂Xµ∂Xµ : (z)
T¯ (z¯) = − 1
α′
: ∂¯Xµ∂¯Xµ : (z¯) . (4.121)
Note that in field theory in general, and in CFT in particular, the background metric is
generally supposed to be fixed (and usually flat), and not considered as a dynamical field
(namely, there is no kinetic term in the action associated with it). The energy-momentum
tensor takes its canonical form in terms of the Lagrangian density
Tαβc = −ηαβL+
∂L
∂(∂αφ)
∂βφ , (4.122)
where φ denotes the collection of fields of the theory (here φ = {Xµ}). The canonical energy-
momentum tensor is the conserved current associated with translation invariance [43], p45.
However, a commonly used trick in CFT for actions of the form (4.1) (viewed as a 2D field
theory) relies on the fact that the Lagrangian is a scalar density, which allows us to forget
about the (“fixed”) status of the background metric and allow it to vary temporarily7. This
leads to definition (4.12) for the energy-momentum tensor, usually evaluated in flat space.
The advantage of this definition is that the energy-momentum tensor is then identically
symmetric. Notice that both definitions in general do not coincide. Since we always have the
freedom to modify the energy-momentum tensor by adding the divergence of a tensor Bρµν ,
with B(ρµ)ν = 0 (this does not affect the classical conservation law nor the Ward identity,
[43]), one can show that for systems with rotation invariance, T abc can be brought into the
so-called Belinfante form T abB , which is (classically) symmetric [43], p49.
It also turns out that, as far as scalar fields are concerned, both definitions (4.12) and
(4.122) coincide, as can be checked from (4.1) or (4.16), which makes the distinction irrelevant
in our case.
6We will not insist on the distinction between operator and conformal normal ordering, even though they
are in general different and that in principle the second one has to be used. This is because they coincide for
systems called free fields, which is the case here in particular. For the WZW models which we will be dealing
with in the next chapter, it turns out that both definitions ”almost” coincide. For a discussion on normal
ordering, see e.g. [89]
7When this is the case, the action is then invariant under arbitrary diffeomorphisms. The situation is then
sensibly different from ordinary QFT, where the background metric is fixed to ηµν , and where the action is
only invariant under Poincare´ transformations.
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Let us point out a relationship between Weyl and conformal symmetry in 2D flat space,
when only scalar fields are involved. We particularize to 2 dimensions. Since T µν is then
symmetric and generates translations, under xa → xa + ǫa(xb) the action varies as
δS ÷
∫
d2σT ab∂aǫb . (4.123)
This does not vanish identically, since an ordinary QFT is not invariant under general coordi-
nate transformations. Let us now consider conformal transformations. The ǫa is a conformal
Killing vector which satisfies
∂aǫb + ∂bǫa = (∂cǫ
c)gab , (4.124)
where gab is the (Lorentzian or Euclidian) flat metric. Eq (4.123) thus becomes, using the
symmetry of T ab:
δS ÷
∫
d2σT aa(∂cǫ
c) . (4.125)
Thus, the (off-shell) tracelessness of the energy-momentum implies the invariance of the action
under conformal transformations.
We already observed in eq. (4.13) that the trace of the 2D energy-momentum tensor
corresponding to the bosonic string vanishes, using its explicit form (4.13). This is a general
property for theories exhibiting Weyl invariance. A Weyl transformation in 2 dimensions
reads
δwγab = 2wγab
δwX
µ = 0 µ = 0, . . . ,D − 1 . (4.126)
The index µ labels the D scalar fields. This is nothing other than the infinitesimal form of eq.
(4.11). To be rigorous, Weyl transformations only make sense in a theory where the metric
is dynamical. But as we might expect, things are special in 2 dimensions. Weyl invariance
of a general action S =
∫
d2xL(γ,Xµ) implies (with δLδγab =
1
2
√−γT ab)
0 = δWS =
∫
d2x(
√−γT abwγab) , (4.127)
and thus
T aa = 0 , (4.128)
and vice-versa.
Now, since the Polyakov action (4.1) is constructed using γab in a covariant way, one is
naturally led to add a kinetic term for γab to (4.1), which is simply the Einstein-Hilbert action
in two dimensions:
χ =
1
4π
∫
Σ
d2σ
√−γR(2) , (4.129)
where R(2) is the two-dimensional Ricci scalar8 on Σ. The additional term (4.129) is the
only possible one respecting the original symmetries (4.7), (4.8) and (4.11) [36]. The action
8We assume here for simplicity that Σ has no boundary, otherwise see [36], pp15-30.
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S′P = SP −λχ looks like general relativity coupled to 26 scalar fields. The equation of motion
for γab then reads
Rab − 1
2
γabR
(2) = Tab . (4.130)
However, in 2 dimensions, the l.h.s. of (4.130) vanishes identically (see e.g. [34]p.179), and
there is indeed no dynamics associated with the metric. It is nothing more than an auxiliary
field, and there is no clash between the facts that we let it vary on one side, and it is non-
dynamical on the other side. As discussed around equation (4.116), the quantity χ depends
only on the topology of the worldsheet, and so will only matter when comparing worldsheets
of different topologies, i.e. when discussing perturbation theory and interactions.
In summary, starting from the covariant Polyakov action, its Weyl invariance implies the
tracelessness of the 2D energy-momentum tensor. Because we are in two dimensions, there
is no dynamics associated with γab, which corresponds to an auxiliary field, whose degrees
of freedom can furthermore be removed using the invariances at hand. Using the latter, one
can go to the conformal gauge, where the resulting action can be identified as describing
a two-dimensional CFT (26 free bosons). The string spectrum is obtained from this CFT,
after further imposing the Virasoro constraints, which will restrict the physical spectrum to
a subspace of that of the free-bosons CFT.
The basic OPEs for closed strings are given by (see e.g. [142]p59, [43, 135])
T (z)∂Xµ(w) ∼ ∂X
µ(w)
(z − w)2 +
∂(∂Xµ)(w)
(z −w) , (4.131)
T (z) : eikX : (w, w¯) ∼ α
′k2
4
: eikX : (w, w¯)
(z − w)2 +
∂w : e
ikX : (w, w¯)
(z − w) , (4.132)
T¯ (z¯) : eikX : (w, w¯) ∼ α
′k2
4
: eikX : (w, w¯)
(z¯ − w¯)2 +
∂w¯ : e
ikX : (w, w¯)
(z¯ − w¯) , (4.133)
∂Xµ(z)∂Xν(w) ∼ −α
′
2
ηµ0
(z − w)2 , (4.134)
∂Xµ(z) : eikX : (w, w¯) ∼ − iα
′
2
kµ
(z − w) : e
ikX : (w, w¯) , (4.135)
: eik1X(z) :: eik2X(w) : ∼ |z − ω|α′k1k2 : eik1X(z)+ik2X(w) : . (4.136)
The relationships (4.131)-(4.133) state that ∂Xµ(z), ∂Xµ(z) and : eikX : (z, z) are primary
fields of conformal dimensions (h, h¯) equal to (1, 0), (0, 1) and (α
′k2
4 ,
α′k2
4 ) respectively. Eq.
(4.134) is equivalent to the commutation relations (4.58) satisfied by the modes αµn, see Sect.
4.3.1. Indeed, in radial quantization, equal time commutators become contour integrals, from
which we may find, using (4.117) and (4.134)
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− α
′
2
[αµn, α
ν
m] =
1
(2πi)2
∮
dw
∮
dzznwm∂Xµ(z)∂Xν(w)
=
1
(2πi)2
∮
dw
∮
dzznwm∂(−α
′
2
)
ηµν
(z − w)2
= −α
′
2
1
2πi
∮
dwmηµνnwn−1
= −α
′
2
1
2πi
∮
dwm+n−1ηµνn = −α
′
2
nηµνδn+m,0
These OPEs allow one to make the field-state correspondence mentioned in Sects. 4.3.1
and 4.3.2 more precise. The absolute vacuum state |0〉, with no oscillator excited and zero
momentum corresponds to the unit operator (field) I(z, z). Since the OPE ∂Xµ(z)I(z, z) has
no singular term, it follows from (4.118) that
αµ−n|0〉 =
√
2
α′
lim
w,w¯→0
∮
dz
2π
z−n∂Xµ(z)I(w, w¯) = 0 , n ≤ 0 . (4.137)
Tachyon ground states with momentum k, |k; 0〉, are related to highest weight states created
from the vacuum by the operator : eikX : (w,w)
|k, 0〉 = lim
z,z¯→0
: eikX : (z, z¯)|0〉 , (4.138)
in the usual field-state correspondence. In the language of Sect. 4.3.1, we find from (4.51) and
(4.52) that Ln>0|k; 0〉 = 0, and, as a consequence, these states form a continuum of highest
weight states of the Virasoro algebra, with weights h = α
′k2
4 . But we also have to impose the
physical constraints (4.80) and (4.81), i.e. α
′k2
4
!
= 1, see also (4.85) (M2 = −k2). Thus, the
tachyon vertex operator is a primary field of dimensions (1, 1). It follows from (4.135) and
(4.118) that
αµ−n|k, 0〉 =
√
2
α′
∮
dz
2π
z−n∂Xµ(z) : eikX : (0, 0)|0〉
=
√
2
α′
∮
dz
2π
z−n−1(− iα
′
2
)kµ : eikX : (0, 0)|0〉 .
If n < 0, this vanishes as it should. If n = 0, we find
αµ0 |k, 0〉 , pµ
√
α′
2
|k, 0〉 =
√
α′
2
1
2πi
∮
kµ
z
|k, 0〉
=
√
α′
2
kµ|k, 0〉 ,
as expected.
For higher level states, the constraints (4.80) and (4.81) impose that all vertex operators,
corresponding to physical string states, be Virasoro primary fields with conformal dimensions
(1, 1). We will return to this property when discussing strings in curved backgrounds.
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4.4 Closed string partition function and modular invariance
We already started a heuristic discussion in Sect. 4.3.2 on how interactions are implemented
in string theory. A scattering amplitude involving M external states is supposed to have the
following form:
A(1, . . . ,M) =
∞∑
g=0
KM−χA(1, . . . ,M)g , (4.139)
where A(1, . . . ,M)g is the g-loop contribution. This is a perturbative expansion in the string
coupling K. Since a factor of K is required at each interaction vertex, an interaction process
on Σg involvingM external states will involve M−2+2g fundamental string interactions and
will be assigned a factor KM−χ, see (4.139). This is because a tree diagram with M external
states has M − 2 interaction vertices, while each loop (measured by g) adds 2 more. Because
there is a single coupling, the expansion in the coupling coincides with the expansion in loops.
The contribution A(1, . . . ,M)g is the correlation function of the integrated vertex operators
on Σg, corresponding to the states involved in the process (examples of such operators are
(4.119) and (4.120)). This correlation function is computed in the worldsheet quantum field
theory defined by the Polyakov action (4.1). The result is then interpreted as a scattering
amplitude of strings in space-time, with the in- and out-states represented by the vertex
operators. Explicitly, one gets for (4.139)
A(1, . . . ,M) =
∞∑
g=0
KM−χNg
∫
DXµDγabe−Sp[Xµ,γab]V1 . . . VM , (4.140)
where we are still working in Euclidean signature on the worldsheet (see Sect. 4.3.1). Ng are
normalization factors needed to define the path integral. The Vis are the integrated vertex
operators of the physical states
Vi =
∫
Σg
d2z
√
gVi(z, z¯) . (4.141)
For example, for i =tachyon, Vi(z, z) =: e
ikX : (z, z). We are not going to enter into a
full analysis of the features of (4.140) (for a detailed account of the Polyakov path integral,
see [36], Chap.3 for example). Rather, we will focus on a particular example: the closed-
string one-loop amplitude. Before this, let us pause for a moment on the Dγab integration.
Here, we have to deal with a theory exhibiting local gauge symmetries, those corresponding
to 2D diffeomorphisms (Diff) and Weyl invariance (Weyl). The correct way to deal with
(4.140) is the Faddeev-Popov procedure (for a short account, see [145]), which might be
better known from electromagnetism, consisting of fixing a gauge choice and factoring out
the integration over the gauge group. This way avoids the overcounting arising from the
fact that configurations related by Diff ×Weyl, in the case of string theory, represent the
same physical configuration. This method implies the introduction of additional fields which
supplement the fields Xµ, called (anti-)ghosts. It turns out that there is an obstruction to
the decoupling of the infinite Weyl factor: it can only happen when the conformal anomaly
is cancelled. This is precisely the case in 26 dimensions, where the c-number anomaly in the
Virasoro algebra cancels out if the ghost contributions are included. This can be shown to
be equivalent to the decoupling of the Weyl factor [34], p124. Another point of view consists
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in accepting the Weyl factor as a new, purely quantum degree of freedom. This leads to
non-critical string theory or Liouville string theory . We will not consider these theories here.
Finally, we must note that the Dγab integration has not completely disappeared, as could
have been expected from the gauge-fixing procedure. This is because the gauge-fixing
γab = δab or γab = e
φδab (4.142)
can only be imposed locally. Let us see what happens in the case of the closed-string one-loop
amplitude. This has the physical interpretation of computing the vacuum energy. There are
no external strings and the worldsheet is topologically a torus (for a discussion on general
Riemann surfaces, see [36]p150, [144]p25). Start with the (σ, t) plane with the identifications
of point
(σ, t) ∼ (σ, t) + 2π(m,n) , m, n ∈ Z , (4.143)
with γab(σ, t) and X
µ(σ, t) periodic. A theorem ([36], p147) states that it is not possible to
bring a general metric to unit form by a Diff ×Weyl transformation leaving invariant the
periodicity conditions (4.143), but it is possible to bring it to the form
gab(z)dx
adxb , |dσ + τdt|2 , τ ∈ C . (4.144)
Schematically, because of global periodicity constraints, one sees that
∫ DγabF [γab] 6= Vol(Diff×
Weyl)F [γab], F being an arbitrary functional. The periodicity conditions being fixed, one
can only bring the metric in a form gab(τ) 6= δab. We will thus rather have∫
DγabF [γab]|σ∼σ+2πn
t∼t+2πm
= Vol(Diff ×Weyl)
∫
dτF [gab(τ)]|σ∼σ+2πn
t∼t+2πm
. (4.145)
After having fixed the gauge invariance, we are thus left with an ordinary integral over
τ . In other words, not all metrics on the two-torus are Diff × Weyl equivalent: a one-
parameter family of inequivalent metrics parametrized by τ exits. The parameter τ is called
complex structure or modulus of the torus. Reparameterizations and Weyl transformations
cannot change the complex structure, but can map gab(τ) to the unique representative of the
complex structure class which has constant curvature, since the space of constant curvature
metrics on a two-dimensional closed compact surface is isomorphic to the space of complex
structures .
Alternatively, we may always bring the metric in unit form, but then there is no guarantee
that this respects the original periodicity. The complex structure τ
△
= τ1 + iτ2 specifies the
shape of the torus in this case, which cannot be changed by Diff ×Weyl, and∫
DγabF [γab]|σ∼σ+2πn
t∼t+2πm
= Vol(Diff ×Weyl)
∫
dτF [δab]| t∼t+2πnτ2
σ∼σ+2πnτ1+2πm
. (4.146)
The same reasoning can be extended to more general string diagrams. For genus g sur-
faces, the integral over τ is replaced by an integral over the space Mg of complex structures
(dimCMg = 3g − 3, g > 1).
Let us note that we also have a reciprocal phenomenon for g < 2: there are reparame-
terizations (global conformal isometries) which do not change the metric, implying an over-
counting of equivalent contributions to the amplitude. This yields a multiplicative factor,
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which is the volume of the group of conformal isometries, and which has to be canceled by
the normalization factors (see [36]p149, [34] p39, [144] p27).
We may finally turn to the explicit form of the partition function (or one-loop string
amplitude). The metric (4.144) is invariant under τ→ τ∗ and degenerate for τ ∈ R, so we
can restrict attention to Im(τ) > 0. Thus the identifications are
σ ∼ σ + 2πm+ 2πnτ1
t ∼ t+ 2πnτ2 , τ2 > 0 . (4.147)
Introducing w = σ + it, the torus is represented in the upper half plane as a parallelogram
with base length equal to 1, height equal to τ2, and with cosα = τ2/τ1, α characterizing
its “inclination”. There is some additional redundancy, since the values τ + 1 and −1/τ
generate the same set of identifications as τ (see [36], p148). Repeated applications of these
2 transformations
T : τ ′ = τ + 1 , δ : τ ′ = −1
τ
(4.148)
generates
τ ′ =
aτ + b
cτ + d
a, b, c, d ∈ Z , ad− bc = 1 . (4.149)
We may also consider the transformation(
σ
τ
)
=
(
d b
c a
)(
σ′
τ ′
)
, (4.150)
which takes the metric (4.144) for (σ, τ) into a metric of the same form in (σ′, τ ′), but with
modulus τ ′. This is a diffeomorphism of the torus. It is one-to-one as a consequence of
ad−bc = 1, and it preserves the periodicity (4.143). However, it cannot be obtained from the
identity by successive infinitesimal transformations; it is a so-called large coordinate transfor-
mation. They form the group SL(2,Z). The group on the τ -plane is PSL(2,Z)
△
= SL(2,Z)/Z2,
because τ ′ is left unchanged if all the signs of a, b, c, d are reversed. The group of transfor-
mations (4.150)is called the modular group. Using (4.149), it can be shown that every τ is
equivalent to exactly one point of the fundamental modular domain F for the upper half-plane
mod SL(2,Z):
− 1
2
≤ Re(τ) ≤ 1
2
, |τ | ≥ 1 . (4.151)
The fundamental region F is a representation of the moduli space of (Diff × Weyl)-
inequivalent metrics or inequivalent flat tori.
We are now finally ready to turn to the evaluation of the one-loop closed string diagram.
It could be evaluated from (4.140), for M = χ = 0, and no vertex operator inserted, and by
going through the path integral on Xµ (see [36]p210). By fixing γab to δab, the τ -dependence
will appear in the periodicity conditions on Xµ, and the
∫ Dγab integration will be trade to
a
∫
dτ integration. This derivation is rather technical and we will skip it (see [43] p.340, and
subtleties due to the residual conformal group are discussed in [36] p.149, [34] p.39). Instead,
we will use the more intuitive operator formalism to compute the partition function. Recall
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for instance that in the path integral formalism, the partition function for a quantum physical
system with one degree of freedom can be written as (see e.e. [36], Appendix A):
Tr exp(HˆT ) =
∑
i
exp(−EiT )
△
=
∫
dq〈q|e−HˆT |q〉
=
∫
dq 〈q, T |q, 0〉E
=
∫
dq
∫
[Dq]q,Tq,0 e−SE
=
∫
Dqpe−SE , (4.152)
where Hˆ is the Hamiltonian of the system [ pˆ
2
2m+V (qˆ)], the sum running over all eigenvectors
of Hˆ with eigenvalues Ei. SE is the Euclidean action, and Dqp denotes the integral over all
periodic paths on [0, T ].
By analogy, let us consider the propagation of a closed string, evolving in a loop. The
space and time directions are seen to run along the real and imaginary axes. A fixed point
in the string, which is assumed to lie horizontally in the w-plane, propagates upwards for a
time t = 2πτ2, and translates to the right by an amount σ = 2πτ1. Since time translation
is generated by the worldsheet Hamiltonian H, while the shift along the string is generated
by the worldsheet momentum P , we find for the contribution of a torus with parameter
τ = τ1 + iτ2:
Z = Tr{e−2πτ2He2πiτ1P } . (4.153)
We found in (4.54) and (4.55) the expressions H = L0 + L˜0 and P = L0 − L˜0. However, due
to ordering ambiguities in quantizing the theory, we had to perform the shift L0→L0 − 1,
L˜0→ L˜0 − 1. The latter point may alternatively be understood as follows [43], p.139, [36],
p.52. We used, in Sect. 4.3.2, two representations of the string worldsheet: the cylinder, with
coordinates σ,τ (Euclidian time), and the complex place, with coordinates
z = e−iw, z = e−iw, w = σ + iτ. (4.154)
Notice we use 0σ ≤ 2π for convenience here. We know from (4.103) the transformation law
of the energy-momentum tensor under conformal transformations. So, we have
Tww = (∂wz)
2Tzz +
c
24
Tw¯w¯ = (∂w¯ z¯)
2Tz¯z¯ +
c˜
24
Tww¯ = Tzz = 0 . (4.155)
Using (4.19),(4.30)-(4.34), and the conformal transformation (4.154), we get that the Hamil-
tonian in the w frame is
H = L0 + L˜0 − (c+ c˜)
24
, (4.156)
and for the momentum
P = L0 − L˜0 − (c− c˜)
24
= L0 − L˜0 , (4.157)
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because here c = c˜ = D. This actually computes the zero-point energy of the cylinder,
assuming that the plane has a vanishing vacuum energy density [43], p.138. Note that for
D = 26, (4.156) reproduces the ordering factor a = 1 which we already encountered.
Thus (4.153) can be recast into
Z = (qq¯)−D/24Tr(qL0 q¯L˜0) , q = e2πiτ , (4.158)
where the trace is to be taken over momenta and over all excited oscillator states. With the
expressions (4.51) for L0 and L˜0, it is possible to evaluate the trace explicitly (see [135]p.92,
[146]p.24, [36]p.210, [147]p.43, [148]p.86), which breaks up into a sum over occupation num-
bers and an integral over momentum. The result, up to irrelavant factors, is
Z(τ) ∼ (τ2)−D/2|η(τ)|−2D , (4.159)
where
η(τ) = q(τ)1/24
∞∏
n=1
(1− qn) (4.160)
is the Dedekind eta function. By adding the ghost contribution to the partition function, one
gets ([36], p.212)
Z(τ) ∼ (τ2)−D/2|η(τ)|−2(D−2) . (4.161)
The factor D− 2 can also be understood from light cone gauge quantization, where only the
D− 2 transverse degrees of freedom are quantized. Finally, we have to integrate over τ (with
dτdτ¯ = 2dτ2dτ2). Also, we have to take into account the global conformal transformations,
which here consist of the translations of the torus. Since this group has finite volume, we
need not fix it, and we may divide it out by hand. Therefore the integration reads∫
dτdτ¯
(2π)2τ2
(4.162)
for the torus defined by (4.147), the denominator being the area of the torus, which is the
volume of the global conformal group of the torus, U(1)2. We thus finally get
Z
.
=
∫
F
dzdz¯
τ2
(τ2)
−D/2|η(z)|−2(D−2) . (4.163)
We have here chosen to integrate over the fundamental domain F . However we could have
equally chosen the image of F under arbitrary combinations of the S and T transformations
(4.148). When integrating over each such region, we should get the same answer, since
otherwise the result would depend on the choice we make among the equivalent regions. The
requirement that we always get the same answer is called modular invariance. It is important
since it means that we are correctly integrating over all inequivalent tori, and that we are
counting each such torus only once. Incidentally, let us note that this argument yields an
additional support for the value of the critical dimension: it is indeed only for D = 26 that
(4.163) is modular invariant. This follows from the fact that the measure
dzdz¯
τ22
, (4.164)
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which is nothing other than the invariant measure on the upper half plane (or Poincare´ disc),
as well as
τ2|η(τ)|4 (4.165)
are actually separately modular invariant, which stems from the modular transformations of
η(τ):
η(τ + 1) = eiπ/12η(z) (4.166)
η(−1/τ) = (−iτ)1/2η(z). (4.167)
Let us rewrite (4.163), for D = 26, as∫
F
dτdτ¯
(τ22 )
(τ2)
−12(η(z)η¯(τ¯))−24
=
∫
F
dτdτ¯
(τ22 )
(τ2)
−12(qq¯)−1
∞∏
n=1
(1− qn)−24
∞∏
m=1
(1− q¯m)−24
,
∫
F
dτdτ¯
(τ22 )
Zp(τ, τ¯) . (4.168)
Now note that
∞∏
n=1
(1− qn)−1 =
∑
N≥0
p(N)qN
= 1 + q + 2q2 + 3q3 + 5q4 + 7q5 + 11q6 + . . .
is the generating function for the number of partitions [43], p.193. Similarly, we find
∞∏
n=1
(1− qn)−24 = (1 + 24q + 24.25
2
q2 + . . . )(1 + 24q2 + · · · ) · · ·
= 1 + 24q +
24.27
2
+ · · ·
Zp(q) deserves the name partition function since, when expanded in powers of q and q¯, the
powers in the expansion times 4/α′ refer to the mass squared level of excitations in the left
and right sectors, while the coefficient in the expansion gives the degeneracy at that level.
4.5 Strings in non-trivial background fields
Let us return for a moment to Sect. 4.1, where we first studied the classical propagation of
a particle and a string in flat space-time. Turning to curved space-time is almost a trivial
operation for the particle case, since it amounts to replacing ηµν by any curved metric in
(4.2). This will lead to the geodesic equations of the given background. For strings, we are
thus tempted to consider the minimal modification to (4.1):
S = − 1
4πα′
∫
d2σ(−γ)1/2γabgµν(Xα)∂aXµ∂bXν . (4.169)
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In conformal gauge, this describes a 2D field theory, called non-linear sigma model , describing
D bosonic fields with field dependent couplings gµν(X
α). Looking back at what we already
uncovered about strings, some embarrassment could spring to mind: since the quantized
string possesses a graviton in its spectrum, we could reasonably expect that strings generate
dynamically curved backgrounds. Also we would have to be sure that (4.168) is compatible
with the way strings generate gravitons. Actually, we will see that consistency of the theory
restricts the allowed gµν . This is the striking difference between points and strings: it is not
possible to make sense of string propagation in an arbitrary gravitational background, as it
was for a particle. An analogous situation can be found in electromagnetism: one may for
instance use the photon picture to describe a process in the background of strong magnetic
fields. The latter obviously have to satisfy Maxwell’s equations, and are referred to as a
coherent state of photons, to remind us that these cannot be reconstructed using only the
perturbative photon description [135]. Loosely stated, the restriction on the allowed curved
backgrounds would be that these could be interpreted as a coherent state of gravitons. This
statement will be made more precise in Sect. 4.5.3.
The crucial ingredient for the consistency of string theory turns out to be the local Weyl
invariance, since the construction of states, vertex operators and amplitudes relies heavily on
having a CFT on the worldsheet, see Sect. 4.3.2. Weyl invariance is also mandatory to allow
for all degrees of freedom of the auxiliary metric γab to be removed. If it is broken, we are
left with an additional degree of freedom, the Liouville field.
Therefore we will first discuss the relation between Weyl and conformal invariance, and
then discuss how the preservation of conformal invariance on the worldsheet imposes restric-
tions on the non-trivial space-time backgrounds.
4.5.1 Tracelessness of Tµν
This section complements the discussion of Sect.4.3.3 on the relation between Weyl, scale
and conformal invariance. We will always assume that translation and rotation invariance
hold, so that the energy-momentum tensor is conserved and symmetric [43], Chap.2. It can
then be shown that conformal invariance is equivalent to the tracelessness of the energy-
momentum tensor: we saw one side of the implication in (4.125), while the other one is
shown by introducing an improved tensor, see [149]. It is also of widespread belief that scale
invariance implies conformal invariance for systems invariant under translations and rotations
in 2 dimensions [43], p.107. This is under some general assumptions, that we will always hold
to be true in the following. It is however interesting to analyze the reasoning. Scale, rotation
and translation invariance imply the weaker condition
〈T aa(x)T bb(0)〉 = 0 . (4.170)
This expresses that the operator T aa has zero expectation value and zero standard deviation
in the ground state [43], p109. There exists nevertheless at least one example where (4.170)
does not imply T aa = 0, i.e. 〈T aa φ〉 = 0, for all fields, see [149].
Weyl invariance, on the other hand, is rigorously defined only in theories where the metric
is dynamical; we mentioned in Sect.4.3.3 the trick consisting of allowing gαβ to vary before
setting it to its fixed value, from which we may define Weyl invariance in ordinary QFT.
In 2 dimensions, there is no such distinction because gravity is non-dynamical, anyway. It
implies that the energy-momentum tensor obtained by varying the action w.r.t. the metric
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is traceless, see (4.127) and (4.128). Thus Weyl invariance is, in our situation, equivalent to
conformal invariance.
4.5.2 RG flow and marginal operators
Let us consider a field theory in D dimensions defined in terms of a scalar field φ, with
Lagrangian L(φ), involving coupling constants λi. The field may be Fourier decomposed as
φ(x) =
∫
ddk
(2π)d
ϕ˜(k)eikx . (4.171)
Now look at the Euclidian path integral
Z(Λ) =
∫
Λ
Dφe−
R
ddxL(φ) , (4.172)
depending on some cut-off Λ. The notation
∫
Λ instructs us to integrate over only those field
configurations φ(x) such that φ(k) = 0 for |k| = (∑D−1i=0 k2i )(1/2) > Λ. This amounts to putting
on blurry glasses with resolution L = 1/Λ, such that we do not see or admit fluctuations with
length scales less than L [145]. The reason for this is that quantum field theory should be
regarded as an effective low energy theory, valid up to some energy scale Λ, beyond which
we are ignorant of the physics. Roughly said, the renormalization group flow equations(RG
flow equations) of a given QFT measures how the physical coupling constants depend on
the energy scale we are working on. This comes from a renormalization procedure known
as Wilson-Kadanoff renormalization scheme [150]. The first step consists in integrating out
the Fourier components φ˜(k) such that Λ/s < |k| < Λ, the so-called fast (or wriggly) modes,
where s is some dilation factor (s > 1). To this end, we write
ϕ(k) = ϕs(k) + ϕf (k) ,
with
ϕs(k) =
{
ϕ(k) |k| ≤ 1/s
0 |k| > 1/s (4.173)
and
ϕf (k) =
{
ϕ(k) Λ/s ≤ |k| ≤ Λ
0 |k| < Λ/s (4.174)
and we plug this into (4.172). We obtain
Z =
∫
Λ/s
Dφse−
R
ddxL(φs)
∫
Dφfe−
R
ddxL1(φs,φf ), (4.175)
where all the terms in L1(φs, φf ) depend on φf . For example, in the λφ4 theory, L(φ) =
1
2(∂µφ)
2 + 12m
2φ2 + λ44! φ
4, we would find [150]
L1(φs, φf ) = 1
2
(∂µφf )
2 +
1
2
m2φ2f + λ4(
1
6
φ3sφf +
1
4
φ2sφ
2
f +
1
6
φsφ
3
f +
1
4!
φ4f ) (4.176)
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by noticing that terms of the form φsφf vanish, since Fourier components of different wave-
lengths are orthogonal. Now, imagine doing the integral over φf , and call the result
e−
R
ddxδ0L(φs) ,
∫
Dφfe−
R
ddxL1(φs,φf ) . (4.177)
This equality is of course formal, since in practice the integral over φf can only be done
perturbatively, order by order, assuming that the relevant couplings are small. However,
with (4.177), we may write
S =
∫
Λ/s
Dφse−
R
ddx[L(φs+δL(φs)] . (4.178)
We have thus re-expressed the theory in terms of the smooth field φs only. The corrections
δL(φs) compensate for the removal of the large-k Fourier components, by supplying the
interactions among the remaining φs that were previously mediated by fluctuations of the
φf .
Suppose we want to compare (4.172) and (4.178). We would then like to change
∫
Λ/s in
(4.178) to
∫
Λ. Let us make a scale transformation on the slow-mode action (4.178):
k → k′ = sk or x → x′ = x/s , (4.179)
so that |k′| < Λ. In general such a transformation also affects the fields
φ(x) → φ′(x/s) = s∆φ(x) orφ′(k) = s∆−dφ(k) , (4.180)
where ∆ is the scaling dimension of the field.
For the time being, let us ignore δL(φs) to keep the discussion simple. This amounts to
assuming that the couplings (e.g. λ4 in (4.176)) are so small that they have a negligible effect
on the fast mode integration (4.177) (and just contribute to a number). Then,∫
ddxL(φs) =
∫
ddx′sd[
1
2
s−2(∂′φs)2 +
1
2
m2φ2s +
λn
n!
φns ]
=
∫
ddx′[
1
2
sd−2−2∆(∂′φ′s)
2 +
1
2
m2sd−2∆φ′2s +
λn
n!
sd−n∆φ′s] , (4.181)
where we considered an interaction term λnn! φ
n
s to be slightly more general. For ∆ =
1
2d − 1
(called Gaussian scaling), we are in position to compare (4.178) to (4.172), by redefining the
new couplings
m′2 = m2s2 ,
λ′n = λns
d+n
2
(2−d) = λnsd−∆n , (4.182)
where ∆n = n∆ is the scaling dimension of the operator φ
n. This shows that, as one
becomes interested in physics over larger distance scales (in passing from Λ to Λ/s), we can
take (4.178) and write it as in (4.172) (with the same cut-off), except that the couplings have
to be replaced by their primed versions (4.182). We will anticipate a little here, by pointing
out that (4.182) is a simple example of a general procedure, which leads to a set of coupled
flow equations for the evolution of the couplings with the energy scale. For a general theory
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with coupling constants gi, and when also including higher order contributions ((4.182) is
only the zero order contribution), they take the form
dgi
d ln(s)
= βi(gj) .
These are the renormalization group flow equations, and βi is commonly referred to as the
beta function associated with the parameter gi. A fixed point g
∗
j of the renormalization
group is a point in parameter space that is unaffected by the renormalization procedure. It
is thus characterized by a vanishing beta function: βi(g
∗
j ) = 0. A fixed point of the RG
transformations defines a theory that has scale invariance at the quantum level.
The simplest example where the whole procedure can be carried out exactly is the free
boson or Gaussian model , for which λn≥3 = 0. In this case, we see from (4.176) and (4.175)
that the fast and slow modes are decoupled. Therefore, integrating the fast modes in (4.177)
can be performed exactly and produces only an irrelevant multiplicative constant in front
of the partition function. From (4.182), it is clear that m = 0 gives a fixed point of the
renormalization group, provided the scaling dimension is ∆ = 12d− 1.
Let us return to (4.182), that we obtained in the zero order approximation, i.e. by
neglecting δL(φs). Since s > 1, we see that the operators with d−∆n < 0 will have a coupling
constant which gets smaller and smaller as s grows, i.e. as we look over larger distance scales.
These operators are said to be irrelevant , as they can eventually be neglected. Conversely,
the operators with d−∆n > 0 are called relevant . Operators for which d−∆n = 0 are called
marginal .
From another point of view, let us start from a fixed-point action S0[φ] (e.g. that of a
massless free boson), and see what happens when we go away from this point. In its vicinity,
a generic action S[φ] may be expressed as
S[φ] = S0[φ] +
∑
i
gi
∫
ddxOi(x) , (4.183)
where the Ois are some local operators, expressible in terms of the fields φ (e.g. φ
n as above).
The couplings must be small if we are close to the fixed point. Again, we assume that the
couplings are so small that they are negligible when treating the fast mode integration, i.e. we
do not consider a term δL(φs). In this approximation, we may follow the procedure described
above to find
g′i = gis
d−∆i , (4.184)
where ∆i is the scaling dimension of the operator Oi (O
′
i(x) = s
∆iOi(sx)). In differential
form, (4.184) may be expressed as
dgi
d ln(s)
= gi(d−∆i) (4.185)
or
L
dgi
dL
= (d−∆i)gi , (4.186)
where L = Λ−1 and Λ − δΛ = Λ(1 − δs). Going being the zero order approximation,
we have to consider the contribution of δL(φs), which will yield an additional term, called
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dynamical, in contrast to the geometrical term in the r.h.s. of (4.185) or (4.186). It can
be evaluated perturbatively by expanding the exponential in the r.h.s. of (4.177) in powers
of the perturbing couplings, up to the desired order (see e.g. [150], p.397, [43], p.86). Eqs.
(4.185) and (4.186) will then be modified to the more general form (4.183), where βi also
encodes information on the dimension d and the scaling dimensions of the fields.
4.5.3 String vertex operators as marginal operators
We discussed at the beginning of Sect. 4.5 the importance of Weyl invariance for string
theory, or equivalently the necessity for the corresponding two-dimensional field theory to be
conformally invariant. Since the latter requirement is equivalent (up to some details) to the
scale invariance of the theory, we will be able to take over some terminology introduced in
the preceding section, and adapt it to the string theory situation.
In conformal gauge, the flat space action defines the free field theory of 26 bosons on the
worldsheet, which is conformally invariant at the quantum level. We know from Sect.4.3.2
that the insertion of states is equivalent to the insertion of operators into the theory, so that
S → S′ = S + δλ
∫
d2z O(z, z¯) . (4.187)
This is, of course, nothing other than (4.183) in 2 dimensions. Recalling that the scaling
dimension of a field is related to its conformal weights (h, h¯) by ∆ = h+ h¯, marginal operators
will correspond to dimensions (1, 1), which is required to preserve conformal (scale) invariance
of the action at least at the classical level [138]. As before, operators with h+ h¯ < (>)2 will
be said relevant (irrelevant).
We thus see that, for the action to remain conformally invariant, a necessary condition
is to consider only insertions of marginal operators. But marginality is exactly equivalent
to the mass-shell conditions (4.64), (L0 − 1)|ϕ〉 = (L˜0 − 1)|ϕ〉 = 0. So, things seem to fit
together well: we may consistently add string vertex operators into the game. However, it
is not guaranteed that a marginal operator is still marginal in the infinitesimally deformed
theory. In other words, it is not clear that we may run finitely away from S in (4.187), for a
finite parameter λ. Only those marginal operators which stays marginal under deformation
generate finite deformations of a conformal field theory. These are called exactly marginal
operators or truly marginal operators.
Let us further describe how gravity is described in string theory, starting with our ansatz
(4.168) for a string propagating in a curved background. First we write
gµν(X) = ηµν + hµν(X) , (4.188)
where hµν(X) is supposed to be a small perturbation. Then we may rewrite
Sp[gµν ] = Sp[ηµν ] + V [ζµν ] , (4.189)
with hµν(X) = ζµν(k)e
ikX , and V [ζµν ] corresponding to the graviton vertex operator with
polarization tensor ζµν(k). Writing (4.179) is thus consistent with the way string theory
incorporates gravity: SP [gµν ] is obtained by deforming the flat space action by the graviton
vertex operator. From (4.189), we may also gain a better vision of what we mean by “a
coherent state of gravitons”. Indeed, it allows us to relate amplitudes computed with both
actions as
〈V1 · · ·VM 〉g = 〈V1 · · ·VM eV [ζµν ]〉flat. (4.190)
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The operator eV [ζµν ] generates a coherent state of gravitons in flat space. To see this, we may
think of the simple harmonic oscillator in Quantum Mechanics, with creation operators a†
and destruction operators a satisfying [a, a†] = 1. Coherent states are defined as states with
minimal Heisenberg uncertainty . They are eigenstates of annihilation operators and can
be constructed as eza
† |0〉 [135]. They are not eigenstates of the number operators, but are
superpositions of states with all possible occupation numbers. In (4.190), V [ζµν ] plays the
role of a†, and shows that amplitudes in a curved background can be computed equivalently
by inserting the vertex operator for a coherent state of gravitons into the flat space amplitude.
Now, thanks to the physical mass-shell condition, we know that the graviton vertex op-
erator is marginal. But actually, we have to require it to be exactly marginal. This demands
that (4.168) is a conformally (scale) invariant field theory, and amounts to the vanishing of
the beta functional associated with the field-dependent coupling gµν(X). The concept of beta
functional, instead of beta function, comes out because the theory has a coupling functional
gµν(X), which can be seen as a continuously infinite number of couplings. Since a theory
with n couplings has n beta functions, here we will get a beta functional βgµν(Xρ), depending
on the same degrees of freedom that enter the coupling [34], p.172. It can be computed
perturbatively, order by order in α′. The one-loop beta functional can be computed (see e.g.
[34, 151]) as
βgµν(X
ρ) = − 1
2π
Rµν(X
ρ) . (4.191)
This is a striking result, since demandingWeyl (or conformal) invariance of the two-dimensional
field theory implies that the target-space metric satisfies vacuum Einstein’s equations! Of
course, (4.191) receives higher loop corrections (higher order terms in α′), which can be
interpreted as stringy corrections to general relativity.
Including the remaining massless modes of the closed string spectrum (antisymmetric
tensor field B and dilaton φ), we are led to the action
S =
1
4πα′
∫
Σ
d2σ
(√−γγab∂aXµ∂bXνgµν + ǫab∂aXµ∂bXνBµν + α′φR(2)) . (4.192)
The coupling for Bµν is rather straightforward, while for the dilaton, a coupling to the two
dimensional Ricci scalar is the simplest way of writing a reparameterization invariant coupling
when there is no index structure. Correspondingly, there is no power of α′ in this coupling,
as it is already dimensionless. This action brings to light the prominent role played by the
dilaton. Let us indeed return to the string partition function,eq. (4.140), with Vi = 1 and
with the full action (4.192) inserted. Shifting the dilaton by a constant a has the effect of
shifting the total action (4.192) by a constant proportional to the Euler number. For the
corresponding partition function, this is equivalent to rescaling the coupling by ea:
Z =
∑
g
κ−χ(g)
∫
DXDγ e−S−→
∑
g
(κea)−χ(g)
∫
DXDγ e−S . (4.193)
This indicates that the string interaction coupling constant is not an arbitrary external pa-
rameter, but is fixed by the vacuum expectation value of a space-time dynamical scalar field
in the theory (for details, see [144], p35, or [34], p183).
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The new couplings Bµν and φ give rise to additional beta functionals, that are required
to vanish:
βGµν = α
′(Rµν + 2∇µ∇νφ− 1
4
HµκσH
κσ
ν ) +O(α
′2) = 0
βBµν = α
′(−1
2
∇κHκµν + (∇κφ)Hκµν) +O(α′2) = 0
βφ = α′(
D − 26
6α′
− 1
2
∇µ∇µφ+ ∂µφ∂µφ− 1
24
HκµνH
κµν) +O(α′2) = 0 (4.194)
with H = dB. A remarkable fact is that these equations can be interpreted as space-time
field equations for the background fields. They can indeed be derived from the following low
energy effective action
1
2κ2
∫
dDX
√−Ge−2φ
[
R+ 4∂µφ∂
µφ− 1
12
H2 − 2(D − 26)
3α′
+O(α′)
]
. (4.195)
This action describes the interaction of the massless modes of the bosonic closed string, in the
decoupling limit α′→ 0. This action can be put in the more usual form ∫ dDX√−G [R+ · · · ]
by absorbing a suitable power of e−φ in the definition of the space-time metric. One then
obtains the action expressed in the Einstein frame, in opposition to the string frame (see
[144] p35).
A background will be called an exact string background if the non-linear sigma model
(4.192) is conformally invariant to all orders in α′. We will be dealing with such backgrounds
in the next chapter. In these situations, algebraic and conformal field theoretic techniques
are to be used to establish the conformal invariance.
For further purposes, we mention that a symmetry exists in the string background fields
equations, pointed out in [152, 153]. This duality maps any solution of the low energy
string equations (4.194) with a translational symmetry to another solution. Given a solution
(gµν , Bµν , φ) that is independent of one coordinate, say x, then (g˜µν , B˜µν , φ˜) is also a solution
where
g˜xx = 1/gxx g˜xα = Bxα/gxx
g˜αβ = gαβ − (gxαgxβ −BxαBxβ)/gxx
B˜xα = gxα/gxx B˜αβ = Bαβ − 2gx[αBβ]x/gxx
φ˜ = φ− 1
2
ln gxx. (4.196)
This is called Buscher’s duality or sometimes T-duality .
4.6 D-branes
We are going to draw some attention to D-branes, which we caught a glimpse of when
analyzing the possible boundary conditions for open strings. We saw that choosing Dirichlet
boundary conditions for D−p−1 space-like coordinates at one end (say σ = 0) of the string:
Xi = xi at , i = p+ 1, · · · ,D (4.197)
implies that this open string end is allowed to move in a hypersurface embedded in space-time,
called Dp-brane, where p refers to the number of space-like directions.
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Useful references for this wide subject, of which we discuss only certain aspects, include
[154, 155, 151, 135, 156, 157, 158, 36, 37]. We will unfortunately have to leave aside topics
like the boundary state formalism [135, 156, 159, 160] and the identification of D-branes as
non-perturbative string states [36, 37, 147, 135, 151].
4.6.1 Bosonic T-duality
One route to get a feeling for the nature of D-branes is the notion of T-duality , which appears
when studying the spectrum of strings in a space-time where one or more directions have
been compactified. It manifests in very specific ways according to the type of strings we are
dealing with.
Closed strings
We first consider closed strings, where we compactify one of the space dimensions (say the
25th) along a circle of radius R:
X25 ∼ X25 + 2πR . (4.198)
The conjugate momentum corresponding to X25 must be quantized as
p25 =
n
R
, n ∈ Z (4.199)
as a consequence of the fact that the generator of translations along the compact direction
eipa must reduce to the identity for a = 2πR [135].
If we run along the string, σ → σ + π, then from (4.23), re-expressed as
Xµ = xµ +
√
2α′(αµ0 + α˜
µ
0 )τ −
√
2α′(αµ0 − α˜µ0 )σ + oscillators, (4.200)
we may rewrite
Xµ → Xµ + π
√
2α′(αµ0 − α˜µ0 ) . (4.201)
For the uncompactified directions, the single-valuedness of the embedding was encoded in
the solution (4.23), to give
αµ0 = α˜
µ
0 =
√
α′
2
pµ. (4.202)
For the compact direction, (4.198) and (4.201) imply
√
2α′(α250 − α˜250 ) = 2Rω , ω ∈ Z , (4.203)
where ω is the winding number of the string along X25. The space-time momentum (4.69)
of the string, with (4.200), is
pµ =
1√
2α′
(αµ0 + α˜
µ
0 ) , (4.204)
and thus (4.204) and (4.186) yield
α250 + α˜
25
0 =
√
2α′
n
R
, n ∈ Z . (4.205)
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From (4.203) and (4.205), we have
α250 =
√
α′
2
(
n
R
+
ωR
α′
)︸ ︷︷ ︸
:=pL=p25−
and α˜250 =
√
α′
2
(
n
R
− ωR
α′
)︸ ︷︷ ︸
:=pR=p25+
, (4.206)
from which we may compute the mass spectrum in the (24 + 1) uncompactified dimensions
(M2 = −pµpµ, µ = 0, . . . , 24):
M2 =
2
α′
(N + N˜ − 2) + ( n
R
)2 + (
ωR
α′
)2 . (4.207)
With respect to (4.82), we see that the spectrum has been enriched by the appearance of two
kinds of particles: the usual Kaluza-Klein (KK) modes, familiar from dimensional reduction,
together with some new excitations, called winding modes, because they can be thought of
as generated by the winding of the closed strings around the compact direction.
Now notice that (4.207) is invariant under the exchange
n↔ ω and R↔ R′ = α
R
. (4.208)
This is called a T-duality transformation and R′ is the compactification radius of the T-dual
theory. Dual theories are identical in the fully interacting case as well, as both the partition
function and correlators can be shown to be invariant under T-duality [135], pp.100-103.
Substituting (4.208) into (4.206), we get the action of T-duality on the zero modes
α250 → α250 , α˜250 → −α˜250 . (4.209)
This transformation has to be extended to all the oscillators
α25n → α25n , α˜25n → −α˜25n . (4.210)
in order for the operators L˜n in (4.51) and consequently the physical subspace defined by
(4.65) to be left invariant.
Eqs. (4.209) and (4.210) allow us to define the action of T-duality directly on the string
coordinate X25. From (4.209) and (4.210), we see by writing
X25 =
1
2
(X25− +X
25
+ ) , (4.211)
X25− = x
25
− +
√
2α′(τ − σ)α250 + i
√
2α′
∑
n
α25n
n
e−2in(τ−σ)
X25+ = x
25
+ +
√
2α′(τ + σ)α250 + i
√
2α′
∑
n
α˜25n
n
e−2in(τ+σ)
that the T-dual coordinate Xˆ25 can be taken to be
Xˆ25 =
1
2
(X25− −X25+ ), (4.212)
since we must only impose that x25+ → −x25+ under T-duality, as a consequence of p25+ → −p25+
((4.209) and (4.210)), in order to keep the commutation relation [x25, p25] = i unchanged
[161].
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Therefore, the T-duality transformation acts on the right sector as a parity operator
changing the sign of the right moving coordinate X+ and leaving unchanged the left moving
one X−.
Let us glance at the behavior of the spectrum (4.207) at particular values of R. As R→∞,
all of the winding states become infinitely massive and therefore cannot be excited, while the
KK (momentum) states go over to a continuum. This fits with intuition since we recover the
fully uncompactified result. In the case R → 0, all the momentum states become infinitely
massive, a phenomenon well-known from Kaluza-Klein reduction in field theory. But at the
same time, the pure winding states (n = 0, ω 6= 0 in (4.207)) form a continuum, since it costs
less energy to wind a string around a small circle. The presence of this continuum can be
interpreted as the reappearance of an effective uncompactified dimension in the R→ 0 limit.
The T-duality symmetry becomes even richer if one considers the compactification of more
than one dimension (see e.g. [135], p104, [36], p249, [162]), called toroidal compactification.
Also, the notion of T-duality has a generalization in non-trivial background configurations.
It can be seen as a symmetry of the two-dimensional non-linear sigma model (4.192) when
the latter exhibits an invariance under constant shifts in a given direction x (i.e. the Lie
derivatives of g, H = dB and φ w.r.t. ∂x vanish), whose effect on the background field
corresponds to Buscher’s duality transformations (4.196), see [163, 164, 165] (see also [151]).
These can be interpreted as generalizing the duality R ↔ α/R, since, if one compactifies
the x direction, the square root of the metric component gxx measures the radius of the x
direction.
Open strings
For open strings, the story is different, since the string coordinate does not satisfy any
periodicity requirement on σ. This implies that, in its compactified version, there are only
momentum modes, while the winding sector is absent. So, when R→ 0, the states with non-
zero internal momentum go to infinite mass, but there is no new continuum of states arising
from winding: we are left with a theory in one dimension less. A puzzle seems to appear when
considering a theory with both closed and open strings, since in the R → 0 limit the closed
strings live in D space-time dimensions, but the open strings only in D − 1. This mismatch
can be solved by requiring that, in the T-dual picture, open strings can still oscillate in D
dimensions, while their endpoints are fixed on a 25-dimensional hyperplane called D24-brane
(24 referring to the number of spatial dimensions). Let us see more precisely how this comes
about. Write the open string mode expansion (4.27) as
Xµ =
1
2
(Xµ+ +X
µ
−) , with
Xµ+ = x
µ − cµ + αµ0
√
2α′(τ + σ) + i
√
2α′
∑
n
αµn
n
e−in(τ+σ) ,
Xµ− = x
µ + cµ + αµ0
√
2α′(τ − σ) + i
√
2α′
∑
n
αµn
n
e−in(τ−σ) , (4.213)
where cµ is an arbitrary number. We now extend the definition of the T-dual coordinate
(4.212) to the open string case:
Xˆ25 = c25 − α250
√
2α′σ −
√
2α′
∑
n
α25n
n
e−inτ sin(nσ) . (4.214)
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Notice that there is no τ -dependence in the zero mode sector. Since the oscillator terms
vanish at σ = 0, π, we see that the endpoints do not move in the Xˆ25-direction. This is of
course expected, since from (4.213) and (4.212) it is clear that ∂τX
25 = −∂σXˆ25 and ∂σX25 =
−∂τ Xˆ25: under T-duality, Neumann and Dirichlet boundary conditions are exchanged (see
(4.24) and (4.25)) [159]. More precisely, we have that
Xˆ25(π)− Xˆ25(0) = −
√
2α′p25
√
2α′π
= −2πα
′n
R
= −2πnRˆ . (4.215)
This means that the values of the coordinates Xˆ25 at the two ends are equal up to an integral
multiple of the periodicity of the dual dimension. Consequently, in the T-dual theory, the
two endpoints of the open string are attached to the same D-brane.
The previous discussion generalizes trivially if we compactify D − p − 1 directions on
circles. We would then find that in the T-dual picture the strings’ endpoints are fixed on
a (p + 1)-dimensional hyperplane, called Dp-brane. From the previous construction, it also
follows that each Dp-brane can be transformed into a Dp′-brane through an appropriate
sequence of compactifications and T-dualities [159].
4.6.2 D-branes as dynamical objects
Since the closed string sector contains gravity, one would expect that a Dp-brane cannot be
rigid but must have dynamics [154]. Indeed, some open string states propagating along the
hypersurface can be interpreted as collective motions of the hyperplane, which can fluctuate
in shape and position. This can be seen by looking at the massless spectrum of the theory,
interpreted in the dual coordinates. Consider for simplicity the situation where a single
coordinate is dualized. As for (4.207), we may obtain the mass spectrum (inD−1 dimensions)
M2 =
1
α′
(N − 1) + (nRˆ
α′
)2 . (4.216)
Generically, the massless states in the T-dual theory (compactified on Rˆ) will be [135, 159]
αµ−1 |k〉 , µ = 0, . . . , 24 (µ = 0, . . . , p)
αm−1 |k〉 , m = 25 (m = p+ 1, . . . , 25)
Starting from the massless excitations of an open string with Neumann boundary conditions
in all directions (described by a D-dimensional abelian gauge potential), Aµ, µ = 0, · · · , 25,
see eq. (4.79), compactifying one (D − p − 1) dimension(s) and T-dualizing, the vector
potential Aˆµ splits in a 25(p+1)-dimensional vector Aˆ
b(ξa) = αb−1|k〉, a, b = 0, · · · , 24(p) and
1(D − p − 1) scalar field(s) φˆm(ξa), where ξa denote the coordinates on the worldvolume of
the D24(Dp)-brane. In general, a Dp-brane will break the space-time symmetry as
SO(1, 25)−→SO(1, p)× SO(25− p), (4.217)
and its massless degrees of freedom will be given by the set {Aˆα(ξ), φˆm(ξ)}. The most
natural interpretation of the T-dual version of the abelian gauge field is that the longitudinal
coordinates Aˆα still describe a gauge field living on the Dp-brane, while the D− p− 1 scalars
coming from the transverse components appear as the transverse coordinates of the Dp-brane.
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They describe the shape of the brane as it is embedded in the dual space-time. The φˆm(ξ)
are analogous to the Xµ(τ, σ) for the string. Meanwhile their quanta describe fluctuations in
that background. This is the same phenomenon we found for the description of space-time in
string theory. We started with strings in a flat background, and discovered that a massless
closed string state corresponds to fluctuations of the geometry. Likewise we first found a flat
hyperplane, and then discovered that a certain open string mode corresponds to fluctuations
of its shape [135].
4.6.3 Effective action for Dp-branes
We saw that when compactifying closed and open string theory on a (k = D − p− 1)-torus,
and sending the radii to 0, the spectrum of massless modes of the T-dualized theory consists
of the usual closed string modes propagating in 26 dimensions with (26− k) Neumann open
string modes Aα(ξ) (U(1) gauge bosons) supplemented by (D−p−1) Dirichlet modes φm(ξ)
corresponding to scalar fields propagating in (p + 1) dimensions. The latter represent the
vibration of the Dp-brane.
The degrees of freedom of the branes are thus expressed in terms of open strings ending
on them. As we already stressed, consistency of string theory is tightly knit to the conformal
invariance of the corresponding 2D field theory, and this imposes constraints on the allowed
non-trivial background fields that we insert into the action, as in (4.192). The story is the
same for open strings in the presence of Dp-branes: the open strings couple to the Dp-brane’s
degrees of freedom {Ab(ξa), φm(ξa)}, as well as to the possibly non-vanishing massless fields
of the closed string spectrum9, defining a 2D non-linear sigma model [155]:
S = Sg + SB + Sφ + SA , (4.218)
Sg =
1
4πα′
∫
Σ
d2zgµν∂αX
µ∂αXµ
SB = =
1
4πα′
∫
Σ
d2zǫαβBµν(X)∂αX
µ∂βX
ν
Sφ =
1
4πα′
∫
Σ
d2z(−1
2
α′)
√
hR(2)φ(X) +
1
2πα′
∫
∂Σ
dτ(−1
2
α′)Kφ(X)
SA =
i
2πα′
∫
∂Σ
dτAα(ξ
a)∂τ ξ
α ,
where K is the extrinsic curvature of the boundary ∂Σ and where the last part corresponds
to the coupling of the U(1) gauge field to the boundary of the worldsheet, included in the
Dp-brane. The Dirichlet boundary conditions satisfied by Xµ are encoded in
Xm|∂Σ = φ
m(ξa) , m = 1, . . . ,D − p− 1 (4.219)
The equations of motion for the space-time degrees of freedom are obtained by requiring
conformal invariance of the action (5.55). The β-functional for the closed string modes are
left unchanged (because the bulk theories are the same), while those for the open string
modes are equivalent to the equations of motion derived from the so-called Dirac-Born-Infeld
9Notice that we could in principle also include massive, higher spin fields present in the string spectrum
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action (detailed computations may be found, for example, in the original papers [158, 157]),
which in the static gauge Xa = ξa reads [135], p.136:
SDBIDp = −Tp
∫
dp+1ξe−φ
√
gˆab + Bˆab + 2πα′Fab− = Tp
∫
dp+1x LBI (4.220)
with
gˆab = gµν∂aX
µ∂bX
ν , a = 0, . . . , p
Bˆab = Bµν∂aX
µ∂bX
ν ,
Fab = ∂aAb − ∂bAa
Tp is the brane tension. In contrast to the closed string action, (4.195), this action is true
to all orders in α′, although only for slowly varying field strengths (i.e. disregarding higher
derivatives of F ). This action is invariant under the space-time gauge transformation
δB = dζ , δA = −ζ/2πα′, (4.221)
suggesting that the physical, gauge-invariant, quantity be B + 2πα′F (in the following, we
will often set 2πα′ = 1).
The DBI action is also invariant under the following transformations of the dynamical
variables :
• xi → xi + ξi, δξXµ = ξi∂iXµ, δξAi = ξj∂jAi +Aj∂iξj
• Ai → Ai + ∂iλ.
The associated Bianchi identities, satisfied off-shell, are :
Xµ,i
δLBI
δXµ
+ Fij
δLBI
δAj
= 0 and ∂i
δLBI
δAi
= 0 (4.222)
With Kij = gij + Bij + Fij and K = det(Kij), the equations of motion (for Abelian
F -field) derived from the DBI action are :
∂k(
√−KK(kj)Xµ,j)gµλ +
√−KK(kj)Γµν,λXµ,jXν,k +
√−KK [kj]HµνλXµ,jXν,k = 0
∂i(
√−KK [ij]) = 0 , (4.223)
with K(kj) = 12(K
kj +Kjk) and K [kj] = 12(K
kj −Kjk), Hµνλ = 12(Bµν,λ+Bνλ,µ−Bµλ,ν) and
Γµν,λ =
1
2 (gµλ,ν + gνλ,µ − gµνλ). Furthermore, in the presence of space-time Killing vectors
Ξ, such that LΞB = dα˜ , the following current is conserved on-shell:
J i = Ξµ
∂LBI
∂Xµ,i
− αj ∂LBI
∂Aj,i
, ∂iJ
i ≈ 0 , (4.224)
with αj = α˜µX
µ
,j .
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4.7 Superstrings
Despite all its nice features, the bosonic string cannot tell the whole story: its spectrum
of quantum states contains a tachyon, which signals an unstable vacuum, and furthermore
has no fermions. These two shortcomings can be cured by superstring theory . The latter
admits a consistent truncation of its spectrum of physical states (GSO projection) which
namely removes the tachyonic degrees of freedom of the bosonic spectrum, while at the
same time renders the particle spectrum in the target space supersymmetric. We will only
skim over this wide subject and just present its basic ingredients; useful references include
[34, 36, 135, 161, 147, 151]. We may take as starting point the generalization of the Polyakov
action in conformal gauge (4.16):
S =
1
4πα′
∫
Σ
d2σ(∂αX
µ∂αXµ − iψ¯µρα∂αψµ) . (4.225)
This defines a one-dimensional object with fermionic coordinates on the worldsheet: ψµα(σ, τ)
are Majorana worldsheet fermions, where α = 1, 2 is a spinor index, and represent vectors
(though the index µ) of the space-time Lorentz group SO(D−1, 1). The symbol ρα represents
two-dimensional Dirac matrices satisfying {ρα, ρβ} = −2ηαβ (see [34] for details)
This action can actually be obtained following a philosophy similar to that which led us
to (4.16) []: start from the superparticle, introduce auxiliary fields (γab and its fermionic
partner), generalize it to the string, and turn the algebraic equations of motion for the
auxiliary fields into constraints to impose on the physical phase space. The equations of
motion of the bosonic and fermionic coordinates are the Klein-Gordon and Dirac equations
in two dimensions:
∂a∂
aXµ = 0 , ρa∂aψ
µ , (4.226)
which in light cone coordinates and with a decomposition of ψµa into its chiral components
ψµ± in a suitable basis of gamma-matrices can be rewritten as
∂−∂+Xµ = 0 , ∂−ψ
µ
+ = 0 = ∂+ψ
µ
− . (4.227)
The superconformal gauge action (4.225) has global worldsheet supersymmetry
δXµ = ǫ¯ψµ , δψµ = −iρa∂aXµ , (4.228)
with ǫ a constant anti-commuting spinor. Correspondingly, there is a conserved supercurrent
J(α)a =
1
2
ρbρaψ
µ
(α)∂bXµ , ∂
aJαa = 0 (4.229)
The equations of motion (4.227) must be supplemented by the constraints coming from the
e.o.m. of the auxiliary fields:
T±± = ∂±Xµ∂±Xµ +
i
2
ψµ±∂±ψ±µ = 0
J±± = ψ
µ
±∂±Xµ = 0 , (4.230)
If we now focus on closed superstrings for definiteness, one would like to perform a mode
expansion of the fermionic coordinates. There are actually two types of boundary conditions
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a fermion can have: it can be periodic, and hence have integer moding, in which case it is
said to be in the Ramond sector (R) , or it can instead be anti-periodic, have half-integer
moding and said to be in the Neveu-Swartz sector (NS) [135],p.115. We thus have
ψµ(σ + π, τ) = ψµ(σ, τ) (R)
ψµ(σ + π, τ) = −ψµ(σ, τ) (NS) (4.231)
and the corresponding mode expansions:
ψµ−(σ, τ) =
√
2α′
∑
n∈Z
dµne
−2inx− (R)
ψµ−(σ, τ) =
√
2α′
∑
n∈Z+1/2
bµne
−2inx− (NS) (4.232)
along with their left-moving counterparts. The modes of the generators in (4.230), defined
by10
T (z) =
∑
n
Lnz
−n−2
G(z) =
∑
n/r
Gn/rz
−n/r−3/2 , n ∈ Z (R) , r ∈ Z+ 1/2 (NS),
along with their anti-holomorphic counterparts, may be expressed in terms of those of Xµ
[] and ψµ. In this way, the constraints may be rewritten mode by mode [135, 161]. Upon
canonical quantization, the modes satisfy
{dµn, dνm} = δm+nδµν (R) , {bµr , bνs} = δr+sδµν (NS), (4.233)
which implies that the modes L and G satisfy an N = 1 superconformal algebra:
[Ln, Lm] = i(m− n)Ln+m + c
12
(m3 −m)δm+n
{Gr, Gs} = 2Lr+s + (4r2 − 1)δr+s , [Lm, Gr] = 1
2
(m− 2r)Gm+r,
(4.234)
with c = 3D/2, the total contribution to the conformal anomaly, and similarly for anti-
holomorphic generators, which together form the N = (1, 1) superconformal algebra. The
appearance of this algebra reflects, in the bosonic case, the presence of a residual symmetry
of the gauge-fixed action (4.225), the superconformal symmetry.
The quantization of the superstring can be carried out along the same lines as for the
bosonic string, up to some important subtelties (mainly having to do with boundary con-
ditions on the fermions, and also because of additional operations like the GSO projection)
that we will not discuss here [34].
The critical dimension turns out to be D = 10 in this case (see [34],pp.206,213,235).
The closed-superstring spectrum can again be deduced from the open superstring one, by
combining the left and right movers, each of them containing an NS and a R sector.
For the complete massless spectrum, one finds two possibilities, according to the relative
chiralities of the left and right-movers. These correspond precisely to the 2 types of N = 2
10with the change of coordinates z = e2ix
−
, z¯ = e2ix
+
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massless supermultiplets in 10 dimensions, which are the building blocks of type IIA and
type IIB supergravity theories. The corresponding superstrings are accordingly called type
IIA and type IIB. The massless spectra of these two closed string theories are in perfect
correspondence with those of the two supergravities. Actually, by focusing on the massless
sector of type II string theories (i.e. taking the α′ → 0 limit), one may find that the dynamics
can be encoded in terms of a low energy effective action, corresponding to the supergravity
action [135, 166].
Another two superstring theories in 10 dimensions are called heterotic strings . They
arise by fusing the left movers of the bosonic string and the right movers of the fermionic
string. The worldsheet theory is then an N = (1, 0) superconformal field theory. For this
to be possible, the left-moving bosonic string has to be compactified on a torus from 26 to
10 dimensions. Only two 16-tori are consistent (with modular invariance), and they give
rise to gauge fields forming Yang-Mills multiplets of SO(32) and E8 × E8 respectively. The
resulting theories are N = 1 superstrings in 10 dimensions: the SO(32) and E8×E8 heterotic
superstrings .
The bosonic massless states consist of the usual graviton, Bµν and dilaton, with an addi-
tional E8 × E8 or SO(32) gauge boson Aµa [135]. The heterotic low-energy effective action
can be found to be that of N = 1, D = 10 supergravity coupled to E8×E8 or SO(32) vector
multiplets (see [135], p.176, [167]).
Finally, the last of the five consistent superstring theories is the type I superstring which
is a theory of unoriented string worldsheets and contains open strings.
There are, of course, many very exciting subjects worth discussing (see e.g. [144, 168]),
but it is now time to stop this first contact with strings.
Chapter 5
Wess-Zumino-Witten models
We have seen that exact string backgrounds, as defined in Sect. 4.5.3, are associated with two-
dimensional conformal field theories on the string worldsheet. This imposes strong constraints
on the allowed backgrounds for consistent string propagation: they must satisfy equations of
the form (4.194), and the whole set of higher order α’ corrections. Of course, the exactness
of a string background has to be inferred deviously, to ensure exact conformal invariance
at all orders. One method to achieve this consists in using algebraic tools of conformal
field theory. These will allow us to establish the conformal invariance of a class of models,
called Wess-Zumino-Witten (WZW) models, describing, in their ungauged versions, strings
propagating on group manifolds. This model is therefore of direct interest in the study of
strings on AdS3 and BTZ black holes, which will hereby be automatically promoted to exact
string theory backgrounds. WZW models are a class of conformal field theories which have
the property that they are actually invariant under a larger symmetry algebra, namely an
affine Lie algebra. The conformal invariance of the model is actually rooted in this larger
symmetry, as we will show. We then discuss a particular class of D-branes in these models,
called symmetric, because they correspond to conformally-invariant boundary conditions and
preserve the maximal amount of the original affine symmetry. We show that these boundary
conditions completely encode the geometry of these branes. We turn to the description of the
gauged WZW models, which provide a Lagrangian description for the so-called coset models,
allowing to reach a new class of conformal field theories. WZW models enjoy the interesting
property that they allow deformations by exact marginal operators, allowing to reach an large
class of conformal backgrounds. We end up by discussing such deformations. The aspects of
WZW models presented throughout this chapter reflect the principal motivation of Chapter
6, where we will essentially focus on the geometrical, semi-classical interpretation of the exact
string backgrounds obtained, and on some D-brane configurations they may support.
5.1 Ungauged WZW Models
5.1.1 Affine extensions and Virasoro algebras
Let G be a finite dimensional compact connected Lie group . The loop group of G is the
group of mappings of the circle S1 = {z ∈ C : |z| = 1} into G. Its consists of maps
γ : S1→G : z→ γ(z) ∈ G , (5.1)
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with the group operation defined by pointwise multiplication, i.e. given two maps γ1, γ2, the
product of γ1 and γ2 is γ1.γ2(z)
△
= γ1(z)γ2(z). The infinite dimensional Lie algebra gˆ0 of the
loop group of G can be obtained from the finite dimensional algebra g of G,
[T a, T b] = ifabc T
c (5.2)
by writing
γ(z) = exp(−i
dim(g)∑
a=1
T aθa(z)), (5.3)
where θa(z) are dim(g) functions defined on S
1. Expanding these functions into modes
θa(z) =
∞∑
n=−∞
θ−na z
n, (5.4)
we can introduce generators
tan = T
azn (5.5)
such that
γ(z) = exp(−i
∑
a,n
ta−nθ
n
a ). (5.6)
The θna s appear as an infinite set of parameters for the loop group, and the t
a
ns as an infinite
number of generators satisfying the following algebra
[tam, t
b
n] = if
ab
c t
c
m+n. (5.7)
This is the loop algebra gˆ0 of G. It is a particular case of an (untwisted) affine Lie algebra, also
referred to as affine Kac-Moody algebra in the physics literature (where they are sometimes
simply called Kac-Moody algebras; however, the name Kac-Moody is in fact attached to a
more general construction).
Let us now consider the algebra of Diff(S1), the infinitesimal diffeomorphisms of the circle.
If the circle is parameterized by an angular variable φ ∈ [0, 2π], these are expressed as
φ→φ+ ǫ(φ). (5.8)
A complete basis of generators is then given by
ln = ie
inφ∂φ = −zn+1∂z, (5.9)
with z = eiφ. They satisfy a Virasoro algebra without central charge:
[ln, lm] = (n−m)ln+m. (5.10)
We already encountered this algebra: it showed up in the context of string theory for the
first time when we noticed that string theory in the conformal gauge was still invariant under
the residual symmetries given by eq.(4.44). The latter being just two copies of (5.8), this
is the reason for the appearance of the algebra (4.57) (with ln→ iln). Although the x±s in
(4.44) are not angular variables a priori, they become angular variables upon imposing the
equations of motion, since the mode expansions (4.23) and (4.27) contain only integer modes
(i.e. exp(inx±), n ∈ Z)([34],p74).
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Now, the loop algebra gˆ0 and the algebra of Diff(S
1), denoted V0, are clearly related :
using the explicit forms (5.5),(5.9) for the generators, one finds
[lm, t
a
n] = −ntan+m. (5.11)
Thus gˆ0 and V0 form a semi-direct sum.
As we saw in the particular case of string theory (see eqs. (4.57),(4.63)), going through the
quantization procedure may modify the original classical symmetry algebra by introducing
a central extension ([169],p311). This possibility also arises in the case of algebras of the
form (5.7). For G compact and simple, it is possible to show that, up to redefinitions of
the generators, the Jacobi identity fixes the allowed form of the central extension (see [169],
p311). An (untwisted) affine Lie algebra gˆ is then defined by the following commutation
relations1:
[T am, T
b
n] = if
ab
c T
c
m+n + kmδ
abδm+n. (5.12)
The algebra (5.12) is an affine extension of the simple Lie algebra g. k is a central term
which commutes with all T am, and is a real constant in each representation. It is called the
level of the affine Lie algebra. Note from (5.12) that the zero modes T a0 generate a subalgebra
isomorphic to g, and that the generators T an transform in the adjoint representation of g. If
G is non-compact, δab in (5.12) is then replaced by ηab = B(T a, T b), where B denotes the
Killing form of g.
An already familiar affine Lie algebra is the one generated by the modes of a free boson:
[an, am] = n δn+m,0 (5.13)
This is the affine extension uˆ(1) of the u(1) algebra generated by a0. We encountered D copies
of this algebra in the study of string theory in flat target space-time, see eqs. (4.56),(4.58).
We will shortly see that more general affine Lie algebras arise naturally in the context of
WZW models, and that these could be seen as generalizations of string propagation in flat
space-time. Let us note that central extensions can already appear at the classical level. This
was shown in the case of Virasoro algebras in [29] through the study of asymptotic symmetries
of three-dimensional anti-de Sitter space. Central extensions may also appear classically for
affine Lie algebras. This happens in particular for WZW models. We will comment on this
in a subsequent section.
5.1.2 Classical action and equations of motion
The action of the WZW model is expressed in terms of a field g, which takes its values in
some Lie group G. It describes, as we will see shortly, the propagation of a string on the
group manifold G. Therefore g can be seen as a map
g : Σ→G : (z, z)→ g(z, z), (5.14)
expressing how the string worldsheet Σ is embedded in the group manifold (we use complex
coordinates on a Euclidean worldsheet, z = τE + iσ, z = τE − iσ, related to eq. (4.114) by
an exponential map, see also eq. (1.7) of [41]). It plays the role of the Xµs of the flat case
analysis. The WZW action reads [38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43]
1Note that some definitions include the operator L0 in the definition of an affine Lie algebra, see [43]
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S[g] =
1
4λ2
∫
Σ
hij
√
hTr
(
∂ig
−1∂jg
)
d2x + k Γ[g] , λ2 =
4π
k
, (5.15)
with
Γ[g] =
i
24π
∫
B
d3y εijkTr
(
g−1∂igg−1∂jgg−1∂kg
)
. (5.16)
The trace appearing in the action is to be taken in the (unitary) representation to which g
belongs, and is normalized in such a way that it is independent of the particular representation
([43], p618); hij is a metric on Σ. The term (5.16) is called the Wess-Zumino term. In two
dimensions, it is defined by an integral over a three-dimensional manifold B, whose boundary
is identified with the two-dimensional space Σ : ∂B = Σ (in (5.16), the map (5.14) is actually
extended to a map g˜ : B→G, such that g˜ = g at ∂B).
Although the Wess-Zumino term is expressed as a three-dimensional integral, it can nev-
ertheless be interpreted as an integral over the two-dimensional string worldsheet Σ ([39],
p469). As will be developed in more details in Sect. 5.1.5, (5.16) can actually be written as
Γ =
∫
B
g∗H , (5.17)
where the integrand is the pull-back of the closed bi-invariant three-formH = 13!fabcθ
a∧θb∧θc.
fabc denote the structure constants of g = Lie(G) (the indices are raised and lowered using
the Killing metric) and {θa}, a = 1 · · · dim(G), is the set of left-invariant one-forms (see [91]).
Because dH = 0 (as can be seen using the Jacobi identity and the Maurer-Carten structure
equations), it can be locally written as H = dB, and, using Stokes’ theorem, Γ can be brought
to the form
Γ =
∫
Σ
g∗B. (5.18)
Note that ω = −fabcθa ∧ θb ∧ θc is equally good, this choice changing the sign in front of the
Wess-Zumino term in (5.15) (again, we will see in Sect. 5.1.5 that these two choices are related
to the left and right parallelisms on the group manifold G). The outcome of this discussion is
that the variation of the Wess-Zumino term under g→ g+δg is a two-dimensional functional,
because the variation of its density can be written as a total derivative and∫
B
d3y εijk ∂
k(· · · ) =
∫
∂B=Σ
εij(· · · ) . (5.19)
Then, using the cyclic property of the trace and the antisymmetry of εαβγ , the variation of
Γ can be rewritten as
δΓ =
i
8π
∫
Σ
d2x εij Tr
(
g−1δg∂i(g−1∂jg)
)
. (5.20)
Variation of the complete action (5.15) leads to the equations of motion2 (with ∂ = ∂z and
∂ = ∂z).
∂(g−1∂g) = 0. (5.21)
2In the conventions of [43], we have hzz = 1/2, ∂
z = 2∂z and εzz = i/2. The last definitions differs from
usual ones, where εµν is a pseudo-tensor, and thus a numerical invariant, but multiplied by the Jacobian of
the transformation. The latter is here included in the definition of εµν , see [43], p113
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Since
∂(g−1∂g) = g−1∂(∂gg−1)g, (5.22)
the equations of motion (5.21) imply that
∂J¯ = 0 , ∂J = 0, (5.23)
with the currents
J = −k∂gg−1 , J¯ = kg−1∂g (5.24)
thus being holomorphic and anti-holomorphic respectively. By virtue of this, they may be
expanded in Laurent series as:
J(z) =
n=+∞∑
n=−∞
Jn z
−n−1 , J¯(z) =
n=+∞∑
n=−∞
J¯n z
−n−1. (5.25)
The solution of the classical field equation is simply
g(z, z) = f(z)f¯(z) , (5.26)
for arbitrary functions f(z) and f¯(z). The most important property of the action (5.15) is its
invariance with respect to an infinite-dimensional affine Lie algebra of the type we encountered
in the preceding section. This action remains unchanged under the transformations
g(z, z)→Ω(z)g(z, z)Ω¯(z) (5.27)
where Ω(z) and Ω¯(z) are two arbitrary matrices valued in G. This may be checked by
considering the infinitesimal transformations
Ω(z) = 1 + ω(z) , Ω¯(z) = 1 + ω¯(z) (5.28)
under which g varies as
δωg = ωg , δω¯g = −gω¯. (5.29)
The variation of the action under g→ g + δg is
δS ∝
∫
d2xTr
(
g−1δg[∂(g−1∂g)]
)
, (5.30)
which vanishes using (5.29), (5.22) and an integration by parts. The invariance may also be
ensured using the following remarkable relationship satisfied by (5.15) [40]:
S[gh−1] = S[g] + S[h] +
1
16π
∫
d2xTr
(
g−1∂gh−1∂h
)
, (5.31)
see for example [170], p15. This relation is called the Polyakov-Wiegmann identity .
Finally, one may derive from (5.15) (where an auxiliary worldsheet metric hαβ has been
restored) the components of the two-dimensional energy-momentum tensor (the numerical
prefactor is for further convenience):
Tαβ = − 4π√
h
δS
δhαβ
= −k
2
Tr(∂αg∂βg
−1). (5.32)
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Using coordinates {Xµ} on the group manifold, we may express the left and right invariant
one-forms (see [91]) as
θ = g−1dg = θaTa = g−1∂µg dXµ , σ = dgg−1 = σaTa = ∂µgg−1 dXµ, (5.33)
where the set {Ta} is a basis for g = Lie(G), with structure constants fabc. The currents (5.24)
can then be rewritten as (including k in the invariant vielbeins)
J = −σbµ ∂Xµ Tb
△
= Jb Tb , J¯ = θ
b
µ ∂X
µ Tb
△
= J¯b Tb. (5.34)
We then find from (5.32), (5.24) and (5.34) that
Tzz =
1
2k
JaJbβab
△
= T (z) , Tzz =
1
2k
J¯aJ¯bβab
△
= T¯ (z) (5.35)
where we used Tr(TaTb) = 2βab. The last equalities in the preceding equations hold because
of (5.23). Comparing (5.23) to (4.38), (5.25) to (4.117), and (5.35) to (4.121), we see that
the group manifold is a simple generalization of the flat case, which is recovered by taking
G = U(1)D. The Jns generalize the creation and annihilation operators of the flat string,
with J0 and J¯0 playing the role of angular momenta of the string’s center of mass.
5.1.3 Currents as generators of affine symmetry
Classically, the invariance of the action under a continuous symmetry implies the existence of a
conserved current and of a conserved charge. At the quantum level, the symmetry is reflected
into constraints relating different correlation functions. The consequence of a symmetry of
the action and the measure on correlation functions is generally expressed through the so-
called Ward identities (see e.g. [43],p.43). We are not going to derive the Ward identities
following from the symmetry (5.27) (see e.g. [43]). Rather, we will state them and analyze
their implications. Before starting, let us recall how things work for the perhaps more familiar
conformal symmetry in two dimensions (see Sect. 4.3.1). Under an infinitesimal conformal
transformation z→ z+α(z), z→ z+ α¯(z), the variation of a correlation function involving a
string X = φ1(z1, z1) · · ·φn(z1, zn) of fields is encoded in the conformal Ward identities (see
[43],p.118, [89]):
δα,α¯〈X〉 = − 1
2πi
∮
C
dwα(w)〈T (w)X 〉+ 1
2πi
∮
C
dwα¯(w)〈T¯ (w)X 〉 , (5.36)
where C is a contour encircling all the points appearing in the correlation function, T and
T¯ being the holomorphic and anti-holomorphic parts of the energy-momentum tensor. Be-
cause of the “factorization” in eq.(5.36), one may restrict to the holomorphic part of the
transformation. The variation of a single field can be written
δα(z)φ(z) = −
1
2πi
∮
Cz
dw α(w)T (w)φ(z) . (5.37)
It is thus completely determined by the singular terms of its OPE with T (z) (for details, see
[89]). In the operator formalism of conformal field theory3, this is usually rewritten as
δα(z)φ(z) = −[Qα, φ(z)] , (5.38)
3In this formalism, the variable to be used is z = e2(τ+iσ), so that time ordering become radial ordering. It
is related to the choice of the preceding section through the exponential map, which does not affect the form
of the relations we derived.
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where
Qα
△
=
1
2πi
∮
dw α(w)T (w) (5.39)
is called the conformal charge. This justifies the usual statement that the energy-momentum
generates conformal transformations.
The story is the same for theories invariant under transformations (5.27). The variation
of correlation functions under an infinitesimal transformation (5.28) is encapsulated in the
so-called affine Ward identities (see [43], p.622):
δω,ω¯〈X〉 = − 1
2πi
∮
C
dw βab ω
a〈Jb(w)X 〉+ 1
2πi
∮
C
dw βab ω¯
a〈J¯b(w)X 〉 , (5.40)
where
ω = ωaTa , ω¯ = ω¯
aTa. (5.41)
This expresses the fact that J(z) and J(z) generate the affine transformations of the fields.
The transformation law of the currents follows from (5.24) and (5.29), and gives, for example,
δωJ = [ω, J ]− k∂ω (5.42)
and
δωJ
c = if cabω
aJb − k∂ωc. (5.43)
This transformation completely fixes the OPE of the components of the currents as
Ja(z)Jb(w) ∼ kβ
ab
(z −w)2 + if
ab
c
Jc(w)
z − w . (5.44)
This is sometimes referred to as a current algebra in the literature. From (5.44), the mode
expansion (5.25) and (4.103), one finds that the modes Jan satisfy
[Jan , J
b
m] = if
ab
c J
c
n+m + knβ
abδn+m,0 , (5.45)
i.e. the commutation relations of an affine Lie algebra g at level k (see (5.12)). Similar rela-
tions hold for the modes J
a
n yielding another copy of the affine algebra (5.45). Furthermore,
we deduce from δω¯J = 0, that
[Jan , J
b
m] = 0. (5.46)
The occurrence of two independent conserved currents generating independent affine Lie
algebras is the fundamental property of the WZW model. We outlined in Sect. 5.1.1 the fact
that affine Lie algebras are closely related to the Virasoro algebra, which signals the presence
of the conformal symmetry in a theory (i.e. through the fact that the fields of the theory form
a representation of the Virasoro algebra, the commutator being defined within the operator
formalism). In the next section, we will make the explicit link between two algebras, showing
at the same time the conformal invariance of the WZW model.
5.1.4 Sugawara construction and conformal invariance
We are going to show that the affine symmetry of the WZW model actually implies its
conformal invariance. In the classical theory, the energy-momentum tensor is expressed
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quadratically in terms of the currents (5.35). Let us assume that a normal-ordered version
of (5.35) holds in the quantum theory:
T (z) = γβab :J
aJb: (z) , (5.47)
where γ is a constant to fix, with a similar relation for T (z). A comment is in order here.
In the context of conformal field theories, the ordering prescription which is commonly
used is the so-called conformal normal ordering , which in general differs from the more
familiar operator normal ordering, consisting of moving annihilator operators to the right.
The OPE of two fields can be written in general as
A(z)B(w) =
N∑
n=−∞
{AB}n(w)
(z −w)n (5.48)
The conformal normal ordering of the two fields, denoted by :AB: , is by definition
:AB: (w)
△
= {AB}0(w), (5.49)
that is, the term of order (z − w)0 in the OPE. This in general does not coincide with the
definition
:AmBn: =
{
AmBn for n > 0 ,
BnAm for n ≤ 0 .
(5.50)
where
Am =
1
2πi
∮
0
dzzm+hA−1A(z)
Bn =
1
2πi
∮
0
dzzm+hB−1B(z) (5.51)
are the modes of the fields A(z) and B(z) (see (4.104)). The singular terms in an operator
product are called contraction and are denoted by
A(z)B(w)
△
=
N∑
n=1
{AB}n(w)
(z − w)n . (5.52)
Again this definition is, in general, different from the QFT one, where contraction generally
means propagator (two-point function).
This is well illustrated in the case of the field T (z). Indeed, with (5.52) and (4.105), one has
T (z)T (w) =
c/2
(z − w)4 +
2T (w)
(z − w)2 +
∂T (w)
(z − w) , (5.53)
while (see [89] for example)
〈T (z)T (w)〉 = c/2
(z − w)4 . (5.54)
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From (5.49), the conformal normal ordering can be represented using contour integration by
:AB: (w) =
1
2πi
∫
dz
(z − w)A(z)B(w) (5.55)
where, as usual, radial ordering is understood in the r.h.s.
The OPE (5.48) is then
A(z)B(w) = A(z)B(w) + :AB: (w) +O(z − w) (5.56)
Note that, when the contraction coincides with the propagator, this formula is exactly the
one we get in usual QFT, where the ordering is the familiar operator normal ordering (5.50).
A field for which the contraction contains only one singular term (necessarily coinciding with
the 2-point function) is called a free field . In this situation, both orderings are equivalent,
and Wick’s theorem may be applied as such. When the field are not free, Wick’s theorem
must be adapted (see [43] p188). One then finds that the normal-ordered modes defined by
:AB: (z) =
∑
n
z−n−hA−hB :AB: n (5.57)
satisfy (see [43] p. 175)
:AB:m =
∑
n≤−hA
AnBm−n +
∑
n>−hA
Bm−nAn. (5.58)
For WZW models, it turns out that both definitions also coincide, as for free fields. By
expanding (5.47) in modes following (5.58), one obtains
Ln = γβab
 ∑
m≤−1
JamJ
b
n−m +
∑
m>−1
Jbn−mJ
a
m
 , (5.59)
(5.60)
where we expect from (5.11) that the currents be primary fields of conformal weight 1. If
we take βab in diagonal form, then for n 6= 0, Jam and Jan−m commute, and so the order of
the terms is irrelevant. For n = 0, the above expression shows that the term with the larger
subindex must be placed at the furthest right position. But this is just the definition (5.50)
of the usual normal ordering of modes. It could also have been deduced from (5.44). Indeed,
although (5.44) has more than one singular term, the normal ordering of the expression
βabJ
aJb only requires the subtraction of a single one, since βabf
ab
c = 0. This consequently
agrees with the QFT normal ordering, and amounts us to place positive modes to the right.
Actually, demanding that the currents be Virasoro primary fields determines the constant
γ uniquely. To find its value, one may compute the OPE of (5.47) with Ja, using an adapted
version of Wick’s theorem (see [43],p.624). But from the previous discussion, one may equally
work with the more familiar operator ordering, by acting with γ[Lm, J
a
n ] on a state |ϕ〉 such
that JaP |ϕ〉 6= 0 and JaP+1|ϕ〉 = 04. Whatever the method, some manipulations yield
γ =
1
2(k + cg)
, (5.61)
4The Jan can be viewed as lowering and raising operators, and states will be constructed by acting with
Jan<0 on a highest-weight state [43], p.628
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where
fabcf
bc
d = 2cgδad (5.62)
defines the dual Coxeter number of g. As a next step, we may compute the commutation
relations satisfied by the modes (5.59) of the energy-momentum tensor. One finds
[Ln, Lm] = (n−m)Ln+m + k dim(g)
12(k + cg)
(n3 − n)δn+m,0 (5.63)
i.e. a Virasoro algebra with a central charge
c =
k dim(g)
(k + cg)
. (5.64)
Of course, the barred modes satisfy the same algebra, with the same value of the central
charge. This result indirectly establishes the conformal invariance of the WZW model: it
has a conserved and traceless energy-momentum tensor, whose modes, satisfying a Virasoro
algebra, generate the conformal transformation of the fields. What we have actually shown
is that the Virasoro algebra belongs to the enveloping algebra of the affine Lie (or current)
algebra gˆ, a result known in the physics literature as the Sugawara construction.
5.1.5 WZW background
We have just put forward the fact that WZW models, as two-dimensional conformally invari-
ant CFTs, represent exact string backgrounds. To identify the background fields in which
the string propagates, we are going to compare (5.15) to (4.192).
The first part ∫
Σ
Tr
(
∂ig
−1∂ig
)
d2x (5.65)
of the WZW action can be developed by plugging g−1∂ig = θaαTa∂iXα (see (5.33)) into (5.65),
using Tr(TaTb) = 2βab = 2B(Ta, Tb), where B is the Killing form of g. We obtain
2
∫
Σ
gµν∂iX
µ∂iXν d2x , (5.66)
with
gµν = βab θ
a
µ θ
b
ν (5.67)
being the components in a coordinate basis of the bi-invariant Killing metric of G. On the
other hand, the Wess-Zumino term∫
B
d3y εijkTr
(
g−1∂igg−1∂jgg−1∂kg
)
(5.68)
can be rewritten, using the antisymmetry of εijk, as
1
2
∫
B
d3y εijkTr
(
[g−1∂ig, g−1∂jg]g−1∂kg
)
. (5.69)
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With g−1∂ig = θaαTa∂iXα and Tr([Tb, Tc], Ta) = 2fabc (indices are lowered and raised using
the Killing metric, implying that the structure constants are completely antisymmetric), this
leads to ∫
B
d3y εijk fabcθ
a
λ θ
b
µ θ
c
ν ∂kX
λ ∂iX
µ ∂jX
ν . (5.70)
The three-form
H =
1
3!
fabcθ
a ∧ θb ∧ θc △= 1
3!
Hµνρdx
µ ∧ dxν ∧ dxρ (5.71)
(sometimes also denoted by H ∝ B([θ, θ], θ) or B(θ, dθ), the explicit form being recovered us-
ing the Maurer-Cartan equations) is closed, as can be seen from the Maurer-Cartan structure
equations and the Jacobi identity, and can thus locally be written as
H = dB , Hµνρ = 3∂λBαβ. (5.72)
Eq. (5.70) is nothing other than the explicit expression of (5.17). Using again the antisym-
metry of ε, we get
3
∫
B
d3y εijk ∂k(Bµν ∂iX
µ ∂jX
ν) = 3
∫
Σ
d2x εij Bµν ∂iX
µ ∂jX
ν , (5.73)
where, in the last equality, we made use of the Stokes’ theorem.
The action can finally be expressed as
k
2π
∫
Σ
d2x (gµν +Bµν) ∂X
µ∂Xν , (5.74)
with backgrounds (5.67),(5.71) and (5.72).
The WZW model thus describes string propagation on a curved space, whose metric is
the Killing metric of some semi-simple Lie group G, in presence of a magnetic field B whose
field strength H = dB is proportional to the Cartan three-form of G.
Of course, one can also show that the equations of motion (5.21), can be brought to the
form [171]
∂∂Xν + Γµνρ∂X
ν∂Xρ +
1
2
Hµρν∂X
ν∂Xρ = 0 , (5.75)
which can be obtained from (4.192) for a vanishing dilaton. Using (5.34), (5.21) is equivalent
to
∂∂Xν + lµb θ
b
β,α∂X
α∂Xβ = 0, (5.76)
where {lb} is the dual basis of {θa} (left-invariant vector fields). Explicit computations reveal
that lµb θ
b
β,α = Γ
µ
βα +
1
2H
µ
βα, where the Γs are the coefficients of the Levi-Civita connection
associated with the Killing metric, and H is defined as before.
Eq. (5.75) allows us to understand the role played by the Wess-Zumino term, i.e. by the
field H. Recall that for a group manifold, we may define three “natural” metric connections.
The first two are the connections corresponding to the right and left parallelism, generated by
left and right invariant vector fields respectively, denoted by {la} and {ra}, a = 1 · · · dim(G).
They are defined by (see [91])
(r)
∇la lb
△
=
(r)
ωcab lc
△
= 0 ,
(l)
∇rarb
△
=
(l)
ωcab rc
△
= 0. (5.77)
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These two connections have a vanishing curvature, but their torsions do not vanish (and have
opposite signs). The last connection is defined as
(0)
∇ = 1
2
(
(r)
∇ +
(l)
∇) (5.78)
and satisfies
(0)
∇ la lb =
1
2
f cablc
△
=
(0)
ωcab lc ,
(0)
∇rarb = −
1
2
f cabrc
△
=
(0)
ωcab rc. (5.79)
This is the Levi-Civita connection on the group manifold: it is metric compatible and torsion
free. Its Riemann curvature tensor is non-vanishing and is given by
Rabcd =
1
4
fabi f
i
cd. (5.80)
Let us now work in a left-invariant basis. Then, from (5.77) and (5.79), we have
(0)
ωcab −
(r)
ωcab =
1
2
f cab (5.81)
Similarly, in a right-invariant basis we may write
(0)
ωcab −
(l)
ωcab = −1
2
f cab (5.82)
Now, recalling that the difference of two connections is a tensorial object, and denoting by
(0)
ωµνρ := Γ
µ
νρ the coefficients of the Levi-Civita connection in a coordinate basis, we see that
(l/r)
ωµ νρ = Γ
µ
νρ ±
1
2
fµνρ, (5.83)
where the upper (lower) sign corresponds to the left (right) parallelism. By inspecting (5.83)
and (5.75), and becauseHµνρ = fµνρ, we notice that the H-field acts as a parallelizing torsion.
According to the sign in front of the Wess-Zumino term, it thus selects the curvature-free
connection associated with left or right parallelism.
5.1.6 Further remarks
We end this first contact with WZW models with some comments.
• We have observed that the WZW model possesses an affine symmetry generated by the
holomorphic and anti-holomorphic currents J and J , whose modes satisfy the affine
Lie algebra (5.45). It turns out that this algebra already emerges at the classical level,
within the Hamiltonian formalism. Indeed, starting from (5.74), and imposing the
canonical equal-time Poisson brackets
{Xµ(σ),Πν(σ′)}PB = δµν δ(σ − σ′) , (5.84)
with Πν denoting the conjugate momenta to Xµ, a somewhat lengthy computation
starting from (5.34) (see [171] for details) reveals that
{Ja(σ), Jb(σ′)}PB = f abc Jc(σ)δ(σ − σ′) + kβab∂σδ(σ − σ′) (5.85)
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Expanding in modes as
Ja(x−) =
∑
n
Jan(τ)e
inσ , (5.86)
one gets
{Jan , Jbm}PB = f abc Jcn+m + knβabδn+m. (5.87)
The c-number term appearing in (5.85) with the derivative of a delta function is called
a Schwinger term, and is responsible for the occurrence of a classical central extension
of the current algebra.
• The shift k→ k + cg in the pre-factor of the energy-momentum tensor that we noticed
in Sect. 5.1.4, can be given another interpretation. Its origin can be traced back
by computing the effective action of the WZW model [172]. The notions of effective
action and effective potential show up when, starting from a classical action (e.g. the
WZW action (5.15)), one would like to encode quantum fluctuations, i.e. perturbative
loop corrections. In this situation, counterterms which shift the values of the coupling
constants (whose roles are played by the background fields g and B in WZW models)
have to be included in the Lagrangian. The net effect is that the vacuum expectation
value 〈φ〉 of the quantum field φ of the theory departs from its classical value, obtained
by minimizing the potential energy. There exists however, in the full quantum theory,
a function whose minimum gives the exact value of 〈φ〉 △= φcl, as well as a functional
Γ[φcl] (not to be confused with the WZ term (5.16)!) satisfying
δ
δφcl
Γ[φcl] = 0. (5.88)
These are, respectively, called effective potential and effective action (see [150, 145] for
example, or any other textbook on QFT). In general, these two quantities will satisfy
Γ[φcl] = S[φcl] +O(~) , Veff (φcl) = V (φcl) +O(~), (5.89)
where S and V denote the classical action and potential. For WZW models, the role of
~ is roughly played by 1/k, and the classical limit would correspond to a large level k.
It turns out that, in the case of the WZW model, the effective action can be computed
exactly. The result is [172]:
Γ[g] =
k + cg
k
S[g]. (5.90)
The expression (5.90) for the effective action implies that the exact target space metric
and B-field of the corresponding conformal sigma model are given by their classical
expressions (see (5.74)), modulo the replacement k→ k+cg. Stated in yet another way,
the pre-factor 1/k in front of the energy-momentum tensor receives a finite multiplica-
tive renormalization from quantum effects, which could be calculated in perturbation
theory, yielding the expansion (1/k)(1− cg/k+ · · · ) of the exact value 1/(k+ cg) [173].
• So far, we have left aside important questions related to the peculiar nature of the
Wess-Zumino term (5.16). Can such a term always be defined? Is the extension from Σ
to B unique? Remember that the string worldsheet Σ can be mapped onto the complex
plane (plus the point at infinity), or equivalently onto the Riemann sphere S2. Then the
field g can be seen as mapping S2 into the group manifold G. Therefore the homotopy
groups πn(G) enter consideration (see e.g. [174]). The elements of πn(G) are the
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equivalence classes of continuous maps of the n-sphere Sn into G. Two such maps are
equivalent if their images can be continuously deformed into each other. If all images of
Sn in G are contractible to a point, then the n-th homotopy group of G is trivial, πn(G)
= 0. A non-trivial πn(G) indicates the presence of non-contractible n-cycles
5 in G. So,
homotopy is quite a fine measure of the topology of a group manifold G. For example,
πn(G) = Z implies there is a non-contractible n-cycle in G that generates πn(G), and a
map Sn→G can “wind around” this cycle any number ∈ Z of times.
Therefore, a condition for the Wess-Zumino term to be defined, i.e. for g to be extended
to a map (again denoted g) of B into G, where ∂B = S2, is that
π2(G) = 0. (5.91)
This holds true for any compact connected Lie group, and for non-compact groups with
trivial (Rn) topology. On the other hand, if the WZW action is to describe a local
theory on the worldsheet, then the physics should be independent of which particular
choice of the three-dimensional extension B of S2 is used. This requires that the
path integral e−S is single-valued. The difference between any two values of ΓB can
be represented as an integral of Γ over S3, since B′ −B is homotopically equivalent to
S3. Now, it can be observed [170, 175] that ΓS3[g] is precisely 2πi times the winding
number Q[g] of the map g : S3→G, which, for any g, is an integer6. There are different
situations. If π3(G) = 0, then all the extensions g can be mapped continuously on
one another, and Γ[g] is independent of the extension chosen . If π3(G) = Z, as it is
the case for any compact simply-connected simple Lie group, then exp(−kΓ[g]) will be
independent of how the extension into the three-space is made, provided the level k is
an integer.
Historically, the WZW model has been introduced in [39] in the context of non-abelian
bosonization in two dimensions. It had been known [176, 177] that, in 1+1 dimensions,
the theory of a massless Dirac fermion is equivalent to that of a free massless scalar field
(see also [169], Sect.2). Quantum equivalence of the two theories here means equivalence of
their correlation functions [43]. This implies directly that the two theories have the same
symmetry algebra (i.e. the same Ward identities associated with the symmetry) and the
same primary-field spectrum (which is encoded in the two-point correlation functions). The
procedure of representing fermionic quantities in terms of bosonic ones is called bosonization.
In [39], this procedure was generalized to a system of N free massless Dirac or Majorana
fermions, where the quantum equivalence with bosonic SU(N) and O(N) WZW models at
level k = 1 was shown . Algebraic aspects of the WZW model have then been developed
in [41, 42], stressing the importance of the Sugawara construction in proving the conformal
invariance of the model. The relevance of the WZW model to string theory seems to have
first been pointed out in [42]. The role played by the torsion (see Sect. 5.1.5) in the conformal
invariance of the model has been emphasized in [178].
5A cycle is a n-dimensional submanifold without boundary; a non-contractible one is also not a boundary
itself.
6For G = SU(2) ≃ S3, the map Q[g] counts how many times the target sphere S3 is covered by the map g
as we cover the original S3 once [170],p16. This is also valid for any Lie group G having an SU(2) subgroup,
since a theorem of Bott states that any continuous mapping of S3 into a general simple Lie group can be
continuously deformed into a mapping of S3 into an SU(2) subgroup of G.
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5.2 Symmetric D-branes in WZW models
We have seen in the previous section that WZW models share many features of string theory
in flat space-time. The analogies we already encountered are recalled in Table 5.1. We
would now like to address the question of the existence of D-branes in group manifolds.
We know from the previous chapter that D-brane configurations in an arbitrary background
have to satisfy the Dirac-Born-Infeld equations (see Sect. 4.6.3), at least in some limit (that
of slowly varying electric fields on the brane). Nevertheless, we will tackle the problem
another way around, exploiting again the similarities with the flat case analysis. This will
lead us to a particular class of D-branes in group manifolds, called symmetric D-branes
[179, 180, 181, 182, 183, 184, 185].
Flat case WZW models
currents ∂Xµ, ∂¯Xµ J, J¯
e.o.m. ∂∂¯Xµ =0 ∂J¯ = 0, ∂¯J = 0
closed string modes αµn, α˜
µ
n Jan , J¯
a
n
energy-momentum tensor T (z) ∼ :∂X.∂X: T (z) ∼ :J.J:
Virasoro generators Ln ∼
∑
m :αmαn−m: Ln ∼
∑
m :Jm.Jn−m:
Table 5.1: Analogies between strings in flat space and WZW models. The anti-holomorphic coun-
terparts of the energy-momentum tensor and of the Virasoro generators are omitted.
5.2.1 Gluing conditions
We have already seen that D-branes are defined by open string boundary conditions. These
can be of two types: Neumann or Dirichlet. In terms of complex coordinates z = eτ+iσ
and z = eτ−iσ, a Dp-brane corresponds to the following boundary conditions at z = z (i.e.
σ = 0, π):
Neumann : ∂Xµ = ∂Xµ , µ = 0, · · · , p
Dirichlet : ∂Xi = −∂Xi , i = p+ 1, · · · ,D. (5.92)
This can be written in more compact form as
∂X =M∂X at z = z, (5.93)
whereM is a diagonal D×D matrix with (p+1) “+1” entries and (D−p−1) “−1” entries.
The conformal field theory associated with open strings is defined on the upper half-plane, as
we saw in the previous chapter. The boundary conditions imposed on the currents ∂X and
∂X at the boundary z = z translate into the following condition relating the holomorphic
and anti-holomorphic energy-momentum tensors:
T (z) = T (z) at z = z. (5.94)
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This actually defines what is called a boundary conformal field theory (BCFT). In a half-
plane, the admissible diffeomorphisms must respect the boundary, taken as the real axis.
Thus only real analytic changes of coordinates satisfying ǫ(z) = ǫ¯(z) for z = z real are
allowed. The condition (5.94) expresses the absence of momentum flow across the boundary
and enables one to extend the definition of T to the lower half-plane by T (z) := T (z) for
Im(z) < 0. As a consequence of (5.92) and (5.94), only one set of oscillators survives in the
mode expansions, and there is only one copy of the Virasoro algebra. Conditions (5.93)
can be slightly extended by starting from the following action, describing an open string in
non-trivial background fields g and B, whose ends couple to the massless open string mode
A:
S = − 1
4πα′
∫
Σ
d2x
(
gmn∂aX
m∂aXn +Bmn∂aX
m∂bX
nǫab
)
+
∫
∂Σ
dτAm(X
n)∂τX
m. (5.95)
The boundary conditions at ∂Σ derived from this action are
∂τX
i = 0 Dirichlet
gµν∂σX
ν = Fµν∂τXν Neumann (5.96)
with
Fµν = Bµν + 2πα′Fµν , F = dA. (5.97)
These can be rewritten in a more compact form as
∂Xm = Cmn ∂X
n , (5.98)
where the −1 eigenvalues of the matrix C correspond to Dirichlet boundary conditions, while
for the Neumann boundary conditions, µ, ν = 0, · · · , p, we have
Cµν = (D
−1.A)µν , A = g −F ,D = g + F . (5.99)
It is clear that the field F is only defined along Neumann boundary conditions, i.e. in the
worldvolume of the Dp-brane. This is because A and F are associated with the open strings’
endpoints, and consequently only exist in the directions where these are allowed to move.
A natural generalization of (5.93) and (5.98) in the case of group manifolds is provided
by
J = r(J) at z = z, (5.100)
where r is a Lie algebra automorphism, r ∈ Aut(g). These are called gluing conditions.
They ensure that the resulting D-brane configuration will be conformally invariant, since the
condition (5.94) will be respected (as follows from the Sugawara construction and from the
fact that B(ψ(X), ψ(Y )) = B(X,Y ), with B the Killing form of g, ∀ψ ∈ Aut(g), ∀X,Y ∈
g). Actually, the conditions (5.100) preserve one half of the original infinite-dimensional
symmetry of the current algebra [180]. The D-brane corresponding to these gluing conditions
are therefore called symmetric D-branes.
5.2.2 Geometry of symmetric D-branes
Let us determine the geometry of the D-brane configurations described by the gluing condi-
tions (5.100) (for a detailed account, see [180]). Returning to the coordinates (σ, τ), (5.100)
can be rewritten as
i(1 − r ◦ Adg)g−1∂σg = (1 + r ◦Adg)g−1∂τg , (5.101)
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implying that g−1∂τg ∈ Im(1− r ◦Adg). Then, there exists Y ∈ g such that
∂τg = Y g − gr(Y ). (5.102)
Eq. (5.102) shows that the vector ∂τg, which must be tangent to the D-brane worldvolume
at σ = (0, π), belongs to TgC
R
g , where
CRg = {h g R(h−1) , h ∈ G}, (5.103)
with R the Lie group automorphism corresponding to r (R(etY ) = et r(Y )). When R = Id,
(5.103) represents regular conjugacy classes of G. When R is an inner automorphism, (5.103)
describes a translated conjugacy class. When R is an outer automorphism, (5.103) describes a
twisted conjugacy class, which we already encountered in the first part of this work. Defining
the twisted centralizer of an element h ∈ G as
ZR(g) = {h ∈ G |hgR(h−1) = g}, (5.104)
the twisted conjugacy class CRg can be described as the homogeneous space
CRg ≃ G/ZR(g), (5.105)
since it can be seen as an the orbit of g under the twisted action of G on itself: G×G→G :
(g, h)→ hgR(h−1) (see also Sect 1.2.1).
Provided that the Killing metric restricts nondegenerately to CRg , the tangent space at
g splits into the tangent space to the conjugacy class and its orthogonal complement, which
can be identified with the tangent space to ZR(g) [183]:
TgG = TgC
R
g
⊥⊕ TgZR(g). (5.106)
At the identity, this can also be expressed as
g = Im(I − r ◦Adg)
⊥⊕Ker(I − r ◦ Adg)
= T ‖e G
⊥⊕ T⊥e G (5.107)
5.2.3 Boundary WZW model
We have defined symmetric D-branes in WZW models through gluing conditions relating the
chiral currents J and J , at z = z. An obvious question one could ask is: do (5.100) arise as
boundary conditions from the original action (5.15)? The answer is clearly no. The reason
for this is that boundary conditions of course only come out of the variation of the action of
an open string. But then comes the point: an open string worldsheet Σ has a boundary, in
contrast to a closed string one. Thus one cannot find a three-dimensional extension B such
that ∂B = Σ. To cure this problem, one considers, in addition to (5.16), rewritten as∫
B′
g˜′∗H (5.108)
the following term:
−
∫
D
g′∗ω (5.109)
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which has to be added to (5.15) to give
S =
∫
Σ
Tr(g−1dg ∧ ∗g−1dg) +
∫
B′
g˜′∗H −
∫
D
g′∗ω, (5.110)
where the first term of (5.15) has been reformulated in the language of differential forms, the
exterior derivative being understood as acting on the worldsheet coordinates7. This action
is called the boundary WZW model . Let us pause for a moment to explain the different
notations. The boundary action we just introduced is to describe open strings ending on a
D-brane, which in the case of interest will be represented geometrically by twisted conjugacy
classes C. D is a two-dimensional submanifold chosen in such a way that
∂(Σ′) △= ∂(Σ ∪D) = ∅. (5.111)
It then does make sense to define a three-dimensional extension B′ such that ∂B′ = Σ′.
The maps g′ and g˜′ simply extend the map g (5.14) as g′ : Σ′→G and g˜′ : B′→G. The
submanifold D has to satisfy g′(D) ⊂ C. The D-brane configuration will be characterized in
this setting by a two-form ω defined on its worldvolume, satisfying
dω = H|C := dB|C , (5.112)
where the subscript indicates the restriction to the D-brane worldvolume8. Since d(ω−B)|C =
0, one can locally define the one-form potential A such that
F
△
= dA = ω −B|C . (5.113)
The two topological terms (5.108) and (5.109) can then successively be rewritten as∫
B′
g˜′∗H =
∫
Σ∪D
g′∗B
=
∫
Σ
g∗B +
∫
D
g′∗B (5.114)
and
−
∫
D
g′∗ω = −
∫
D
g′∗B −
∫
D
g′∗dA
= −
∫
D
g′∗B −
∫
∂D
g′∗A
= −
∫
D
g′∗B +
∫
∂Σ
g′∗A, (5.115)
7Using complex coordinates on the worldsheet (such that the components of the metric tensor are gzz = 1/2,
gzz = gzz = 0), the integration measure is (1/2)dzdz. The integration of the exterior product of two one-
forms a and b on Σ is
R
Σ
a ∧ b =
R
Σ
d2xǫijaibj , with a = azdz + azdz and ǫ
zz = −ǫzz = 2i. In two
dimensions, the Hodge dual ∗dxi of a one-form dxi is ∗dxi = ǫijdxj . The first term is therefore equal to
2
R
Σ
d2xTr
`
g−1∂gg−1∂g
´
. These conventions amount to those in [186], where gzz = 1 and ǫ
zz = i
8Of course, the condition is trivially satisfied if one deals with D1-branes, since the worldvolume is then
two-dimensional
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so that the boundary action can be brought into the form (omitting multiplicative factors)
S =
∫
Σ
Tr(g−1dg ∧ ∗g−1dg) +
∫
Σ
g∗B +
∫
∂Σ
g∗A. (5.116)
This action precisely coincides with the action (5.95), and describes an open string propagat-
ing in the WZW backgrounds, ending on a D-brane where it couples to a one-form living on
the brane. Comparing (5.95) and (5.116) allows us to identify the two-form ω with F , where
we have set 2πα′ = 1.
We have seen that the geometry of symmetric D-branes is completely encoded in the
gluing conditions (5.100). We will now show that this is also the case for the two-form
field ω living on its worldvolume. Let us first point out that the gluing conditions are not,
strictly speaking, boundary conditions derived from an action. The reason is of course that
the currents are Lie-algebra valued objects, taking values in the tangent space to the group
manifold at the identity. However, it is possible to turn them into boundary conditions by an
appropriate translation on the group manifold [180]. Plugging (5.34) into (5.100), one gets
∂Xn = R˜nm∂X
m, (5.117)
with
R˜nm = −rnb Rba θam (5.118)
being the point-dependent matrix of boundary conditions. At a given point, a Dirichlet
boundary condition corresponds to a −1 eigenvalue of R˜, meaning that the directions normal
to the worldvolume of the D-brane are spanned by the corresponding eigenvectors of R˜. By
an appropriate redefinition of the coordinates Xm, (5.117) reduces to
∂τX
i = 0 Dirichlet
A+µν∂σXν = A−µν∂τXν Neumann, (5.119)
with A+ = 1+ R˜ and A− = 1− R˜. Since A+ is invertible in Neumann directions, the second
equation may be rewritten
∂σX
ν =
(A+.A−)µ
ν
∂τX
ν . (5.120)
Comparing this to the second equation of (5.96), we get (remembering that ω = F)
ωµν = gµα
(A+.A−)α
ν
, (5.121)
where the indices run only on the Neumann directions. The two-form ω can be expressed in
a more geometrical way as [179, 181, 187]
ω = B(g−1dg,
1 + r ◦ Adg
1− r ◦ Adg g
−1dg), (5.122)
its action on two vectors u, v ∈ TgCRg ∼ g Im(1− r ◦ Adg) being given by
ωg(u, v) = B(g
−1u,
1 + r ◦ Adg
1− r ◦ Adg g
−1v). (5.123)
It can be checked that ω satisfies all the required properties. First, it is well defined, since
(1−r ◦Adg) is invertible on TeCRe . Secondly, ω is single-valued, even if (1−r ◦Adg)−1g−1v is
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possibly not, since two choices differ by an element of Ker(1− r ◦ Adg), which is orthogonal
to g−1u ∈ Im(1 − r ◦ Adg). Then, ω is indeed a two-form, as ωg(u, v) = −ωg(v, u). Finally,
we may verify that dω|
CRg
= H|
CRg
[181].
We thus conclude that a symmetric D-brane configuration is described by a (twisted)
conjugacy class endowed with a two-form ω which is uniquely determined in terms of the
gluing conditions (5.100). This implies, in particular, that if one makes a certain gauge
choice for the B-field in the bulk, then the field F on a given D-brane is uniquely determined
in terms of ω, and the pull-back on the worldvolume of the D-brane of that B-field.
Let us end this section by making two remarks. First, we discussed in Sect.5.1.6 the
possible ambiguities in the definition of the three-dimensional extension B of ∂Σ. The sit-
uation will be sensitively more subtle for the boundary actions (5.110) or (5.116). Once D
has been fixed, the choice of B is again parameterized by π3(G), as in the closed string case.
On the other hand, the choice of D will be parameterized by π2(C
R
g ). Looking at the last
term of (5.116), this implies that
∫
S2 F will be quantized [188, 189, 181] when π2(C
R
g ) does
not vanish. Subtleties appear relating to the fact that the only gauge invariant quantities in
the boundary action are H and ω = B|C + F (i.e. the gauge-invariant combination in the
DBI action), so that it may seem ambiguous to express a quantization condition in terms
of a quantity that is not gauge invariant. In particular, there are situations where F could
be gauged away by an appropriate gauge choice for B [188, 190, 191]. Without entering the
details of this tricky question, let us remark that this apparent paradox can be accounted for
by noticing that H is closed, but not necessarily exact, so B may not be defined globally. In
this case, the boundary action has to be supplemented by an additional term corresponding
to the integral of B over a two-dimensional surface surrounding the singularities of B. This
modification ensures that the quantization conditions are the same for any gauge choice for
B (see [189],p45, for an explicit example).
Also, it has been checked that symmetric D-branes configuration corresponding to regular
(twisted) conjugacy classes in compact groups do satisfy the DBI equations of motion. The
spectrum of quadratic fluctuations reveals that these solutions are stable in the space G×R
(for a flat time direction). It also turns out that the energy spectrum derived from the
DBI action coincides, up to some details, with the exact CFT description of these branes,
suggesting that the DBI action may be valid outside its believed range of applicability [187].
5.3 Gauged WZW models
The WZW action functional (5.15) is invariant under transformations (5.27), thus in par-
ticular under the global G × G action. Given a Lagrangian with a (global) symmetry, it is
usually possible to gauge this symmetry, introducing gauge fields and constructing a gauge
invariant extension of the original Lagrangian. In the context of WZW models, one would
like to consider an extension of the original action which would be invariant under
g(z, z)→hL(z, z)g(z, z) (hR(z, z))−1 , (5.124)
where hL/R represent embeddings of left/right subgroupsHL/R ⊂ G into G. It turns out that,
generically, such a gauge invariant extension of (5.15) does not exist, unless one is restricted
to so-called anomaly-free subgroups[186], which are such that
Tr(Ta,LTb,L − Ta,RTb,R) = 0. (5.125)
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Here, Ta,L/R represent embeddings of the generators of the Lie algebras of HL/R into g. This
restriction is rooted in the peculiar nature of the Wess-Zumino term (5.16), which does not
allow for an invariant extension under a general gauging, whereas the kinetic term in (5.15)
can always be gauged by replacing ordinary derivatives by covariant ones [186]. The action
for the gauged WZW model is9
S(g,A) =
k
16π
∫
Σ
Tr(g−1dAg ∧ ∗g−1dAg) + iΓ(g,A), (5.126)
where dA is the gauge-invariant extension of the exterior derivative, and
10
Γ(g,A) = Γ(g)− 1
16π
∫
Σ
Tr(AL ∧ dgg−1 +AR ∧ g−1dg +AR g−1 ∧AL g)(5.127)
=
1
48π
∫
B
Tr(g−1dg ∧ g−1dg ∧ g−1dg)
− 3
48π
∫
Σ
Tr(AL ∧ dgg−1 +AR ∧ g−1dg +AR g−1 ∧AL g).
In the last equation, AL and AR are the gauge fields associated with HL and HR. These are
Lie algebra-valued one forms:
AL/R = A
aTa,L/Rdz + A¯
aTa,L/Rdz := AL/Rdz + A¯L/Rdz, (5.128)
with an obvious abuse of notation. The gauge-invariant exterior derivative is given by
dAg = dg +ALg − gAR. (5.129)
It may then be checked that (5.127) is invariant under the following variation of the fields
δg = ǫa(z, z)(Ta,Lg − gTa,R)
δAL = −duL + [uL, AL]
δAR = −duR + [uR, AR] , uL/R = ǫa(z, z)Ta,L/R, (5.130)
if condition (5.125) is satisfied11. The gauged action can be rewritten in a more easy to
handle way as
S(g,A) = k
S(g) + 1
4π
∫
Σ
d2xTr
(
AL∂gg
−1 − A¯Rg−1∂g + 1
2
(ALA¯L +ARA¯R)− g−1ALgA¯R
) ,
(5.131)
where S(g) is the ungauged WZW action (5.15). The most commonly used gaugings corre-
spond to the choices
hL = hR ∈ H axial , hL = h −1R ∈ H vector, (5.132)
9there is a global factor of 2 w.r.t. [186], eq. (A.18)
10Note that, in the scanned version of [186], there is a missing term in eq. (A.16).
11The first term of (5.126) is identically invariant under (5.130), while (5.127) is only when (5.125) holds,
which can be checked from (5.127) and (5.130), using the fact that δTr(g−1dg)3 = 3dTr(uL(dgg−1)2 −
uR(g
−1dg)2).
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respectively called axial and vector gaugings, for which the gauge fields (5.128) are AL =
AR = A (axial) or AL = −AR = A (vector).
The gauged WZW models represent, besides their ungauged cousins, another class of con-
formal field theories. For every anomaly-free subgroup of G ×G (with generators satisfying
(5.125)), one has a corresponding gauge-invariant generalization of the WZW action which,
upon quantization, leads to a conformal field theory [186]. Gauged WZW models were exten-
sively studied at the end of the nineties [192, 193, 194, 195, 196, 197, 198, 199], mainly with
the aim of giving a Lagrangian description of the Goddard-Kent-Olive (GKO) construction of
coset models [200] (whose first traces date back to [201, 202]). The GKO construction can be
expressed very roughly as follows (for more details, see [169, 43]). Let gˆ be an affine algebra
with a subalgebra hˆ. Assume for simplicity that g and h are both simple. We can choose
an orthonormal basis for g which includes as a subset an orthonormal basis for h, say Ja0 ,
a = 0, · · · ,dimh. The Sugawara construction (5.47) can be applied to both gˆ and hˆ, to obtain
Virasoro generators Lgn and L
h
n. They have different prefactors and different c-numbers in
general. Defining
Lg/hn = L
g
n − Lhn , (5.133)
it may be seen that the L
g/h
n s satisfy a Virasoro algebra, with a central charge given by the
difference of the central charges of the constituent models:
cg/h =
k dim(g)
(k + cg)
− k dim(h)
(k + ch)
, (5.134)
where k is the level of gˆ and ch the dual Coxeter number of h. An important remark is
that the coset construction allows for a description of models with a central charge less
than unity, in contrast to WZW models12. It is furthermore expected that any solvable
CFT can be described by some coset model [43]. From the point of view of string theory,
a number of new exact backgrounds can in principle be constructed starting with gauged
WZWmodels, a famous example being the two-dimensional black hole (see [44] and references
therein) obtained as a gauged SL(2,R)/U(1) model. A procedure to extract a background
field interpretation from (5.126) is the following. As the Lagrangian is quadratic in the gauge
fields, these can be integrated out using their equations of motion, which are algebraic (stated
another way, the path integral over the gauge fields is Gaussian and can be performed). As
such, the resulting solution is degenerate due to the gauge invariance (5.124). We may then
use the latter to fix the gauge, reducing the number of fields from dim g to dim g/h. The
metric and B-field can be identified by comparing the resulting action to the non-linear
sigma model (4.192). These fields have to be supplemented by a dilaton field coming from
the measure in the path integral when integrating over the gauge fields [44, 203, 153]. A
more convenient strategy consists in determining it from the one-loop equations. It should
be noticed that the gauged action (5.126) does not enjoy the same property (5.90) as the
ungauged model, and that the background fields will be affected by quantum corrections.
Therefore, the backgrounds are only valid to first order in α′ or in 1/k. Techniques exist
however which allow us to determine the backgrounds to all orders, at least in principle [204,
172, 45, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209]. As an example, the exact metrics for the SU(2)/U(1) and
SL(2,R)/U(1) gauged models appear to be different from the standard G-invariant metrics
G/U(1), being deformed due to the presence of a non-constant dilaton [204].
12For a WZW model, we always have c > rankg, see e.g. [169] p363
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5.4 Marginal deformations of WZW models
As we discussed in sections 4.5.2 and 4.5.3, it may be possible, given a conformally invariant
model, to deform it using truly marginal operators of the theory, so as to obtain a new class
of conformal field theories. This is of direct interest in particular in the context of string
theory, since marginal deformations of WZW models could allow us to reach a wide variety
of new exact string theory backgrounds. We will therefore consider the following deformation
of the action (5.15):
Sλ = S0 + λ
∫
d2z O(z, z), (5.135)
where λ is a parameter being switched on continuously. A necessary condition for the operator
O(z, z) to be exactly marginal is obviously that it is marginal, i.e. of conformal weights (1, 1).
In WZW models, such operators are naturally present, and appear to be truly marginal under
additional conditions.
5.4.1 Symmetric deformations
The basic OPEs for a WZW model include
T (z)Ja(w) ∼ J
a(w)
(z − w)2 +
∂Ja(w)
z − w
T (z)J
a
(w) ∼ J
a
(w)
(z − w)2 +
∂J
a
(w)
z − w , (5.136)
which express that the currents Ja and J
a
have conformal weights (1, 0) and (0, 1) respectively.
Therefore, any operator of the form
O(z, z) =
∑
a,b
cabJ
a(z)J
b
(z) (5.137)
will represent a marginal operator in the WZW model. A necessary and sufficient condition
for (5.137) to be exactly marginal was found in [47], and reads∑
a,b
cadcbef
abg = 0 ∀ d, e, g. (5.138)
To show that it is necessary, one has to compute the change in the conformal dimension of
O(z, z) due to adding the term λO(z, z) to the Lagrangian, and observe that there is a non-
zero contribution at order λ2 unless (5.138) is satisfied13. This can be done by computing
the two-point function of O(z, z) perturbatively in λ. To ensure that (5.138) are sufficient,
it may be checked that, whenever (5.138) holds, O(z, z) retains dimension (1, 1) to all orders
in λ.
One would now like to identify the background corresponding to a symmetrically deformed
WZW model. Besides the simple case of a free boson compactified on a circle, for which
switching on a deformation O(z, z) = ∂X∂X¯ simply changes the compactification radius (see
[210] for example), it is not completely straightforward to extract the geometrical content of
13Actually, the original derivation of [47] assumes that the group on which the WZW model is based is
compact, i.e. such that the components βab of the (diagonalized) Killing metric are all positive. For more
general groups, it seems that this condition is no longer necessary, see eq. (11) of [47].
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the deformed background. We are going to focus on a trivial solution of (5.138), consisting
of constructing O(z, z) from currents belonging to the Cartan subalgebra of g, which all
commute. Furthermore, we will restrict ourselves to rank 1 algebras.
Various approaches exist to determine the background fields of a symmetric deformation.
A first technique was developed by Hassan and Sen in reference [211], where they conjectured
that O(d, d) transformations of the background fields of any WZW model correspond to
marginal deformation of the WZW theory by an appropriate combination of left and right
moving currents belonging to the Cartan subalgebra. More precisely, one has to identify a
coordinate system in which the background fields are independent of d space dimensions, and
where metric and B field are written in a block diagonal form. In this way the following
2d× 2d matrix is defined:
M =
(
gˆ−1 −gˆ−1Bˆ
Bˆgˆ−1 gˆ − Bˆgˆ−1Bˆ
)
, (5.139)
where gˆ and Bˆ are the pull-backs of the metric and B-field on the selected directions. Then
the action of the O(d, d) group on these fields and dilaton is given by:
M →M ′ = ΩMΩt, (5.140)
Φ→ Φ′ = Φ− 1
4
log
(
det gˆ
det gˆ′
)
, (5.141)
where gˆ′ is the metric after the transformation (5.140) and Ω ∈ O(d, d). The components of
the fields g and B which do not appear in M remain unchanged under the transformation. It
must be emphasized that these transformation rules are valid at the lowest order in α′ (but
at all orders in the deformation parameters). So, although the model is exact, as we learn
from the CFT side, the field expressions that we find are only true at leading order in α′.
We may also note that not all O(d, d) transformations will lead to a non-trivial change in the
backgrounds. First, matrices of the form
Ω2 =
(
(AT )−1 0
0 A
)
, Ω3 =
(
1d 0
C 1d
)
, (5.142)
with A and C constant matrices in d dimensions, and C antisymmetric generate transforma-
tions of the form gˆ→AgˆAT , Bˆ→ABˆAT and Bˆ→ Bˆ+C. These are implemented by general
coordinate transformations of the form X ′m = Amn Xn and gauge transformations of Bmn
with gauge parameter Λm = CmnX
n. Then, an element Ω1 in the O(d) × O(d) subgroup of
O(d, d) can be parameterized as
Ω1 =
1
2
(
R+ S R− S
R− S R+ S
)
, (5.143)
with R,S ∈ O(d). The diagonal part R = S corresponds to rotations in d-dimensions.
Matrices of the form Ω1 modulo the diagonal subgroup form a coset O(d) × O(d)/O(d). A
general O(d, d) transformation may be expressed as the product of an element of this coset and
elements of the group generated by Ω2 and Ω3 [212]. Thus, the non-trivial transformations
correspond to elements of the coset O(d)×O(d)/O(d), which may be labelled by an element
of O(d) by making the choice of representative S = RT .
When the d spectator coordinates are compact, a new background obtained by a trans-
formation of coordinates is not equivalent to the old background if we assume the same
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periodicity for the new and old coordinates. For angular variables, one can indeed end up
with backgrounds exhibiting conical singularities, which can be removed using an appropri-
ate change of coordinates. As a simple example, suppose that the resulting background is
ds2 = (1/C2)dr2 + r2dθ2, C 6= 1, with r ∈ R+ and θ ∈ [0, 2, π[. This metric has a conical
singularity at r = 0, which can easily be removed through the change of coordinates r′ = rC,
θ′ = θ/C, where θ′ ∈ [0, 2π[.
Let us get familiar with this procedure by considering a simple example, which will not
be chosen at random since it will be closely related to our analysis in the next chapter. Let
us therefore consider a WZW model based on the group SU(2), with elements parametrized
as
g(β, ψ, φ) = ei
ψ−ϕ
2
σ3eiβσ2ei
ψ+ϕ
2
σ3 . (5.144)
This model describes strings propagating on a three-sphere S3, with background metric and
B-field written as
ds2 = dβ2 + sin2 βdφ2 + cos2 βdψ2 (5.145)
H = dB = ± sin 2βdβ ∧ dψ ∧ dφ, (5.146)
where the sign in front of H depends on the choice of orientation of the volume form in the
SU(2) group manifold. The coordinates ψ and φ have a periodicity of 2π, so that the metric
has no coordinate singularity at β = 0 and β = π. Since the background fields (5.145) are
independent of ψ and φ, we may form the 4× 4 matrix M , and act with an O(2, 2) rotation,
whose non-trivial part can be obtained from (5.143) with
R = S−1 = eαT ∈ SO(2). (5.147)
In order to avoid conical singularities, this transformation has to be followed by a change of
coordinates rescaling the angular variables to restore their original periodicity, given by
a−1 0 0 0
0 b−1 0 0
0 −ac a 0
bc 0 0 b
 , (5.148)
with a = cosα, b = cosα− sinα and c = − tanα. The final form of the background is then
obtained as
ds2 = dβ2 +
κ2 cos2 β
cos2 β + κ2 sin2 β
dψ2 +
sin2 β
cos2 β + κ2 sin2 β
dφ2 (5.149)
B =
cos2 β
cos2 β + κ2 sin2 β
dφ ∧ dψ (5.150)
e2Φ =
κ
cos2 β + κ2 sin2 β
, (5.151)
where κ = 11−tanα . The undeformed background is obtained for κ = 1. The deformed model
can be written as
Sκ =
k
2π
∫
d2z
(
∂β∂β +
sin2 β
∆κ
∂φ∂φ+
κ2 cos2 β
∆κ
∂ψ∂ψ +
cos2 β
∆κ
(∂φ∂ψ − ∂ψ∂φ)
)
, (5.152)
with
∆κ = cos
2 β + κ2 sin2 β (5.153)
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To identify (5.152) with the symmetric deformation, we note that an infinitesimal variation
away from the original model κ = 1 can be recast as
Sκ=1+δκ = Sκ=1 − k
π
δκ
∫
d2zJ3J
3
, (5.154)
where J3 and J
3
are the components of the chiral currents (5.24), defined by
J i =
1
2
Tr(iσi∂gg
−1) , J i =
1
2
Tr(iσig
−1∂g), (5.155)
which read explicitly
J3 = sin2 β∂φ+ cos2 β∂ψ , J
3
= sin2 β∂φ− cos2 β∂ψ. (5.156)
We have thus obtained the symmetric deformation of the SU(2) model by the truly marginal
operator O(z, z) = J3(z)J3(z). For a generic value of the deformation parameter R, one gets
Sκ+δκ = Sκ − k
2π
δκ2
∫
d2zJ3κ J¯
3
κ , (5.157)
where the following chiral and anti-chiral currents have been defined
J3κ = J
3/∆κ , J¯3κ = J
3
/∆κ. (5.158)
The equations of motion for ψ and φ derived from Sκ simply state that these currents are
conserved:
∂J3κ = 0 , ∂J¯
3
κ = 0. (5.159)
The presence of these currents can be interpreted in the following way [211]. The O(2, 2)
transformation involves two of the target space coordinates on which the background fields
do not depend. Global shifts in these coordinates are therefore commuting isometries of the
backgrounds. The conservation of the currents (5.158) expresses that this global symmetry
is extended into a Û(1)L × Û(1)R symmetry generated by these currents, corresponding
to local shifts with only holomorphic or anti-holomorphic dependences on the worldsheet
coordinates. Therefore the theory contains a pair of chiral currents, and hence, a marginal
operator. The integrability of the marginal perturbation, which was proved in [47] to all
orders in the deformation parameter, starting from the WZW model, ensures that the new
theory Sκ+δκ also contains chiral currents and can be further perturbed. As a result, the
symmetric deformation breaks the original ŜU(2)L × ŜU(2)R symmetry of the SU(2) WZW
model into Û(1)L × Û(1)R.
Another way of implementing the symmetric deformation has been put forward in [213],
for deformations of the SU(2) model. There it is shown that the whole deformation line can
be realized as an axially and vectorially gauged (SU(2)× U(1)) /U(1) WZW model, in which
the embedding of the dividing group has a component in both factors. Let us work this out
explicitly. We write a general element of SU(2)× U(1) as
g =
 cos βeiψ sin βeiφ 0− sin βe−iφ cos βe−iψ 0
0 0 eiX
 (5.160)
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The corresponding gauged WZW action (5.126) is
S ∝
∫
d2z
(
∂β∂β + sin2 β∂φ∂φ+ cos2 β∂ψ∂ψ + cos2 β(∂φ∂ψ − ∂ψ∂φ) + 1
2
∂X∂X
)
+
∫
d2zLA,
(5.161)
with
LA = Tr
(
A¯Rg
−1∂g −AL∂gg−1 + A¯Rg−1ALg − 1
2
(ALA¯L +ARA¯R)
)
. (5.162)
The gauge fields associated with the subgroup U(1) ⊂ SU(2)× U(1) are expressed as
AL/R = TL/RA(z, z) , A¯L/R = TL/RA¯(z, z) , (5.163)
where TL/R are matrix representations of the Lie algebra of U(1) embedded in a representation
of SU(2)× U(1). For an axial gauging, one has to choose the following embeddings:
TL = diag(i,−i, iλ) = TR , λ ∈ R. (5.164)
From the expression eα(z,z)TLge−α(z,z)TR , we see that a possible gauge choice is ψ = 0. After
integrating out the gauge fields A and A¯, and making this gauge choice, we can read the
background corresponding to the gauged model, which coincides precisely with (5.149), by
setting κ2 = λ
2
λ2+2
and reintroducing the variable ψ as ψ = X/λ. However, with this approach,
we cover only half of the deformation line, that is κ2 < 1. To obtain the other half of the
line, one has to gauge the vector current, and perform a T-duality transformation [213]. By
considering the following embeddings:
TL = diag(i,−i, iλ) = −TR , λ ∈ R, (5.165)
we find that a possible gauge choice is φ = 0. The background we then get is (by relabelling
X→φ):
ds2 = dβ2 + (1/2 +
λ2
4 sin2 β
)dφ2 + cot2 βdψ2 + λ cot2 βdφdψ (5.166)
B = 0 (5.167)
e−Φ = sin β (5.168)
The metric has a scalar curvature independent of the parameter λ : R = −4
sin2 β
. If we
dualize this solution along the φ-direction according to (4.196), we again recover (5.149),
with κ2 = λ
2+2
λ2
> 1 and φ→ λ2φ.
The are two particular points in the moduli space of the deformed model (5.149) : at the
end of the deformation line, κ = 0 (resp. κ = ∞) where we are left with an axially (resp.
vectorially) gauged SU(2)/U(1) model times a free U(1) boson. The resulting backgrounds
are dual in the sense of (4.196), and are referred to as the bell geometry. This shows in
particular that symmetric deformations allow us to link the WZW models and their gaugings
continuously.
To end this section, we must stress that we have essentially focused on the sigma-model
interpretation of the deformed models, illustrated by a simple example, the SU(2) model.
These constructions can be extended to more general WZWmodels, and can also be described
in terms of general conformal field theory considerations, where e.g. the partition function of
the deformed model can in principle be written down (see [214] and references therein, also
[210, 92, 215]).
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5.4.2 Asymmetric deformations
The spectrum of possible deformations of WZW models can be further enlarged, if one con-
siders their N = 1 supersymmetric extension. In particular, a given WZW model based on g
can be embedded in heterotic string theory, by adding dim g left-moving free fermions trans-
forming in the adjoint representation of g, while leaving the right-moving sector unchanged.
As a result, we end up with a left-moving N = 1 current algebra and a right-moving N = 0
one (for details, see [216, 217, 218]). We are therefore allowed to consider the following
deformation operator
O(z, z) =
r∑
a=1
haJ
a(z)I¯a(z) , (5.169)
where ha are the deformation parameters, J
a(z) belong to the r-dimensional Cartan subal-
gebra of g and I¯a(z) are right-moving currents belonging to the Cartan subalgebra of the
heterotic gauge group14. These are normalized as
I¯i(z)I¯j(w) ∼ kGh
ij
2(z − w)2 , i, j = 1, · · · , rank (gauge group), (5.170)
with hij = f ikl f
lj
k/g
∗, f ikl and g
∗ being the structure constants and dual Coxeter numbers
of the heterotic gauge group. According to the discussion at the beginning of the previous
section, this operator is truly marginal by construction. As for the symmetric deformation,
we will be interested in the background field interpretation of the deformation. We will
again illustrate one way of proceeding for asymmetric deformations of the SU(2) model
[217, 216, 219, 220, 221]. The current I¯(z) belongs in this case to a U(1) subalgebra of the
gauge group, and has a representation in terms of a free boson as I¯ = i∂ϕ, where ϕ(z, z) is
now interpreted as an internal degree of freedom. The deformed action can then be recast as
a 4-dimensional non-linear sigma model, whose backgrounds are independent of the internal
coordinate ϕ. Using Kaluza-Klein reduction, the background fields are found to be
Gµν = G˚µν − 2
r∑
i=a
h2J3µJ
3
ν , (5.171a)
Bµν = B˚µν , (5.171b)
Aµ = h
√
2k
kG
J3µ, (5.171c)
where G˚µν and B˚µν are the initial, unperturbed background fields. It is interesting to point
out that there is, in this case, also an endpoint on the deformation line, corresponding to a
limiting value of the deformation parameter. One observes [217] that, in this limit, a direction
decompactifies and factorizes from the three-dimensional geometry:
S3−→R× S2 as h2→h2max. (5.172)
14We suppose that the WZW model under consideration is part of an exact string background, with critical
total central charge. Because the right-moving sector has only bosons, for which the contribution of the ghosts
is cgh = −26, and because the theory is to have only 10 dimensions to accommodate with the left-moving
sector, a right-moving current algebra with total central charge c = 16 is present, representing the internal
(compactified) bosons, see [135],p170-172. The index ”a” on I¯a(z) is thus completely outside the Lie algebra
g.
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Therefore, an asymmetric deformation allows us to reach the geometric coset S2 ∼ SU(2)/U(1)
(for more general homogeneous spaces interpreted as exact string backgrounds, see [216, 217];
the realization of S2 and AdS2 as exact CFTs had been pointed out in [222, 223, 224]). Let
us finally mention that asymmetric deformations can also be obtained as a gauged model,
and that this again in principle allows to extract the partition function and spectrum of the
deformed model [217, 224, 225, 226].
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Chapter 6
SL(2,R) black holes : deformations
and branes
We are now in a position to apply the machinery developed in the previous chapter to the
case of AdS3 space, whose relevance to string theory now appears clear: it is part of exact
string theory backgrounds, through the SL(2,R) WZW model.
Three-dimensional anti-de Sitter space provides a good laboratory for studying many
aspects of gravity and strings, including black-hole physics. Locally anti-de Sitter three-
dimensional black holes are obtained by performing identifications in the original AdS3 under
discrete isometry subgroups [23, 24, 82, 227]. Those black holes (BTZ) have mass and angular
momentum. Generically, two horizons (inner and outer) mask the singularity, which turns
out to be a chronological singularity rather than a genuine curvature singularity.
The first aspect we would like to discuss is related to the fact that the two-dimensional
sigma-model description of the AdS3 plus Kalb–Ramond (B-) field background, allows for
exact conformal deformations, driven by integrable marginal operators [47, 211, 228, 229,
215, 225, 217, 216]. In general, a subgroup of the original isometry group survives along
those lines. Identification under discrete isometries is thus legitimate and provides a tool for
investigating new and potentially interesting “deformed BTZ” geometries. The latter may
or may not be viable black holes, whereas black holes may also appear by just deforming
AdS3 without further surgery [88]. The aim of the work [92] was to clarify those issues,
and reach a global point of view on the geometries that emerge from the SL(2,R), by using
the above techniques. This will allow us to introduce new three dimensional black hole
backgrounds that, in general, involve the presence of an electric field. For these theories,
we give a complete CFT description. In particular, the usual black string background [88]
will appear in this terms as a special vanishing-field limit. Carrying on identifications a` la
BTZ on these geometries will let us obtain more black string and/or black hole backgrounds,
generalizing the one in [230] and in [88], for which we again provide a CFT description.
Not all the backgrounds could be adapted to support the discrete identifications. This will
be stated in terms of a consistency condition that has to be satisfied in order to avoid the
presence of naked causal singularities.
Another point we would like to address is the search for D-brane configurations in some
of the backgrounds mentioned above. In AdS3 space, symmetric D-branes have been studied
extensively from different points of view (see e.g. [231, 232, 183, 233, 234, 235, 236, 237, 238]).
We will show in particular that, due to the non-trivial topology of the BTZ black holes, there
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exist in some backgrounds symmetric D1-brane configurations winding around the compact
direction. Using a marginal deformation, we will relate these configurations to similar-looking
D0-branes in the two-dimensional black hole [239, 240].
6.1 Black holes from deformed anti-de Sitter
We will start with a quick overview of the symmetric and asymmetric deformations of the
SL(2,R) WZW model, which are found throughout the literature. These results enable us
to recast the three-dimensional black string solution of [88] in sec. 6.1.2, as a patchwork of
marginal deformations of the SL(2,R) WZW model. In this way, we clarify the role of the
mass and charge parameters of the black string. Section 6.1.3 is devoted to a two-parameter
deformation of SL(2,R). This leads to a new family of black strings, with NS–NS and electric
field. We study the causal structure of these black holes as well as their mass and charges.
They exhibit genuine curvature singularity hidden behind horizons. In Sec. 6.1.4 we proceed
with discrete identifications as a solution-generating procedure (a` la BTZ), applied to the
deformed AdS3 – wherever it is allowed by residual symmetries. After having stated the
consistency conditions that need to be fulfilled in order to avoid naked singularities we find
that, depending on the Killing vector used for the identifications, two types of chronological
singularities are possible: a time-like one, protected by two horizons, or a space-like one with
only one horizon.
6.1.1 Symmetric and asymmetric deformations
Symmetric deformations
Symmetric deformations of the SL(2,R) WZW model have been extensively studied in the
literature (see e.g. references in [225, 217]). Metric and antisymmetric tensor for the unde-
formed model read (in Euler coordinates, see App. A.2):
ds2 = L2
[
dρ2 + sinh2 ρ dφ2 − cosh2 ρ dτ2] , (6.1a)
H[3] = L
2 sinh 2ρdρ ∧ dφ ∧ dτ, (6.1b)
with L related to the level of SL(2,R)k as usual: L =
√
k + 2. In the case at hand, lines of
symmetric deformations arise due to the presence of time-like (J3, J¯3), space-like (J1, J¯1, J2,
J¯2), or null generators [229, 241, 215]. The residual isometry U(1) × U(1) can be time-like
(L3, R3), space-like (L2, R2) or null (L1+L3, R1 +R3), depending on the deformation under
consideration.
The elliptic deformation is driven by the J3J¯3 bilinear. At first order in α′, the background
fields are given by1:
ds2 = k
[
dρ2 +
sinh2 ρ dφ2 − κ23 cosh2 ρ dτ2
Θκ3(ρ)
]
, (6.2a)
H[3] = k
κ23 sinh 2ρ
Θκ3(ρ)
2
dρ ∧ dφ ∧ dτ, (6.2b)
eΦ =
Θκ3(ρ)
κ3
. (6.2c)
1The extra index “3” in the deformation parameter κ reminds that the deformation refers here to J3J¯3.
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where Θκ3(ρ) = cosh
2 ρ− κ3 sinh2 ρ. At extreme deformation (κ23 → 0), a time-like direction
decouples and we are left with the axial2 SL(2,R)k/U(1)time. The target space of the latter
is the cigar geometry (also called Euclidean two-dimensional black hole):
eΦ ∼ cosh2 ρ, (6.3)
ds2 = k
[
dρ2 + tanh2 ρ dφ2
]
, (6.4)
(0 ≤ ρ <∞ and 0 ≤ φ ≤ 2π).
Similarly, with J2J¯2 one generates the hyperbolic deformation. This allows us to reach
the Lorentzian two-dimensional black hole times a free space-like line. Using the coordinates
defined in Eq. (5.144), we find:
ds2 = k
[
−dt2 + sin
2 t dϕ2 + κ22 cos
2 t dψ2
∆κ2(t)
]
, (6.5a)
H[3] = k
κ22 sin 2t
∆κ2(t)
2
dt ∧ dψ ∧ dφ, (6.5b)
eΦ =
∆κ2(t)
κ2
, (6.5c)
where ∆κ2(t) = cos
2 t + κ22 sin
2 t. This coordinate patch does not cover the full AdS3. We
will expand on this line in Sec. 6.1.2.
Finally, the bilinear
(
J1 + J3
) (
J¯1 + J¯3
)
generates the parabolic deformation. Using
Poincare´ coordinates (Eqs. (A.10)–(A.12))3 we obtain:
ds2 = k
[
du2
u2
+
dX2 − dT 2
u2 + 1/ν
]
, (6.6a)
H[3] = k
2u
(u2 + 1/ν)2
du ∧ dT ∧ dX, (6.6b)
eΦ =
u2 + 1/ν
u2
. (6.6c)
The deformation parameter is 1/ν. At infinite value of the parameter ν, we recover pure
AdS3; for ν → 0, a whole light-cone decouples and we are left with a single direction and a
dilaton field, linear in this direction.
The physical interpretation of the parabolic deformation is far reaching, when AdS3 is
considered in the framework of the ns5/f1 near-horizon background, AdS3×S3×T 4. In this
physical set-up, the parameter ν is the density of f1’s (number of fundamental strings over
the volume of the four-torus T 4) [215, 242]4. At infinite density, the background is indeed
AdS3 × S3 × T 4. At null density, the geometry becomes R1,2 × S3 × T 4 plus a linear dilaton
and a three-form on the S3.
2The deformation parameter has two T-dual branches. The extreme values of deformation correspond to
the axial or vector gaugings. The vector gauging leads to the trumpet . For the SU(2)k/U(1), both gaugings
correspond to the bell .
3Note that x = XT .
4Our present convention for the normalization of the dilaton results from Eq. (5.141). It differs by a factor
−2 with respect to the one used in those papers.
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Asymmetric deformations
As for the symmetric deformations, three asymmetric deformations are available: the elliptic,
the hyperbolic and the parabolic.
The elliptic deformation is generated by a bilinear where the left current is an SL(2,R)k
time-like current. The background field is magnetic and the residual symmetry is U(1)time ×
SL(2,R) generated by {L3, R1, R2, R3} (see App. A.2). The metric reads (in elliptic coordi-
nates):
ds2 =
k
4
[
dρ2 + cosh2 ρdφ2 − (1 + 2h2) (dt+ sinh ρdφ)2] , (6.7)
where ∂t is the Killing vector associated with the U(1)time. This AdS3 deformation was
studied in [243] as a squashed anti-de Sitter and in [225, 217] from the string theory point of
view. It has curvature
R = −2
k
(3− 2h2). (6.8)
Here, it comes out as an exact string solution (provided k → k + 2) together with an NS
three-form and a magnetic field:
H[3] = dB −
kg
4
A ∧ dA = −k
4
(
1 + 2h2
)
cosh ρdρ ∧ dφ ∧ dt, (6.9a)
A = h
√
2k
kg
(dt+ sinh ρdφ) . (6.9b)
For h2 > 0 (unitary region), the above metric is pathological because it has topologically
trivial closed time-like curves passing through any point of the manifold. Actually, for h2 =
1/2 we recover exactly the Goedel space, which is a well-known example of pathological
solution of Einstein–Maxwell equations.
The hyperbolic deformation can be studied in a similar fashion, where the left current in
the bilinear is an SL(2,R)k space-like current. In hyperbolic coordinates:
ds2 =
k
4
[
dr2 − cosh2 rdτ2 + (1− 2h2) (dx+ sinh rdτ)2] , (6.10)
where ∂x generates a U(1)space. The total residual symmetry is U(1)space×SL(2,R), generated
by {L2, R1, R2, R3}, and
R = −2
k
(
3 + 2h2
)
. (6.11)
The complete string background now has an NS three-form and an electric field:
H[3] =
k
4
(
1− 2h2) cosh rdr ∧ dτ ∧ dx, (6.12a)
A = h
√
2k
kg
(dx+ sinh rdτ) . (6.12b)
The background at hand is free of closed time-like curves. The squashed AdS3 is now
obtained by going to the AdS3 picture as an S
1 fibration over an AdS2 base, and modifying
the S1 fiber. The magnitude of the electric field is limited at h2max = 1/2, where it causes the
degeneration of the fiber, and we are left with an AdS2 background with an electric monopole;
in other words, a geometric coset SL(2,R)/U(1)space .
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The string spectrum of the above deformation is accessible by conformal-field-theory
methods. It is free of tachyons and a whole tower of states decouples at the critical values of
the electric fields. Details are available in [217].
Finally, the parabolic deformation is generated by a null SL(2,R)k current times some
internal right-moving current. The deformed metric reads, in Poincare´ coordinates:
ds2 = k
[
du2
u2
+
dx+dx−
u2
− 2h2
(
dx+
u2
)2]
, (6.13)
and the curvature remains unaltered R = −6/k. This is not surprising since the resulting ge-
ometry is the superposition of AdS3 with a gravitational plane wave. The residual symmetry
is U(1)null × SL(2,R), where the U(1) null is generated by ∂− = −L1 − L3.
The parabolic deformation is somehow peculiar. Although it is continuous, the deforma-
tion parameter can always be re-absorbed by a redefinition of the coordinates5: x+ → x+/|h|
and x− → x− |h| . Put another way, there are only three truly different options: h2 = 0, 1.
No limiting geometry emerges in the case at hand.
As expected, the gravitational background is accompanied by an NS three-form (unal-
tered) and an electromagnetic wave:
A = 2
√
2k
kg
h
dx+
u2
. (6.14)
A final remark is in order here, which holds for all three asymmetric deformations
of SL(2,R). The background electric or magnetic fields that appear in these solutions
(Eqs. (6.9b), (6.12b) and (6.14)) diverge at the boundary of the corresponding spaces. Hence,
these fields cannot be considered as originating from localized charges.
6.1.2 The three-dimensional black string revisited
The AdS3 moduli space contains black hole geometries. This has been known since the
most celebrated of them – the two-dimensional SL(2,R)/U(1) black hole – was found by
Witten [44, 244]. Generalizations of these constructions to higher dimensions have been
considered in [88, 245, 246, 247]. The three-dimensional black string [88, 248, 249] has
attracted a lot of attention, as it provides an alternative to the Schwarzschild black hole in
three-dimensional asymptotically flat geometries6. In this section we want to show how this
black string can be interpreted in terms of marginal deformations of SL(2,R)
In [88] the black string was obtained as an (SL(2,R)× R) /R gauged model. More pre-
cisely, expressing g ∈ SL(2,R)× R as:
g =
 a u 0−v b 0
0 0 ex
 , (6.15)
5This statement holds as long as these coordinates are not compact. After discrete identifications have
been imposed (see Sec. 6.1.4)), h becomes a genuine continuous parameter.
6Remember that the no hair theorem doesn’t hold in three dimensions [250, 251, 252].
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the left and right embeddings of the R subgroup are identical and given by:
ǫL/R :R→ SL(2,R) × R (6.16)
λ 7→

e
1√
λ2+2 0 0
0 e
− 1√
λ2+2 0
0 0 e
λ√
λ2+2
 (6.17)
From the discussion in Sec. 6.1.1, we see that performing this gauging is just one of the possible
ways to recover the J2J¯2 symmetrically deformed SL(2,R) geometry. More specifically, since
the gauged symmetry is axial (g → hgh), it corresponds (in our notation) to the κ2 < 1
branch of the deformed geometry7 in Eq. (6.5a). One can find a coordinate transformation
allowing us to pass from the usual black string solution
ds2 =
k
4
[
−
(
1− 1
r
)
dt2 +
(
1− µ
2
r
)
dx2 +
(
1− 1
r
)−1(
1− µ
2
r
)−1
dr2
r2
]
, (6.18a)
H =
k
4
µ
r
dr ∧ dx ∧ dt, (6.18b)
e2Φ =
µ
r
(6.18c)
to our (local) coordinate system, Eq. (6.5). The attentive reader might now be puzzled by this
equivalence between a one-parameter model such as the symmetrically deformed model and a
two-parameter one such as the black string in its usual coordinates (in Eqs. (6.18) we redefined
the r coordinate as r → r/M and then set µ = Q/M with respect to the conventions in [88]).
One point that it is interesting to make here is that although, out of physical considerations,
the black string is usually described in terms of two parameters (mass and charge), the
only physically distinguishable parameter is their ratio µ = Q/M that coincides with our κ2
parameter. In Sec. 6.1.3 we will introduce a different (double) deformation, this time giving
rise to a black hole geometry depending on two actual parameters (one of which being related
to an additional electric field).
As we remarked above, the axial gauging construction only applies for µ < 1, while, in
order to obtain the other κ2 > 1 branch of the J
2J¯2 deformation, one should perform a vector
gauging. On the other hand, this operation, that would be justified from a CFT point of
view, is not natural when one takes a more geometrical point of view and writes the black
string metric as in Eq. (6.18a). In the latter, one can study the signature of the metric as a
function of r in the two regions µ2 ≷ 1, and find the physically sensible regions (see Tab. 6.1).
Our observations are the following:
• The µ2 < 1 branch always has the correct (−,+,+) signature for any value of r, with
the two special values r = 1 and r = µ2 marking the presence of the horizons that hide
the singularity in r = 0.
• The µ2 > 1 branch is different. In particular we see that there are two regions: (a+)
for 0 < r < 1 and (c+) for r > µ2 where the signature is that of a physical space.
One fact deserves to be emphasized here: it should noted that while for µ2 < 1 we obtain
three different regions of the same space, for µ2 > 1 what we show in Tab. 6.1 are really three
7The R ≷ 1 convention is not univocal in literature.
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µ name
dt2 dx2 dr2
range
CFT
interpretation− (1− 1r) 1− µ2r (1− 1r)−1 (1− µ2r )−1
µ2 > 1
(c+) − + + r > µ2 J3J¯3, κ3 > 1
(b+) − − − 1 < r < µ2
(a+) + − + 0 < r < 1 J3J¯3, κ3 < 1
µ2 < 1
(a−) + − + 0 < r < µ2
J2J¯2, κ2 < 1(b
−) + + − µ2 < r < 1
(c−) − + + r > 1
Table 6.1: Signature for the black string metric as a function of r, for µ2 ≷ 1.
different spaces and the proposed ranges for r are just an effect of the chosen parameterization.
The (a+) , κ3 < 1 and (c
+) , κ3 > 1 branches are different spaces and not different regions of
the same one and one can choose in which one to go when continuing to µ > 1.
But there is more. The µ2 > 1 region is obtained via an analytic continuation with respect
to the other branch, and this analytic continuation is precisely the one that interchanges the
roles of the J2 and the J3 currents. As a result, we pass from the J2J¯2 line to the J3J¯3 line.
More precisely the (c+) region describes the “singular” κ3 > 1 branch of the J
3J¯3 deformation
(i.e. the branch that includes the r = 0 singularity) and the (a+) region describes the regular
κ3 < 1 branch that has the cigar geometry as κ3 → 0. Also notice that the regions r < 0
have to be excluded in order to avoid naked singularities (of the type encountered in the
Schwarzschild black hole with negative mass). The black string described in [88] covers the
regions (a−) , (b−) , (c−) , (a+).
Our last point concerns the expectation of the genuine AdS3 geometry as a zero-deformation
limit of the black string metric, since the latter turns out to be a marginal deformation of
AdS3 with parameter µ. The straightforward approach consists in taking the line element in
Eq. (6.18a) for µ = 1. It is then puzzling that the resulting extremal black string geometry
is not AdS3. This apparent paradox is solved by carefully looking at the coordinate trans-
formations that relate the black string coordinates (r, x, t) to either the Euler coordinates
(ρ, φ, τ) (A.4) for the J3J¯3 line, or the hyperbolic coordinates (y, x, t) (5.144) for the J2J¯2
line. These transformations are singular at µ = 1, which therefore corresponds neither to
κ3 = 1 nor to κ2 = 1. Put another way, µ = 1 is not part of a continuous line of deformed
models but marks a jump from the J2J¯2 to the J3J¯3 lines.
The extremal black string solution is even more peculiar. Comparing Eqs. (6.18) at µ = 1
to Eqs. (6.6), which describe the symmetrically null-deformed SL(2,R), we observe that the
two backgrounds at hand are related by a coordinate transformation, provided ν = −1.
The black string background is therefore entirely described in terms of SL(2,R) marginal
symmetric deformations, and involves all three of them. The null deformation appears,
however, for the extremal black string only and at a negative value of the parameter ν. The
latter is the density of fundamental strings, when the deformed AdS3 is considered within
the ns5/f1 system. This might be one more sign pointing towards a possible instability in
the black string [253, 254].
Notice finally that expressions (6.18) receive 1/k corrections. Those have been computed
in [207]. Once taken into account, they contribute to making the geometry smoother, as
usual in string theory.
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6.1.3 The two-parameter deformations
An interesting mix
A particular kind of asymmetric deformation is what we will call double deformation in the
following [225, 255]. At the Lagrangian level this is obtained by adding the following marginal
perturbation to the WZW action:
δS = δκ2
∫
d2z JJ¯ + h
∫
d2z JI¯; (6.19)
J is a holomorphic current in the group, J¯ is the corresponding anti-holomorphic current
and I¯ an external (to the group) anti-holomorphic current (i.e. in the right-moving heterotic
sector for example). A possible way to interpret this operator consists in thinking of the
double deformation as the superposition of a symmetric – or gravitational – deformation and
of an antisymmetric one – the electromagnetic deformation. This mix is consistent because if
we perform the κ deformation first, the theory keeps the U(1)×U(1) symmetry generated by
J and J¯ that is needed in order to allow for the h deformation. Following this trail, we can
read off the background fields corresponding to the double deformation by using at first one
of the methods outlined in Sec. 6.1.1 and then applying the reduction in Eq. (5.171) to the
resulting background fields. The final result consists of a metric, a three-form, a dilaton and
a gauge field. It is in general valid at any order in the deformation parameters κ and h but
only at leading order in α′ due to the presence of the symmetric part. Double deformations of
AdS3 where J is the time-like J
3 operator have been studied in [225]. It was shown there that
the extra gravitational deformation allows us to get rid of the closed time-like curves, which
are otherwise present in the pure J3 asymmetric deformation (Eq. (6.7)) – the latter includes
Goedel space. Here, we will focus instead on the case of double deformation generated by
space-like operators, J2 and J¯2.
The hyperbolic double deformation
In order to follow the above prescription for reading the background fields in the double-
deformed metric, let us start with the fields in Eqs. (6.5). We can introduce those fields in
the sigma-model action. Infinitesimal variation of the latter with respect to the parameter
κ2 enables us to reach the following expressions for the chiral currents J2κ (z) and J¯
2
κ (z¯) at
finite values of κ2:
J2κ (z) =
1
cos2 t+ κ2 sin2 t
(
cos2 t ∂ψ − sin2 t ∂ϕ) , (6.20)
J¯2κ(z¯) =
1
cos2 t+ κ2 sin2 t
(
cos2 t ∂ψ + sin2 t ∂ϕ
)
. (6.21)
Note in particular that the corresponding Killing vectors (that are clearly ∂ϕ and ∂ψ) are
to be rescaled as L2 =
1
κ2
∂ψ − ∂ϕ and R2 = 1κ2 ∂ψ + ∂ϕ. Once the currents are known, one
just has to apply the construction sketched in Sec. 6.1.1 and write the background fields as
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follows:
1
k
ds2 = −dt2 + cos2 t
(
κ2 − 2h2) cos2 t+ κ4 sin2 t
∆κ(t)2
dψ2 − 4h2 cos
2 t sin2 t
∆κ(t)2
dψdϕ+
+ sin2 t
cos2 t+
(
κ2 − 2h2) sin2 t
∆κ(t)2
dϕ2 (6.22a)
1
k
B =
κ2 − 2h2
κ2
cos2 t
∆κ(t)
dϕ ∧ dψ (6.22b)
F = 2h
√
2k
kg
sin (2t)
∆κ(t)2
(
κ2dψ ∧ dt + dt ∧ dϕ) (6.22c)
e−Φ =
√
κ2 − 2h2
∆κ(t)
(6.22d)
where ∆κ(t) = cos
2 t+κ2 sin2 t as in Sec. 6.1.1. In particular the dilaton that can be obtained
by imposing the one-loop beta equation is proportional to the ratio of the double deformed
volume form and the AdS3 one.
An initial observation about the above background is needed here. The electric field is
bounded from above since h2 ≤ κ22 . As usual in string theory, tachyonic instabilities occur at
large values of electric or magnetic fields, and we already observed that phenomenon in Sec.
6.1.1, for purely asymmetric (κ2 = 1) deformations. At the critical value of the parameter
h, one dimension degenerates and the B-field vanishes. We are left with a two-dimensional
space (with non-constant curvature) plus an electric field.
The above expression (6.22a) here of the metric provides only a local description of the
space-time geometry. To discuss the global structure of the whole space it is useful to per-
form several coordinate transformations. Firstly let us parametrize by κ2 = λ/(1 + λ) the
deformation parameter (with κ < 1 for λ > 0 and κ > 1 for λ < −1) and introduce a radial
coordinate a` la Horne and Horowitz:
r = λ+ cos2 t, (6.23)
which obviously varies between λ and λ + 1. The expression of the metric (6.22a) becomes
in terms of this new coordinate:
ds2 = −
(2h2 (1 + λ)2 − λ)+ λ
(
λ− 4h2 (1 + λ)2
)
r
+
2λ2h2 (1 + λ)2))
r2
 dψ2+
− (1 + λ)
2h2 (1 + λ) + 1− (1 + λ)
(
1 + 4h2 (1 + λ)2
)
r
+
2 (1 + λ)3 h2
r2
 dϕ2+
+ 4h2 (1 + λ)2
[
1− 1 + 2λ
r
+
λ (1 + λ)
r2
]
dψdϕ +
1
4 (r − λ) (r − λ− 1)dr
2. (6.24)
This expression looks close to the one discussed by Horne and Horowitz. It also represents
a black string. However, it depends on more physical parameters as the expression of the
scalar curvature shows:
R = 22r (1 + 2λ)− 7λ (1 + λ)− 2h
2 (1 + λ)2
r2
. (6.25)
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Obviously this metric can be extended beyond the initial domain of definition of the r variable.
But before we discuss it, it is interesting to note that the Killing vector k = (1+λ) ∂ψ+λ∂φ ∝
R2 is of constant square length
k.k = λ (1 + λ)− 2h2 (1 + λ)2 := ω. (6.26)
Note that as h2 is positive, we have the inequality ω < λ (1 + λ). Moreover, in order to
have a Lorentzian signature, we must impose ω > 0. The fact that the Killing vector k is
space-like and of constant length makes it a candidate to perform identifications. We shall
discuss this point at the end of this section.
The constancy of the length of the Killing vector k suggests making a new coordinate
transformation (such that k = ∂x) :
ψ = (1 + λ) x+ t, (6.27a)
ϕ = t+ λx, (6.27b)
which leads to the much simpler expression of the line element:
ds2 = −(r − λ) (r − λ− 1)
r2
dt2 + ω
(
dx+
1
r
dt
)2
+
1
4 (r − λ) (r − λ− 1)dr
2. (6.28)
This metric is singular at r = 0, λ, λ + 1; r = 0 being a curvature singularity. On the other
hand, the volume form is
√
ω/(2r)dt ∧ dx ∧ dr, which indicates that the singularities at r = λ
and r = λ+1 may be merely coordinate singularities, corresponding to horizons. Indeed, this
is the case. If, for instance, we look at the metric around r = λ+ 1 (i.e. for r = λ+ 1 + ǫ),
we obtain locally:
ds2 =
ω
(1 + λ)2
(dt+(1 + λ) dx)2− ǫ
(1 + λ)2
dt
[
dt+ 2
ω
1 + λ
(dt+ (1 + λ) dx)
]
+
1
4ǫ
dr2 (6.29)
indicating the presence of a horizon. To eliminate the singularity in the metric, we may
introduce Eddington–Finkelstein-like coordinates u and ξ:
t = (1 + λ)
(
u ± 1
2
ln ǫ
)
− ωξ, (6.30a)
x =
(
1 +
ω
1 + λ
)
ξ −
(
u± 1
2
ln ǫ
)
. (6.30b)
The same analysis can also be done near the horizon located at r = λ. Writing r = λ + ǫ,
the corresponding regulating coordinate transformation to use is given by:
t = λ
(
u± 1
2
ln ǫ
)
+ ωξ, (6.31a)
x =
(
1− ω
λ
)
ξ −
(
u ± 1
2
ln ǫ
)
. (6.31b)
In order to reach the null Eddington–Finkelstein coordinates, we must use null rays. The
geodesic equations read, in terms of a function Σ2[E,P, ε; r] = (Er − P )2 − (P 2/ω) −
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ε (r − λ) (r − λ− 1):
σ =
∫
1
4Σ[E,P, ε; r]
dr (6.32a)
t =
∫
(Er − P ) r
2 (r − λ) (r − λ− 1) Σ[E,P, ε; r]dr (6.32b)
x = −
∫
(Er − P ) + P/ω
2 (r − λ) (r − λ− 1) Σ[E,P, ε; r]dr (6.32c)
where E and P are the constants of motion associated with ∂t and ∂x, σ is an affine parameter
and ε, equal to 1, 0,−1, characterizes the time-like, null or space-like nature of the geodesic.
Comparing these equations (with ε = 0 and P = 0) with the coordinates introduced near the
horizons, we see that regular coordinates in their neighborhoods are given by
t = T
1
2
((1 + λ) ln |r − λ− 1| − λ ln |r − λ| ) , (6.33a)
x = X ∓ 1
2
(ln |r − λ− 1| − ln |r − λ| ) , (6.33b)
which leads to the metric
ds2 =
(
−1 + 1 + 2λ
r
− λ (1 + λ)− ω
r2
)
dT 2 + 2
ω
r
dXdT + ωdX2 ∓ 1
r
dTdr (6.34)
According to the sign, we obtain incoming or outgoing null coordinates; to build a Kruskal
coordinate system we have still to exponentiate them.
Obviously, we may choose the X coordinate in the metric (6.34) to be periodic without
introducing closed causal curves. The question of performing more general identifications in
these spaces will be discussed now.
We end this section by computing the conserved charges associated with the asymptotic
symmetries of our field configurations (6.22). Their expressions provide solutions of the
equations of motion derived from the low-energy effective action [221, 167]
S =
∫
ddx
√−g e−2Φ
[
R+ 4(∇Φ)2 − 1
12
H2 − kg
8
F 2 +
δc
3
]
, (6.35)
in which we have chosen the units such that δc = 12.
Expression (6.28) for the metric is particularly appropriate for describing the asymptotic
properties of the solution. In these coordinates, the various non-gravitational fields read as
F = ±
√
2h(1 + λ)
r2
√
kg
dt ∧ dr, (6.36)
H = ∓ ω
r2
dt ∧ dx ∧ dr, (6.37)
Φ = Φ⋆ − 1
2
ln r. (6.38)
By setting
√
ωx = x¯ and r = e2ρ¯, near infinity (ρ¯→∞), the metric asymptotes the standard
flat metric: ds2 = −dt2 + dx¯2 + dρ¯2, while the fields F and H vanish and the dilaton reads
Φ = Φ⋆ − ρ¯. This allows us to interpret the asymptotic behavior of our solution (6.22) as
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a perturbation around the solution given by F = 0, H = 0, the flat metric and a linear
dilaton: Φ¯ = Φ⋆ + fαX
α (here fα = (0, 0,−1)). Accordingly, we may define asymptotic
charges associated with each asymptotic reductibility parameter (see [256]).
For the gauge symmetries we obtain as charges, associated with the H field
QH = ±2e−2Φ⋆
√
ω (6.39)
and to the F field
QF = ±2
√
2e−2Φ⋆h(1 + λ)√
kg
. (6.40)
The first one reduces (up to normalization) for h = 0 to the result given in [88], while the
second one provides an interpretation of the deformation parameter h.
Moreover, all the Killing vectors of the flat metric defining isometries that preserve the
dilaton field allow us to define asymptotic charges. These charges are obtained by integrating
the antisymmetric tensor on the surface at infinity:
k
[µν]
ξ = e
−2Φ¯
(
ξσ ∂λHσλµν + 1
2
∂λξσ Hσλµν + 2
(
ξµhνλf
λ − ξνhµλfλ
))
, (6.41)
where
Hσλµν = h¯σνηλµ + h¯λµησν − h¯σµηλν − h¯λνησµ (6.42)
is the well known tensor sharing the symmetries of the Riemann tensor and h¯µν = hµν −
1
2η
µνηαβhαβ , while the Killing vector ξ has to fulfill the invariance condition ξαf
α = 0. The
expression of the tensor k
[µν]
ξ depends only on the perturbation hµν of the metric tensor
because, on the one hand, the F and H fields appear quadratically in the Lagrangian, and
their background values are zero, while, on the other hand, the perturbation field for the
dilaton vanishes: Φ = Φ¯.
Restricting ourselves to constant Killing vectors, we obtain the momenta (defined for the
index σ = t and x¯)
P σ =
∫
dx¯ e−2Φ¯
(
∂λHσλtρ¯ − 2ησthνρ¯
)
(6.43)
i.e. the density of mass (µ) and momentum (̟) per unit length:
µ = 2e−2Φ⋆(1 + 2λ) and ̟ = −2e−2Φ⋆√ω. (6.44)
Of course, if we perform identifications such that the string acquires a finite length, the
momenta (6.43) also become finite.
To reach an ending, let us note that the expressions of µ and ̟ which we obtain differ
from those given in [88] by a normalization factor but also in their dependance with respect
to λ, even at the limit h = 0; indeed, the asymptotic Minkowskian frames used differ from
each other by a boost.
6.1.4 Discrete identifications
In the same spirit as the original BTZ construction which we discussed in the first part of this
thesis, we would like to investigate to what extent discrete identifications could be performed
in the deformed background. The necessary conditions for a solution (6.34) to remain a
“viable” black hole can be stated as follows:
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• the identifications must be performed along the orbits of some Killing vector ξ of the
deformed metric
• there must be causally safe asymptotic regions (at spatial infinity)
• the norm of ξ has to be positive in some region of space-time, and chronological patholo-
gies have to be hidden with respect to an asymptotic safe region by a horizon
The resulting quotient space will exhibit a black hole structure if, once the regions where
||ξ|| < 0 have been removed, we are left with an almost geodesically complete space, the
only incomplete geodesics being those ending on the locus ||ξ|| = 0. It is nevertheless worth
emphasizing an important difference from the BTZ construction. In our situation, unlike the
undeformed AdS3 space, the initial space-time where we are to perform identifications does
exhibit curvature singularities.
Discrete identifications in asymmetric deformations
Our analysis of the residual isometries in purely asymmetric deformations (Sec. 6.1.1) shows
that the vector ξ used to make up the non-extremal black holes (expressed in terms of the
generators of App. A)
ξ = (r+ + r−)R2 − (r+ − r−)L2 (6.45)
survives only in the hyperbolic deformation, whereas the one corresponding to extremal black
holes
ξ = 2r+R2 − (R1 −R3)− (L1 + L3) (6.46)
is present in the parabolic one. Put another way, non-extremal BTZ black holes allow for
electric deformation, while in the extremal ones, the deformation can only be induced by an
electro-magnetic wave. Elliptic deformation is not compatible with BTZ identifications.
The question that we would like to address is the following: how much of the original
black hole structure survives the deformation? The answer is simple: a new chronological
singularity appears in the asymptotic region of the black hole. Evaluating the norm of the
Killing vector shows that a naked singularity appears. Thus the deformed black hole is no
longer a viable gravitational background. Actually, whatever Killing vector we consider to
perform the identifications, we are always confronted by such pathologies.
The fate of the asymmetric parabolic deformation of AdS3 is similar: there is no region
at infinity free of closed time-like curves after performing the identifications.
Discrete identifications in symmetric deformations
Let us consider the symmetric hyperbolic deformation, whose metric is given by (6.28) with
h = 0, i.e. ω = λ (1 + λ). This metric has two residual Killing vectors, manifestly given by
∂t and ∂x. We may thus, in general, consider identifications along integral lines of
ξ = a ∂t + ∂x. (6.47)
This vector has a squared norm:
||ξ|| 2 = (λ (1 + λ)− a2)+ aλ (1 + λ) + a2 (1 + 2λ)
r
. (6.48)
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To be space-like at infinity the vector ξ must verify the inequality λ (1 + λ) > a2. If a > 0, or
−√λ (1 + λ) < a < −2λ (1 + λ) / (1 + 2λ), ξ is space-like everywhere. Otherwise, it becomes
time-like behind the inner horizon (r = λ), or on this horizon if a = −λ. In this last situation,
the quotient space will exhibit a structure similar to that of the black string, with a time-like
singularity (becoming light-like for a = −λ) and two horizons.
Discrete identifications in double deformations
The norm squared of the identification vector (6.47) in the metric (6.28) is
||ξ|| 2 = (ω − a2)+ 2aω + a2 (1 + 2λ)
r
− a
2 (λ (1 + λ)− ω)
r2
. (6.49)
Between r = 0 and r = ∞, this scalar product vanishes once and only once (if a 6= 0).
To be space-like at infinity, we have to restrict the time component of ξ to |a| < ω. Near
r = 0 it is negative, while near the inner horizon (r = λ) it takes the non-negative value
ω (λ+ a)2 /λ2. Accordingly, by performing identifications using this Killing vector, we will
encounter a chronological singularity, located at r = r∗, with 0 < r∗ ≤ λ, the singularity
being of the same type as the one in the symmetric case (see Fig. 6.1).
6.2 D-branes in SL(2,R) black holes
We have seen in Sect. 5.2 that a particular class of D-brane configurations in WZW models
is obtained as solutions to the familiar gluing conditions on the chiral currents
J(z) = r(J¯(z¯)) at z = z, (6.50)
where r is a metric preserving Lie algebra automorphism. These gluing conditions describe
symmetric D-branes, that is, configurations which preserve conformal invariance and the
infinite-dimensional symmetry of the current algebra of the bulk theory. The geometry of
the associated branes is encoded in these gluing conditions: their worldvolumes are shown
to lie on (twisted) conjugacy classes in the group manifold. Symmetric D-branes of the
SL(2,R) WZW model were shown in [231] to be of three types: two-dimensional hyperbolic
planes (H2), de Sitter branes (dS2) and anti-de Sitter branes (AdS2). It was emphasized that
the AdS2 worldvolumes, corresponding to twisted conjugacy classes, are the only physically
relevant classical configurations, solutions to the DBI equations. Indeed, the worldvolume
electric field on the dS2 branes is supercritical (i.e. becomes imaginary), while H2 branes
have Euclidean signature and must therefore be interpreted as instantons.
6.2.1 D-branes in BTZ
Let us first focus on the non-rotating BTZ black hole, which we studied in detail in Sect. 1.2.
We saw in this section that the spinless BTZ black hole admits a foliation by leaves, the ρ =
constant surfaces, which are stable under the action of the BHTZ subgroup and constitute
twisted conjugacy classes in SL(2,R) (AdS2 spaces). From our previous discussion, each of
these leaves constitutes a D1-brane that is, in particular, a solution to the equations of motion
derived from the DBI action. We consider as WZW background the extended BTZ metric
ds2 = L2
(
dρ2 + cosh(ρ)2(dφ2 − (w dφ+ dw)2)) ρ,w ∈ R, φ ∈ [0, 2π√M ], (6.51)
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Figure 6.1: Penrose diagram exhibiting the global structure of the double hyperbolic defor-
mation. The time-like curvature singularities r = 0 are represented, as well as
the horizons, located at r = λ and r = λ+ 1. When performing identifications
along orbits of a Killing vector allowing for a causally safe region at infinity,
chronological singularities appear, which can be time-like and hidden behind an
outer and an inner horizon (r = r∗1), or space-like and hidden behind a single
horizon (r = r∗2), while the regions where r < r
∗ have to be removed.
and the B-field
B = (ρ+ sinh ρ cosh ρ)dw ∧ dφ , (6.52)
providing a gauge choice for H = dB, with Hµνλ = 2
√−g εµνλ. Solutions to the DBI
equations of motion are:
ρ(x0, x1) = ρ0, w(x0, x1) = x0, φ(x0, x1) = x1
F01(x0, x1) = −ρ0 , (6.53)
where x0 and x1 are the worldvolume coordinates on the brane. This yields the expression
for the worldvolume electric field, which could also be deduced from (5.122) (with ω =
Bˆ + 2πα′F ). These solutions correspond to projections of twisted AdS3 conjugacy classes
that wrap around BTZ space, and are thus compatible with the restriction of the φ-variable
to its range [0, 2π
√
M ]. They may be interpreted as closed DBI 1-branes in BTZ space. In
general, the AdS3 branes obtained from (6.53) by action of isometries do not project into
closed branes in BTZ, but into infinite branes that extend from ρ = −∞ to ρ = +∞. Only
the AdS3 branes obtained from isometries compatible with the identifications generated by
the BHTZ subgroup lead to closed DBI branes in extended BTZ space. These isometries
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correspond to the left and right action of the subgroup exp(RH) on SL(2,R). In terms of
the coordinates (1.100) or (1.101), their Killing vectors read as
Ξ− = ∂φ and Ξ+ = −w∂ρ − w tanh ρ ∂φ + (w2 − 1) tanh ρ ∂w . (6.54)
The action of the corresponding isometries on the brane (6.53) yields
sinh ρ(x0) = +x0 cosh ρ0 sinh f± + sinh ρ0 cosh f±
w2(x0) = 1 +
cosh2 ρ0
cosh2 ρ(x0)
(x20 − 1)
e2φ(x0,x1) =
cosh2 ρ(x0)
cosh2 ρ0
e2(g±+x1) , (6.55)
where f± and g± are constants related to the isometries used to perform the transformations,
f+ = g− = 2π
√
M and f− = g+ = 0. In the causally-safe region, these solutions are more
easily expressed, using the coordinates of (1.49) or (1.51), as
sinh ρ(x0) = cos x0 cosh ρ0 sinh f± + sinh ρ0 cosh f±
sin τ(x0) =
cosh ρ0 sinx0
cosh ρ(x0)
θ(x1) = x1 + g± , (6.56)
The corresponding expressions for the worldvolume electric field F01 can then be deduced
from (4.223). The trajectory of a ρ = cst. winding D1-brane is represented in the Penrose
diagram of the non-rotating massive BTZ black hole, see Fig. 6.2. It is interesting to note
Figure 6.2: Trajectory of a ρ = cst D1-brane in the BTZ black hole space-time.
that these D-branes do not seem to worry about the presence of the singularity, nor about
the fact that they can evolve in a region with closed time-like curves (behind the singularity).
It can indeed be checked that the Dirac-Born-Infeld (DBI) action evaluated in the solution
(6.53), i.e. the energy of the configuration as measured by an observer sitting at the center
of AdS3 (see [231], p4), is proportional to cosh ρ0, and so is constant everywhere for a given
D1-brane ρ = ρ0. The stability of the configuration can also be checked by first-order
perturbation of solution (6.53).
We have thus observed that the foliation of AdS3 into stable (under BTZ identifications)
two-dimensional leaves naturally led us to a class of winding D1-brane configurations in the
non-rotating massive BTZ black hole background. It is of course tempting to check whether
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this analysis can be extended to the non-rotating black hole. In this case, the two-dimensional
surfaces are not conjugacy classes, and would thus provide an example of non-symmetric
branes, with the additional feature that they wind in the compact direction of the black hole.
However, the τ = cst. surfaces do not solve the DBI equations of motion in the background
of the non-rotating BTZ black hole.
6.2.2 Relation to D-branes in the 2D black hole
In this section, we would like to relate the D1-branes in the non-rotating BTZ background
to the D0-branes of the 2D Lorentzian black holes, pointed out in [239]. We have seen
in Sect.5.4.1 that there is a natural way of linking the SL(2,R) WZW model to a gauged
version thereof. As shown in [213], the deformation by a truly marginal operator of a WZW
model based on a group G yields, at one end of the deformation line, the gauged model
G/U(1) times a non-compact U(1), while, at the other end, one finds the dual of the gauged
model. In the SL(2,R)-case, as seen in Sect. (6.1.1), three types of marginal symmetric
deformations are possible, owing to the presence of space-like (H = σ3), time-like (T = iσ2)
and light-like (E = 12(σ1+ iσ2) and F =
1
2 (σ1− iσ2)) generators. Deforming the model in the
J HJ¯ H direction (hyperbolic deformation), one gets, at the end of the deformation line, the 2D
Lorentzian black hole times non-compact U(1), whereas a deformation in the J TJ¯ T direction
(called elliptic) leads to the 2D Euclidean black hole times non-compact U(1). Finally, the
deformation in a null direction (parabolic) leads to a linear dilaton background times two free
bosons (see [217], Sect. 3 for a review of references).
We will hereafter naturally focus on the hyperbolic symmetric deformation. A convenient
parametrization of g ∈ AdS3 is given by the coordinates (5.144):
g = e
ψ−ϕ
2
HeβTe
ψ+ϕ
2
H, (6.57)
where ψ and ϕ are not compact coordinates in AdS3. In performing the BTZ identifications
(1.27) with (gl, gr) = (e
anH, e−anH), the ϕ−coordinate becomes periodic.
The hyperbolic deformation results in the background (6.5), consisting of a metric, B-field
and dilaton. In the undeformed case κ = 1, the coordinate patch (β, ψ, ϕ) does not cover
the full AdS3. When κ < 1, the background with metric (6.5) corresponds to a non-extremal
black string [88, 248, 249], the parametrization (β, ψ, ϕ) covering the region between the
inner and the outer horizon. When κ → ∞, the ϕ−direction corresponding to the direction
compactified by the BTZ identifications decouples and we are left with the two-dimensional
Lorentzian black-hole8. As we noticed, the original SL(2,R)× SL(2,R) affine symmetry will
be broken into U(1) × U(1) due to the deformation. The choice of hyperbolic deformation
ensures that the Killing vector used to perform the BTZ identifications remains a Killing
vector of the deformed background (see previous Section).
We will now analyze how the D-brane configurations of the preceding section follow the
deformation. D-branes in a marginally deformed WZW model were studied in [191, 190] in
the SU(2)-case, and we expect a similar behavior in the SL(2,R)-case. First, we notice that
the boundary conditions (5.100) are generally not derived from the usual WZW action, with
the integration region being the upper half plane (an open string worldsheet) . Therefore,
one has to add a boundary term to obtain the WZW open string action in the presence of
8In the other limit, κ→ 0, the remaining two-dimensional space has a compact space-like direction, so we
won’t consider this limit
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D-branes (see [188]). This additional term can be written as an integral over the real line,
so that it can be identified to an F-flux on the worldvolume of the D-brane. This F-field,
living only on the brane, can be determined by analyzing the Dirac-Born-Infeld action for
this classical configuration.
In the undeformed case, the worldvolumes of the D-branes described in Sect. 6.2 are given
by
Tr(gH) = 2 sinh ρ = 2cos β sinhψ = cst. . (6.58)
Furthermore, one checks that with the gauge choice
B = cos2 βdφ ∧ dψ , (6.59)
the DBI equations of motion are solved with a vanishing worldvolume electric field. Stated
another way, the boundary term obtained from the WZW action with expression (6.59) for
the B-field coincides with the boundary condition (5.100). Thus, no F-flux has to be added
to the boundary.
In the deformed case, κ 6= 1, the same remains true, as may be verified by a direct compu-
tation from the DBI action. Thus, the branes ρ = cst. survive along the whole deformation
line. These branes correspond to configurations preserving a residual U(1) symmetry of the
U(1) × U(1) symmetry of the deformed model, and may be seen as resulting from gluing
conditions of the type (5.100) between the remaining chiral and anti-chiral currents :
J H =
1
∆κ(β)
(cos2 β∂ψ + sin2 β∂φ) and J¯ H =
1
∆κ(β)
(cos2 β∂¯ψ − sin2 β∂¯φ) . (6.60)
Notice that, at the end of the deformation line κ → ∞, the coordinates (β, ψ, ϕ) cover
only part of the Lorentzian 2D black hole space-time, namely the region inside the horizon.
To get a better picture, we will turn to coordinates describing the whole two-dimensional
space-time. This is done by using an equivalent description of the symmetric hyperbolic
deformation, which can be identified with an (SL(2,R) × R)/R coset model, in which the
embedding of the dividing group has a component in both factors [228]. In the case at hand,
we will gauge the one dimensional subgroup generated by H together with a translation in
the R factor parameterized by the x-variable. We parameterize the elements of SL(2,R) as
g =
(
a u
−v b
)
with ab+ uv = 1 . (6.61)
Furthermore, an axial gauging (g → hgh) allows us to reach the symmetrically deformed
model for κ < 1, while a vectorial gauging (g → hgh−1) covers the κ > 1 branch of the
deformed geometry. We will focus on the latter. The computation is analogous to the one in
Sect. 2 of [88], with the difference being that the gauging this time allows us to set u = ±v
according to the sign of 1− ab. In the κ→∞ limit, the metric reads
ds2 = − dadb
1− ab + dx
2 . (6.62)
The (a, b)-part of the metric corresponds to the 2D Lorentzian black hole, with horizons
located at ab = 0 and singularities at ab = 1. The relation to the other coordinate system is
a = eψ cos β, b = e−ψ cosβ, and x = ϕ√
κ2−1 , so that with the BTZ identifications, x becomes
periodic. The D-branes (6.58) are thus given by
a− b = cst , (6.63)
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which correspond to the unboosted D0-branes in the 2D Lorentzian black hole (see [239],
Sect. 4.2). Finally, let us note that in between the extreme points of the deformation, there
are regions where the BTZ identifications are time-like. Indeed, the norm of the identification
vector is given by
||∂x||2 = (κ
2 − 1)(ab − 1)
ab(κ2 − 1)− κ2 , (6.64)
and consequently regions where 1 < ab < κ
2
κ2−1 will contain closed time-like curves. The
fact that the metric (6.5a) describes a part of a black string space-time appears clearly if
one performs the further change of coordinates r = −(λ + 1) + sin2 β, tˆ = √−λψ and
xˆ =
√−(λ+ 1)ϕ, with κ2 = λλ+1 > 1, thus λ < −1, in which the metric becomes
ds2 = −(1 + λ
r
) dtˆ2 + (1 +
λ+ 1
r
) dxˆ2 +
dr2
4(r + λ)(r + λ+ 1)
, (6.65)
which coincides with eq. (12) of [88]. The metric has a curvature singularity at r = 0,
corresponding to ab = −λ = κ2
κ2−1 , while the horizons are located at r = −λ− 1 (ab = 1) and
r = −λ (ab = 0). Thus, the chronological singularity is located on the inner horizon ab = 1,
with regions ab < 1 being causally safe9. When κ → ∞, the inner horizon collapses on the
curvature singularity, located at ab = 1 as it should in the two-dimensional black hole.
9this situation appears as the limiting case for the identifications in the black string background discussed
in Sect. 6.1.4
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Part III
Outlook and discussion
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It is now time to assemble all the pieces of the puzzle. We briefly review in no particu-
lar order the results obtained, and speculate on some directions that could deserve further
attention as natural continuations of this work.
As a first step, we intensively used the underlying group-theoretical structure of BTZ
black holes to describe them. Based on foliations of AdS3 in two-dimensional leaves, adapted
to the identifications leading to the black hole, we were able to derive global expressions
for the metric of (maximally extended) non-rotating and generic BTZ black holes. We also
noticed the prominent role played by two-parameter solvable subgroups of SL(2,R), which
appeared to be closely related to the black hole’s singularities and horizons. We essentially
focused on the maximally extended non-rotating BTZ black hole, for two reasons. The first
is that in this space-time, the leaves of the foliation are twisted conjugacy classes, and hence
represent closed symmetric WZW D1-branes, winding around the compact direction of the
black hole. The second lies in the fact that each leaf of the foliation admits an action of a
solvable subgroup of SL(2,R), which we denoted AN . This last observation allowed us to
deform the algebra of functions on the brane, in the direction of the (left-)invariant Poisson
brackets on the leaf (associated with the WZW B-field). This was partly motivated by the
observation that, in flat space-time, the worldvolume of a D-brane, on which open strings
end, is deformed into a noncommutative manifold in the presence of a B-field. In particular,
in the limit α′→ 0 in which the massive open string modes decouple, the operator product
expansion of open string tachyon vertex operators is governed by the Moyal-Weyl product[80],
and are of the form:
eiP.X(τ)eiQ.X(τ ′) ∼ (eiP.X M⋆ eiQ.X)(τ ′), (III.1)
where X represents the string coordinates on the brane, P and Q the momenta of the cor-
responding string states, τ and τ ′ parameterize the worldsheet boundary, and where the
classical limit f
M
⋆ g→ f.g is recovered for B→ 0 . It is not clear how this kind of relationship
could be generalized in curved situations, in particular in WZW models. It was argued in
[257, 258, 259, 260] that the relevant limit to take should be α′→ 0 and α′k→ 0, where k
is the level of the model. There it was observed that a structure similar to (III.1) emerges
for the SU(2) WZW model, describing strings on the compact space S3. The appearance of
noncommutative structures has also be pointed out in relation with other backgrounds, like
the Melvin Universe [261, 262, 263, 264, 265] or the Nappi-Witten plane wave [263, 266], see
e.g. [81] for a recent review. In the case of interest here, namely that of open strings on D1-
branes in BTZ spaces, one might wonder what would replace (III.1). A natural guess would
be that
M
⋆ would be replaced by an operation preserving the (symplectic) structure of the
brane, i.e. the products we obtained and discussed. To go further, one would have to identify
the analogs of the primary fields eiP.X . This requires the determination of the spectrum of
open strings in BTZ space. As strings on BTZ are described by an orbifold (or quotient) of
the SL(2,R) WZW model, the first step is to determine the spectrum of the original SL(2,R)
WZW model, and then add the sectors corresponding to strings winding around the compact
direction. The first step has actually been a long-standing problem in string theory (see e.g.
[267] for a review and references), and a lot of effort has been devoted to to making this
model sensible. It is only recently that Maldacena and Ooguri solved the problem in a series
of papers [268, 269, 270]. The structure of the Hilbert space is much more complicated than
in the flat space, reflecting in part the fact that SL(2,R) representation theory is much more
involved than that of flat space. Another reason is that it seems mandatory, for consistency
conditions (in particular, to recover the infinite tower of massive string states), to include so-
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called spectral-flowed states in the spectrum, associated semi-classically with winding strings
in AdS3. With this requirement, the spectrum was shown to be free of ghosts, and the par-
tition function modular invariant. The spectrum for open strings ending on AdS2 has been
subsequently studied, namely in [271, 232, 235, 272, 234, 233], where it was roughly shown
to be the “holomorphic square root” of the closed string spectrum. Nevertheless, in the BTZ
case, there seems to be no convincing determination of the string spectra, neither closed nor
open. There have been propositions in [273, 274, 275, 276, 277, 278, 279, 280, 281], but a
number of twilight zones remain: it is not clear how to include the additional winding sec-
tors, nor to answer the question whether the spectrum is ghost-free and the partition function
modular invariant.
After having noticed the existence of the closed winding D1-branes in the non-rotating
BTZ black hole, and the possibility of deforming them, we remarked that the behavior of
these branes was very similar to existing D0-branes’ configurations in the two-dimensional
black hole: they cross horizons and singularities, and do not seem to experience anything
particular at the singularities. These objects might perhaps be able to probe the geometry of
black holes near singularities. A reliable analysis would actually have to go beyond a Dirac-
Born-Infeld analysis, and should be based on an exact CFT description of these branes in
terms of boundary states. Again, this would require a detailed understanding of the orbifolded
SL(2,R) WZW model (for such an analysis of the D0-branes in the two-dimensional black
hole, see [240]).
In the context of string theory, we explored the moduli space of the SL(2,R) WZW
model, by performing a rather systematic analysis of the deformations it could undergo.
Inspired by the BTZ construction, we looked at new solutions that could be obtained by
performing discrete identifications in the deformed background. We obtained a large class
of new solutions describing black holes and black strings, and computed their charges. We
have essentially focused on the geometrical interpretation of the resulting backgrounds. The
string spectrum on these backgrounds could, in principle, be determined from that of AdS3,
but its derivation will present the same difficulties as for the BTZ black hole.
We have seen that, in the case of non-rotating BTZ black holes and their higher-dimensional
generalizations, the black hole singularities are tighly knit to solvable subgroups. In the three-
dimensional case, the relevant groups are the AN and AN¯ subgroups of SL(2,R); in the
l-dimensional case, we showed that the closed orbits of the Iwasawa subgroups of SO(2, l−1)
define the singularities. This actually suggests that we tackle the questions of black hole
singularities in the context of noncommutative geometry for the following reason. Noncom-
mutative geometry’s basic principle relies on the assumption that space-time may have a
noncommutative structure at some scale . We stressed in the introduction that the notion of
a noncommutative manifold can be algebraically captured in an object, called spectral triple,
consisting of the Hilbert space formed by all the spinor fields on the (pseudo-)Riemannian
manifold, the Dirac operator associated with its metric, and a noncommutative algebra. In
this work, we precisely determined a noncommutative algebra associated with the three-
dimensional case (see [106] for the higher-dimensional cases). Suppose now that we have a
description of an AdS black hole in terms of a spectral triple. An interesting question to
raise could be: how is the singularity encoded in the triple? And most importantly: what
happens if the triple is deformed? Is the singularity “smeared out” by the deformation?
An important part of this work, somewhat outside its main lines, has been to find SL(2,R)-
invariant associative composition laws on the hyperbolic plane, and to show that these are
essentially unique, although constituting a large family of solutions. Incidentally, it would
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be interesting to see whether or not our formulae can be used to define strict deformations
of the hyperbolic plane H2, that is, if an appropriate classical limit can be taken to deform
its invariant Poisson bracket. Also, an interesting mathematical problem would be to find
the analog of the Schwartz space for the Moyal product, i.e. a space stable for the ordinary
pointwise multiplication and for the deformed SL(2,R)-invariant product. We may finally
remark that the hyperbolic plane constitutes a distinguished class of D-branes, in the Eu-
clidean version of AdS3 [282]. Therefore one could also ask if a relation similar to (III.1) holds
for open string vertex operators ending on H2 branes, and if the class of SL(2,R)-invariant
products we obtained could be relevant.
As one usually says, “We hope to return to these questions in future works”!
Part IV
Appendices
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Appendix A
AdS3 and BTZ coordinate systems
In this Appendix, we assemble the various coordinate systems mentioned throughout the
text.
A.1 AdS3-SL(2,R)
The three-dimensional anti-de Sitter space is the universal covering of the SL(2,R) group
manifold. The latter can be embedded in a Lorentzian flat space with signature (−,+,+,−)
and coordinates (x0, x1, x2, x3):
g = L−1
(
x0 + x2 x1 + x3
x1 − x3 x0 − x2
)
, (A.1)
where L is the radius of AdS3.
The isometry group of the SL(2,R) group manifold is generated by left or right actions on
g: g → hg or g → gh ∀h ∈ SL(2,R). From the four-dimensional point of view, it is generated
by the Lorentz boosts or rotations ζab = i (xa∂b − xb∂a) with xa = ηabxb. We explicitly list
here the six Killing vectors, as well as the group action they correspond to:
L1 =
i
2
(ζ32 − ζ01) , g → e−λ2 σ1g, (A.2a)
L2 =
i
2
(−ζ31 − ζ02) , g → e−λ2 σ3g, (A.2b)
L3 =
i
2
(ζ03 − ζ12) , g → eiλ2 σ2g, (A.2c)
R1 =
i
2
(ζ01 + ζ32) , g → geλ2 σ1 , (A.2d)
R2 =
i
2
(ζ31 − ζ02) , g → ge−λ2 σ3 , (A.2e)
R3 =
i
2
(ζ03 + ζ12) , g → geiλ2 σ2 . (A.2f)
Both sets satisfy the sl(2,R) algebra. The norms of the Killing vectors are the following:
||L1|| 2 = ||R1|| 2 = ||L2|| 2 = ||R2|| 2 = − ||L3|| 2 = − ||R3|| 2 = L
2
4
. (A.3)
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Moreover Li ·Lj = 0 for i 6= j and similarly for the right set. Left vectors are not orthogonal
to right ones.
The isometries of the SL(2,R) group manifold turn into symmetries of the SL(2,R)k
WZW model, where they are realized in terms of conserved currents. The reader will find
details on those issues in the Appendices of [217].
A.2 “Symmetric” coordinates
One introduces Euler-like angles by
g = ei
τ+φ
2
σ2eρσ
1
ei
τ−φ
2
σ2 , (A.4)
which provide good global coordinates for AdS3 when τ ∈] −∞,+∞[, ρ ∈ [0,∞[, and φ ∈
[0, 2π]. In Euler angles, the invariant metric reads:
ds2 = L2
[− cosh2 ρ dτ2 + dρ2 + sinh2 ρ dφ2] . (A.5)
The Ricci scalar of the corresponding Levi–Civita connection is R = −6/L2. The volume
form reads:
ω[3] =
L3
2
sinh 2ρdρ ∧ dφ ∧ dτ, (A.6)
whereas L3 =
1
2 (∂τ + ∂φ) and R3 =
1
2 (∂τ − ∂φ).
Another useful, although not global, set of coordinates is defined by
g = e
ψ−ϕ
2
σ3eitσ
1
e
ψ+ϕ
2
σ3 , (A.7)
(ψ and ϕ are not compact coordinates). The metric reads:
ds2 = L2
[
cos2 tdψ2 − dt2 + sin2 t dϕ2] , (A.8)
with volume form
ω[3] =
L3
2
sin 2tdt ∧ dψ ∧ dϕ. (A.9)
Now L2 =
1
2 (∂ψ − ∂ϕ) and R2 = 12 (∂ψ + ∂ϕ).
Finally, the Poincare´ coordinate system is defined by
x0 + x2 = Lu ,
x0 − x2 = Lu+ Lx+x−u ,
x1 ± x3 = Lx±u .
(A.10)
For {u, x+, x−} ∈ R3, the Poincare´ coordinates cover the SL(2R) group manifold once.
Its universal covering, AdS3, requires an infinite number of such patches. Moreover, these
coordinates exhibit a Rindler horizon at |u| → ∞; the conformal boundary is at |u| → 0.
Now the metric reads:
ds2 =
L2
u2
(
du2 + dx+dx−
)
, (A.11)
and the volume form:
ω[3] =
L3
2u3
du ∧ dx+ ∧ dx−. (A.12)
We also have L1 + L3 = −∂− and R1 +R3 = ∂+.
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A.3 “Asymmetric” coordinates
The above three sets of AdS3 coordinates are suitable for implementing symmetric parabolic,
elliptic or hyperbolic deformations, driven by
(
J1 + J3
) (
J¯1 + J¯3
)
, J3J¯3 or J2J¯2 respectively.
For asymmetric elliptic or hyperbolic deformations, we must use different coordinate systems,
where the structure of AdS3 as a Hopf fibration is more transparent. They are explicitly
described in the following.
• The coordinate system used to describe the elliptic asymmetric deformation is defined
as follows: 
x0
L = cosh
ρ
2 cosh
φ
2 cos
t
2 − sinh ρ2 sinh φ2 sin t2 ,
x1
L = − sinh ρ2 sinh φ2 cos t2 − cosh ρ2 sinh φ2 sin t2 ,
x2
L = − cosh ρ2 sinh φ2 cos t2 + sinh ρ2 cosh φ2 sin t2 ,
x3
L = − sinh ρ2 sinh φ2 cos t2 − cosh ρ2 cosh φ2 sin t2 .
(A.13)
The metric now reads:
ds2 =
L2
4
(
dρ2 + dφ2 − dt2 − 2 sinh ρdtdφ) , (A.14)
and the corresponding volume form is
ω[3] =
L3
8
cosh ρdρ ∧ dφ ∧ dt. (A.15)
This coordinate system is such that the t-coordinate lines coincide with the integral
curves of the Killing vector L3 = −∂t, whereas the φ-lines are the curves of R2 = ∂φ.
• The coordinate system used to describe the asymmetric hyperbolic deformation is de-
fined as follows: 
x0
L = cosh
r
2 cosh
x
2 cos
τ
2 + sinh
r
2 sinh
x
2 sin
τ
2 ,
x1
L = − sinh r2 cosh x2 cos τ2 + cosh r2 sinh x2 sin τ2 ,
x2
L = − cosh r2 sinh x2 cos τ2 − sinh r2 cosh x2 sin τ2 ,
x3
L = sinh
r
2 sinh
x
2 cos
τ
2 − cosh r2 cosh x2 sin τ2 .
(A.16)
For {r, x, τ} ∈ R3, this patch covers the whole AdS3 exactly once, and is regular every-
where [283]. The metric is then given by
ds2 =
L2
4
(
dr2 + dx2 − dτ2 + 2 sinh rdxdτ) , (A.17)
and correspondingly the volume form is
ω[3] =
L3
8
cosh rdr ∧ dx ∧ dτ. (A.18)
In this case, the x-coordinate lines coincide with the integral curves of the Killing vector
L2 = ∂x, whereas the τ -lines are the curves of R3 = −∂τ .
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A.4 Original BTZ coordinates
The BTZ coordinates are defined as follows (t, ϕ and r should not be confused with other
coordinates introduced elsewhere in this Appendix):
x0 ± x2 =

±ǫ1L
(
r2−r2+
r2+−r2−
)1/2
exp± (r+t− r−ϕ) for r > r+,
ǫ2L
(
r2+−r2
r2+−r2−
)1/2
exp± (r+t− r−ϕ) for r < r+
(A.19)
and
x1 ± x3 =

±ǫ3L
(
r2−r2−
r2+−r2−
)1/2
exp± (r+ϕ− r−t) for r > r−,
ǫ4L
(
r2−−r2
r2+−r2−
)1/2
exp± (r+ϕ− r−t) for r < r−.
(A.20)
Here the ǫs are pure signs – several different choices of them are necessary in order to cover
entirely the part of a hyperboloid where ξ ≡ ∂ϕ is space-like. Note also that the above
transformations degenerate in the extremal case r+ = r−, where they no longer apply (the
precise coordinate transformations are more complicated and we will not show them here).
The AdS3 metric reads:
ds2 = L2
[
−f2(r) dt2 + f−2(r) dr2 + r2
(
dϕ− r+ r−
r2
dt
)2]
, (A.21)
with
f(r) =
1
r
√(
r2 − r2+
) (
r2 − r2−
)
. (A.22)
The genuine BTZ geometry is obtained by setting ϕ ∼= ϕ + 2π. Regions of AdS3 where
||∂ϕ|| is negative must be excised, in order to avoid closed time-like curves. The boundary
of such regions is the black-hole singularity. Note that the BTZ coordinates are not global,
neither for the AdS3 nor for the black hole itself: they do not entirely cover even the remaining
part of the hyperboloid, where ∂ϕ is space-like.
A.5 Global BTZ coordinates
Particular coordinate systems exist covering (part of) AdS3 that are well-adapted to the
description of BTZ black holes. In the non-rotating case, the following parametrization
covers the black hole region (where the identifications are space-like) exactly once :
g(ρ, θ,τ) =
(
cos τ cosh ρ+ sinh ρ eθ cosh ρ sin τ
−e−θ cosh ρ sin τ cos τ cosh ρ− sinh ρ
)
, (A.23)
leading to the metric
ds2 = dρ2 + cosh2 ρ
(−dτ2 + sin2 τdθ2) , (A.24)
where −∞ < ρ < +∞, 0 < τ < π, θ becoming periodic after the identifications. The
chronological singularities are located at τ = 0 and τ = π. There is also another coordinate
system going behind the chronological singularities :
g(ρ, φ,w) =
(
w cosh ρ+ sinh ρ eφ cosh ρ
(
w2 − 1)
e−φ cosh ρ w cosh ρ− sinh ρ
)
, (A.25)
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with the corresponding metric
ds2 = dρ2 + cosh2 ρ
(
dφ2 − (wdφ+ dw)2
)
. (A.26)
The black hole singularities are located at w = ±1, while the horizons correspond to the
surfaces
w = ± tanh ρ . (A.27)
The two coordinate systems are related by1
w = cos τ and eφ =
eθ
sin τ
. (A.28)
The parameterizations (5.144) and (A.25) are related by
e2ψ =
w cosh ρ+ sinh ρ
w cosh ρ− sinh ρ , (A.29a)
e2ϕ = e2φ
(
1− w2) , (A.29b)
cos 2t = cosh2 ρ
(
2w2 − 1)− sinh2 ρ . (A.29c)
In the case of the rotating BTZ black hole, the following parametrization of the group elements
has been used in [86]:
g = eϑσ3eu(ıσ1−σ2)eıτσ1eαϑσ3 , (A.30)
where the constant α was related to the mass and angular momentum of the black hole
through M = 1+α
2
2 and J =
1−α2
2 . Notice that, for |α| < 1, this defines a global coordinate
system on AdS3, with α = 0 corresponding to the usual Iwasawa decomposition of SL(2,R).
With this choice of coordinates, the identification Killing vector of the generic (non-extremal)
rotating black hole, ξ = αR2 − L2, simply reads as ξ = ∂ϑ. The coordinate transformation
between this parametrization and (5.144) is
e2ψ = e2(α+1)ϑ (1− u tan τ) , (A.31a)
e2ϕ = e2(1−α)ϑ (1 + u cot τ) , (A.31b)
cos2 t = cos2 τ (1− u tan τ) . (A.31c)
1We correct a misprint in Eq. (2.22) of [284]
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Appendix B
Symmetric spaces
The terminology symmetric space is used in various contexts, and embodies a large class
of spaces. We will here try to collect different definitions encountered in the literature and
analyze to what extent they overlap. The theorems and results will mostly be stated without
proof. For a general account of symmetric spaces, the patient reader is referred to [99, 285,
286]. Affine and Riemannian symmetric spaces are treated in [99]. Symplectic symmetric
spaces are presented in [287, 133]. Useful shortcuts include [106, 132, 288].
Let us start with a general definition [285]. A symmetric space is a manifold M and an
analytic “multiplication” µ :M ×M→M , written sx(y) △= µ(x, y), such that
1. ∀x ∈M , sx is an involutive diffeomorphism1 of M called “the symmetry at x”,
2. ∀x ∈M , x is an isolated fixed point of sx,
3. ∀x, y ∈M , sx ◦ sy ◦ sx = ssx(y).
A homomorphism of symmetric spaces (M,s) and (M ′, s′) is an analytic map ϕ :M→M ′
satisfying
ϕ(sx(y)) = s
′
ϕ(x)(ϕ(y)). (B.1)
For all x ∈ M , the symmetry sx is an automorphism of M (as symmetric space).The group
generated by all the sx◦sy, x, y ∈M , is the displacement group or transvection group, denoted
G(M). The displacement group is a normal subgroup of Aut(M).
As a simple example, let L be a Lie group endowed with the structure
sxy = xy
−1x. (B.2)
One may check that ∀x, y ∈ L, (sx ◦ sx)(y) = y and sx ◦ sy ◦ sx = ssx(y). The last condition
may be verified as follows. First note that x(sy(z)) = (xy)(xz)
−1(xy) = sxy(xz), so that
it is sufficient to check the property on se because the left translation is analytic. Since
se(y) = y
−1, the property stems from the fact that e is an isolated fixed point for the
inversion in a topological group.
1i.e. (sx)
2 = Id
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B.1 Affine and Riemannian symmetric spaces
We first recall some elementary definitions of differential geometry.
An affine connection on a manifold M is a rule ∇ which assigns a linear mapping ∇X :
κ(M)→κ(M) to each vector field X ∈ κ(M) satisfying the following two conditions:
• ∇fX+gY = f∇X + g∇Y ;
• ∇X(fY ) = f∇XY + (Xf)Y ,
∀f, g ∈ C∞(M), X,Y ∈ κ(M). The operator ∇X is called the covariant derivative in the
direction of (or with respect to) X.
Let cV : I ⊂ R→M be a curve in M , such that cV (0) = x ∈ M . The tangent vector V
of cV (t) at x can be seen as the first order differential operator acting on functions defined
in a neighborhood of x as
˙cV (0)f
△
= V (0)f = (f ◦ cV )′(0) = d
dt
∣∣∣∣
0
[f(cV (t))]. (B.3)
If (U, φ) is a local chart around x, we may rewrite (B.3) as
V (0)f =
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
0
[f˜ ◦ c˜V ] = dc˜V
α
dt |t=0
∂f˜
∂xα |xα=fcV α(0)
, (B.4)
where c˜V
△
= φ ◦ cV is a curve in Rn (dimM = n), represented by c˜V α(t), f˜ = f ◦ φ−1 ∈
Fun(Rn), and φ(x) = (xα) ∈ Rn. Eq. (B.4) is the precise meaning of the notation
Vx = V
α(x)∂α (B.5)
for the tangent vector of cV at x.
Let X now be a vector field defined (at least) along the curve cV (t):
X|cV (t) = X
µ(cV (t))∂µ. (B.6)
If X satisfies the condition
∇VX = 0 , ∀t ∈ R, (B.7)
then X is said to be parallel transported along cV (t).
If the tangent vector V itself is parallel transported along cV (t), namely if
∇V V = 0, (B.8)
then the curve cV (t) is called a geodesic.
Let us state the following proposition [99]. Let M be a differentiable manifold with an
affine connection. Let x be any point in M and let V ∈ TxM , with V 6= 0. There then exists
a unique maximal geodesic2 t→ c(t) in M such that
c(0) = x , c˙(0) = V. (B.9)
2A geodesic is called maximal if it is not a proper restriction of any geodesic.
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This geodesic is obviously denoted by cV . If V = 0, we put cV (t) = x, ∀t ∈ R. We then have
the following theorem [99]. For all x ∈ M , there exists an open neighborhood N0 of O in
TxM and an open neighborhood Nx of x in M such that the mapping
N0→Nx : V → cV (1) (B.10)
is a diffeomorphism of N0 onto Nx. The mapping V → cV (1) △= Expx(V ) is called the ex-
ponential mapping at x. In general, the exponential mapping is only locally defined, that
is, it only takes a small neighborhood of the origin at TxM , to a neighborhood of x in the
manifold.
The exponential mapping is maybe more familiar from Lie theory, where it represents a
map from the Lie algebra of a Lie group to the group, completely allowing us to recapture the
local group structure from the Lie algebra. The existence of the exponential map is one of
the primary justifications for the study of Lie groups at the level of Lie algebras. Explicitly,
if G is a Lie group and g its Lie algebra, identified with TeG, the exponential mapping is
exp : g→G, (B.11)
with exp(X) = γ(1), where γ : R→G is the unique one-parameter subgroup of G whose
tangent vector at the identity is equal to X. It follows easily from the chain rule that
exp(tX) = γ(t). The map γ may be constructed as the integral curve of either the right-
or left-invariant vector field associated with X. That the integral curve exists for all real
parameters follows by right- or left-translating the solution near zero. If G is a matrix Lie
group, then the exponential map coincides with the matrix exponential and is given by the
ordinary series expansion.
The two notions of the exponential mapping coincide in the case of Lie groups equipped
with bi-invariant metrics (i.e. Riemannian metrics invariant under left and right translation).
In this case the geodesics through the identity are precisely the one-parameter subgroups of
G.
An open neighborhood N0 of the origin in TxM is said to be normal if : (1) the mapping
Exp is a diffeomorphism of N0 onto an open neighborhood Nx of x in M; (2) if X ∈ N0 and
0 ≤ t ≤ 1, then tX ∈ N0. The last condition means that N0 is star-shaped. A neighborhood
Nx of x in M is called a normal neighborhood of x in M if Nx = ExpN0 where N0 is a normal
neighborhood of 0 in TxM . Assuming this to be the case, and letting X1, · · · ,Xn denote
some basis of TxM , the inverse mapping
Expx(a1X1 + · · ·+ anXn)→ (a1, · · · , an) (B.12)
of Nx into R
n is called a system of normal coordinates at x.
We now come to the definition of an affine symmetric space. LetM be a smooth manifold
with an affine connection ∇. Let x ∈ M and N0 be a normal neighborhood of the origin
O ∈ TxM , symmetric with respect to 0. As usual, we put Nx = ExpxN0. For each y ∈ Nx,
consider the geodesic t→ c(t) within Nx passing through x and y and such that c(0) = x,
c(1) = y. We put y′ = c(−1) △= sx(y). The mapping sx : Nx→Nx : y→ sx(y) = y′ is called
the geodesic symmetry with respect to x. In normal coordinates {x1, · · · , xn} at x, sx has
the expression {x1, · · · , xn}→{−x1, · · · ,−xn}. In particular, sx is a diffeomorphism of Nx
onto itself and (dsx)x = −Idx.
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M is called affine locally symmetric if each point x ∈ M has an open neighborhood Nx
on which the geodesic symmetry is an affine transformation3.
We have the following theorem [99]. A manifold M is affine locally symmetric iff T = 0
and ∇ZR = 0 for all Z ∈ κ(M), where T and R represent the torsion and curvature tensors of
the affine connection. A Riemannian manifold M is called a Riemannian locally symmetric
space if for each x ∈ M , there exists a normal neighborhood of x on which the geodesic
symmetry with respect to x is an isometry. A space is said to be an affine symmetric space
if it is affine locally symmetric and if for all x ∈M , the symmetry can be globally extended
to an affine transformation of M . For the definition of Riemannian symmetric space, one
has to replace affine by Riemannian and affine transformation by isometry in the preceding
definition [132]. One can show that an affine (Riemannian) symmetric space is complete4.
An important property is that the group Aff(M) of affine transformations of an affine
symmetric space is transitive on M [286]. One can moreover prove that Aff(M) is a Lie
group. We denote its identity component by G. Since G clearly acts transitively on M , M
can be represented is a homogeneous space G/H (see definition Sect. C.2). More precisely,
we have the following theorem. Let G be the largest connected group of affine transformations
of an affine symmetric space M , and H the isotropy group of a fixed point o ∈ M , so that
M = G/H as a homogeneous space. Let so be the symmetry of M at o, and σ˜ the involutive
automorphism of G defined by
σ˜(g) = so ◦ g ◦ so. (B.13)
Let Gσ˜ be the closed subgroup of G which fixes σ˜. Then G
0
σ˜ ⊂ H ⊂ Gσ˜, where G0σ˜ is the
neutral connected component of Gσ˜.
B.2 Symmetric spaces as special homogeneous spaces
The last theorem of the previous section leads to an interesting statement: it establishes
that every affine symmetric space can be identified with a homogeneous space G/H =
{[g] = {gh |h ∈ H}, g ∈ G} [98], endowed with a particular involution σ˜ of G. An affine
symmetric space can therefore be described by a triple (G,H, σ˜), where
• G is a connected Lie group;
• H is a closed subgroup of G;
• σ˜ is an involutive automorphism of G such that G0σ˜ ⊂ H ⊂ Gσ˜,
where Gσ˜ = {g ∈ G|σ˜(g) = g}. Symmetric spaces can be viewed as homogeneous spaces,
thus of the form G/H, where the subgroup H is fixed by an involutive automorphism.
A symmetric Lie algebra is a triple (g, h, σ) with
• g a Lie algebra;
3Suppose that ∇ is an affine connection onM and that φ is a diffeomorphism ofM . A new affine connection
∇′ can be defined on M by (∇′XY )x
△
= φ−1
x∗φ(x)(∇φφ(x)∗xXφφ(x)∗xY ), or in short (∇
′
XY )x
△
= φ−1∗ (∇φ∗Xφ∗Y ),
X,Y ∈ κ(M). ∇′ indeed defines an affine connection [99]. The affine connection ∇ is called invariant under
φ if ∇′ = ∇. In this case φ is called an affine transformation of M .
4The completeness of an affine (Riemannian) manifold is equivalent to the fact that each maximal geodesic
in M has the form cV (t), −∞ < t < +∞, i.e. ”has infinite length”, [99], p56.
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• h a Lie subalgebra of g;
• σ an involutive automorphism of g whose set of fixed points is h.
All symmetric spaces (G,H, σ˜) give rise to a symmetric Lie algebra (g, h, σ), where (g and
h are the Lie algebras of G and H, while σ = dσ˜e). The converse is true under certain
analyticity hypothesis.
Let (g, h, σ) be a symmetric algebra. As linear transformation of g, σ has eigenvalues +1
and −1 (because it is involutive), so that it induces a decomposition
g = h⊕ q, (B.14)
where h is the +1 eigenspace and q the −1 eigenspace. This is the canonical decomposition.
This decomposition fulfils
[h, h] ⊂ h, [h, q] ⊂ q, [q, q] ⊂ h. (B.15)
The associated homogeneous space, if it exists, is then automatically reductive5. On the
other hand, if we have a Lie algebra g and a direct decomposition g = h⊕ q fulfilling (B.15),
then the definition σ = Idh ⊕ −Idq gives rise to a symmetric Lie algebra (g, h, σ) (indeed
condition (B.15) ensures that σ be an automorphism, see [106], p184).
An homogeneous space is symmetric iff it is reductive.
We will use the following properties (see [286], Vol.2, pp230-233), especially the third one,
in Chapter 2.
With respect to the canonical connection of a symmetric space (G,H, σ), the homogeneous
space M = G/H is a (complete) affine symmetric space with symmetries sx and possesses
the following properties :
1. T = 0, ∇R = 0 and R(X,Y )Z = [[X,Y ], Z] for X,Y,Z ∈ q where q is identified with
ToM , o being the origin of M ;
2. for each X ∈ q, the parallel displacement along π(exp tX) coincides with the differential
of the transformation exp tX on M ;
3. For each X ∈ q, π(exp tX) = (exp tX) · o is a geodesic starting from o and conversely,
every geodesic from o is of this form.
Let us end by introducing another commonly used decomposition. Let B be the Killing
form of g. An involution θ : g→ g such that the quadratic form Bθ defined by
Bθ(X,Y ) := −B(X, θY ) (B.16)
is positive definite is called a Cartan involution.
Let g be a real semi-simple Lie algebra, θ a Cartan involution and σ another involution.
There then exists an inner automorphism of g, ϕ ∈ Int(g) ⊂ Aut(g) such that [ϕθϕ−1, σ] =
0 (see [106],p91). Also, any two Cartan involutions of a real semi-simple Lie algebra are
conjugate by an inner automorphism.
5The homogeneous space G/H is said to be reductive if we can find a subspace q of g such that (1)g = h⊕q
and (2) [h, q] ⊂ q. Because of the second condition, q is said H−invariant.
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A vector space decomposition
g = k⊕ p (B.17)
is a Cartan decomposition if the Killing form is negative definite on k and positive definite
on p, and if the following relationships hold:
[k, k] ⊆ k, [k, p] ⊆ p, [p, p] ⊆ k. (B.18)
If θ is a Cartan involution, then k (p) is its +1 (−1) eigenspace. Let a be a maximal Abelian
subalgebra of p. The dimension of a is called the real rank of g. For λ ∈ a∗, we define the
space
gλ = {X ∈ g|∀H ∈ a, [H,X] = λ(H)X}. (B.19)
If gλ 6= 0 and λ 6= 0, λ is called a restricted root of g. We denote by Φ the set of all restricted
roots of g. Let us consider a notion of positivity6 on a∗, and denote by Φ+ the set of positive
roots. Let us define
n = ⊕λ∈Φ+gλ, (B.20)
and
n¯ = ⊕λ∈Φ−gλ. (B.21)
We then have the Iwasawa decomposition[99]
g = a⊕ n⊕ k, (B.22)
which induces a global diffeomorphism
φ : A×N ×K→G : (a, n, k)→ φ(a, n, k) = ank, (B.23)
where A, N and K are the connected analytic subgroups of G whose Lie algebras are a, n
and k respectively. We have the property that the Lie algebra n is nilpotent, while a ⊕ n is
a solvable7 Lie subalgebra of g. AN is a solvable subgroup, or minimal parabolic subgroup of
G, and is sometimes called the Iwasawa group.
The Iwasawa decomposition induces a global diffeomorphism between the group manifold
R = AN and the symmetric space of the non-compact type8 G/K:
R→G/K : (a, n)→ anK. (B.24)
The latter map allows us naturally to identify p with the tangent space T[e]M = TKM .
(B.25)
6Let V be a vector space. A positivity notion is the data of a subset V + ⊂ V such that (i) ∀v 6= 0 ∈ V, v ∈
V + or −v ∈ V +; (ii) ∀v, w ∈ V + and ∀µ ∈ R+0 , v + w ∈ V
+ and µv ∈ V +. If v ∈ V +, v is said positive.
7Let g be a Lie algebra. The descending central series Ck(g) is defined recursively by C1(g) = g, Ck(g) =
[Ck−1(g), g]. We also define the derived series Dk(g) through D1(g) = [g, g], Dk(g) = [Dk−1(g),Dk−1(g)].
The Lie algebra g is said nilpotent if there exists n ≥ 1 such that Cn(g) = {0}. The Lie algebra g is said
solvable if there exists n ≥ 1 such that Dn(g) = {0}.
8A symmetric space G/H is said of the non-compact type when G is non-compact, and H = {g ∈ G|θ(g) =
g}, where θ is a Cartan involution. In this situation, H is a maximal compact subgroup K of G.
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B.3 Symplectic symmetric spaces
This section is entirely taken from [76], see also [133]. Some definitions are redundant with
the previous sections, making it self-contained.
Let (M,ω,∇) be a 2n-dimensional affine symplectic manifold , that is, (M,ω) is a smooth
connected symplectic manifold and ∇ is a torsion-free affine connection on M such that
∇ω = 0. Its automorphism group Aut(M,ω,∇) is defined as
Aut(M,ω,∇) = Aff(∇) ∩ Symp(ω)
where Aff(∇) is the group of affine transformations of the affine manifold (M,∇) and where
Symp(ω) denotes the group of symplectomorphisms of (M,ω). Note that, since Aff(∇) is a
Lie group of transformations of M (cf. [286]), so is Aut(M,ω,∇).
A symplectic symmetric space is a triple (M,ω, s), where (M,ω) is a smooth connected
symplectic manifold, and where s :M ×M →M is a smooth map such that
(i) for all x in M , the partial map sx : M → M : y 7→ sx(y) := s(x, y) is an involutive
symplectic diffeomorphism of (M,ω) called the symmetry at x.
(ii) For all x in M , x is an isolated fixed point of sx.
(iii) For all x and y in M , one has sx ◦ sy ◦ sx = ssx(y).
Two symplectic symmetric spaces (M,ω, s) and (M ′, ω′, s′) are isomorphic if there exists
a symplectic diffeomorphism ϕ : (M,ω) → (M ′, ω′) such that ϕsx = s′ϕ(x)ϕ. Such a ϕ is
called an isomorphism of (M,ω, s) onto (M ′, ω′, s′). When (M,ω, s) = (M ′, ω′, s′), one
talks about automorphisms. The group of all automorphisms of the symplectic symmetric
space (M,ω, s) is denoted by Aut(M,ω, s).
On a symplectic symmetric space (M,ω, s), there exists one and only one affine connection
∇ which is invariant under the symmetries. Moreover, this connection satisfies the following
properties:
(i) For all smooth tangent vector fields X,Y,Z on M and all points x in M , one has
ωx(∇XY,Z) = 1
2
Xx.ω(Y + sx⋆Y,Z).
(ii) (M,∇) is an affine symmetric space. In particular ∇ is torsion-free and its curvature
tensor is parallel.
(iii) The symplectic form ω is parallel; ∇ is therefore a symplectic connection.
(iv) One has
Aut(M,ω, s) = Aut(M,ω,∇) = Aff(∇) ∩ Symp(ω).
The connection ∇ on the symmetric space (M,s) is called the Loos connection. The
following facts are taken from [285],V.1,[286],v. II, Chapters X and XI.
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Let (M,ω, s) be a symplectic symmetric space and ∇ its Loos connection. Fix o inM and
denote by H the stabilizer of o in Aut(M,ω, s). Denote by G the transvection group of
(M,s) (i.e. the subgroup of Aut(M,ω, s) generated by {sx◦sy ; x, y ∈M}) and setK = G∩H.
Then,
(i) the transvection group G turns out to be a connected Lie transformation group of M .
It is the smallest subgroup of Aut(M,ω, s) which is transitive on M and stabilized by
the conjugation σ˜ : Aut(M,ω, s)→ Aut(M,ω, s) defined by σ˜(g) = so ◦ g ◦ so.
(ii) The homogeneous spaceM = G/K is reductive. The Loos connection ∇ coincides with
the canonical connection induced by the structure of reductive homogeneous space.
(iii) Denoting by Gσ˜ the set of σ˜-fixed points in G and by Gσ˜0 its neutral connected compo-
nent, one has
Gσ˜0 ⊂ K ⊂ Gσ˜.
Therefore, the Lie algebra k of K is isomorphic to the holonomy algebra with respect
to the canonical connection ∇.
(iv) Denote by σ the involutive automorphism of the Lie algebra g of G induced by the
automorphism σ˜. Denote by g = k ⊕ p the decomposition in ±1-eigenspaces for σ.
Then, identifying p with To(M), one has
exp(X) = sExpo( 12X)
◦ so
for all X in a neighborhood of 0 in p. Here exp is the exponential map exp : g → G
and Expo is the exponential map at point o with respect to the connection ∇.
Appendix C
Symplectic and Poisson geometry
This Appendix is essentially based on [289, 290, 291, 292, 293]1.
C.1 Definitions
LetM be a smooth manifold. A Poisson structure, or Poisson bracket onM , is a R− bilinear
Lie bracket {., .} satisfying the Leibniz rule
{f, gh} = {f, g}h + g{h, f} , ∀f, g, h ∈ C∞(M). (C.1)
A Poisson algebra is a vector space V endowed with two products: a commutative product
. : (f, g)→ f. g, (C.2)
that makes V a commutative algebra, and a Poisson bracket
{., .} : (f, g)→{f, g}. (C.3)
A Poisson algebra is thus in particular a Lie algebra. A Poisson manifold is a manifold M ,
whose algebra of smooth functions C∞(M) is a Poisson algebra with the pointwise multipli-
cation as commutative product.
For a function f ∈ C∞(M), we may define the Hamiltonian vector field Xf ∈ κ(M) of f
by
Xf = {f, .} . (C.4)
κ(M) denotes the set of vector fields on M . Since the Poisson bracket satisfies the Leibniz
rule in every component, it has to come from a bivector field Π ∈ Λ2TM such that
{f, g} = Π(df, dg). (C.5)
In local coordinates {xi}, a bivector field Π is represented by functions Πij(x), called the
structure functions, given by
Πij(x) = {xi, xj}, (C.6)
such that the Poisson bracket of two functions in coordinate notation is
{f, g} = Πij(x)∂if∂jg. (C.7)
1see also various notes at http://math.berkeley.edu/∼alanw/
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The Jacobi identity for the Poisson bracket can be expressed in terms of Π as∑
Πir∂rΠ
jk = 0, (C.8)
where the sum is taken over the cyclic permutations of i, j, k. If the matrix Πij is invertible
at each x ∈M , then Π is called nondegenerate or symplectic. In this case, the local matrices
ωij such that ωijΠ
jk = −δkj define a global 2-form ω ∈ Ω2(M) = Γ(Λ2T ∗M). This form is
such that ωx is nondegenerate for each x ∈M , i.e. if x ∈M and ωx(v, z) = 0 for all z ∈ TxM ,
then v = 0. Furthermore, the condition (C.8) is equivalent to dω = 0.
This leads us to the following definition. A symplectic manifold is a pair (M,ω) consisting
in a smooth manifold M and a closed two-form ω on M such that ωx is nondegenerate for
each each x ∈M . The two-form is called a symplectic structure onM . A symplectic manifold
is thus a Poisson manifold whose bivector field is symplectic. In the sequel, we will mostly
restrict ourselves to symplectic manifolds. We would like therefore re-express the above
quantities in terms of ω instead of Π. If (M,ω) is a symplectic manifold, the Hamiltonian
vector field Xf ∈ κ(M) associated with a function f ∈ C∞(M) can be expressed as
i(Xf )ω = −df , i.e. ωx(Xf , v) = −v(f) = −df(v) ∀v ∈ TxM. (C.9)
This relation defines Xf since ωx is nondegenerate for all x ∈ M . If ω is written in local
coordinates {pi, qi}, i = 1, · · · , n, dim(M) = 2n as
ω =
n∑
i=1
dpi ∧ dqi, (C.10)
then
Xf =
n∑
i=1
(
∂f
∂pi
∂
∂qi
− ∂f
∂qi
∂
∂pi
). (C.11)
The Poisson bracket on M is then given by
{f, g} = ω(Xf ,Xg) = Xf (g) = −Xg(f). (C.12)
We have the following isomorphism of Lie structures:
X{f,g} = [Xf ,Xg], (C.13)
which follows from the fact that i([X,Y ])α = LX i(Y )α− i(Y )LXα for all p-forms α and for
all vector fields X and Y , where L denotes the Lie derivative.
Let us mention the Darboux theorem. Let (M,ω) be a symplectic manifold, and let
x ∈ M . There then exists an open neighborhood U of x in M and local coordinates
q1, · · · , qk, p1, · · · , pk on U so that
ω|U =
k∑
i=1
dpi ∧ dqi. (C.14)
In particular, dimM = 2k, so the manifold is even-dimensional. The coordinates {q1, · · · , qk, p1, · · · , pk}
are called canonical coordinates.
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C.2 Lie transformation groups
LetM be a smooth manifold andG be a Lie group. The groupG is called a Lie transformation
group of M if to each g ∈ G is associated a diffeomorphism of M onto itself such that
1. g1g2.x = g1.(g2.x) for all x ∈M and for all g1, g2 ∈ G
2. the map G×M→M : (g, x)→ g.x is C∞.
One says that G acts on M . The action of G is called effective if e ∈ G is the only element
of G which leaves each x ∈ M fixed. The action is said to be transitive if, for any x ∈ M ,
G.x = {g.x|g ∈ G} is equal to M .
We mention the following theorem. Let G be a transitive Lie transformation group of
a smooth manifold M , let x0 be a point in M and Gx0 its stabilizer ( Gx0 = Stab(x0) =
{g ∈ G|g.x0 = x0}). Then M is diffeomorphic to the coset space G/Gx0 , whose elements are
{[g] = gh|h ∈ Gx0} (under reasonable conditions, see also [98],p 123). The space M is called
a G-homogeneous space. One also denotes by π : G→M = G/Gx0 the canonical projection.
If [e] := ϑ, one notices that dπe : g→TϑM is surjective.
C.3 Symplectomorphisms
Let φ be a diffeomorphism ofM . It is called a symplectomorphism or canonical transformation
if it preserves ω, in the sense 2
φ∗ω = ω (C.15)
This expression obviously means that
[
φ∗ω|φ(x)
]
|x = ωx. It can be shown that (C.15) is the
same condition as
{φ∗f, φ∗g} = φ∗{f, g}. (C.16)
Let us show one side of this statement in some detail. Let us first compute, for X ∈ TxM ,
Y ∈ Tφ−1(x)M ,[
i(φ−1∗ Xf )ω
]
φ−1(x) (Yφ−1(x)) = ωφ−1(x)(φ
−1
∗ (Xf ), Yφ−1(x))
= [φ∗ωx]φ−1(x)(φ
−1(Xf ), Yφ−1(x))
= ωx(φx∗φ−1(x)φ
−1
∗ (Xf ), φx∗φ−1(x)Yφ−1(x))
= ωx(Xf , φ∗Y )
= −dfx(φ∗Y )
= −φ∗(df)φ−1(x)(Yφ−1(x))
= −d(φ∗f)φ−1(x)(Yφ−1(x))
△
= [i(Xφ∗f )ω]φ−1(x) (Yφ−1(x)) (C.17)
2Recall that the pull-back of a p-form ω is defined as (φ∗ω)φ−1(y)(X1, · · · ,Xp)
△
= ωy(φy∗φ−1(y)X1, · · · , φy∗φ−1(y)Xp),
for Xi ∈ Tφ−1(y)M . The pull-back of a function is φ
∗f = f ◦ φ. The push-forward φ∗X of a vector X ∈ TxM
is a vector belonging to Tφ(x)M , defined by (φ∗X)φ(x)f = Xx(φ
∗f), where f is defined in a neighborhood of
φ(x).
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We have used the definition of the pull-back, the invariance (C.15) and the fact that the
exterior derivative commutes with the pull-back. From this we may conclude that
φ−1∗ Xf = Xφ∗f (C.18)
for any symplectomorphism. We may now write with (C.12)
{φ∗f, φ∗g}(x) = ωx(Xφ∗f ,Xφ∗g)
= ωx(φ
−1
∗ Xf , φ
−1
∗ Xg)
= [φ∗ωφ(x)]x(φ−1∗ Xf , φ
−1
∗ Xg)
= ωφ(x)(Xf ,Xg)
= {f, g}φ(x) = φ∗{f, g}. (C.19)
Let us state a proposition, without a proof : a vector field X on (M,ω) generates one-
parameter local symplectomorphisms of M if and only if i(X)ω is a closed one-form. One
defines
aut(M,ω) = {X ∈ κ(M) s.t. i(X)ω is closed}. (C.20)
and
Ham(M,ω) = {Xf , f ∈ C∞(M)}. (C.21)
C.4 Lie groups of symplectomorphisms
Let M be a manifold and G a Lie group. Let σ be an action of G on M :
σ : G×M→M : (g, x)→ σ(g).x , σ(g.g′) = σ(g) ◦ σ(g′) ∀g, g′ ∈ G. (C.22)
Each X ∈ g defines a one-parameter group of diffeomorphisms Ψξt :
ΨXt (x) = σ(exp tX).x (C.23)
The fundamental vector field X∗ on M associated with X ∈ g is, by definition,
X∗x =
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
0
σ(exp−tX).x . (C.24)
One may show that the map g→κ(M) : X→X∗ is a homomorphism of Lie algebras, i.e.
[X,Y ]∗ = [X∗, Y ∗].
The action of G on M is said to be almost Hamiltonian or weakly Hamiltonian if for
each Y ∈ g, the fundamental vector field Y ∗ is Hamiltonian, i.e. there exists a function
µY ∈ C∞(M) such that Y ∗ = XµY , i(Y ∗)ω = −dµY , or Y ∗(g) = {µY , g} for all g ∈ C∞(M),
see (C.12). The action is Hamiltonian if for each Y ∈ g, there exists a function λY such that
Y ∗ = XλY and the correspondence λ : g→C∞(M) : Y →λY is a Lie algebra homomorphism,
i.e. λY+Z = λY + λZ , λkY = kλY , ∀k ∈ R, and λ[Y,Z] = {λY , λZ}.
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C.5 Orbits of a Lie group in the dual of its Lie algebra
We are going to illustrate the notions of the previous sections with an example that will be
very useful for our purposes. We will consider the class of symplectic manifolds consisting of
orbits of a Lie group G in the dual of its Lie algebra. Let G be a connected Lie group with
Lie algebra g. Let g∗ be the dual of g (the space of all real linear forms on g). The group G
acts on g∗ by the so-called co-adjoint action:
G× g∗→ g∗ : (g, f)→ g.f = f ◦Adg−1 , (C.25)
i.e.
〈g.f,X〉 = 〈f,Adg−1X〉 , g ∈ G, f ∈ g∗,X ∈ g. (C.26)
Remark that g.f is sometimes also denoted by Ad∗gf or σ(g).f . If f ∈ g∗, let θf = G ◦ f =
{g.f |g ∈ G} be the orbit of f under this action of G. If x ∈ θf ⊂ g∗, the tangent space Txθf
is spanned by the vectors X∗x for any X ∈ g, where
X∗x =
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
0
(exp−tX).x = d
dt
∣∣∣∣
0
x ◦ Adexp tX = x ◦ adX , (C.27)
where the exponential map exp : g→G is defined by
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
0
exp tX = X , g ≃ TeG. (C.28)
Then one defines
ωx(X
∗
x, Y
∗
x ) = 〈x, [X,Y ]〉 , x ∈ θf ⊂ g∗, X, Y ∈ g∗, X∗x, Y ∗x ∈ Txθf , (C.29)
where [., .] is the Lie bracket in g. One may then show that [292]:
1. ωx is a well defined two-form on Txθf ,
2. ωx is nondegenerate,
3. ω is closed.
Thus every orbit of a connected Lie group G in the dual of its Lie algebra has a natural
symplectic structure.
Let us now take M = θf . Being the orbit in g
∗ of f under the group G, M obviously
admits an action of G:
σ : G×M→M : (g, x)→ σ(g).x , (C.30)
whose fundamental vector fields are given by (C.27). One can show that G actually acts by
symplectomorphisms, that is
σ(g)∗ω = ω. (C.31)
Next, consider the action of a one-parameter subgroup of G, σ(exp(tZ)), with Z ∈ g. This
gives a one-parameter group of symplectomorphisms of the orbit M . It can be checked that
its associated fundamental vector field Z∗ is Hamiltonian and
i(Z∗)ω = −dλZ , where λZ(x) = 〈x,Z〉. (C.32)
Furthermore, the correspondence g→C∞(M) can be shown to be a Lie algebra homomor-
phism. Therefore, the action of G on M given by (C.30) is Hamiltonian.
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C.6 Symplectic foliation of Poisson manifolds
Let us first roughly state some results on foliations. LetM be a smooth manifold, dimM = n.
Let us consider a set of k independent one-forms θα, α = 1, · · · , k < n. The system of
differential forms
θα = 0 , θα = θαa dx
a , a = 1, · · · , n (C.33)
is said integrable if and only if there exist k functions fβ and an invertible matrix Sαβ such
that
θα = Sαβ df
β. (C.34)
The Frobenius theorem states that θα = 0 is integrable iff
θ1 ∧ θ2 ∧ · · · ∧ θk ∧ dθα = 0 , ∀α = 1, · · · , k. (C.35)
At each point x ∈ M , the k one-forms θα define a sub-vector space of TxM via the set of
equations
θα(X) = 0 , X ∈ TxM. (C.36)
Vectors of TxM satisfying this relation form a vector space of dimension (n − k). The data
of a system of differential forms θα = 0 is thus equivalent to the data, at each point of M ,
of a sub-vector space of dimension (n − k) of the tangent space at that point. This field
of sub-vector spaces is called a distribution of rank n − k, and is denoted by ∆. The dual
form of Frobenius’ theorem states that the system of differential forms θα = 0 is integrable
iff ∀X,Y ∈ ∆ ⊂ κ(M), we have [X,Y ] ∈ ∆. ∆x is sometimes called the fiber at x [293]. A
rank-k distribution is said to be differentiable if every point x ∈M has a neighborhood U on
which there exist k differentiable vector fields Xi, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, whose values at each point y ∈ U
form a basis of ∆y. The integral of the differentiable distribution ∆ on M is an immersion
3
f : S→M of a connected manifold S into M , such that for all x ∈ S, (df)x(TxS) is a sub-
vector space of ∆f(x). When this is the case, the dimension of S is necessarily less or equal
to k, because (df)x is injective. An integral submanifold of ∆ is a connected submanifold S
of M such that, for all x ∈ S, TxS ⊂ ∆x. It said to be of maximal dimension if for all x ∈ S,
TxS = ∆x. An integral submanifold of ∆ is said to be maximal if every integral submanifold
of ∆ containing it is necessarily equal to it.
We may now return to the concept of integrability. A differentiable distribution ∆ of
rank k on M is said to be (completely) integrable if, for all x ∈ M , there exists an integral
submanifold of ∆ of dimension k passing through the point x. When this is the case, one
can show that there is a unique maximal integral submanifold of ∆ through each point of
M . M is then a disjoint union of integral submanifolds of ∆, each of them being maximal
and of maximal dimension. One says that ∆ defines a foliation of M . The maximal integral
submanifolds of ∆ are called leaves of this foliation. Frobenius’ theorem gives necessary and
sufficient conditions for a rank-k distribution to be (completely) integrable. The notions
of integrability and foliations can be extended to differentiable distributions whose rank is
not necessarily constant (for more details, see [293]), which naturally appear when studying
Poisson manifolds.
Let us return to the Poisson bi-vector field Π, defined in (C.5). We denote by Π♯ :
T ∗M→TM the morphism of vector bundles defined in the following way. For all x ∈ M ,
3Let M and N be smooth manifolds and f :M→N be a smooth map. It is called an immersion if for any
point x ∈M , the differential of the map (df)x : TxM→Tf(x)N is injective.
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α ∈ T ∗xM , Π♯(α)x is the unique element of TxM such that
β
(
Π♯(x)(α)
)
= Πx(α, β) , ∀β ∈ T ∗xM. (C.37)
This way, the Hamiltonian vector field can be rewritten as
Xf = Π
♯(df). (C.38)
Let (M,Π) be a Poisson manifold. The characteristic field of this Poisson manifold is
C = Π♯(T ∗M). For all x ∈ M , the fiber Cx = Π♯(T ∗xM) of the characteristic field at x
in called characteristic space at x. At any point x ∈ M , Cx is a sub-vector space of even
dimension of TxM . This stems from the fact that the rank of a bilinear antisymmetric form
on a finite-dimensional vector space is always even. The characteristic field C of a Poisson
manifold is not, in general, a sub-vector bundle of the tangent bundle, since the dimension
of Cx may change from point to point [293]. Finally, each characteristic space Cx may be
endowed with a symplectic form, which makes Cx a symplectic vector space (i.e. a vector
space endowed with a bilinear antisymmetric form whose rank equals the dimension of the
space). Now, C defines a distribution in the above sense, with the only subtlety that its rank
may vary from point to point.
When the distribution ∆ is differentiable and of constant rank, i.e. when all fibers ∆x of
∆ have the same dimensions, the (dual form of) Frobenius’ theorem may be applied. This
may be generalized to the case where ∆ is differentiable, but not necessarily of constant rank.
∆ is then (completely) integrable iff ∀X,Y ∈ ∆ ⊂ κ(M), (Φt)∗Y ∈ ∆ for all t ∈ R, where
X = ddtΦt [294, 295].
One may then show that the characteristic field of a Poisson manifold (M,Π) is completely
integrable, and defines a foliation (in a generalized sense since all leaves do not necessarily
have same dimensions), whose leaves are symplectic manifolds.
This can be made more precise through the local splitting theorem [296] : on a Pois-
son manifold (M,Π), any point x ∈ M has a coordinate neighborhood with coordinates
(qi, p
j , ym), i, j = 1, · · · , k, m = 1, · · · , l centered at x, such that
Π =
k∑
i=1
∂
∂qi
∧ ∂
∂pi
+
1
2
l∑
i,j=1
ϕij(y)
∂
∂yi
∧ ∂
∂yj
and ϕij(0) = 0. (C.39)
When l = 0, the Poisson structure is called symplectic, and the theorem is Darboux’s theorem.
In this situation, the rank of Π is equal to dimM everywhere, and we are dealing with a
symplectic manifold. Hence, a general Poisson manifold is isomorphic, near each point, to
the product of an open subset of a standard symplectic manifold R2k and a Poisson manifold
for which the Poisson tensor vanishes at the point in question.
In the general case, points where Πij has locally constant rank are called regular . If all
points of M are regular, M is called a regular Poisson manifold , endowed with a regular
Poisson structure. When the Poisson structure is regular, there is a natural foliation of M
by symplectic manifolds whose dimension is the rank of Π. This is called symplectic foliation,
the leaves being the symplectic leaves.
But as we stated above, symplectic leaves exist through every point, even on Poisson
manifolds where the Poisson structure is not regular. The symplectic leaves are determined
locally by the splitting theorem (C.39). For any point x of the Poisson manifold, if (qi, p
j, yk)
are the normal coordinates as in (C.39), then the symplectic leaf through x is given locally
by the equation y = 0.
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Appendix D
Technical Appendices
D.1 Determination of AN -invariant kernels
In this section, we show how to successively implement conditions (i) to (vi) of Sect. 3.2.3
in order to get an AN -invariant associative product on the AN group manifold. The group
manifold variables are denoted by a and n. The infinitesimal left translations are generated
by the vector fields ∂a and exp[− a]∂n. The star product is written as:
(u ∗ v)(x) =
∫
K[x,y, z]u(y) v(z) dµy dµz (D.1)
where the (left-invariant) measure used is simply dµx = dax dnx. To be left-invariant, the
kernel K[x,y, z] has to verify the equations:(
∂ax + ∂ay + ∂az
)
K[x,y, z] = 0 , (D.2)(
exp[− ax] ∂nx + exp[− ay] ∂ny + exp[− az] ∂nz
)
K[x,y, z] = 0 . (D.3)
Hence it depends on four variables instead of six:
K[x,y, z] = KL[αxy, αx z; νy x, νzx] , (D.4)
where we have set
αxy := ax − ay , νxy := nx − exp[−(ax − ay)]ny . (D.5)
This condition ensures the left invariance of the star product under the AN group. We now
proceed to impose four additional conditions: the two that define a star product, i.e. the
associativity and the existence of right and left units, as well as a condition on the trace and
the hermiticity.
First of all, the existence of a unit element, u
L
⋆
G
1 = u and 1
L
⋆
G
u = u, imposes the
conditions: ∫
KL[αxy, αx z; νy x, νzx] dµz = δ
2[x− y] , (D.6)∫
KL[αxy, αx z; νy x, νzx] dµy = δ
2[x− z] . (D.7)
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To fulfill these conditions, we assume that:
KL(αx y, αx z; νy x, νzx) =
1
(2πλ¯)2
B(αxy, αx z) exp {iΨ(αxy, αx z; νy x, νzx)} (D.8)
where:
Ψ(αxy, αx z; νy x, νz x) := Y (αxy, αx z) νy x + Z(αxy, αx z) νzx , (D.9)
where Y (a, b) and Z(a, b) are real functions, and B(a, b) complex. This special choice of the
phase Ψ, linear in the νyx and νzx variables, as well as the independence of the function B
in these variables, is dictated by the structure of the Fourier transform of the Dirac delta
distribution. Eq. D.6 now reads :
1
2πλ¯ 2
∫
B(αxy, αx z)δ[Z(αx y, αx z)] exp {iY (αxy, αx z)νy x} daz = δ2[x− y] . (D.10)
To reproduce the distribution of the right-hand side of eq. (D.10), we have to assume that:
δ[Z(αx y, αx z)] = δ[αx y]/ζ(αx z) i. e. Z(a, b) = 0 iff a = 0 . (D.11)
Hence, to verify eq.(D.6), the function B(a, b) has to satisfy the condition:
λ¯2 ζ(b) ∂bY (0, b) = B(0, b) , (D.12)
with the sign being fixed by the requirement that Y (0, b) runs from −∞ to +∞ when b goes
from −∞ to +∞. An analogous calculation shows that eq. (D.7) implies:
λ¯2 η(a) ∂aZ(a, 0) = B(a, 0) , (D.13)
and leads to a relationship similar to eq. (D.11):
δ[Y (αxy, αx z)] = δ[αx z]/η(αx y) i. e. Y (a, b) = 0 iff b = 0 , (D.14)
with Z(a, 0) running from −∞ to +∞ when a varies from −∞ to +∞.
Let us now impose the following trace condition on the star product :∫
(u
L
⋆
G
v)(x)dµx :=
∫
k[y, z]u(y) v(z)dµydµz =
∫
k[z, y]u(y) v(z)dµydµz , (D.15)
which implies that the two-point kernel:∫
KL[αxy, αx z; νy x, νz x] dµx := k[y, z] = k[z, y] (D.16)
is symmetric. We will not discuss this condition in all its generality here, but initially restrict
ourselves to the special case:
k[y, z] = δ2[y, z] , (D.17)
and discuss a slightly more general situation later. After integration over nx in (D.16), this
condition may be rewritten as:
1
2πλ¯2
∫
B(αxy, αx z)δ[Y (αxy, αx z) exp(αx y) + Z(αxy, αx z) exp(αx z)]
exp {iY (αx y, αx z)ny + Z(αxy, αx z)nz)} dax = δ(ay − az) δ(ny − nz) . (D.18)
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To satisfy this relationship, we assume that the delta distribution appearing in the integrand
is equivalent to δ[αy x − αzx]. In other words, we assume that:
Y (a, b) e a + Z(a, b) e b = 0⇔ a = b . (D.19)
This condition is sufficient to pursue the construction of the star product; we shall return to
it later.
We now analyze the conditions implied by the associativity. The star product will be
associative if and only if IR = IL, where:
IR =
∫
KL(x,p,y)KL(y,q, r) dµy and IL =
∫
KL(x,y′, βr)KL(y′,p,q) dµy′ .
(D.20)
After integrations on ny and ny′ we obtain:
IR =
1
8π3λ¯4
∫
B(αxp, αxy)B(αy q, αy r)e
−i{(Y (αxp,αxy) eαxp+Z(αxp,αxy) eαxy )nx}
ei{Y (αx p,αxy)np+Y (αy q,αy r)nq+Z(αy q,αy r)nr}
δ[Z(αxp, αxy)− Y (αy q, αy r)eαy q − Z(αy q, αy r)eαy r ] day (D.21)
IL =
1
8π3λ¯4
∫
B(αxy′ , αx r)B(αy′ p, αy′ q)e
−i{(Y (αx y′ ,αx r) eαxy′+Z(αx y′ ,αx r) eαx r)nx}
ei{Y (αy′ p,αy′ q)np+Z(αy′ p,αy′ q)nq+Z(αxy′ ,αxr)nr}
δ[Y (αxy′ , αxr)− Y (αy′ p, αy′ q)eαy′ p − Z(αy′ p, αy′ q)eαy′ q ] day′ (D.22)
Using eq. (D.19), we see that points such that aq = ar and ap = ax belong to the support
of the delta distribution appearing in IR, while those such that ap = aq and ar = ax belong
to the support of the delta distribution appearing in IL. To obtain IR = IL, the supports
of these delta distributions must coincide (possibly after redefinition of the ay′ variable). To
continue, we assume that the support of both delta distributions are located on the subset
defined by:
ap − aq + ar − ax = 0 . (D.23)
This condition and the requirement for the equality of the phases of the two integrals (D.21
and D.22), lead to the set of four equations:
Y (αr q, αxy) = Y (αy′ p, αy′ q) (D.24)
Y (αy q, αyr) = Z(αy′ p, αy′ q) (D.25)
Z(αy q, αy r) = Z(αxy′ , αpq) (D.26)
Y (αr q, αxy)e
αr q + Z(αr q, αxy)e
αx y = Y (αxy′ , αpq)e
αx y′ + Z(αxy′ , αpq)e
αp q .(D.27)
To ensure the compatibility between the functional relationships (D.24-D.26) and eqs (D.11,
D.14) we must impose the conditions:
ay = ax = ap − aq + ar ⇔ ay′ = aq , (D.28)
ay = ar ⇔ ay′ = ap , (D.29)
ay = aq ⇔ ay′ = ax = ap + ar − aq . (D.30)
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The only linear relationship between ay and ay′ satisfying relationships (D.118)-(D.30)is
ay′ = −ay + ap + ar ; (D.31)
the linearity of the relationship is imposed by the equality of the integrals IR and IL. Fur-
thermore, by inserting the relationships (D.23, D.31) in eqs (D.24, D.26) we deduce that the
functions Y and Z depend on one variable only:
Y (a, b) = Y˜ (b) and Y˜ (0) = 0 , (D.32)
Z(a, b) = Z˜(a) and Z˜(0) = 0 . (D.33)
Moreover eq. (D.25) implies:
Y˜ (a) = Z˜(−a) . (D.34)
Condition (D.27) now becomes:
Y˜ (αpq + αry) e
αr q + Y˜ (αq r) e
(αp q+αr y) =
Y˜ (αpq) e
αy q + Y˜ (αqy) e
αpq . (D.35)
If in this last condition we set ap = ay and aβq = ar, we deduce that Y˜ and Z˜ are odd
functions satisfying:
Y˜ (a) = −Z˜(a) = Z˜(−a) = −Y˜ (−a) . (D.36)
Finally, considering the condition (D.35) for aq = ay and ap = ar, we obtain:
Y˜ (2 a) = 2 Y˜ (a) cosh( a) , (D.37)
whose only continuous solution, with the condition that Y˜ (a) runs from −∞ to +∞ when a
starts from −∞, is:
Y˜ (a) = λ¯−1 sinh( a) , (D.38)
where λ¯ is a positive constant. These considerations allow us to fix the Ψ-phase of the kernel
defining the star product as:
Ψ = λ¯−1 {sinh [(ay − ax)] nz + sinh [(az − ay)] nx + sinh [(ax − az)] ny} . (D.39)
Indeed, it is straightforward to check that this expression of Ψ satisfies the assumption (D.23)
made about the supports of the delta distributions appearing in eqs (D.21 and D.22).
Having obtained Ψ, we still have to determine the B-function of the kernel introduced in
eq. (D.8). From the existence of right and left units we obtain, using eqs (D.11, D.14):
B(0, αx z) = cosh(αx z) and B(αxy, 0) = cosh(αxy) , (D.40)
while the trace condition (D.18) implies the diagonal relationship:
B(αxy, αxy) = cosh(αxy) . (D.41)
In addition, the associativity condition requires that the B-function obeys the quadratic
functional equation:
B(αrq, αr q + αpy)B(αy q, αy r)
cosh(αq r)
=
B(αy q, αpq)B(αr y, αrq + αpy)
cosh(αqp)
(D.42)
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from which we easily deduce (by considering the two special cases aq = ar and ap = ay) that:
B(a, b)B(b, a) = cosh( a) cosh( b) cosh(a− b) . (D.43)
The last condition that we impose on the star product is the hermiticity condition:(
u
L
⋆
G
v
)
=
(
v
L
⋆
G
u
)
. (D.44)
It implies:
B(a, b) = B(b, a) (D.45)
and the antisymmetry of Ψ with respect to this exchange, a condition that is already satisfied.
So, if we assume the hermiticity condition, we obtain:
|B(αxy, αx z)| =
√
cosh(αxy) cosh(αx z) cosh(αy z) . (D.46)
The phase ψ(αx y, αx z) of the complex function B (not to be confused with Ψ) is an arbitrary
odd function of two variables, vanishing when one of the variables is an integer multiple of
π. Indeed, eqs (D.12, D.13) imply that B(a, 0) and B(0, a) are real.
ψ(a, 0) = 0 . (D.47)
It is a matter of trivial calculation to check that the kernel built with the Ψ-phase (D.39) and
the function B so defined provides a hermitian star product, satisfying the trace condition
(D.15) and admitting a left and right unit. Let us also note that both the phase (D.39) and
the amplitude (D.46) admit a geometrical interpretation in terms of geodesic triangles built
on the three points x, y and z (see refs [76, 297]).
Another left-invariant star product under the AN group was obtained previously starting
from completely different considerations [76]. Its phase is also given by eq. (D.39) but
B(αxy, αxz) is real and given by :
B(αxy, αx z) = cosh(ay − az) . (D.48)
This star product does not satisfy the trace condition (D.15) with (D.17) but instead a twisted
trace condition involving a K0 Bessel function:∫
(u
L
⋆
G
v)(x)dµx =
1
πλ¯
∫
K0
[
λ¯−1(ny − nz)
]
δ(ay − az)u(y) v(z)dµydµz . (D.49)
This star product may be reobtained and generalized as follows. The phase Ψ given by
eq. (D.39) was built without any use of the hermiticity condition. Modulo the computational
assumptions introduced, its expression results essentially from the invariance conditions and
one “half” of the trace condition (D.19) : the condition that leads to the factor δ(ay−az) on
the right hand side of eq. (D.18). A similar computation as the one described here above,
but ignoring the other “half” of the trace condition (eq. (D.41)), leads to:
B(a, b)B(b, a) =
B(a, a)B(b, b)
B(a− b, a− b) cosh
2[(a− b)] . (D.50)
Note that by interchanging a and b in this equation, we find that B(a, a) = B(−a, −a).
As a consequence, B(a, a) is an even function and the star product satisfies a twisted trace
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condition in general, i.e. a trace condition that instead of δ2[y − z] in eqs (D.15, D.18),
involves a slightly more general, but nevertheless always invariant, symmetric kernel F (ny −
nz) δ(aβy − az) in its right hand side, with:
F (ny − nz) = 1
2πλ¯
∫
B(a, a)e
i
λ¯
(ny−nz) sinh ada . (D.51)
Conversely, if we fix the distribution F (ny − nz), B(a, a) must be equal to:
B(a, a) = F˜(a) = cosh(a) Fˆ(λ¯−1 sinh(a)) , (D.52)
where Fˆ(k) =
∫
F (n) exp(−i k n) dn is the Fourier transform of F .
The most general solution of eq. (D.50) can easily be expressed by decomposing the
function B(a, b) into its symmetric Bs and antisymmetric Ba parts:
Bs(a, b) =
1
2
(B(a, b) +B(b, a)) , Ba(a, b) =
1
2
(B(a, b)−B(b, a)) . (D.53)
Equations (D.40) imply that the function Ba vanishes when one of its arguments is zero
(Ba(a, 0) = 0), but otherwise is arbitrary. The symmetric part of the B-function depends on
the function F˜(a) defined in eq. (D.52), with the additional condition that F˜(0) = 1 ensuring
that
∫∞
−∞ F (n)dn = 1. It is given by:
B2s (a, b) =
F˜(a)F˜(b)
F˜(a− b) cosh
2(a− b) +B2a(a, b) (D.54)
Choosing B as symmetric and real with F˜(α) = 1 corresponds to the star product presented
in [76], while F˜(α) = coshα corresponds to a hermitian star product such that the trace
condition is given by eqs. (D.15) and (D.17).
Let us also mention that some of the star products we have discussed above are easily
related to the Moyal-Weyl star product (denoted
M
⋆ )1:
(u
M
⋆ v)(x) :=
1
(2πλ¯)2
∫
e
i
λ¯
(x−y)∧(x−z)u(y) v(z) dµydµz , (D.55)
via the sequence of transformations:
(u
L
⋆
G
v) = T−1 [T [u] ∗ T [v]] , (D.56)
where:
T [u](a, n) :=
1
2πλ¯
∫
e−
i
λ¯
ξ nP(ξ)e iλ¯ sinh(ξ)νu(a, ν) dν dξ , (D.57)
slightly generalizing, by an extra multiplication by the (non-vanishing) complex function P,
a similar transformation first obtained in ref. [76]. The kernel of the star product so defined
is given by:
KL[αxy, αx z; νy x, νzx] =
1
(2πλ¯)2
P(αy x)P(αx z)
P(αy z) cosh(αy z) exp(iΨ) . (D.58)
1Formally, all star products are equivalent to a Moyal-Weyl star product; the transformation T that makes
the correspondence can always be constructed, step by step, as a formal series. The point here is that we
have explicit transformations that allow to define the functional space on which the star product constitutes
an internal composition law.
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formulae (D.56, D.57) clarify some of the constraints imposed to the function P: P(0) = 1
is necessary to obtain u
L
⋆
G
1 = 1
L
⋆
G
u = u, as otherwise we would have u
L
⋆
G
1 = 1
L
⋆
G
u = P(0) u;
its positivity on the real axis is necessary for the existence of T−1, and it is only if P(a) =
P(−a) that the hermiticity condition (D.44) can be fulfilled.
A tedious but elementary calculation shows that all the star products considered here may
be seen as deformations of the canonical symplectic structure defined by the surface element
under the AN group (if P(0) is properly normalized). Indeed, using the kernel (D.8), one
finds at first order in λ¯ :
(u
L
⋆
G
v)(x) = u(x) v(βx) − iλ¯ B(0, 0)u(x)( ∂←ax∂
→
nβx − ∂
←
nx∂
→
ax)v(x)
+iλ¯ (v(x)∂nxu(x)B
(0,1)(0, 0) − u(x)∂nxv(x)B(1,0)(0, 0)) +O(λ¯2) .(D.59)
In order to define an invariant star product, the amplitude B(a, b) has in particular to sat-
isfy the relationships (D.40), which force B(0, 0) = 1 and (∂aB)(0, 0) = (∂bB)(0, 0) = 0.
Equivalently, this implies that P(0) = 1 in the kernel (D.58).
D.2 Solving the 2 equations for the kernels u and v
We have seen in Sect. 3.3.4 that the kernel of the operator U is given as solution to the
equation
− ρ1ν(F )|zu(z−1x) = F ∗|xu(z−1x) . (D.60)
This equation could be rewritten as
−2|z¯W (x, z¯) = F ∗|xW (x, z¯) , (D.61)
with
W (x, z¯) =
(
(φ∗ν)
−1 ◦ F ◦ T T )|z u(z−1x) , (D.62)
by introducing the operator 2 defined as(
(φ∗ν)
−1Fρν(F )f
)
(a, b) = 2((φ∗ν)
−1Ff)(a, b) , (D.63)
where
φν(a, l) = (a,
1
2iν
sinh 2iνl) , (D.64)
and
F (g)(a, b) =
∫
e−iblg(a, l)dl . (D.65)
In what follows, we will set λ = iν. With
φ−1λ (a, l) = (a,
1
2λ
arcsinh2λl) , (D.66)
as well as eq. (3.104), and the relationships
F [sinh(2ν∂l) f(a, l)] = sinh(2iνb) fˆ (a, b) , (D.67)
F [l cosh(2ν∂l) f(a, l)] = −1
i
∂b(cosh(2iνb) fˆ(a, b)) , (D.68)
F [l2 sinh(2ν∂l) f(a, l)] = −∂2b (sinh(2iνb) fˆ (a, b)) , (D.69)
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the operator 2 can be explicitly determined as
2|y = 2(a,b) = ie2a
[
bλ2∂2a + b(1 + 4λ
2b2)∂2b + (1 + 4λ
2b2)∂a∂b + 4λ
2b∂a + 2(1 + 6λ
2b2)∂b − b(k − 4λ2)
]
.
(D.70)
On the other hand, the relationship (D.62) constrains the functional form of the function
W (x, z¯) = W (c, p, a, b), where x = (c, p) and z = (a, l), b being the variable conjugated to l
through the transformations T T and F which only affect the second coordinate. It is written
as
Wλ(x, p, b) = −(1 + 4λ2b2)1/4 x
4π
e−
i
4π
bpx Fλ(b, x) , (D.71)
with x = 4πe2(c−a) and
Fλ(b, x) =
∫
e
i
4π
bxy uλ(
1
2
ln
x
4π
, y) dy . (D.72)
Equation (D.61) is explicitly written, using eqs. (3.90) and (D.70), the prescribed form of
W (x, z) and the change of variable x = 4πe2(c−a), as
i[ 4λ2bx2∂2ξ + b(1 + 4λ
2b2)∂2b − 2x(1 + 4λ2b2)∂ξ∂b − 4λ2bx∂ξ + 2(1 + 6λ2b2)∂b −
b(k − 4λ2)]W (x, p, b) = − x
4π
(
2xp∂ξ − (m+ p2)∂p
)
W (x, p, b) , (D.73)
which further reduces to the following equation for Fλ(b, x), plugging (D.71) into (D.73) :
(−4bx2λ2(1 + 4b2λ2)∂2x − b(1 + 4b2λ2)2∂2b + 2x(1 + 4b2λ2)2∂b∂x
−(1 + 4b2λ2)8b2λ2∂b + V (b, x))Fλ(b, x) = 0 , (D.74)
with V (b, x) = b(−2λ2(1 + 2b2λ2) + (1 + 4b2λ2)(k −m( x4π )2)).
The problem thus amounts to solve this equation for Fλ(b, x), from which we could find
the “function” uλ by inverting (D.72).
For further purposes, we slightly generalize (D.71) for
W (x, z¯) =
(
(φ∗λ)
−1 ◦ F ◦ Tn
)
|z u(z
−1x) , (D.75)
where T n denotes the transform (3.129) for a general AN−invariant product, not necessarly
T
⋆ . By restricting ourselves to P(x) = (cosh 2x)n, we get
Wλ(x, p, b) = −(1 + 4λ2b2)n/2 x
4π
e−
i
4π
bpx Fλ(b, x) . (D.76)
Eq. (D.61) then imposes the following equation for Fλ(b, x) :
(−4bx2λ2(1 + 4b2λ2)∂2ξ − b(1 + 4b2λ2)2∂2b + 2x(1 + 4b2λ2)2∂b∂ξ −
(1 + 4b2λ2)4b2λ2(1 + 2n)∂b − 4(1 − 2n)bxλ2(1 + 4b2λ2)∂x + V (b, x))Fλ(b, x) = 0 , (D.77)
with V (b, x) = b(−4nλ2(1 + 4nb2λ2) + (1 + 4b2λ2)(k −m( x4π )2)).
Writing (D.74) as
[
gµν(∇µ +Aµ)(∇ν +Aν) +Q
]
Fλ(b, x), we find
Ax =
1
2x
, Ab =
2bλ2
1 + 4b2λ2
, (D.78)
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thus A = df , with f(b, x) = 12 ln(2x(1 + 4b
2λ2)1/2). We also find that
Q(b, x) = V (b, x) + bλ2 . (D.79)
To eliminate the gauge field Aµ, we set G(b, x) = h(b, x)F (b, x), with h(b, x) = e
f(b,x) =√
2x(1 + 4b2λ2)1/4, in terms of which the equation becomes[
∆(b,x) + Q˜(b, x)
]
G(b, x) = 0 , (D.80)
∆(b,x) denoting the Laplacian of the metric
ds2 =
1
x(1 + 4λ2b2)
(
4bxλ2
1 + 4λ2b2
db2 + 2dbdx +
b
x
dx2
)
(D.81)
and
Q˜(b, x) = −b(1 + 4λ2b2)(λ2 − k +m x
2
16π2
) . (D.82)
With the further change of variable b = 12λ sinh 2λθ, x = e
α and
U = eα/2 sinh θλ , V = eα/2 cosh θλ , (D.83)
the metric (D.81) is rewritten as
ds2 = − 4
λ
U2 − V 2
(U2 + V 2)2
dUdV , (D.84)
and we finally get [
∂U∂V + Q˜(U, V )
]
G(U, V ) = 0 , (D.85)
with
Q˜(U, V ) = − 1
λ2
UV
(U2 − V 2)2 (λ
2 − k + m
16π2
(U2 − V 2)2) . (D.86)
Let U2 = 12(t− x), V 2 = 12(t+ x) and G(b, x) = H(t, x), and the equation becomes{
x2(∂2t − ∂2x)−
1
4λ2
[λ2 − k + m
16π2
x2]
}
H(t, x) = 0
admitting solutions by separating variables: H(t, x) = ks(x)exp(i s t), with
ks(x) =
√
x
(
AJ√k
2λ
[
√
s2 +
m
(8πλ)2
x] +BJ−
√
k
2λ
[
√
s2 +
m
(8πλ)2
x]
)
, (D.87)
where Jµ denote the Bessel function of the first kind
2. The general solution is then obtained
as a superposition of these modes.
Putting this all together, we get
Fλ,s(b, x) =
1√
2x
ks(x)(1 + 4λ
2b2)−1/4eisx
√
1+4λ2b2 , (D.88)
2i.e. [x2 d
2
dx2
+ x d
dx
+ (x2 − µ2)]Jµ(x) = 0.
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and from (D.72)
u(a, l) =
e2a
4π
∫
eible
2a
F (b, 4πe2a) db , (D.89)
thus (up to constant factors)
uTλ,s(a, l) = e
a ks(4πe
2a)
∫
Hs(a, b) eible2a db , (D.90)
with
Hs(a, b) = (1 + 4λ2b2)−1/4e4πis
√
1+4λ2b2e2a , (D.91)
where the subscript T refers to the fact that the operator UT whose kernel is uTλ,s(a, l) is such
that f#g = UT
(
(UT )−1f
T
⋆(UT )−1g
)
.
Note that the resolution of (D.77) yields
Fλ,s(b, x) =
1√
2x
ks(x)(1 + 4λ
2b2)−n/2eisx
√
1+4λ2b2 , (D.92)
and
unλ,s(a, l) = e
a ks(4πe
2a)
∫
Hns (a, b) eible
2a
db , (D.93)
with
Hns (a, b) = (1 + 4λ2b2)−n/2e4πis
√
1+4λ2b2e2a , (D.94)
with P(x) = (cosh 2x)n.
The kernel (D.93), obtained by solving the Box equation with the functional form (D.75),
with P(x) = (cosh 2x)n, actually corresponds to an intertwiner between an AN−invariant
product with P ′(x) = (cosh 2x)(1−n) (and not (cosh 2x)n!) and #. Indeed, from (D.90), one
finds that the kernel of UP ′ = UT ◦(T T )−1◦TP ′ (such that f#g = UP ′
(
(UP ′)−1f
P’
⋆(UP ′)−1g
)
,
with P ′(x) = (cosh 2x)n′) reads
un
′
λ,s(a, l) = e
a ks(4πe
2a)
∫
(1 + 4λ2b2)
n′−1
2 e4πis
√
1+4λ2b2e2a eible
2a
db . (D.95)
Comparing (D.93) and (D.94) to (D.95), one indeed has n
′−1
2 = −n2 .
Finally, the corresponding function W (x, p, b) reads, in all cases,
W (x, p, b) = −
√
x
4π
e−
i
4π
bxpks(x)e
isx(1+4λ2b2)1/2 , (D.96)
with s ∈ R.
We may use a similar technique to determine the kernel of a given operator U−1. By
writing
[U−1f ](x) =
∫
v(z−1x) f(z)dz , (D.97)
one finds from (3.139) that
2|x¯M(x¯, z) = −F ∗|zM(x¯, z) (D.98)
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with
M(x¯, z) =
(
(φ∗λ)
−1 ◦ F ◦ TP)|x vP(z−1x) . (D.99)
Note that, contrary to (D.61), (D.98) can be written using any Tn transform, and not nec-
essarly T T . This comes from the fact that F ∗ is always a self-adjoint operator, while the
operator ρ1ν(F ) is only self-adjoint when it is constructed with an AN -invariant star product
satisfying the trace condition.
Solutions to (D.98) can be deduced from solutions to (D.61), as vn(z−1x) = un(x−1z),
with un given by (D.93) and (D.94). Indeed, from (D.61) and (D.98), we see that M(x¯, z) =
W (z, x¯) and hence, ifM(x, z) =
(
(φ∗λ)
−1 ◦ F ◦ Tn
)
|x v
n(z−1x) andW (x, z) =
(
(φ∗λ)
−1 ◦ F ◦ TP)|z un(z−1x),
this implies that vn(z−1x) = un(x−1z). We finally get
vnλ,s(a, l) = e
−a ks(4πe−2a)
∫
(1 + 4λ2b2)−n/2e4πis
√
1+4λ2b2e−2a e−ibl db , (D.100)
D.3 About the unicity of the #-product
In this Appendix, we discuss the unicity of the construction of Sect. 3.3.4, by analyzing to
what extent our derivation gives all SL(2,R)-invariant kernels. To this end, we will start
from an arbitrary SL(2,R)-invariant product, related to a given AN -invariant product by
an intertwiner U , and show that the kernel of this operator, defined in (3.132), necessarily
satisfies (D.61), up to all possible minor modifications and/or redefinitions.
Before proceeding, let us introduce a useful concept, the Chevalley cohomology . Let (V, ρ)
be a representation of a Lie algebra g. A p-cochain with values in V is a rule c which assigns
to each (p)-uple (X0, . . . ,Xp−1) in g×· · · × g an element c(X0, · · · ,Xp−1) in V, totally skew-
symmetric in its arguments. The (abelian) group of all p-cochains is denoted by Cp(g, V ).
The co-boundary operator δ of the Chevalley cohomology associated to the representation ρ
is defined as
(δc)(X0, . . . ,Xp) =
∑
i
(−1)iρ(Xi) c(X0,−, Xˆi,−,Xp)+
∑
i<j
(−1)i+j c([Xi,Xj ],X0,−, Xˆi,−, Xˆj ,−,Xp)
(D.101)
One checks that δ ◦ δ = 0. The pth Chevalley cohomology space Hp(g, V ) is the quotient
Hp(g, V ) = {p-cocycles, i.e. p-cochains s.t. δc = 0} / {p-coboundaries, i.e. p-cochains s.t. c = δb} .
(D.102)
We have the Whitehead’s lemma[298]:
Let g be a finite-dimensional semi-simple Lie algebra and ρ a non-trivial representation
of g on V . Then
Hq(g, V ) = 0 q = 1, 2 . (D.103)
Suppose we start with a G-invariant product # on R = AN . This is equivalent to
the statement that there exists a Lie algebra homomorphism g → Der(#) : X → X∗.
Furthermore, because all (formal) star products on R are classified by H2dRh(R) = 0, all
products are equivalent to
M
⋆ . This implies that if D is a derivation for
M
⋆ , then MDM−1
will be a derivation for #, with f
M
⋆ g = M−1(Mf#Mg). But all the derivations for
M
⋆ are
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interior, that is, for all D ∈ Der(M⋆ ), there exists λD ∈ C(R), such that Df = [λD, f ]M
⋆
.
Consequently, Der(#) = int(#), and there is an application
µ : g → C∞(R)[[ν]] : X → µ˜X , (D.104)
with
X∗ = [µ˜X , . ]#
△
= ad#µ˜X . (D.105)
In what follows, we will often set 2ν = 1 for simplicity. Because of the Lie algebra ho-
momorphism g → Der(#) : X → X∗, we have [X,Y ]∗ = [X∗, Y ∗]. The right-hand side
[ad#µ˜X , ad#µ˜Y ] can be written, using the Jacobi identity, as ad#[µ˜X , µ˜Y ]#, while the left-
hand side is by definition ad#µ˜[X,Y ]. It follows that
c(X,Y ) := µ˜[X,Y ] − [µ˜X , µ˜Y ]# (D.106)
belongs to the center of the algebra, i.e. it is a 2-cochain
c : Λ2(g)→ C[[ν]] (D.107)
with values in the (formal) constants. With (D.101), one also checks that δc = 0, thus, by
virtue of the Whitehead’s lemma, c has to be a co-boundary :
c = δb, with b : g → C[[ν]] . (D.108)
The application µ = µ˜+ b then defines a Lie algebra homomorphism, because one can check
that µ[X,Y ] − [µX , µY ]# = 0.
Now, consider an operator U such that
f#g = U(U−1f ⋆1ν U
−1g), (D.109)
for a given AN −invariant product ⋆1ν . We would like to check if this operator necessarly
satisfies (D.61). This operator has to be a convolution in order to preserve the AN−invariance
and must commute with the action of R∗ :
UX∗U−1f = X∗f , ∀X ∈ a⊕ n . (D.110)
With (3.123) and (3.126), the left-hand side is rewritten as U [ΛX , U
−1f ] 1
⋆
, while the right-
hand side is [µX , f ]# = U [U
−1µX , U−1f ] 1
⋆
, from which we deduce
ΛX = U
−1µX + c(X) , ∀X ∈ a⊕ n . (D.111)
where c(X) are a priori arbitrary constants. Let us first assume that these constants vanish.
We will return to this assumption at the end of the section. The next step is to define
ρ#(X) = Uρ1(X)U−1 ,∀X ∈ g. (D.112)
By construction, this operator is a derivation for #, and because all derivations are interior
we have
ρ#(X) = [ΓX , f ]# ,with ΓX = UΛX , (D.113)
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because of (D.109) and (D.112). Following the same argument that led to (3.128), we know
that ρ# is a homomorphism, by construction :
[ρ#ν (X), ρ
#
ν (Y )] = ρ
#
ν ([X,Y ])∀X,Y ∈ g . (D.114)
Moreover, we note that, ∀X ∈ a ⊕ n ⊂ g, ΓX = µX . On the other hand, we know that the
vector field F ∗ may be written as
F ∗ = [µF , . ]# , (D.115)
where the function µF is not known at this stage.
In our approach, to determine the operator U , we solved the equation ρ#(F ) = F ∗ by
taking µF = ΓF . We would like to analyze to what extent the equation would be modified
for a general µF . To this end, we first have to identify µF . On the one hand, we saw that µ
is a homomorphism :
[µx, µY ]# = µ[X,Y ] . (D.116)
This implies that U−1µ is also a homomorphism, because
U−1[UU−1µX , UU−1µY ]# = U−1µ[X,Y ]
→֒ [U−1µX , U−1µY ] 1
⋆
= U−1µ[X,Y ] . (D.117)
Thus,
[U−1µH , U−1µF ] 1
⋆
= −2U−1µF (D.118)
= [ΛH , U
−1µF ] 1
⋆
(D.119)
= H∗(U−1µF ) , (D.120)
where (D.119) holds because of (D.111) with c(X) = 0, and where (D.120) is due to (3.123)
and (3.126). Thus
H∗(U−1µF ) = −2(U−1µF ) . (D.121)
Next, we have
[U−1µE , U−1µF ] 1
⋆
= U−1µH (D.122)
= [ΛE , U
−1µF ] 1
⋆
(D.123)
= E∗(U−1µF ) , (D.124)
On the other hand, we also have the homomorphism (3.127) (with 2ν = 1 ):
[ΛX ,ΛY ]⋆1ν = Λ[X,Y ] , ∀X,Y ∈ g = sl(2,R) . (D.125)
Thus, (D.122) reads, with the help of (D.111) (and c(X) = 0)
U−1µH = U−1ΓH (D.126)
= ΛH (D.127)
= [ΛE ,ΛF ] 1
⋆
(D.128)
= E∗ΛF . (D.129)
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From this we have
E∗(U−1µF − ΛF ) = 0 . (D.130)
Finally,
[ΛH ,ΛF ] 1
⋆
= Λ[H,F ] = −2ΛF (D.131)
= H∗ΛF . (D.132)
From (D.121) and (D.132), we get, with ζF = U
−1µF − ΛF
H∗ζF = −2ζF . (D.133)
Solving (D.130) and (D.133) yields
ζF (a, l) = C exp(2a) . (D.134)
The equation to be satisfied by any operator U now reads
F ∗ = [µF , . ]# = [U(ΛF + ζF ), . ]# (D.135)
= U [ΛF + ζF , U
−1 . ] 1
⋆
(D.136)
= Uad⋆1(ΛF + ζF )U
−1 . (D.137)
With ρ1ν(F ) = [ΛF , . ] 1⋆
, equation (3.146) now becomes :
(ρ1ν(F ) + ad 1⋆
(ζF ))|zu(z−1x) = −F ∗|xu(z−1x) . (D.138)
Again, we made use a strongly closed ⋆1, but this is not restrictive. By noticing that
ad 1
⋆
(ζF ) = (T
T )−1adM
⋆
(T T ζF )T
T , (D.139)
the left-hand side of D.138 is[
(T T )−1(ρ0ν(F ) + adM⋆ (T
T ζF ))T
T
]
z
u(z−1x) . (D.140)
The additional term can be evaluated with the help of (3.105) to be :
adM
⋆
(T T ζF )) = adM
⋆
(ζF )) = Ce
2a sinh(2ν∂l) . (D.141)
By defining a new operator
2
′((φ∗λ)
−1Ff)(a, b) =
(
(φ∗λ)
−1F (ρν(F ) + adM
⋆
(T T ζF ))f
)
(a, b) , (D.142)
we find that this one is related to the previous box operator (D.70) by
2
′
(a,b) = 2(a,b) + ie
2aCb . (D.143)
Consequently, the additional term just amounts to redefining the constant k of (D.70), and
all the functions W (x, z) (i.e. all the convolution kernels u(z−1x)) have to satisfy eq.(D.61).
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To end up, we now discuss the status of the constants c(E) and c(H) which we discarded
in (D.111). From (3.127) and (D.117), we see that c(E) = 0, but c(H) remains arbitrary. We
may define
Λ′X = ΛX + kX ,X ∈ a⊕ n, (D.144)
with kE = 0, and kH = A = cst., and observe that we still have (2ν = 1)
[Λ′X ,Λ
′
Y ]⋆1ν = Λ
′
[X,Y ] , ∀X,Y ∈ a⊕ n . (D.145)
This way, we can always redefine Λ→ Λ′ such that (D.117) is true. Let us analyze the effects
of this redefinition. We have ΛH → ΛH + A, with A being constant. From (3.3.3), (3.123)
and (3.126), we can see how this translates on the moment maps (3.89). First note that
U−11 ΛX = λX + d(X) , (D.146)
where d(X) again denotes a constant (set to 0 up to now). Thus the shift ΛH → ΛH + A
induces the shift λH → λH + α. Consequently, the net effect is simply the translation
l → l + α. Now, we can wonder how equation (D.61) will be modified by this change of
coordinates. With (3.104) and (D.63), we see that the left-hand side of (D.61) will remain
unchanged if we redefine the Fourier transform (3.113) by
Fα(g)(a, b) :=
∫
e−ibug(a, u− α)du . (D.147)
On the other hand, the right-hand side will be modified by the substitution l→ l+ α in F ∗,
see eq. (3.90). Eq. (D.61) then becomes, with ξ = (c, p), ζ¯ = (a, b), and x = e2(c−a):
i[ 4λ2bx2∂2ξ + b(1 + 4λ
2b2)∂2b − 2x(1 + 4λ2b2)∂ξ∂b − 4λ2bx∂ξ + 2(1 + 6λ2b2)∂b −
b(k − 4λ2)]W (x, p, b) = −x (2xp∂ξ − ((m+ α2) + p2)∂p + 2αx∂x − 2αp ∂p)W (x, p, b) .(D.148)
Plugging Wλ(x, p, b) = −(1 + 4λ2b2)1/4 x e−ibpx Fλ(b, x) into this, we get
(−4bx2λ2(1 + 4b2λ2)∂2ξ − b(1 + 4b2λ2)2∂2b + 2x(1 + 4b2λ2)2∂b∂ξ − (1 + 4b2λ2)8b2λ2∂b
+2i(1 + 4λ2b2)αx2∂x + V (b, x))Fλ(b, x) = 0 ,(D.149)
with V (b, x) = b(−2λ2(1+2b2λ2)+(1+4b2λ2)(k−(m+α2)x2))+2ixα(1+4λ2b2). Comparing
this to (D.74), we see that the equation acquires an imaginary part, while the real part remains
unchanged, modulo the redefinition m → m + α2. Writing Fλ(b, x) = FRλ (b, x) + iF Iλ (b, x),
the real part is still given by (D.92), while F Iλ (b, x) satisfies
(1 + x∂x)F
I
λ (b, x) = 0 , (D.150)
and is thus given by
F Iλ (b, x) =
C
x
. (D.151)
In conclusion, we have thus shown that every SL(2,R)-invariant product on Π is of the
form discussed in Sect. (3.3.4), i.e. characterized by an intertwining kernel u satisfying the
second order differential equation (D.61).
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